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Chapter 1

Introduction;
Background, OVerview of the Issues,
and Discussion of Sources

I. Background

The printing press forms the backdrop to many standard
historical images of the Chinese revolution. Revolutionary
newspapers, books, and pamphlets rolled off hidden presses in
Shanghai and other centers of ferment and insurrection
throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
In a recent guide to revolutionary sites in Shanghai, for
example, of the approximately one hundred places listed,
twenty are associated with the publishing industry, and
several of these are bookstores.l The printers and printing
presses of Yan'an are legendary,2 as are those of the New
Fourth Army in Jiangsu.
Literature, supplementing historical research, also
reflects the importance to revolutionary change of
underground printing and publishing. In Gao Yunlan's novel,
Annals of a Provincial Town [Xiaocheng chunqiu), which is
based on an actual jailbreak in Xiamen in 1930, the
revolutionary protaganists, Li Yue and Jianping, are given
two assignments by their higher-ups: first, to organize a
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people's night school; the second, "to start an underground
printing press • "3 Also, Li Yue 's uncle is described as "an
honest old typesetter. " 4 In Andre Malraux's

Man's

Fate

[La

Condition humanaine] , the best known western novel of the

Chinese revolution, the crucial organizing meeting between
the character Kyo and the Communist leadership takes place
against the clatter of a printing press running at full
speed, sounding like "an enormous ventilator in bad
condition."s
Before there were underground presses in China, however,
there were legitimate ones. It is one of these that the
popular Chinese-American writer Bette Bao Lord depicts in her
novel Spring Moon. 6 In that story, in 1914 , a former Qing man
of letters has been metamorphosed into a professional editor
at a large Shanghai publishing house, seemingly the only
position in Republican China for which he was trained. It
seems highly conceivable that Lord based her character on
Zhang Yuanji (1867-1959), the Hanlin scholar-turned-editor
who managed Shanghai's Commercial Press from 1903 until 1953,
when it was nationalized.
Both the Commercial Press and its chief Republican-era
(1912-49) competitor, Zhonghua Books, were in some sense
present even at the founding of the People's Republic of
China. According to one recent journalistic account, when Mao
Zedong set out for Beijing from Xibaipo, the remote rural
village where he had spent the year from May 1948 to March
1949, he took with him reprint copies of the Shiji [Records
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of the Historian] and the Zizhitongjian [Comprehensive Mirror
for Aid in Government], the first a Han-dynasty (206 B.C.-220
A.D.) text and the second dating from the Song dynasty (9601278). The selection of such works for the personal baggage
of a conqueror seems normal to the historian of China. Both
texts had been studied for centuries by emperors and
statesmen; both texts were also part of the repertoire of
titles regularly reprinted by traditional and modern Chinese
publishers.
Along with these two works, however, Mao took two
Chinese dictionaries, the Ciyuan [Origins of Words, first
published by the Commercial Press in 1915] and the Cihai
[OCean of words, issued by Zhonghua in 1936-37].7 The presence
of these two works symbolizes the singular importance of the
two modern commercial publishing firms in shaping and
standardizing modern Chinese language and thought, both Mao's
and others'. Each dictionary, although based on traditional
literature and contemporary usage, was produced in the new
privately-owned and -managed editorial offices of its
Shanghai publisher. The appearance of these editorial offices
and their development of innovative commercially viable
publications by professional editors were among the most
significant innovations of the Shanghai publishers.
Since the declaration of the People's Republic on
OCtober 1, 1949, China has again become one of the world's
preeminent book cultures. Even the Cultural Revolution,
conventionally viewed as a profoundly anti-intellectual and
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anti-book movement, promoted large-scale book production and
consumption. Indeed, the CUltural Revolution began with a
nationally-circulated literary critique of a satirical play.
China had had a national reading public since well before the
nineteenth century, but the means by which Yao Wenyuan's
critique of Hairui Dismissed from Office reached a national
audience of millions were those of a modern publishing
industry.
No symbol of the CUltural Revolution itself compares
with the potency of Quotations from Chairman Mao, the
infamous "Little Red Book." The first edition was published
by the Political Department of the People's Liberation

Army

(PLA) in May, 1964. The same bureau also promoted the
movement to study Mao's longer writings. Over the next three
years, one modern historian has estimated, the PLA "printed
nearly a billion copies of the Quotations along with some
150,000,000 copies of Mao's Selected Works •••• "a Disciplined
industrial production of reading material for a mass reading
audience were not Communist innovations, however. Rather, the
communists were employing methods and machines pioneered by
late Qing and Republican printer/publishers.9
These images, then, are some of those of the printing
press, printers, publishers, and important publications
available to historians of modern China. The centrality of
these images to the political, revolutionary, and cultural
life of modern China should be a sufficiently strong argument
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for studying the origins and development of the modern
Chinese printing and publishing industry created in Shanghai.
However, a second argument for examining Shanghai's
printing and publishing industry lies in its more general
importance in fostering intellectual, educational, and civic
life between 1876 and 1937, the years covered by this
dissertation. Industrially-produced printed matter was the
one modern medium capable of penetrating deep into the minds
of all Chinese in this period. Printed matter communicated to
them their first impressions of modernity, industrialization,
foreigners, political change, and even, to many, their first
impressions of China's own past. In addition to communicating
these visual or discursive impressions, Shanghai-printed
publications als0 gave readers the language to describe them;
in this indirect way, it influenced even the non-reading
public.
Between 1876 and 1937, the Shanghai publishing industry,
both commercial and underground, became the single most
important ''upstream" supplier of books and periodicals to
China's reading public. This public ranged from casual
readers to masses of students, usually in remote provincial
schools but sometimes in urban universities. In addition, it
often supplied underground revolutionaries located in city
and countryside.
Pre-1937 Shanghai publishers set national agendas in
educational and intellectual life, strongly influencing both
their own social environment and China's future. This
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dissertation focuses on these upstream suppliers, the
commercial printers, publishers, and editors, as well as on
the social effects of the printing press, as a means of
exploring Shanghai's cultural, commercial, and industrial
history between 1876 and 1937.
The centrality of this locale and of these years to
modern Chinese history needs little explanation. Both the
period and the city have been the stage for many early books
in intellectual and social history. 10 That the period can be
reworked for new insight of a cultural, commercial, and
industrial nature is suggested by numerous recent works.l1 No
one has yet written an intellectual or cultural history of
Shanghai itself in this period, though, perhaps because of
the bulkiness of the topic.
My own goal is more modest. By focusing on the producers
of what Chinese students and intellectuals read and debated,
I trace the emergence of Shanghai as an intellectual and
educational center. Rather than finding the source of its
preeminence in educational institutions, however, I tie that
preeminence to its business and industrial institutions. By
focusing on trends and persons involved in the modernization
of China's publishing industry, I seek to answer the question
of how Shanghai's modern Chinese printers and publishers took
advantage of a preexisting book market and created conditions
that made this city a national center of intellectual life in
the decades leading up to the Anti-Japanese War (1937-45).
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And, further, what was their impact on Shanghai, in concrete
terms?
I narrate and analyze the development of this modernized
Chinese cultural industry by looking at its four main
features: (1) its claim, both commercial and intellectual, on
the late imperial national book market; (2) Shanghai's
lithographic publishing system, the necessary bridge from
very small-scale artisanal publishing to modern industrial
book production; (3) the evolution of the corporate
publishing company system and its editorial process; and, (4)
the emergence of the factory system that supplied the
industry with locally-produced machinery and printers.
Building on the themes of marketing, mechanization, business
organization, editing, and machine manufacture, I look at
Shanghai as a nationally significant site of cultural
history, but with the emphasis on the entrepreneurial and
vocational side of that history.
Each of my five substantive chapters (Chapters 2-6)
addresses a problem and several themes in the development of
this industry. Within each chapter, chronology and narrative
are explanatory approaches employed when useful but not for
their own sake. Likewise, I do not catalogue publications per
se, referring as sparingly as possible to titles and almost
only to bring some larger issue into focus.
I begin my study by focusing not on Shanghai publishers
but on the late imperial book market centralized in Beijing's
Liulichang district. Liulichang was the late imperial
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national book emporium that brought together in one locale
the values of wenren consumers and collectors as well as
those of quasi-philanthropic, quasi-commercial booksellers
and publishers. Of particular importance to Chapter 2's
argument are two contradictory notions. The first, borrowed
from Joseph R. Levenson, concerns the non-commercial
scholarly "amateur ideal" typified by those who worked in
Liulichang. Second, I draw on Craig Clunas' recent work to
suggest that this amateur ideal was undercut by the fact that
knowledge, like many other commodities in late Ming (13681644) and post-Ming society, was influenced by far-reaching
commercialization. These two contradictory influences
rendered the Liulichang booksellers themselves ambivalent
about their careers, a feeling that persisted among
booksellers, these self-described "cultural merchants," until
the end of the Republican period.
My interest in Liulichang derives from its importance as
a symbolic and commercial model for the new bookselling
center that replaced it in the early twentieth century,
Shanghai's Wenhuajie (centered on Fuzhou Road). Issues
introduced in Chapter 2, particularly those of scholarship,
commerce, technology, the state and political affairs, and
the gentry and their lifestyles, are reoriented in Chapter 3
to show how the conservative motivations of traditional
publishers and booksellers were reflected in Shanghai's
lithographic industry. The theme of ambiguity and ambivalence
introduced in Chapter 2 is further developed to reveal the
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janus-faced nature of the lithographic printer/publishers.
For in spite of their conservative immediate goals, the
industry that the lithographers created simultaneously raised
treaty-port Shanghai's intellectual profile and brought about
social and commercial forms that set the stage for the
modernized printing and publishing industry that replaced it.
Just as Chapter 2 stresses the theme of a centralized
publishing industry and the impact of that image on
Wenhuajie, Chapter 3 seeks the social significance behind the
phenomena of the Shanghai lithographers. Many general
histories of Shanghai's printing and publishing industry
insist on the importance of the lithographers.u These
publications fail, however, to demonstrate why the
lithographers were important.
In Chapter 3, I argue that the lithographers were
important for three reasons. First, culturally, they assisted
in establishing Shanghai as a center of modern Chinese
culture. Second, socially, they pioneered the sinification of
western commercial and industrial organization and
architecture. And, third, they employed more Chinese workers
using Western technology than all other forms of western
printing then available in China combined, thereby rapidly
familiarizing Chinese workers with modern mechanized printing
facilities. At the same time, in spite of their considerable
commercial success, the lithographers provided subsequent
publishers with a negative example. Despite opening
Shanghai's first modern Chinese commercial editorial office,
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for instance, Tongwen Press, the largest lithographic
publisher, failed to develop any innovative publications.
This failure is indicative of the fundamentally conservative
immediate goals of these publishers.
Chapter 4 examines the ambiguous origins of Shanghai's
modern publishing enterprises from the 1880s to the very
early Republic. I trace these origins to the modernizing
Jiangnan gentry, particularly to the contradictory influences
of the imperial service ethic (first introduced in Chapter 2)
and to the modern demand for adequate compensation. This
latter influence resulted from the costs of mechanization,
which promoted in turn the awareness of textual property
symbolized intellectually by the copyright and
organizationally by the trade association. Lithographic
printers, much less dependent on the market for survival than
the modern comprehensive educational publishers, had also
been less concerned with developing or protecting their
intellectual property.
As

in Chapters 2 and 3, in Chapter 4 I pay great

attention to the addresses and locations of the publishers,
such as the Commercial Press, under review.
my

As

frequently as

sources allow, firsthand accounts of those who worked in

the industry intrude and provide recollections of their
publishing work and its effects on their daily life at this
time. Viewing daily life in this way provides a means of
gauging the impact of the publishing industry on those living
in Shanghai.
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On another level, the physical development of Wenhuajie
and its association with the Fuzhou Road district was a
highly meaningful cultural symbol to the Shanghainese of the
Republican period. The imperial book market in the old
Porcelain Tile Factory district (Liulichang) had quickly
acquired an aura, giving it sentimental importance to the
many persons who worked there and to others who wrote about
it. In the same way, Shanghai's Wenhuajie developed great
meaning to Shanghainese in general and to consumers of
printed matter in particular. The development of that
symbolism is at least as important to the historical impact
of the publishers on Shanghai as was the organizational
development of the Shanghai publishers themselves. The
development of that symbolism also coincides quite directly
with the publishers' rise to national prominence.l3 For this
reason, Chapter 4 looks at Fuzhou Road the way it was before
it became associated with the Republican publishers as well
as at their original locations.
Chapter 5 details the rise of ''The Big Three"
comprehensive publishers of late Qing and early Republican
China. More than any other group among the dozens of Shanghai
publishers, the Commercial Press, Zhonghua, and world Books
were responsible for taking over the Fuzhou Road district and
for promoting its image as a national cultural center. Known
at this time chiefly for their textbooks, which remained the
heart of Republican Shanghai's publishing industry, each
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corporate publisher was also an important manufacturer of
trade and reference works.
The development and production of textbooks and new
reference works, as I argue in Chapter 4, is what first
distinguished these publishers from their predecessors, the
lithographers. In turn, the quest for monopoly in marketing
their textbooks obligated these publishers to develop the
funding mechanisms provided by the modern corporation as well
as a close working relationship with warlord and national
governments. Involvement with government, despite each
publisher's own obvious interests in making money while
dominating the business side of educating China, did elevate
the claims of these three Shanghai publishers on China's
educational and cultural heritage.
At the same time, however, that involvement and the
hegemonic instinct of each of these three publishers suggests
a striking parallel with the three kingdoms vying for
imperial authority at the end of the Han dynasty. I develop
this theme in Chapter 5 to show that justifiable claims to
China's educational and cultural heritage must be
counterbalanced by recognition of the role that money,
markets, and power played in these modern cultural
enterprises. Having introduced Yang Shouqing's 1946
indictment of wenhuajie in Chapter 4, I return to its themes
in Chapter

s.

I argue that the opportunism, crass

materialism, and combativeness he lamented characterized
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Shanghai publishers in his day had its roots in the textbook
wars of the early Republic.
Organizational innovation of the sorts pursued by these
three publishers relied on pools of leadership and personnel
that evolved considerably between 1912 and 1937, the years
discussed in the chapter. At no point, however, did its
corporate structure obliterate the distinctive personality of
each firm I discuss. Likewise, the founders of each firm were
highly significant actors in the developing Fuzhou Road cast.
For this reason, I present more realistic but also more
symphathetic biographies of the leading Fuzhou Road
personalities than are generally available elsewhere,
certainly in English. By focusing on these personalities, I
seek to correct the sanitized image of Fuzhou Road that has
been available heretofor.
Located in the commercial heart of semi-colonial
Shanghai, Wenhuajie was home and often hearth to hundreds if
not thousands of those now familiar as "Shanghai
sojourners. "14 Just as wenhuajie influenced the city, those
who worked there were themselves influenced by their adopted
city. A balanced study of Wenhuajie requires these in-depth
biographical studies. The ambivalence of China's commercial
booksellers first introduced in Chapter 2 is shown in Chapter
5 to have reached a crescendo in Shanghai's Wenhuajie, where
hustlers and mobsters were likely to be encountered working
together with former imperial scholar-officials, modern
educators, and government officials.
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The development of new publications was one of the main
goals of the modern Shanghai publishers. Their success in
editing and manufacturing new titles is part of what
distinguished them from their lithographic predecessors. For
this reason, I argue in Chapter 5 that the development of the
privately-owned and -managed editorial department contributed
as much to the success of The Big Three as did their
corporate financial structure.
However, if, as suggested above by mention of the
"Hanlin scholar turned professional editor," the first
generation of Shanghai editors were imperial degree-holders
whose training had been supplied before they arrived in
Shanghai, by the 1920s editing seems to have become
increasingly professionalized. The social composition of
editorial offices changed considerably, moving into line with
the "new breed" of Shanghai worker identified by wen-hsin
Yeh, "the hard-working, educated, career employees who held
professional positions in a large corporate organization."B
The professionalization of these editorial directors and
employees included a growing awareness of the importance of
technology to editorial decisions. Historically, this
professionalization represents the culmination of the
evolution away from Levenson's "amateur ideal" lifestyle
found in Liulichang. It also suggests just how much modern
corporate publishing had changed the preoccupations of
Chinese editors and book merchants. Changed preoccupations
should have led wenhuajie's editors and book merchants to
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clarify their self-image as scholars manques, but this task
was not accomplished before war forced many to leave Shanghai
in 1937.
My final substantive chapter, Chapter 6, argues that the
usual issues exercising historians of the book and of
printing must be reoriented to include the influence of
industrial manufacturing. 16 Part of what makes the Shanghai
publishers a fascinating topic for study is their success in
adapting Western mechanized printing and publishing
techniques to book production, itself one of the oldest
cultural enterprises in China. Just as the janus-faced
Chinese lithographers erected the bridge that led Shanghai
residents on to letterpress printing/publishing, so too,
against many of their own wishes and intentions, Shanghai
publishers completed a process of packaging and selling
knowledge that had already begun by the late Ming
(seventeenth century) and perhaps far earlier.
As

I suggest above in my remarks regarding Chapter 5,

editors themselves were aware of the need to include the role
of technology in their editorial decisions. Simultaneously,
Chinese publishers were burdened by the cost of foreign
machinery; relieving their burden became the raison

d'e~re

of

Shanghai's printing machine manufacturers. Just as historians
have heretofor failed to adequately explain the historical
significance of the lithographers, as mentioned above, we
have also overlooked the success of these machine
manufacturers. Running the first successful Chinese-owned
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machine manufacturing businesses, they mechanized China's
printing industry by providing effective machinery at prices
lower than those charged for imported machines.
The importance of the machine manufacturers to
Shanghai's publishers is furthec suggested by the comment of
a Commercial Press supervisor. In 1933, a year after the
firm's printing plant was destroyed by Japanese bombers, he
rejoiced in the revelation that the Commercial Press's
machine shop had escaped unscathed, allowing the Press to
resurrect itself.
This observation is a strong reminder of the need to pay
close attention to the built or invented environment as well
as to cultural ideals and social organization when engaged in
historical research. All three factors contributed to the
historical significance of what is arguably the single most
important technology to intellectuals and educators to appear
in the past five centuries, the mechanized printing press.
Cultural ideals, social organization, and mechanical
inventions are all studied in detail in this dissertation.

II. Gutenberg in Shanghai

?1

This Dissertation's Relationship

to Existing Literature and Its Intended Contribution

If the social reality behind the Chinese images of
Liulichang and Wenhuajie unites this dissertation from start
to finish, a second cultural construct is just as important.
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This second construct originates in the west and suggests the
value to Westerners in learning from China's historical
experience. Since the development of movable type by Johann
Gutenberg in the 1450s, Westerners have been seeking the
social meaning of printing and mechanized publishing.
In the year 1620, Francis Bacon published Novum Organum.
This work has been called ''the cardinal statement" of the
Baconian philosophy that has "helped shape the course of
western civilization. " 17 Central to that statement was the
call for a transformation of learning and its application to
the material conditions of life. In this context, Bacon
singled out for discussion "discoveries" that he believed had
most profoundly shaped society in his own day and
distinguished his world from that of the ancients.
Differences between societies are the result, Bacon argues,
not of soil, climate, or race, but of "the arts." More
specifically:
Again, it is well to observe the force and virtue and
consequences of discoveries; and these are to be seen
nowhere more conspicuously than in those three which
were unknown to the ancients, and of which the origin,
though recent, is obscure and inglorious; namely,
printing [my emphasis], gunpowder, and the magnet. For
these three have changed the whole face and state of
things throughout the world; the first in literature,
the second in warfare, the third in navigation; whence
have followed innumerable changes; insomuch that no
empire, no sect, no star seems to have exerted greater
power and influence in human affairs than these
mechanical discoveries.lB
These discoveries, then, were to Francis Bacon, at the
beginning of the modern age, the key technologies
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distinguishing modernity from antiquity. The significance of
these technologies was so significant, Bacon argued, that
they benefited not one nation, but all of mankind.
Since the time of Bacon, there has been considerable
scholarly speculation regarding the cultural impact of book
production on Europe. Most recently, researchers familiar
with Lucien Febvre's influential work, The Coming of the
Book, which first appeared in 1958, have sought insight into

the social impact of the single most important modern
communications technology prior to the invention of the
telegraph. Febvre's numerous important insights included the
observation that both capitalism and capitalist social
organization themselves were influenced by the development of
the print shop. Febvre wrote:
Having come into being more or less haphazardly, the
[early modern European] book trade quickly acquired a
modern character ••• From its earliest days printing
existed as an industry, governed by the same rules as
any other industry; the book was a piece of merchandise
which men produced ••• to earn a living, even when they
were ••• scholars and humanists at the same
time ••• Throughout this period publishers were faced with
a basic problem ••• The task of organizing a commercial
network which would enable them to sell the books they
produced as rapidly as possible was ••• the constant and
central preoccupation of publishers.l9
In addition to stressing the precociously modern
character of printers and publishers, Febvre also made the
point that the print shop was probably the world's first
factory floor. This insight has been developed by Robert
Darnton in several publications. Darnton' s several well-known
publications have been complemented by those of Roger
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Chartier and Carla Hesse. Like Darnton's, their works have
sought to extend insights gained from Febvre and elsewhere
regarding the effects of social and technological change by
showing its impact on early modern France. Elizabeth
Eisenstein, in The Printing Press as an Agent of Change,
attempted to extend these insights to Western European
society in general.
In fact, the question of the social impact of mechanized
printing and modern publishing has been even more widely
discussed than generally appreciated. In 1976, Nicholas

v.

Riasanovsky extended the research agenda fostered by Febvre,
but generally limited to Western Europe, to include Russia.
He wrote:
[B]ecause periodicals had to support themselves to
survive in a limited and insecure market, [Russian]
publishers developed sensitivity, adaptability, and
business sense. In fact, it has been suggested that
journalism was the only industry in Russia in the second
quarter of the nineteenth century which operated along
sophisticated capitalist lines and responded promptly
and effectively to market conditions.2o
Riasanovsky went on to say that, despite the absence of a
solid study of the subject, he felt sure that commercialized
book publishing expanded rapidly in Russia between 1800 and
1850. Further, it was during that period that reading
libraries, large bookshops, and important publishing firms
developed into "major fixtures of Russian intellectual
life. "21
If the western world has only recently been encouraged
to study tsarist Russia's printing and publishing industry,
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it has been generally aware of the central importance of
China in the history of printing, publishing, and paper
manufacture since over three-quarters of a century before
Francis Bacon published the remarks, quoted earlier, linking
modernity with printing. In 1546, a gift of printed books had
arrived from Canton for the King of Portugal. By the
eighteenth century, British opinion, having surpassed Bacon's
knowledge of the subject, reckoned the year 930 to have been
the moment when Chinese wood block printing technology
produced its first book. In fact, the oldest extant printed
work, a Diamond Sutra, dates from 868.
In the nineteenth century, western interest in the
history of this Chinese craft thrived until the 1850s. It
revived with the appearance of Thomas Francis Carter's The
Invention of Printing in China and Its Spread westward in
1925.22 Carter's important work, a landmark in comparative
history, stressed Western dependence on Chinese technological
genius. Roughly contemporary with Carter's book was Roswell

s. Britton's The Chinese Periodical Press, 1800-1912,23 which
stressed China's but not necessarily ' Chinese" use of Western
1

technology. More recently, Tsien Tsuen-hsuin's Paper and
Paper.making, volume 5:1 of Joseph Needham's series, Science
and Civilisation in China, has appeared, surveying both
Chinese use of Chinese technology and China's use of western
technology. Tsien's account, like Carter's, has the virtue of
going beyond a mere catalogue of technical achievements to a
modest discussion of the cultural meaning of the invention.
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Still, Tsien's heavy interest in technology prevented him
from engaging those Chinese persons who used Western printing
technology to produce China's modern publishing industry.
Further, Tsien's time frame, like Carter's, is so vast that
it detracts from the book's persuasiveness. The six decades
covered by this dissertation, which focuses on Chinese
adapting Western technology to Chinese conditions, constitute
micro-history by comparison.
Recent works confronting the cultural issues of
publishing, as opposed to printing, and its impact on China
include Evelyn Rawski's Education and Popular Literacy in
Ch 'ing China, Robert Hegel's The Novel in Seventeenth-Century
China, and Perry Link's Mandarin Ducks and Butterflies. Even

more recently, Leo Ou-fan Lee's and Andrew Nathan's article
"The Beginnings of Mass Culture: Journalism and Fiction in
the Late Ch' ing and Beyond, "24 has surveyed the origins of
Chinese mass culture from its cradles in Shanghai and other
centers after 1895.
Although Lee and Nathan's main interests are journalism
and fiction, they make the observation, relevant to this
dissertation, that after 1895, political news and new ideas
were delivered to the Chinese people "almost exclusively
through the press. ,25 Separate from, but related to, the
periodicals that interest Lee and Nathan, were books, the
main subject of this dissertation. As I show in Chapter 4, it
is arguable that, in the period after 1895, books,
particularly textbooks and reference books, were at least as
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important as periodicals in shaping long-term Chinese
opinion. Textbooks consistently reached more people with a
more stable message than periodicals, as I argue in Chapters
4 and 5. The intellectual influence of periodicals in early
twentieth century China is undeniable, but it is for this
reason that I have focused on books and book publishers as
~~upstream

suppliers" to readers, students, schools, and

universities.
If it is difficult to discuss technology without some
attention to the people working with it and influenced by it,
it is just as hard to talk about

11

the press" without some

awareness of the technology used by publishers and the ways
that it changed those who came into working contact with it.
It is for this reason that I begin my study, not in 1898 as
do Lee and Nathan theirs, nor in 1842, the most typical date
of origin found in Chinese histories of modern printing and
publishing, but in 1876. That is the year when Chinese
workers began to work in significant numbers with Western
printing technology on Chinese soil. Almost immediately, as I
show in Chapter 3, Chinese merchants witnessed the benefits
of lithography and began to invest in western technology to
produce works of interest to them and to the national Chinese
marketplace. The technological limitations of lithography did
not seriously hamper Chinese uses of it until the period of
educational reform that began in the early 1900s, at which
time Chinese moved rapidly away from lithographic printing to
embrace letterpress printing. They adapted this latter
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technology to their radical new interest in reaching a
national market.
If the means by which Chinese printers and publishers
embraced lithographic printing have been obscured by
historians, just as regrettably, the means by which the much
older mechanical processes originating with Gutenberg were
absorbed by Chinese printers have remained hidden. The
mechanical printing techniques associated with Johann
Gutenberg (c. 1390s to c. 1468) are well-known in Western
society, if not totally agreed upon. In Europe and America,
throughout the past century, historians have spilled much ink
correcting the traditional image of Gutenberg as a solitary
technical genius who invented movable type in the confines of
his workshop in Mainz.26 The conditions of secrecy under which
Gutenberg worked, only hinted at in the transcript of the
famous lawsuit with his sometime partner, the lawyer Fust,
actually anticipate some of the issues discussed here in
Chapter 6. Less widely mentioned, if spoken of at all, in the
largely European-centered scholarly discussion of Gutenberg
and the influence of his inventions, are Chinese images of
Gutenberg (Ch., "Gu-deng-bao"), his activity, and his bequest
to the world.
Raising the image of Gutenberg in China is to up-end,
but not to deny, much that has been written to emphasize
China's contributions to world printing technology. Writings
about China's contribution to world printing technology
typically emphasize Chinese innovations in wood-block
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printing and in the development of metal and clay typeforms,
rightly regarding the Chinese as innovators in print
technology. Even Mao Zedong contributed to this literature,
writing in a 1939 publication more patriotic than scholarly:
The development of the Chinese people (here [we] discuss
chiefly the development of the Han ethnic group) is like
that of many other peoples in the world ••• In the
development of the history of [Chinese] civilization,
there has been flourishing agricultural and artisanal
industry; there have been many great thinkers,
scientists, inventors, political leaders, military
strategists, writers, and artists; and there has been a
rich culture with ancient books and records. At a very
early time, China had invented the compass; 1800 years
ago [China] had already developed a way to make paper;
and 1300 years ago had already invented cut-block
printing. Eight hundred years ago [China] even invented
movable-type printing. 27

However, as a veteran organizer of Changsha lead-type
printers and compositors, Mao knew that Chinese printing in
his day owed its essential practice to the mechanized
European technology then being absorbed by China's modern
printing industry. In her account of the Changsha strike of
lead-type compositors and printers, Linda Shaffer writes:
It is most significant that the printers who went on
strike in November 1922 were lead-type compositors and
printers. Unlike miners and construction workers, and
block printers ••• they performed a job that had not
existed in China before the nineteenth century. Their
job was a western import. In this respect, they were
similar to the mechanics •••• 2a
By 1922, says Shaffer, thirteen modern printing firms were
located in Changsha; a new-style, class-based printers' union
had also been organized in 1920 by Mao Zedong. Shaffer quotes
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Mao's biographer, Li Rui, to the effect that Mao was
secretary of the union and that he was u'very familiar with
the lives of the printers and had a deep understanding of
their problems. ' "29
Mediated on 10 December 1922, the strike ended two days
later. Leading the union mediators was none other than Mao
himself. He of all persons involved must have known how much
was owed to the West for the technology employing members of
this union. In fact, Mao was not alone in his awareness of
the importance of the jobs "imported" from the West along
with this technology. A decade later, in the 1930s, numerous
popular and learned articles on printing technology and
printing culture would appear in Chinese publications,
emphasizing the impact that mechanized printing, of the sort
that the Chinese then regarded as traceable to Gutenberg, was
having in China. Mao's interest in 1939 in emphasizing
China's contributions to world printing culture was certainly
informed by this literature.
An

international consciousness of printing history

informed these Chinese discussions of print technology. This
international consciousness actually raised national pride in
Chinese contributions to the West30 while simultaneously
aknowledging western contributions to China. For example, Xu
Wan, after a discussion of historic Chinese contributions to
printing, commented in the Baoxue jikan (Journalism
quarterly) :
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European movable-type printing began in the fourteenth
[sic. ] century of the Western calendar. In Germany,
Gutenberg invented movable type ••• By the sixteenth
century, printing began to advance with the age of
organization and equipment. When the ocean barrier
opened, every sort of Western European science was
imported into China ••• Printing machines were invented by
Westerners, around the beginning of the sixteenth
century in the Western calendar, but they were
still ••• small-scale machines ••• [powered by] the push of
human hands or by foot-pedals ••• In recent years, every
large newspaper in China has had ••• slug-casting platen
presses [letterpress machines], type-casting machines,
and cardboard machines, having bought either foreign
machines, or using Chinese-made products. 31
For Chinese of the 1930s, then, the connection between
modern printing/publishing and Gutenberg's legacy was a
direct one.

As

I argue in Chapter 6, although most Chinese-

owned machine shops were very small enterprises, particularly
in the first stage of their development after 1895, they were
nonetheless a crucial component in the process by which the
Chinese publishing industry was brought into Gutenberg's
legacy. These shops promoted the mechanization of an industry
that not only provided some of the hardware for the late Qing
and Republican revolutionary movements, but also contributed
to a technological revolution leading to the consumer era of
the 1920s and 1930s.
It is difficult for historians today to discuss westernderived industry in China in the 1930s without seeing it as
an aspect of the broader issue of imperialism. Despite the
undeniable poignancy of the issue of imperialism in the
1930s, however, it is striking that these discussions of
Gutenberg and his legacy were carried out largely without
reference to western technology as a tool promoting western
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exploitation of the Chinese economy. One reason may have
been, as I argue in Chapter 6, the fact that the printing and
publishing industry was ''a stellar case of the success of
nineteenth century 'self-strengthening' written in the idiom
of twentieth century Republicanism." Long before other
Chinese-owned machine-making industries utook off I

"

the

Chinese printing machine manufacturing industry was very
successful.

As

a result, many Chinese may have already

concluded that mechanized printing and publishing already
"belonged" to them as much as it "belonged" to the West. 32
The issue of whether Western-style printing technology
"belonged" to China in the 1930s is related to the question
of how the Chinese self-image had evolved. Taking the long
view, it is possible to argue, with Mary Rankin, that deep
structural changes had been taking place in Chinese society
over a long enough period that some Chinese businessmen and
entrepreneurs, at least in Shanghai, were no longer
intimidated by Western technology. Rankin writes:
Both Chinese elites and the Chinese state had begun to
change before the late nineteenth century. Western
imperialism ••• accelerated these changes ••• by introducing
new industrial technology and organization ••• and
providing examples of new kinds of political
institutions and relationships. 33
By the 1930s, Chinese publishers were already quite
familiar with industrial technology and the new forms of
social and industrial organization for which it called;
western printing techniques were in fact one of the earliest
mechanical techniques to come to China.

As

early as the years
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immediately following the Treaty of Nanjing (1842), a
western-run printing and publishing industry emerged in
Shanghai. The histories of the Mohaishuguan, run by the
London Missionary Society, which opened in Shanghai in 1846,
and of the Meihuashuguan, which William Gamble, an American
Presbyterian missionary brought to Shanghai in 1859, although
inadequately documented, are known in outline. 34 Likewise, the
general histories of the two British-founded newspapers, the
North China Herald (started 1850) and Shenbao (1872) are

known. 35
Familiarized with Western printing techniques in this
way,J 6 Chinese printers and publishers also became one of the
earliest Chinese industries to embrace the advantages of the
modern joint-stock corporation (1900s) as a means of paying
for this technology. The Western joint-stock corporation had
a long history in Asia before Shanghai printers and
publishers adapted it to their own needs. In some sense, the
Sino-Western relationship may be said to have begun with a
corporation. The East India Company, despite its crown
monopoly, was run along lines that evolved into the modern
corporation, and had had a major impact on the lives of tens
of thousands of Chinese.J7 The deeply unsavory origins of the
corporation in the East India Company notwithstanding, in
China as elsewhere, this new commercial form had a major
impact on the organization of society as well as on the lives
of individuals.
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Wellington K.K. Chan writes about the emergence of new
forms of joint-stock official/merchant companies in the late
nineteenth century, particularly the guandu shangban
(government-sponsored merchant management) and guanshang

heban (officials' and merchants' joint management)
corporations. Tracing the pedigree of these two forms of
merchant and official collaboration to the guandu shangban of
the eighteenth century salt monopolists and to Canton's
Cohong, he argues that this lineage provided the main line of
approach to the modern Chinese corporation. A second option
that had been available when the first Self-Strengthening
joint-stock firms were established was the traditional gongsi
(company) of private merchant investors.
The Chinese publishing firms set up in the 1890s and
early twentieth century evolved out of this latter option.
They were also influenced by the publication of new company
laws in 1905. These laws had themselves been derived from
Western models of limited liability corporations. By the
1930s, these originally foreign printing techniques and forms
of social organization had "been Chinese" for nearly a
century in the first case, and nearly a half century in the
second. This situation minimized conflict between the two
cultures, Chinese and western, which had to merge before the
image of Shanghai's Wenhuajie could develop.
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III. The Ambiguous Status of the Chinese Bookseller

Minimization of conflict on this level did not mean that
there was no friction in the printing and publishing world.
On the contrary, just as the conflicts of the modern factory
floor were first found in the European printing shop, as
Febvre and Darnton suggest, so too Shanghai's printers were
among the city's leading labor activists.Js In this
dissertation, however, the conflict on which I focus is more
psychological. It is the conflict in the minds of China's
publishers regarding their proper place in China's
occupation-minded hierarchies.
Early in his commentary on the history of Chinese
philosophy, Feng Youlan notes that as early as the third
century B.C., Chinese texts such as the Llishichunqiu [Spring
and Autumn Annals] distinguish between occupations, praising
some and dismissing others. Agriculturalists, for instance,
were praised as those who engaged in the "root" occupation;
merchants, on the other hand, were disdained for their
pursuit of a "branch" occupation. In addition, says Feng, the
authors of the Annals

11

found that the mode of life of people

is conditioned by their economic background. " 39

One can find similar notions in the roughly contemporary
third century text known as the Guanzi, the locus classicus
of the fundamental ranking that influenced Chinese thought
for centuries. The Guanzi outlines the difference between the
life modes of the gentry or scholar and that of the merchant,
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the two fundamental occupational categories discussed in this
dissertation:
Duke Huan said, "What should I do about fixing the
dwelling place of the people and arranging their work?"
Guanzi replied, "The gentry, peasants, artisans, and
merchants, these four types of people are the bedrock of
the state. They should not be allowed to dwell together
in confusion. If they do so, their speech will become
distorted and their work disorganized. For this reason
the sage kings, in situating the gentry, were certain to
send them to places of leisure. In situating the farmers
they were certain to send them to the fields. In
situating the artisans they were certain to send them to
the bureaus responsible for them. In situating the
merchants they were certain to send them to the
marketplace [my emphases 1. ,40
The notion that certain occupations are more valuable to
society than others is one that has a long textual and oral
history in China. The seventeenth century Sacred Edict,
issued in the name of the Kangxi (r. 1662-1722) emperor and
still influential in the eighteenth century when Liulichang's
book merchants first spread their wares, continued the
imperial practice of officially praising certain occupations.
After discussing the importance of attending upon one's
"proper calling, " the Edict discourages

11

ne er-da-wells of
I

all sorts ,41 and exhorts scholars, peasants, artisans, and
merchants, in that order.
Starting with the most elevated occupation of all, the
Edict points out that, by giving one's mind over to "study in

the spirit of the Ancient Worthies," one will become "an
upright and honourable man." Further, by "giving the mind to
[this] main thing, a scholar will without fail in private
life be a graduate worthy of the name, and a useful mandarin
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when he obtains that position."42 As will be discussed in
Chapter 2, the book merchants of Liulichang preferred,
understandably, to emphasize their ties to this world of
scholarship. This preference survived to the end of the
period under review in this dissertation, even when actual
conditions made it difficult to sustain.
In contrast to its advice to scholars, the Edict
discussed the proper role of merchants in far blunter and
less elevated terms. First, it encouraged merchants to pursue
their profession, for which the emperor could find words no
better than "buying cheap and selling dear" ( qianmai guimai) •
Second, perhaps due the negative stereotype reflected in this
characterization, merchants are warned directly to make sure
"the goods be genuine and the prices true: do not cheat
people. ,43 This last counnand strongly suggests that merchants
did, by "buying cheap and selling dear," cheat people. The
image of book merchants doing just this is satirized by the
eighteenth century writer wu Jingzi in his novel, The
Scholars, which I discuss briefly in Chapter 3.
In light of the derision with which merchants in general
were held, there should be little surprise at the response of
book merchants to the need for self-definition. Book
merchants, whose place in the four-tiered system was unclear
from the start, responded by emphasizing the cultural nature
of their commerce. And they continued to stress their ties to
the worlds of scholarship and state service down to 1937 and
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beyond, even after mechanization and industrialization had
introduced new responsibilities and ambitions to their world.
This hierarchical arrangement of occupations44 is one of
the most often repeated formulas for understanding
traditional Chinese society. In the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, however, the traditional hierarchy of occupational
values has been turned over not once but several times.
Gentry and scholars in particular experienced very real
downward mobility. Writer and social critic Lu Xun's (18811936) short story, ' Kong Yiji," finished in 1919, may be said
1

to mock the lost prestige of the scholar who persists in
making his claims of superiority in a society confronted by
the dangers of Western armies. The soldier, on the other
hand, excluded from the traditional hierarchy, has eventually
been endorsed as a bold new cultural ideal in numerous
fictional works. The revolutionary, first introduced in
nineteenth century fiction, becomes a praiseworthy figure in
twentieth century literature.45
In the twentieth century, the roles of printer and
editor also came to be included in this new hierarchy of
occupations. In addition to the works cited earlier that
feature revolutionary printers, Yang Mo's novel, Song of
Youth, for example, features a praiseworthy Communist student

leader. His class background concerns us here, though. Joe

c.

Huang, who has studied the meaning behind these shifts in the
occupational hierarchy through popular literature, points out
that this student leader is meant to be an educated
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proletarian. One is struck immediately by the way in which he
acquired his proper class background; uafter leaving
elementary school," says Huang, "he has worked as an
apprentice in a Shanghai printing shop. "46
Just as important in this new hierarchy is the place of
the book merchant. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century, a period in which the role and status of the
merchant himself underwent great changes, the book merchant
stands out for his talent, not in becoming a new cultural
hero, but for retaining his ambiguous status as a man of
culture. Regardless of the actual transformation of this
ancient occupation, as well as of its trade organizations,
the bookstore owner and the publisher continued to bridge the
worlds of learning, government, commerce, and industry.

As

often happens, new social realities were not necessarily
embraced by, or applied to, all to whom they had relevance.
The ambiguous image of the bookseller survived even the
May Fourth era, in spite of increasingly frequent attacks on
Shanghai publishers for having been stained by and nearly
obliterated by the ink of their accountants. Just as the
opportunism of scholars and publishers was mocked by wu
Jingzi in the eighteenth century, the increasing public
commercialization of the Shanghai publishing business was
lamented by Yang Shouqing, whose attack I discuss in Chapter
4, as late as 1946. Yet the old image survived and continued
to be called on by booksellers such as Zhonghua's Lufei
Bohong.
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The ambiguity of their occupational station, even as the
industry became partially professionalized after the May
Fourth Era, was a permanent feature of the self-identity of
the booksellers and contributed to the ambivalence many felt
as they worked in Beijing's Liulichang or Shanghai's
Wenhuajie. Identification and examination of both this
occupational ambiguity and the personal ambivalence that
resulted from it, particularly after the May Fourth
critiques, is a central part of this dissertation's attempt
to understand the printer and publisher and their place in
the history of Shanghai.

IV. Review of Sources Used

From the standpoint of scholarly potential, Shanghai's
modern publishing industry has been a ripe fig waiting to be
plucked, yet successful study of it has had to wait for
developments in other scholarly fields as well as in China
itself. Considerable resources concerning its historical
development have been available for some time.4 7 Several works
have been written about it in Chinese, all of which suggest
its importance as a research topic.
Conventional histories of the printing and publishing
industry, such as John Tebbell's widely-regarded history of
the American book publishing business, 48 focus on biographies
and company histories, usually united chronologically through
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narrative. The appeal of such approaches lies in their
"developmental" delivery of unfamiliar information without
simultaneously compelling the reader to accept a
comprehensive interpretation.
What follows here is not a chronological history of the
Shanghai publishing industry. Even if I had been inclined to
write such a history, the absence in China of the type of
documentation on which Tebbell relies would have made it
impossible to complete. Nonetheless, when covering sixty
years, one cannot remain oblivious to chronology; for this
reason, I have developed themes such as architectural
development (particularly in Chapter 3), labor (Chapters 3
and 6) and biography (Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6). The
centralization of the publishers and retailers around the
Fuzhou Road neighborhood is another of the key themes of the
Shanghai publishing industry that I develop. The fact that
this centralization also coincides with the emergence of
Shanghai as Republican China's intellectual heart makes it
even more interesting.
As

I worked on this project, it became clear that no one

methodology (e.g., statistical, archival) and no one
collection of documents would supply answers to the issues
most historically significant when discussing the Shanghai
printing and publishing world. The variety of sources I have
consulted enhances the project's results, but made research
for it often seem like a detective saga. Drawing on a variety
of methodologies and collections has provided me with a
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number of fall-back positions when certain groups of sources
did not materialize, as happened often.
Four historiographic influences have influenced the way
I have framed the research and writing of this dissertation.
The history of the book, particularly as a form of modern
communication; the modernization of the Chinese gentry; the
emergence and development of the corporation in China; and
the social history of technology merge in this dissertation
because they came together in unique and fascinating ways in
the city of Shanghai. The secondary sources of greatest
influence are reviewed in each chapter and for this reason I
will not review them again here. In what follows, I briefly
review the major documentary collections that have shaped
this dissertation, but, again, each collection is also
critically reviewed in each relevant chapter.
Chapter 2, in focusing on Beijing's booksellers'
district, relies on a blend of published and edited literary,
historical, and commercial records to describe the
development of the national book market after the late 1760s.
Many of these works are found in Sun Dianqi's Liulichang
xiaozhi [Brief history of Liulichang], first issued in 1962.
In particular, I study youji (travel journal) essays that
assisted in creating the literary pedigree of the district.
The first of them, written by the Shandongese literatus Li
wenzao (1730-78), initiated a family of essays that continued
to appear until the early 1960s.
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These essays were important for convincing me that
Liulichang was a national symbol of the rare and antiquarian
book market of late imperial China. Other essays examined in
the chapter, such those by Li oemao (1778) and Sir Rutherford
Alcock (1873) are studied to show that, in spite of its
position at the top of the gentry lifestyle, Liulichang was a
commercial center in which significant profits were made
buying and selling literary commodities, initially by
southern and then by northern Chinese booksellers.
Other essays are read very closely to show that in
addition to functioning as a center of consumption, by the
middle of the nineteenth century, Liulichang was emerging as
a center of publishing in its own right. The impact of
Western technology on this traditional center is studied for
suggestions about why wood block processes, or the
photographic processes that imitated them, prevailed over
letterpress printing in Liulichang. The results of this study
lead to the insights of Chapter 3, which stresses the
importance to Chinese printers/publishers of maintaining the
calligraphic appeal of the text.
Chapter 3 relies primarily on published sources to make
the point that Shanghai's lithographic printer/publishers
deserve more attention than they have received to date. I
first encountered the reprinted edition of the Dianshizhai
Pictorial in the East Asiatic Library at

u.c. Berkeley;

working my way through it, and wondering how it came about,
provided the initial inspiration for this project. In Chapter
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3, I also introduce Baa Tianxiao's memoir, Chuanyinglou

huiyilu [Recollections of the Chuanying Hall], for the first
time in this dissertation. Baa's concrete descriptions of his
career and intellectual life in Suzhou and Shanghai at the
turn of the century, in spite of his occasional lapses
particularly regarding chronology or dating, had just as
important an impact. Zhang Jinglu's Zai chubanjie ershi nian
[Twenty years in the publishing world] is almost a sequel to
Baa's memoir chronologically. The limitations of memoirs are
too well-known to require detailing here; I have relied upon
these works, and corrected their details when necessary,
because there is often simply nothing better for addressing
the questions that interested or concerned me.
Of particular importance to this chapter was the

Saoyeshanfang mulu [Catalogue of the Saoyeshanfang], a
publisher's catalogue from 1917 that gives prices for wood
block and lithographic editions of the same titles. This
information suggested that part of the appeal of lithography
to Shanghai publishers was its capacity for bringing down the
cost of printing. The primary sources edited by Sun Yutang
and published in 1957 as Zhongguo jindai gongyeshi ziliao
[Source materials for China's modern industrial history]
substantiated this insight and provided details regarding the
size of the lithographic workforce and its impact on
Shanghai. Shanghai minzu jiqi gongye [Shanghai's Chineseowned machine industry], issued in 1979 by the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences, was just as important. The
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drawback to published collections is that they inhibit
attention to topics not deemed signficant by the editor(s).
On the other hand, they bring together materials otherwise
inaccessible.
Many of the North China Herald articles I cite were
actually first read in Chinese after being encountered in Sun
Yutang's publication; only later did I find most of them in
English in Shanghai and the

u.s. The

Shenbao articles I use

also came from Sun's work. The North China Desk Hong List was
found in the library of the Institute of History, Shanghai
Academy of Social Sciences, my host unit when I was in
Shanghai from 1991 to 1993. I found a fairly complete run of
Shanghai Municipal Council Annual Reports in the same

location. Materials on the history of missionary publishers
were found in the Three-Self's (San Zi) Protestant Library in
Shanghai. Attempts to use materials at the Xujiahui Catholic
Library, now part of the Shanghai Municipal Library, failed
repeatedly.
Chapters 4 and 5 rely on both published and archival
sources. Of particular value was the collection of materials
issued by the Shanghai Local History Office known as Chuban
shiliao. This collection, of which I first encountered random

issues in the Berkeley and Stanford libraries, was one of the
first sources I sought after arriving in Shanghai. It was far
more useful in shaping my thinking about this project than
the number of direct citations would indicate.
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Chuban shiliao was published in response to the

creation, in 1979, of the Chinese Publishing Workers'
Federation (Zhongguo chuban gongzuozhe xiehui). Soon
afterwards, a national directive to collect publishing
history materials was issued to local history offices.
Shanghai's branch of the Publishing Workers' Federation began
to publish Chuban shiliao in December 1982. It is meant to be
a collection of historical documents, some of them readily
available nowhere else, as well as a vehicle for republishing
articles of all sorts relating to the history of publishing
in Shanghai, the city where ,.China's modern printing and
publishing enterprises originated. ,49
In addition to providing bibliographic access to
publishing history professionals, the journal alerted me to
the separate publications of contributors like Wang Zhen.
Without Chuban shiliao to guide me, I probably would not have
found such materials. As with many facets of modern Chinese
publishing history, and in spite of their own strong regional
pride in it, Chinese interest in collecting and publishing
these materials for a wider audience has been influenced by
Japanese historical priorities.
The China Bookman, a missionary publication, was found

in the San Zi library. The Shanghai local gazetteers, which I
had hoped would contain a rich assortment of material on
printing and publishing, actually contained only a little.
The brevity of their coverage reveals the importance of the
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change in local historical collecting signalled by Chuban
shiliao.

Although it took nearly two years in Shanghai to find
them, I finally tracked down the Printing Group section of
the New Fourth Army's Historical Research Association, which
provided me with the rich collection known as the Zhongguo
yinshuashi ziliao huibian [Compilation of Chinese printing

history records]. Unlike huiyilu (memoir materials), this
collection is not meant to focus on individuals, but rather,
to highlight a trade and a group of tradesmen who eventually
made major contributions to the Chinese revolution in the
Yangzi River area. No collection of this sort can be used
uncritically, but it did provide me with a clear contemporary
articulation, by a Chinese (Lin He'e), of the importance of
the corporate model to the Shanghai publishers.
If the New Fourth

Army

collection is not meant to focus

on individuals and their experiences, other materials used in
Chapters 4 and 5 are meant to do just that. The wu Tiesheng
memoir in Huiyi Zhonghua shuju [Recalling Zhonghua Book
Company], issued in 1987 by Zhonghua, as well as the Zhu
Lianbao recollection of world Books (1963) and Zheng
Zhenwen's memoir (1965) of his experiences in the editorial
office of the Commercial Press provide an essential personal
dimension to the history of Wenhuajie. Each has clear
personal and political grudges he wishes or is permitted to
air~

familiarity with the broad outlines of the development

of wenhuajie, such as can be acquired from general histories
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such as that by Ji Shaopu, becomes essential for validating
or dismissing these grudges.
The documents I consulted at the Shanghai Municipal
Archives form the bedrock of Chapters 4 and 5. Due to the
weakness of the Shanghai gazetteers regarding the nineteenth
century industry, the lists, names, registries, and charters
found in the Archives enabled me to piece together the story
of the guild and trade association. Further, these documents
permitted me to see the evolving relationship between the
letterpress printer/publishers and the lithographers.
Discovering that relationship permitted me to make my
argument about the link between textual property and
incorporation.
Chapter 6, like Chapter 3, is chiefly problem-oriented
rather than descriptive. It seeks the sources of successful
mechanization in the Shanghai printing industry below the
level of The Big Three. For this reason, I return to the sun
Yutang- and Chinese Academy of Social Sciences-edited
collections used in Chapter 3. North China Herald accounts
also reappear. Where memoir literature had provided personal
accounts of Wenhuajie in Chapters 4 and 5, the effort in this
chapter to push our understanding of Wenhuajie beyond
publishers and editors to the nitty-gritty world of machine
shops, their owners, and their apprentices is enriched by
close attention to these accounts.
Whether describing competitors or employers, it is clear
that, at this level of the printing and publishing world,
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friction was no longer psychological. Unlike the world of the
editors and booksellers discussed above, machine shop life
was brutally concrete and specific. Memoir literature enables
one to get at this specificity as long as one is careful, as
I argue above, to corroborate individual accounts with
general accounts. In this way, the world that produced the
"educated proletarians" of the Chinese revolution mentioned
several times earlier in this introductory chapter also
begins to peek out beyond the confines of Wenhuajie. The
legitimate press, on which this dissertation focuses, begins
to merge into the illegitimate, or underground press,
suggesting options for future research.
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Chapter 2

11

Dukes and Nobles Above, Scholars Below";

Beijing's Booksellers' District as a Cultural and Commercial
Prototype for Shanghai's Wenhuajie

I. Introduction

On the most basic visible level, the emergence of
Shanghai's Wenhuajie, or Culture Streets, followed a longstanding Chinese urban commercial practise of centralizing
trade in similar goods within a particular district or
neighborhood. Silk merchants occupied separate streets as did
jewelers, and, in Beijing, booksellers had long settled in
the district of Liulichang even as Shanghai's Culture Streets
were being established.
Shanghai's special status as a treaty port intensified
this practice of centralization. Marie-Claire Bergere, in her
study of the Shanghai bourgeoisie, provides three reasons why
various central districts became known in Shanghai for
certain kinds of merchandise, saying that, in the first and
second instances, "[b]oth fashion and a desire for security
led to a concentration of firms in the concessions." Third,
she observes, in the immigrant-laden districts of treaty-port
Shanghai, "[t]he structure of the business quarters was in
some respects organized along traditional lines: for
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instance, all Chinese entrepreneurs practising similar
activities and, for the most part, sharing common
geographical origins tended to be found together, in
particular streets."l
In light of this habit of centralizing commercial
activities on the physical level of district or location,
according to type of trade, and proprietors' native-place
origins, it is not surprising to discover that a similar
concentration, not merely of productive or commercial, but
also of intellectual capital had occurred in Shanghai in the
decades following Ding Richang's establishment of the
Jiangnan Arsenal in 1867. 2 The establishment of the Arsenal
(at which time it was the largest of its kind in the world,
larger than either those in Woolwich, England, or Harper's
Ferry, Virginia), in addition to its impact in the militaryindustrial sphere, also prompted establishment of a range of
academic, research, and translation organizations. For this
reason, it was just as important for intellectual and
cultural exchange between the Western powers and the Chinese
as it was for military purposes, and provided an impetus for
the revival of Jiangnan's intellectual life, decimated by the
Taiping Rebellion (1850-64), in Shanghai.
Slightly later, from about 1890 until the late 1930s,
one key district in that city, defined by the intersections
of Canton and Fuzhou (then Simalu) Roads with Qipanjie (now
Henan Middle Road), became the center of China's printing and
publishing industry. The name, Wenhuajie, is a creation of
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the late 1920s and 1930s. Nonetheless, long before this
district and this city emerged in the public eye as the
center of this industry, it was here that printers and
publishers could be found. First along Qipanjie, and then
spreading westward into Fuzhou Road, in the middle of the
International Concession and just a stone's throw from the
financial arsenals of the Bund, all of China's major trade
and journalistic publishers, their retail outlets, trade
associations, jobber printers, stationers, calligraphers and
painters, along with purveyors of the "Four Treasures" of the
scholar's studio (wenren sibao) assembled.
From this commercial district, made up of low-rise,
high-density structures piled up just behind the buildings of
the Bund, 3 China's modern intellectual fashions and products
appeared. Bound and packaged, they were produced repeatedly
and cumulatively during the period that began with the
Chinese adaptation of western printing technology, carrying
on through successive periods of revolutionary propaganda and
into times of cultural regeneration. This efflorescence ended
in the 1930s. The beginning of the end came in 1932 and was
completed five years later, when Japanese bombers destroyed
the printing factories producing the works that shaped modern
Chinese education and public opinion.
Gazing at an old map of this neighborhood of Shanghai,
one easily focuses on the street-by-street spatial
arrangements of what came to be known as Wenhuajie. Noting
that the Wenhuajie district crowds up against the financial
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institutions of the Bund, the eye directs the intellect into
concluding that this intersection of Simalu and Qipanjie
emerged opportunistically. One concludes that this proximity
to financial power must have promoted the growth of the
modern publishing media.
In fact, the practice of locating the trades concerned
with reading, learning, entertaining, and connoisseurship
near districts associated with those of political or
financial power and authority was an old one in China. In
Shanghai, from the nineteenth century through the 1930s, this
geographical proximity was an arrangement acknowledged by
publishers, intellectuals, and readers, but accepted with a
certain degree of ambivalence. In this period, which
witnessed the emergence of crass materialism and obsessive
consumption, publishers and booksellers worked hard to
promote one of the few kinds of commercial activity
acceptable to traditionalist or culturally conservative
intellectuals, that is, the practice of buying and selling
books. Rather than hint at some unholy alliance of capital
and knowledge, their district's position as a transitional
neighborhood, sprawling between the financial fortresses
along the river and the sales depots of fabric, jewelry,
perfumes, and other luxuries, located farther out along
Nanjing and Canton Roads, reminds one of the ambiguity of the
booksellers' position. 4 As representatives of an ancient
traditional and scholarly fraternity, they were nevertheless
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blatently caught up in trade and what we now call
consumerism.
Repeatedly in Chinese history, when there has been a new
social or intellectual beginning, there has also usually been
a literary or intellectual center. Before the twentieth
century, such centers were frequently found in shuyuan, the
literary academies which first appeared in the Tang dynasty
and remained sites of intellectual ferment throughout the
late imperial period. In the present century, modern schools
and universities have taken the place of shuyuan in
historical writing and reality.s Both the shuyuan and the
school or university are distinguished, though, by their
largely non-commercial objectives; accounts of intellectual
change which take academic institutions as their stage, then,
tend to promote an image of intellectuals who are
uninfluenced by the maelstrom of the marketplace.
In spite of being seldom acknowledged, book markets like
that in the wenhuajie district of Shanghai and in Beijing's
Liulichang are just as likely to have been stages for
intellectual change as the shuyuan or the school/university.
As

marketplaces, however, they often felt the impact of

change faster and more starkly than did the latter. Between
the mid- and late nineteenth centuries, for example, book
producers witnessed major changes in modes of production,
exchange, and consumption, well in advance of the
intellectual and organizational reforms of education. Lacking
both official and university or school positions, but often
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quite learned and articulate in their own right, this group
of commercially-oriented intellectuals occupied a
transitional middle ground between non-commercial, publiclyminded officialdom and acquisitive, frequently well-to-do
consumers, as well as between authors and readers, and
teachers and students; paradoxically, this middle ground
placed them in the forefront of both cultural conservation
and cultural transformation.
Socially ambiguous, and even often personally ambivalent
about their profession, these cultured merchants managed, and
profited from, an important commercial conduit of cultural
and social conservation and change, and promoted both. Living
in a highly competitive present, Beijing's antiquarians, on
the one hand, coped by marketing the past, producing it and
packaging it in a traditional format until well into the
Republican era. On the other hand, Shanghai's booksellers,
more obviously westernized, marketed the past and present at
the same time that they created what seemed, in the 1910s,
1920s, and 1930s, to be the future of Chinese learning,
culture, and knowledge. Each district in turn became known
throughout China and East Asia for its distinctive atmosphere
and products.
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the
national prototype for the whole idea of a booksellers'
center, and for the cultural and literary enterprise which
promoted it and was in turn promoted by it, was Beijing and
its Liulichang. Liulichang, the capital's booksellers'
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district, had been positioned since the mid-eighteenth
century as the empire's premier book emporium, and was wellknown to intellectuals who worked in late imperial and
Republican Shanghai's booksellers' district. What Liulichang
had been to the late empire, however, Shanghai's Wenhuajie
became to the Republic. Each emerged as the site of a new
intellectual beginning, and each was promoted as such, albeit
in different ways.
In the four sections that follow, I show how an
important commodity market, the antiquarian book market
centralized at Beijing's Liulichang, reflected and influenced
late imperial society on political, cultural, commercial, and
industrial levels. In the sixth and final section of this
chapter, I demonstrate not only how Liulichang's book dealers
had a direct and personal influence on the development of
Shanghai's antiquarian book market, but also how Liulichang
served as a cultural prototype for Shanghai's more recently
appearing Wenhuajie. Just as each district functioned as a
kind of bellwether for the bibliophilistic, literate, or
educated consumers of the period in which it was prominent,
so too Beijing's booksellers and printers paved the way for
those who emerged at Shanghai at the end of the nineteenth
century.

II. Centralized Book Marketing and Production in Late
Imperial Beijing
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It has long been fashionable to refer to the Republic of
Letters in eighteenth century Europe. China's experience of
an intellectually analogous movement is less well-known.
Nathan Sivin, in his Foreword to Benjamin Elman's From
Philosophy to Philology, refers to this movement, analogous

in its newness if not in its objectives, as "that last new
beginning, imperial China's final great intellectual shift."6
With the establishment of this new intellectual awakening in
China, a geographic and commercial center to the far-flung
intellectual and academic empire united by learned
bureaucrats appeared almost simultaneously in Beijing's
Liulichang, the former Imperial Porcelain (or ''Glazed Tile")
Factory district.? In the words of one twentieth century
Beijing bookshop proprietor and historian of the district:
In the middle of the Qianlong [r. 1736-96] reign,
[Liulichang] began to become a market. Things like
antiques, books, paintings, tablet rubbings ••• and
southern Papers were all assembled here. Above were
dukes and nobles, below were scholars, all taking an
elegant trip to this area ••• Also, the day before each
meeting for the provincial or metropolitan exams and [at
the time of] the publication of the results ••• the ones
who were being examined wanted first to quickly observe
[Liulichang], doubling the size of the crowd.9

In fact, crowds initially gathered at Liulichang for many
reasons beyond those associated with academic life and the
civil service examinations. Sun Dianqi, author of the
observation cited above, goes on to describe the flurry of
activity in the district just after the Spring Festival known
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as Kaichangdian ( "Open the Imperial Factory Fair") , which
lasted from the sixth to the sixteenth days of the first
lunar month:
It brought together nine cities' [worth of] stalls, all
crowded into the Factory's [open plaza]. And [extending]
to the Huoshen Temple on the eastern edge of the
district, there were precious treasures, calligraphy,
and antiques, arranged in mountains ••• there were princes
and earls and men of high position, wives of former
officials, beautiful concubines, and carriages and
horses blocking the way and filling the ground. [This
went on] for ten days, and then it ended. 10

An

earlier writer lists rubies, pearls, and exquisite

sacrificial vessels among the articles for sale at that time,
thereby giving a glimpse at Chinese high society's
consumption of luxuries separate from the books and scrolls
on which I focus. The prevailing Qianlong-era fad was coral.
Later, says Dun Lichen, malachite was eagerly sought after,
and just one thumb-ring of it fetched a price of ten thousand
gold pieces. Throughout, however, "among elegant and stylish
scholars were those who valued [simply] old jade. "11
Liulichang has not yet been the main focus of a Western
scholarly account. This neglect is surprising in light of the
wealth of sources available and of the district's importance
as a theater of culture, commerce, politics, work, and
leisure. Liulichang, in my view, was far more than a Chinese
Paternoster Row (which, coincidentally, also came into its
own in the eighteenth century as the home of London's book
merchants) or a Renaissance Rue st. Jacques, full of rival
printers noisily hawking their wares. Rather, in the
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eighteenth century, Liulichang, because of the importance of
the Sikuquanshu

encyclopedia project in uniting the Han

Chinese political and intellectual leadership, assumed a
domestic cultural significance comparable to fin-de-siecle
Vienna in the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Acccording to Benjamin
Elman, a new form of kaozheng

or evidential research

developed in the district, dependent on the resources of the
imperial library and the bookshops of Liulichang.
Further, Nathan Sivin points out that "the unprecedented
autonomy of exact research was accomplished in unprecedented
social circumstances: a new community of scholars widespread in
the lower Yangtze and the capital.''u It was in this period that
the intellectual culture of the Qing, and its medium, books, began
a dynamic evolution independent of the political regime, even as
it was physically cheek-to-jowl with it. Within the sixteenthcentury walls of Beijing, an eighteenth-century corporate urban
intellectual culture had begun to appear in concert with imperial
China's "last new beginning." The scholar-printers of Liulichang
became a physical, commercial, and cultural conduit of an
increasing Chinese intellectual accommodation of the Manchu
political ascendancy. This pipeline did outlast the dynasty, even
as its central cultural, organizational, productive, and
technological functions were supplanted in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century by Shanghai's Wenhua Streets.
During the Ming dynasty, Beijing's booksellers had
clustered to the right of the Darning Gate, outside the gate
of the Ministry of Rites (Libumen), and just west of the
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Gongzhen Gate, as well as at periodic fairs.13 In the Qing,
until the growth of Liulichang in the 1770s, book fairs were
held in the northwestern part of the Outer City at the Ciren
Temple, as well as at the Inner City's Longfu Temple.
occasional visitors to these periodic Ming and early Qing
book markets left only small tableaux, however, which
expanded into canvases of considerable depth and texture when
their successors began to describe Liulichang.
One of the most arresting descriptions of eighteenth
century Liulichang comes from a visitor to the district in
1791. According to this traveler:
The bookstalls' flags make one's mind drunk and one's
eyes dizzy, filling them with a tally of treasures and
scrolls, bookshelves, and rows of shops, blue and yellow
bookcovers and mats ••• and ••• boards. If you enter [a
shop] and inspect it without knowing what books are
there, it is hard to get [even] one juan. In front
[though] is posted a small strip of white paper [which
says what] each shop [has of] such-and-such books and
such-and-such covers.14

Two

other browsers draw one further into this world,

extending an invitation to enter the shops themselves. Liu
Degong's Yantai zai youlu

recounts a visit to the district

on a hot summer day, late in the eighteenth century.
Providing an antidote to the atmosphere described in the
previous account, his record reminds one that if Liulichang
resembled the worldly carnival atmosphere of more routine
markets from the street, inside their shops, proprietors
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consciously imitated the ease and comfort of the scholar's
studio, providing seats, writing brushes, ink, and so on:
The Juyingtang is particularly rich with books, [and is]
a vast hall rising to the bamboo awning ••• Three or four
chairs are arranged, a table with brushes and an
inkstone clearly ••• placed at the ready ••• flowers in
various pots are bright and blossoming. At the beginning
of the summer, the weather was very hot, and so during
the daytime I hired a carriage to go to Juyingtang to
rid myself of melancholy. Dropping my bamboo-splint hat
(or basket?], and grasping the chair to sit down, my
next thought was to take out a book and read it, and
this was a very pleasant experience.B

The next observer, writing in 1828, reveals that at least
some of the bookstores were run like the closed-stack
bookshops found in China today rather than like the selfserve establishments introduced into Shanghai in the early
twentieth century. Po Sihao's memoir of a visit to Beijing
describes the interior design of the stores in a way which
suggests a visit to an antique or fine-arts shop. According
to Po:
The way the book[shops] are arranged, each one is about
thirty jian [in area] ••• Four walls or shelves are built
up layer upon layer, arranged in a series and piled up
(with] each tao yielding a tally which indicates the
ce. Therefore, [the shops are] filled to the beams of
the ceiling, and one cannot reckon or classify [all the
books].

Po's presentation of his visit, like Liu's above, mentions
the table, chairs, and book registers, but goes on to
complete the comparison with an art shop thanks to his
account of how one "paged" a book:
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And in front of the shelves is a big table, and on the
table are ten or more rolled up registers. These are
the ce registers. People sit on chairs, and if they
desire to buy such and such a ce, then with a raise of
the hand or some other salute, it is given to them.
[This ] "pulling and inserting" is all very convenient. 16

Jin Jingshan visited the district four years after Po Sihao,
in 1832, and left another view of the leisure activities to
be found in Liulichang. Approaching the district from the
west, he says that before long one spied "the red pole with
gold writing" which ''each shop erects" to announce itself. He
entered one establishment:
And then the bookshop hunted down some tea. This the
various shops do rather elegantly. You sit there for a
short time ••• [then] you inspect all around and look into
several [more shops] ••• The [shops'] rooms generally have
two decks and sometimes three or four. Each room's three
walls generally have shelves hanging from them, and each
shelf has more than ten ranks. Each ••• holds books, and
the juan are all well-organized. Each ~ao has a paper
tag. [The pleasure of] looking them up and down cannot
be imagined ••• [After] seeing not even one-half of it,
your eyes are already giddy.l7

Elman and R. Kent Guy both argue that, by the 1770s, the
marginality of Liulichang to "official Beijing" began to
change.1s weng Fangkang (1733-1818), along with Ji Yun one of
the first two chief editors of the Sikuquanshu, confirms this
view in his account of the project. weng relates that when
the encyclopedia project began in 1773, the Hanlin Academy's
Book Preservation Office was soon divided into three parts.
The three parts corresponded to the functions of preserving,
compiling, and stockpiling the manuscripts and books, which
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were pouring in from all over the empire. With attention to
the homely details which only an insider could record, Weng
relates the daily chores, one of which included visiting
Liulichang, of the editors and compilers:
Each day at dawn, the officials enter. The Academy has
arranged a great kitchen, which supplies tea and rice.
In the afternoon, they return to collate and examine
such-and-such a book, to contemplate such-and-such a
compendium, to examine and arrange indices. And [then]
they go to examine the Liulichang bookshops. At this
time, the Zhejiang booksellers are hurrying their carts
to the capital; the Wuliuju and Wencuitang bookshops are
the best. 19

In addition to giving insight into the routine of the
editorial officials, this paragraph also implies that the
Liulichang booksellers were able to provide sources and
evidence not available to officials elsewhere. The symbiotic
relationship which obtained between the Sikuquanshu
compilers and the Liulichang book merchants further suggests
that each relied on separate networks of suppliers, a
disclosure perhaps not greatly surprising in light of the
fact that the book inquisition which accompanied the
editorial project brought out of hiding many books which
their owners, eager to avoid suspicion, would have unloaded
hastily. Lastly, such items as were saved from bonfires
(2,500 titles were in fact lost to the flames) inevitably
fell back into the hands of those with book expertise. In the
end, as weng's vignette suggests, the walls of the Forbidden
City were relatively porous.
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III. Creation of a Cultural Symbol; Liulichang, Concourse of
Empire

As

this survey of the district's ties to the official

and imperial worlds suggests, we may be certain that
Liulichang existed on many levels in late imperial China,
including the literary, thanks to an essay written in 1769 by
Li Wenzao (1730-78, jinshi 1760 20 ). Li, a native of Yidu,21
Shandong, had spent five months in the capital awaiting an
imperial appointment which eventually led him to a magistracy
in Enping, Guangdong.n In his Liulichang shusiji

[Record of

the Liliuchang bookstalls], which Li first printed in
Dongwen, Guangdong, he alludes initially to some of the
milder forms of urban leisure available to the expectant
official idling in the capital:
There was no great entertainment [elsewhere] and I did
not want to search out any more tea gardens or wine
bars. In the daytime, I only copied out borrowed books.
For leisure, I walked into Liulichang to look at books.
Even though I did not buy many ••• the stalls that I did
not visit were few.23

Li then goes on to mention the chance insomnia which led to
his account of the capital's booksellers' district, saying
"[a]fterwards, when I left the capital, at an inn where for
one long night I could not sleep, I reflected on each stall's
name ••• and the books which were traded there, and I recorded
this in broad outline. "24
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In the late eighteenth century, Liulichang was still the
site of a variegated and mottled bazaar commerce. The
bookshops had not yet become numerous enough to have edged
out competing businesses. Ranged along with "the old and
leading shops which sell models of calligraphy

[fa~ie

] and

mount paintings, carve seals, contract to write petitions,
carve woodblocks, engrave tombstones, and so on," Li had
found shops which "fixed teeth, lips, eyes, and those which
sold medicine. " 25 In this early period all the trades and
services associated with literacy, which in imperial China
ranged from creating calligraphy and paintings, to carving
seals, composing petitions, and on to making wood blocks for
printing, were still ranged proximate to those of personal
hygiene. Li saw booths selling "brushes, scroll paper, ink
pots, paper presses, bows [for archery], and folded-up
mattresses, all in a row! "26 If by the late nineteenth
century, Beijing came to mean books and book culture to
Chinese, as Vienna meant culture in the broad sense to
Austro-Hungarians, and if the word ''books" led to images of
Liulichang, the booksellers' claim on visitors to the
district became exclusive only incrementally.
Li's essay is important not only because of the
information it reveals about the thirty bookshops27 and other
trades in the Liulichang of his day, but also because his
record gave rise to a family of essays modelled on it, all of
which were integral to promoting the image of Liulichang as
late imperial China's main concourse of the bookselling and
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publishing industry. Quite apart from the innumerable
jottings (suibi ] penned by prominent public figures who
visited the district, Li and his three literary descendants
have contributed to Liulichang's literary and historical
lineage. 28
In 1911, Zhang Zhidong•s disciple Miao Quansun (18441919; jinsbi 1876) authored a brief, highly-stylized essay
summarizing his experiences in "the Factory" (i.e.
Liulichang) district since 1867, when he had first visited it
in his early twenties. His essay, Liulicbang sbusi bouji [A
latter record of the Liulichang bookstalls], which lists a
mere twenty-nine bookshops,29 was followed in turn by sun
Dianqi's Liulichang shusi sanji [Third record of the
Liulichang bookstalls]. Sun's account, written in
approximately 1949, is the most complete eyewitness account
of the street's commerce and has the advantage of presenting
everything "from the proprietor's side of the counter." Sun
lists 368 bookshops and sixty-six publishing houses. Sun's
documents, a treasure trove of pearls and trinkets, actually
extend far beyond what is mentioned in his Third Record, and
enable the historian to reconstruct the chronology and
activities of the district. The documents, included with his
Third Record, were compiled from Sun's perch in the

district's Tongxuezhai (Studio of Comprehensive Learning),
founded in 1919 when Sun was twenty-five. In the early 1960s,
sun's nephew, Lei Mengshui, 30 added his own Liulichang sbusi
siji [Fourth record of the Liulichang bookshops] which covers
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the 1940s and 1950s, further promoting the image of
Liulichang as a center of culture and learning.
It is clear from the titles of their own accounts that
Miao, Sun, and Lei regarded them as updates of the literary
pedigree of Liulichang commenced by Li wenzao. After
referring to Magistrate Li's 1769 "Record of the Bookstalls,"
Miao notes that the Sikuquanshu

marked the Qing dynasty's

"most flourishing moment, n and goes on to say:
••• Clouds of literary men [began] appearing; from the
four corners books and records were amassed at
court •••• In 1867, I began ••• to stroll the Factory [but]
several tens of the families recommended by Li were
already out of existence. In 1876, I was enrolled as an
official, and held an appointment in the capital
[apparently working with Zhang Zhidong]. In 1894 [the
year of the First Sino-Japanese War] ••• ! gave up my
appointment and left the capital. In 1899-1900 [I
returned to Liulichang] ••• In 1910, I again had
to ••• leave the capital for a year, and then there was
the revolution! For more than forty years, it was my
destiny to leisurely or hurriedly consider books [here],
and in order to sum up what came first, and what came
later, I wrote this Latter Record. "31

Miao adds that during the disturbances attending the Xinhai
Revolution, he hid out in the safety of the seashore,
reminiscing on the "peaceful and prosperous" era which had
preceded 1911. Because of his longing for those bygone days,
and because "the scholar's pleasure is different from the
worldly person's," he says, "I created this account,
continuing Li wenzao's great accomplishment."32
Sun, too, regarded the Sikuquanshu

as the historic

sponsor of the street's relationship with the book trade,
saying "in the days when Li [Wenzao) was in the capital, the
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Sikuquanshu

project had just begun, and all the scholars

south of Liaoning were assembled in the capital." 33 When Sun's
works were collated and republished in 1962, his editors
explained that they had reprinted the works not for parochial
reasons, but because the history of Liulichang was of
national importance. Since the middle of the Qing, they said,
Beijing's bookstores, calligraphy shops, and literary affairs
had gathered around Liulichang, and the fame of the
neighborhood and its activities radiated far beyond the
city's walls:
It was not famous only in Beijing; in fact, it was
discussed throughout the whole country. Each year at the
same time in spring the Imperial Factory had a fair; the
bookshops and other commercial ventures spread out their
wares, travellers were very numerous, [and it] became
Beijing's seasonal grand affair.~

Clearly regarding Liulichang as a historic center of national
literary and intellectual culture, the editors published the
local history to assist scholars, they stated. In reviving
the lineage of commentary on the district, they attempted to
resurrect the image of Liulichang as Beijing and China's
primary intellectual and cultural emporium.
As

has already been explained, Liulichang's development

as a commercial center, featuring all of the commodities
consumed by imperial China's scholar-literati, was linked
closely with the Sikuquanshu

editorial project. In addition,

as Elman, Guy, Sivin, and numerous Chinese primary sources
explain, the editorial project was itself a site of late
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imperial China's "last new intellectual beginning, "
evidential or textual studies (kaozhengxue ). Less apparent
is the precise connection between Liulichang proprietors and
this last new beginning.
Sun Dianqi's records document the link between
Liulichang and this last new beginning. Sun points out that,
among the proprietors of the Factory's stalls, "the most
important ones read and did textual research, discussing it
with famous men who came from afar, I do not know how many in
all."Js Indeed, it was this quality of intellectual life in
Liulichang that allowed the district to remain a research
adjunct to the Sikuquanshu project, even after the original
undertaking had ended, and which made Liulichang unlike book
districts in other provinces.
One example of an independent Liulichang researcher was
Liu Zhenqing of Taiping, Shanxi, who lived up to the amateur
ideal of the Confucian scholar in his own way. By day a clerk
at the Debaozhai antique shop, he "received guests and did
transactions," and by night he worked on a book of his own.
His specialty lay "in the study of bronzes and tablets, and
the compositions ••• of stone-tablets of temples; his
explanations and reflections overflowing several thousand
words [were of] such [a high standard] that several honorable
officials of Beijing could not think of anything to say to
criticize them. "36
Yuan Huizi, a native of Jiangning, Jiangsu, also
specialized in tablet rubbings, and could " ••• repeat from
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memory, [flowing] like a stream, such-and-such editions of
rubbings with a lot of characters, such-and-such with a
few.n37 By the 1870s, says Sun, booksellers such as Li Yuting
of the Baolintang, Rae Mou of the Shanchengtang, and others
discussed the styles of books, authors, and block cutters of
each dynasty, ueach one as if he were reckoning the family
jewels--even the scholars [themselves] could not equal
them! " 3 8 The

11

0ld-Coin" Lius, a father-and-son team, hawked

their namesake as their trade. Referring to the fact that
afficionados and their families kept records of valuable
collections, Sun comments that the Lius' ••scrutiny [ kaoju ]
of the coins' genus and type was beyond each [owners']
written record. ,39 Sadly, because their own composition skills
were not very strong, the Lius were not able to publish their
discoveries. "It was hateful," cries Sun.
Perhaps one of the most interesting, and ultimately
tragic comments on the vagaries of fortune in the district
concerns Li Yuncong, from Gucheng, Zhili. As a boy, he had
very closely studied stone-tablets and the market for them,
,increasingly putting all his energy into kaozheng. " Li came
to be highly respected by one Pan Wenqing. Whenever Li had
something to sell, Pan would frequently pay whatever Li
asked. With such a faithful patron, for more than a decade,
Yuncong steadily earned high commissions. Nevertheless,
unable to restrain his lavish appetites, he lost it all and
eventually died in poverty.
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Before he met his demise, however, Li aided an Imperial
Secretary named ouan Taoji, who had come to see him from
Liaoning in the mid-1870s. One night, Duan had entered into a
discussion of tablet editions with Sheng Boxi, Vice-President
of the Six Boards, and the Libationer, Wang Liansheng. Wang,
with the jocular hauteur of an enthusiast, had offended Duan
with the comment,

11

You only know how to drink wine well, how

can you be happy discussing this (subject]?" ouan, his temper
piqued,

11

slapped the table ••• and said 'I '11 see you in three

years.'" ouan then made his way to Liulichang, subsequently
meeting Li. According to Sun:
He visited the bookstores purely [seeking] editions of
stele rubbings. [Duan] got Li Yuncong to discuss them
morning and night, and bought countless Song and Ming
rubbings and innumerable stone tablets. The first time
he bought one [it] was the Fuxiu stele, and it cost 500
silver pieces ••• He then set them up in order, filling up
his courtyard ••• and before three years [had passed] got
a great reputation [for knowing about such matters].40

If kaozhengxue was the intellectual foundation on which
Liulichang's reputation rested, it is clear that silver and
gold were essential elements cementing the blocks in that
foundation. Before turning to an examination of the
commercial side of the district, however, it is necessary to
place books and the arts associated with them in their
context by suggesting their importance to elite lifestyles in
the Qing.
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IV. Printing, Publishing. and Collecting as an Elite
Lifestyle in Oing China

There is no doubt that pre-modern Chinese publishing, in
sheer volume, reached its zenith under the Qing. The Kangxi
emperor himself was responsible for publishing 15,000
titles. 41 In a remarkably concise summary of official and
nonofficial output, Tsuen-hsuin Tsien observes that "[i]t is
estimated that 253,435 titles are registered in various
dynastic and other bibliographies from Han to the 1930's;
126,649 were produced under the Chhing."42 It should be noted
that this output was not intended solely for the imperial
libraries, nor even for their provincial counterparts.
Instead, it was produced chiefly for the public at large.
Particularly because of the seventeenth century
patriotic injunction against serving two dynasties, many
literati (or wenren, "literatus"), placed by tradition at the
summit of the four main Chinese status groups, had
experienced psycho-social dislocation during the first
decades of Manchu rule. The literati were important not only
as officials but as interpreters of the Chinese sages, and,
as interpreters, thousands of them were at a loss for how to
go on under a foreign dynasty. Although the Ming examination
system was maintained by the Qing, many literati refused
early on to cooperate with the new dynasts. Even after the
Kangxi emperor appealed to these Ming loyalists by means of
the 1679 boxue

exam, however, the real likelihood of
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official appointment grew increasingly remote as the dynasty
aged. Quotas and other restrictions hampered entry by those
who sought it.

As

Frederic E. Wakeman, Jr., has written, by

the middle of the nineteenth century, "[f]or the total 1.4
million degreeholders, high and low, in the realm, there only
twenty thousand available civil appointments."4J
For a number of reasons, then, under the Qing more so
than under the Ming, those reared for public service were
denied the opportunity. In place of office-holding, they
sought other avenues of service, limited to the local level
if necessary. In this way, book-collecting and publishing,
just as it had under the late Ming, became one of the
hallmarks of an elite life-style.44
In his Confucian China and Its Modern Fate, Joseph R.
Levenson introduced an image of the late Ming and early Qing
elite which has become so influential that it has assumed
emblematic status. In Levenson's view, in the late Ming and
early Qing, "men of social consequence" were those most
thoroughly molded by literary and painting culture. And those
of highest social consequence, office-holders, were taken
" ••• to symbolize high culture, knowledge for its own sake,
the terminal values of civilization •••• "4S Unlike Wakeman,
Levenson did not regard quotas or demographics as the central
factors in the downfall of the wenren lifestyle; rather,
perhaps under the influence of attempts to account for the
"impact of the West," Levenson traced its downfall to
nationalism. In Levenson's words:
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The world of painting in early-modern, pre-Western China
issued from and reflected a broader world of social
institutions. Behind the amateur painter and the
southern critic was the anti-professional official,
whose socially high estate was the mark of his deeply
respected humanistic culture, not a technically
specialized one ••• the official's education failed to
make him professional ••• for this important reason: his
learning ••• happened to be the body of learning, artistic
as well as moral, which was valuable for itself and
which lent itself more easily ••• to aesthetic exposition
than to practical implementation.46
Levenson then concludes his account of the relationship
between late imperial officialdom and the cultural elite with
the hypothesis that "this intimate association of bureaucracy
with the mastery of high culture ••• was cracked by modern
Western pressure and its concomitant, Chinese nationalism. ,47
In subsequent decades, Levenson's style of scholarship,
with its emphases on intellectual or cultural history and its
themes of lifestyle, value, and taste, has been at least as
influential in art historical circles as in historical ones.
With this transposition to art history, however, Levenson's
primary concern with public life has been metamorphosized
into a preoccupation with private life; his emphasis on
nationalism, a twentieth-century phenomenon, as the source of
the fission of "intimate association" of bureaucracy with
high culture has been converted to an emphasis on culture and
cultural objects as commodities after the fifteenth century.
Chu-tsing Li, for example, writing recently in an
article for inclusion in the exhibition catalogue, The
Chinese Scholar's Studio, Artistic Life in the Late Ming
Period, vividly echoes Levenson's concerns but gives private
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life expanded emphasis when he writes that ''the greatest
strength of the literati life lies in its total dedication to
the pursuit of the arts." 4s Likewise, James C.Y. Watt, in the
same volume, discusses the complementary terms su (vulgar,
common, unexceptional) and ya (elegant, refined,
distinguished), which underlie " ••• the workings of literati
taste ••• illustrated by ••• several areas of activity:
collecting antiquities and other objects, including ceramics;
playing the qin • •• ; seal carving; and making rubbings, "49 but
nowhere does Watt or Li mention Levenson's officialdom or
public life.
Perhaps the most eloquent declaration of these themes of
commercialization or commoditization, and privatization, of
elite culture and lifestyles has been issued by the scholar
Craig Clunas. Clunas, the former curator of the Chinese
collection in London's Victoria and Albert Museum, reflects
an increasingly widely-held view, and one which is crucial to
understanding just how completely this group of Ming art
historians has revised Levenson's original thesis, when he
points out:
Another kind of commodity, and one which was new in the
late Ming period, was knowledge, transmitted personally
or through the medium of published books. The almanacs
and encyclopaedias, the route books of Ming merchants,
the collections of model essays for the civil service
examinations and the very guides to elegant living are
commodities which make a commodity out of kinds of
knowledge which has existed in earlier centuries but
which had not been bought and sold. By 1580 all of this
knowledge, or a version of it at least, could be
bought. 50
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In a citation of great relevance to my argument that books
and their production were a key part of the late imperial
commodity-economy and gentry lifestyle which eventually
extended into the Republican era, Clunas then quotes
approvingly James Cahill's comment that ulearning and a high
level of culture theoretically placed one outside the
marketplace, where one's creations were not for sale; but in
a strictly practical sense, the fruits of learning were
objects of value, marketable commodities just as were the
productions of the artisan. " 51 In more recent research,
published as The Painter's Practice, Cahill has developed
these themes further, with results of direct relevance to the
two cities I discuss in this chapter. He observes that buyers
of paintings in Beijing often went to temple fairs at the
Baoguo Temple, a forerunner of Liulichang, for example, and
that "paintings changed hands also in pawnshops, and were
hung for sale in tea-houses, such as the famous one in the Yli
Garden at the City God's Temple in Shanghai."s2
Although recent scholarship has clarified the high level
of commercialization--including even the selling of books and
ideas--influencing the world of the late imperial or Ming/Qing
Chinese scholar and official, it still reserves a special
status for him, derived from his high literacy, cultural
achievement, and political rank. Whereas Levenson may be
faulted for having identified only the most obvious political
assault on the position of the literatus, his presentation of
the "amateur ideal" remains a compelling representation of the
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literati's self-image. This subjective dimension, introduced
by Levenson, permits the self-image to be converted from
public to private life, even as subsequent research has
redefined the causes for the ideal's demise. In light of the
dominating academic influence of the civil service examination
system, with its steady demands on arts of literacy, then, it
is no accident that of the four categories Watt employs to
illustrate the values underlying literati taste, two are
related to the literary arts of reading and writing. For
Wakeman's millions of literates, high and low, to whom
officialdom was effectively closed, reading, writing, and one
must add, publishing, provided both private and public
alternatives to official life.
By the Qing period, the magnitude of the numbers of
underemployed wenren anticipated the published output of the
era. If the sheer magnitude of Qing publishing makes
generalization risky, however, it is nonetheless possible to
identify three basic levels of publishing activity. Each of
the three (official elite, non-official elite, and popular)
has been the focus of numerous studies. I will review the
first two of these categories before moving into a review and
analysis of elite commercial publishing.
The early twentieth century dominance of Chinese studies
by elite-oriented studies focusing on the middle period of
Chinese history is reflected in Thomas Francis Carter's
classic scholarly account, The Invention of Printing in China
and Its Spread Westward. carter's work explains that Chinese
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block printing was born in the early eighth century, and that
movable type had gone in and out of fashion in China since
its invention in the eleventh century. Concentrating on these
and other early Chinese inventions, Carter was able to trace
not only Chinese printing and publishing, but early
Renaissance European printing and publishing as well, to the
Tang dynasty. Thus, he made a landmark scholarly contribution
to comparative and world history. Trying to divorce printing
and publishing from the religious organizations which first
promoted it in East and West, he wrote, evocatively but
somewhat quaintly even for the 1930s:
While the T'ang dynasty (618-907) has a freshness that
reminds one of the Elizabethan Age, the time of the Sung
Emperors (960-1279) has a polish, a love of system, and
a scientific spirit that are essentially
Victorian ••• Nowhere is this progress more marked than in
the realm of printing, which was itself one of the
causes ••• of advance. It was in 953, seven years before
the Sung dynasty began, that under Feng Tao's
administration the Confucian Classics were finally
published and the era of large-scale official and
secular printing inaugurated.53

In his enthusiasm, Carter exaggerates the degree of
"large-scale" publishing and the question of who did it, but
he points out quite accurately general trends in upper level
philanthropic publishing, both within China and worldwide.
In a more sociological account of early printing, Ho
Ping-ti amends the image received from Carter, even as he
continues to focus on elite non-commercial publishers
producing for an elite readership. Ho argues that the
availability of books was very limited until the Song, and
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that even under the Ming, a dynasty which in 1417 officially
embraced the policy of presenting printed Confucian texts,
classics, and Song philosophical books to every prefecture
and county in the empire, printing facilities remained small.
Further, he notes, "of some 20,000 titles totalling nearly
1,000,000 chuan

in the imperial collection, only three-

tenths were printed works , the rest being manuscripts • " 54
Although by the sixteenth century the Nanjing and Beijing
Imperial Academies, various Boards, and provincial
authorities were actively procuring and reprinting books, Ho
says that "the real initiative and progress in the technique
of printing which made the mid-Ming period famous were due to
private individuals. "ss
Where Carter had focused on official and non-commercial
publishing, Ho promotes the non-commercial contributions of
the non-official or independent elite. Ho argues convincingly
that from the mid-Ming, a viable sector of non-official, or
independent, publishing existed. Its leading centers were
Nanjing, Hangzhou, Huizhou, Beijing, and Jianyang (Fujian).
By the late Ming and early Qing, however, the trade had
shifted northward, away from Fujian to the lower Yangzi River
area. A second scholar, Robert E. Hegel, substantiates Ho's
claim, stating "Soochow was the site of most seventeenthcentury printing houses for which location can be
ascertained, followed by Hanchow [sic.], Nanking, and
Yangchow.n56 These non-commercial centers remained important
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throughout the eighteenth century, even as Beijing's
Liulichang asserted itself.
One important twentieth-century authority on Qing bookcollecting and publishing whose work preceded Ho's, but which
is uncited by him, was Cho-Ylian Tan. Apparently uninfluenced
by Carter (whom he does not cite), in 1935 Tan extended the
essence of Carter's argument into the Qing period. Like
Carter before him and Ho afterwards, Tan made a major
contribution to our understanding of elite book collecting,
printing, and publishing. Also, like Carter and eventually
Ho, Tan promoted the view of the Chinese publisher, whether
official or private, as a wealthy philanthropist who
concentrated his energies in public-service and noncommercial educational publishing ventures. First
acknowledging that the library "as a cultural
institution ••• is probably almost as old as Chinese
civilization itself," Tan goes on to state that "the period
of the Ch'ing dynasty is undoubtedly the one in which the
library achieved its greatest importance. ,57 He traces the
reason for this expansion directly to imperial patronage of
printing/publishing projects, including the Sikuquanshu
project, under the Kangxi and Qianlong emperors.
According to Tan, during the one and a quarter centuries
which span these two reigns, private collectors followed the
lead of the court to create more than 500 famous private
library collections. 58 In particular, Bi Yuan (1730-1799),
governor of Shaanxi and Hunan, and Ruan Yuan (1764-1849), a
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literary chancellor in Shandong and Zhejiang and then
governor of Lianghu and Liangguang, reprinted works from
their own extensive collections and enlisted leading scholars
to assist them.s 9 In short, once the imperial court lit the
beacon of scholarship, bibliophiles and private scholars
quickly followed, and the fashion for private libraries and
the ideal of a complementary lifestyle was reborn.
Anticipating Levenson's more profound discussion of
Ming/Qing elite lifestyles and values, Ho profiles those of
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, pointing out that
"the comparatively simple curriculum required by the
examinations could hardly satisfy (the] needs"6o of the
literati. In an engrossing passage on the leisure class in a
chapter intended to suggest that expensive intellectuallyoriented hobbies often cost their practitioners and
inheritors dearly, Ho finds that, in eighteenth and
nineteenth century China, for all kinds of persons "from
imperial princes down to nonofficial scholars[,] the
collecting of books and objects of art became a very common
avocation."
In fact, possession of an important library, for
distinguished men of learning and even for those who had no
serious intellectual interests, furnished prestige. From the
"Two

Mas of Yangzhou, "61 whose Congshulou in Yangzhou was

assembled with the advice of expert bookdealers and was
regarded as the best collection north of the Yangzi, down to
the most "vulgar and untutored of nouveaux riches," says Ho,
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libraries were a central part of the elite lifestyle which,
regardless of whether it was located in Yangzhou, Suzhou,
Hangzhou, or farther south in Guangzhou, called for luxurious
villas, priceless art collections, patronage of artists and
erudites, lavish entertainment, and the renown that accrued
to an individual or family after part of a library collection
was reprinted.
A fourth commentator on the elite tradition of
collecting and reprinting is Nancy Lee Swann, who first
brought the lifestyle of Qing bibliophiles to life. She
describes the "inter-library" activities of the owners of
seven private libraries in the Hangzhou area between 1740 and
1790. Swann demonstrates that for the upper class, collecting
and study was an all-embracing lifestyle. 62 Six of Swann's
seven library-owners resided within the southeastern walls of
Hangzhou, and the seventh lived nearby. The seven men were:
1. wang Xian (1721-1771; jinshi 174563 ), whose library
the Zhenqitang was the focal point for the group, and whose
son lent over six hundred items for consideration for
inclusion in the Sikuquanshu. The Zhenqitang collection,
after being enlarged following wang's death, was largely
dispersed during the Taiping occupation of the early 1860s,
like many other large southern libraries;
2. Wu Chuo (1676-1733), whose library was known as
Pinghuazhai 64 ;
3. Zhao Yu (1689-1747), with Wu, is regarded by Swann as
one of the ''elder brothers" [ da ge ] of the group; Zhao Yu
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was the great-grandson of Qi Biaojia, whose vast library,
known as the Danshengtang, was broken up in the early Qing,
part of it eventually joining Zhao Yu's own Xiaoshantang
collection65

;

4. Bao Tingbo (1728-1814), who contributed 626 items to
the Sikuquanshu project from his Zhibuzuzhai library 66 ;
5. Wang Qishu (1728-1799?), the outsider of the group,
who irritated Bao when he refused to let one of Bao's friends
consult an otherwise inaccessible text. Like Bao, Wang was a
native of Huizhou, Anhui. Also a member of a family of
extravagantly wealthy Hangzhou salt merchants with ties to
the imperial court, Wang, with Bao, was one of only four men
in the empire to contribute over 500 items to the imperial
encyclopedia project;
6. Sun zonglian, who, like many others of this age
~~

••• qualified for an official position [juren, 1744], but

receiving no permanent appointment returned to his native
hamlet, [unlike many others, to build] a hall to house his
many thousands of books, pillowing himself upon them for his
pleasure and reputation." Sun's library was known as the
Shousongtang.67
7. Wang Shi, whose "gardens and groves of trees were
unexcelled; his library was set in the midst of lovely hills
and lakes; he was so rich in books that his volumes contained
as many as two hundred thousand chapters (chuan )." 68
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Swann's narrative soars when she presents the
eccentricities and zany antics of these book magnates. These
high-minded connoisseurs are made to appear uninhibited in
their contests for supremacy in personal style, in poetry, or
in numbers of juan

owned. Undoubtedly, they all knew the

reputation of the Ming dynasty Tianyige, the fire-proof
Ningbo private library still standing in their own day, and
which was thought to be so worthy of imitation that the
emperor himself had had a replica of it made to house the
first copy of the completed Sikuquanshu. Perhaps the seven
were even vying with that storehouse for the renown which
moments of pleasure given to important visitors could endow
on a collection in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
wu Chuo, himself a highly literate man and more than
competent in the Classics, was one who hungered after books
as if they were comestibles. Just as eagerly, he sought good
conversation and companionship:
In his home there was an old wisteria vine growing over
a pavilion and arbor. When the vine was in flower the
tender clusters hung down like jewelled pendants. Upon
occasions at that season he gave most successful
entertainments, setting out wine for his guests while
they vied with one another in verse making. The murmur
of voices rose and fell unceasingly, and the pleasure of
those present did not abate. His delight in his flowers
and bamboo was such that "his foot passed not beyond his
threshold," while "carts filled the roads to his gate"
as friends came and went. 69

Wu's close friend in research, Zhao Yu, could speak of his
own family's generations of tasteful, and sometimes not-so-
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tasteful, craving for books and a bookish environment. Zhao's
parents had in fact been married:
••• in the study of the famous library built by [his
mother's] illustrious great-grandfather. 70 At the time of
the wedding the bridegroom had "his thoughts turned
towards obtaining the collection of books, but the dream
was never realized." Forty years later their oldest son
journeyed across the Ch'ien-t'ang River to visit the
ruins of his great-great-grandfather's home, long after
the books had been sold. When Zhao Yu arrived at the old
site, there was nothing of the old library left, except
the name plaque of the pavilion, Kuangting ("Pavilion of
Solitude") ••• This plaque he carried back to his [own]
library [where] he then had constructed a rather small
but separate building, located in the midst of a bamboo
grove on the north shore of a lake in the garden of his
estate [which he dubbed] Kuangting in memory of his
journey to the house of his mother's girlhood. 71

Tales such as this figure highly in Swann's article. Although
hyperbole and cliche are perhaps evident in the description,
these bibliophiles, and their efforts to share the learning
of the past with their fellow literati, are characteristic of
various important qualities underlying the private lifestyle
which found its public and commercial, in contrast to
Levenson's ideas of purely public and cultural,
manifestations at Liulichang.
First, these enthusiasts would all have concurred with
the literati view expounded by an eighteenth century
contemporary whom I have already mentioned, Sun Congtian. Not
one of these collectors would have hesitated to agree with
Sun when he wrote in his Bookman's Manual :
Books are the most valuable treasure in the world. For
it is in books that we find discriminated the good and
the bad in human nature and the strong and weak points
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in the ways of the world. In this world of ours it takes
well-read men to "cultivate their persons" and
consequently to "govern rightly their states. " 72

Unlike today, books then were not regarded as the source of
some generic ••value-free information." Instead, to these men,
books were the repository of the wisdom and learning of the
past. They were also a sort of moral skeleton key used to
open the dragon gate of righteous government and proper
living. To then seek to make that wisdom available to others
through publication would have been the most natural
progression of events, and it will be analyzed as the third
quality which distinguishes these figures and their
libraries.
A second theme which inspection of the lives of these
seven library owners reveals is that, in an empire renowned
for its literati-bureaucrats and celebrated by Levenson for
this mode of government, these men were not officials. The
degrees attained by six of the seven are known (Wang Xian was
the only one to achieve the jinshi

[in 1645], but he retired

very early; Wu and Zhao received the jusheng ; Sun earned the
juren

in 1744; and Bao became an honorary juren

in 1813,

one year before he died at eighty-seven sui; Wang Shi's
status is unknown). More tellingly, six of the seven never
entered public life. Although they do not measure up to
Levenson's emblematic "men of highest consequence," they are
nonetheless highly representative of late seventeenth and
early eighteenth century bibliophile/scholar/publishers who
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either for political reasons or because of the new quotas,
led nonofficial and private, but still elite existences.
Their bibliophilistic and other activities were made
possible, of course, by their immense personal fortunes.
Third, these seven private libraries represent a major
source of non-official, but nevertheless elite, noncommercial
publishing. Of the seven, only two libraries (those belonging
to Wang Qishu and Wu Chua) did not engage in some form of
reprinting of their collections. To these publications, they
added their own research and compositions, several of which
eventually became valuable in themselves. Finally, these
Hangzhou consortium libraries, like many of that day,
permitted copying of rare books or manuscripts.73 Wang Qishu's
churlishness was probably an exception or it would not have
been noted by the chronicler.
Some of the publications of these bibliophilistic
scholar/publishers inevitably found their way to the
repositories of the third major source of elite printing, the

shuyuan • Established first in the Tang, reaching their
zenith in the Song, and mostly destroyed at the fall of the
Ming, the shuyuan were originally intended to be centers of
intensive, advanced study. The Yongzheng and Qianlong
emperors sought to revive them with gifts of books,
scholarships, facilities, etc. In addition to the emperors'
contributions, donations came from government offices,
officials, and private gifts. Nonetheless, their collections
remained highly focused. over time, as Tan explains:
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It is safe to say that the collections were likely to
contain the works of the scholars whom the institutions
worshipped. But in general they all possessed the
standard works of the classics and histories ••• The Pai
Lu collection at Kiangsi, which had a history of nearly
a thousand years, contained only a collection of one
hundred titles, and the richest one, the Chin Fu Shu
Yuan, included a little more than two hundred titles.~

In addition to storing books, the shuyuan

published reprints

from their collections. Their reprints were frequently of
excellent quality and were sought after by collectors.
Thus, as the presses of the emperors, both in Beijing
and in the provinces, produced mountains of fine-tooled
editions of encyclopedias, classics, histories, literature,
and books of scholarship on technical or recondite subjects,
the similarly "not-for-profit'' presses of the independent
bibliophiles and scholars followed suit. Some continued to
experiment with movable type, while others refined wood-block
techniques. And, true to the popular conception of publishing
as the civic-minded pursuit described earlier, these men
dissseminated books and manuscripts for the love of learning,
out of respect for the past, and to gain the respect of
others.
However, from earliest times there were also financial
exchanges over the publishing of books. Only recently have
China scholars begun to accept that there was an initially
sizable, and eventually huge, commercial publishing industry
in late imperial China. 7s As recently as 1986, Tsuen-hsuin
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Tsien could write in his summary to the Science and
Civilization in China

volume devoted to paper and printing:

While printing in the West was primarily a business for
profit, it had strong moral implications in Chinese
society. It was considered a positive merit for an
individual to preserve and disseminate knowledge ••• Yeh
Ti-hui, author of the celebrated [1911] work on books
and printing [translated as uBookman's Decalogue"] I
opened his book by citing a number of cases in Chinese
history to illuminate how printing of books was
crucial ••• to commanding respect from
others •••• Evidently, printing in China was not primarily
. •••• 76
f or pro f ~t

Tsien's concluding observation is accurate to a degree for
the elite publishers, including both the representative
private individuals and the shuyuan

which I have been

discussing in this section. However, according to Denis
Twitchett, even as early as the Song:
Private publishers did not only issue books of which
they themselves owned the blocks. It was common practice
for government offices which possessed printing blocks
of books to permit private individuals or publishers to
print impressions from them in return for payment of a
fee. 77

One may quibble about whether this fee constituted "profit."
Certainly, a service, the Imperial Printing Office's leasing
of the blocks, was being paid for, even if the private
publisher may have then contributed his publication produced
with those blocks to a shuyuan

or other charity.

Besides this service fee, there were other charges
associated with use of the imperial blocks, which in
themselves were quite valuable. In addition to their
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antiquity, part of the reason that Song and Yuan books were
so treasured by Qing and especially kaozheng

scholars was

that they were deemed to be highly accurate. Accuracy had to
be paid for, and protected. With imperial blocks available,
it is not surprising that, for early printers, as Carter
points out, "classics, commentaries, and histories seem to
have been the favorite subjects, just as they were in the
government printing office. "1a One might guess that the market
for these old standbys was fairly limited, and other
publications did appear at this time which were more
obviously commercially inspired: anthologies of winning
essays in the civil service exams, local histories, poetry
anthologies, and technical works, all of which became very
popular. The growth of this market may have motivated
publishers to search for new kinds of technology which would
have enabled them to reach a widening public of readers and
students.
The sole evidence of the very earliest private printing
to come down to us is in title pages, which can only provide
starting points for questions. They cannot provide contexts
from which inferences may be drawn. There does exist,
however, an old account book for a printing of the Yijing

in

1176-77. Carter reproduces it as follows:
For a book of 1300 pages, including 30 pages of extra heavy
paper at the beginning and same at the end:
Paid to the printer for paper, paste, and labor per copy:
1500 cash
Rent of plates: 1200 cash
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Selling price of books per copy: 8000 cash 79

If the plate rental was paid only once, the profit
margin on the first copy sold was 5300 cash, and increased
with each copy sold. Incredibly, despite his own evidence
suggesting the early existence of a commercial publishing
sector, Carter does not ask who pocketed this money1 80
Since at least the Song, book collecting had engendered
a genre of writing by books connoisseurs. Tan and Swann have
both commented on an eighteenth century scholar, Hong Liangji
(1746-1809) of Anhui province, who penned a classification of
Qing dynasty book collectors. According to Tan and Swann,
Hong identified " ••• five categories: the research workers;
the textual critics; the hoarders; the bibliophiles; and the
book dealers. "a1

As

is clear from the summary above, profit

was made by the elite on books from very early in their
history in China, whether by dealers, hoarders, bibliophiles,
or research workers. Profit continued to be made on these
books by Hong's last group of book-men, the booksellers, at
their various book fairs, including the one which became
permanent at Liulichang from the 1770s onward. The fact that
profit was made in the song,a2 when vulgar persons were not
likely to have even had access to wood blocks, strengthens
the case. By the Qing, China was awash in popular literature
of all kinds.B3 However, it is to the final category of elite
publishers, those who admitted to having published for
profit, that I will now turn.
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v.

Liulichang as a Commercial Center: Buying and Selling in

Liulichang

It is clear from the entire group of four essays
inaugurated by Li Wenzao and spanning nearly two centuries
that Beijing's book trading, and particularly the rare book
business, was highly commercialized from its inception,
regardless of its ties to the elite and their non-commercial
lifestyle.M In Li Wenzao's eighteenth century Record, for
instance, one reads statements such as "those who sell
[italics mine] books to the west [of the bridge] are the
'Talented Seven Families'"; on the north side of the market,
a shop "originally sold

[ibid.] government records,

statutes, laws, and route-books, but this year they suddenly
bought Prince Guo's ••• books, more than 2,000 tao

all set in

order on shelves." Here Li himself bought manuscripts,
including a copy of Ming Xianzong's (r. 1465-88) Veritable
Records, and half of one and "part" of another song edition. as

Indeed, like most Qing scholars and collectors, Li
Wenzao's primary interest was in rare books, mainly Song
wood-block editions. Best among the district's suppliers in
his day were the Tao family's shop Wuliuju, the Xies' Wencui
(two judgements confirmed by weng Fangkang in the extract by
him cited above) , and the Yan' qingtang, run by Old Man Wei.
Eight years before, Wei had run his own stall, called the
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Jiangutang. Li recalled his business acumen of earlier days,
commenting "Wei was rather efficient and liked to set high
prices ••• several years ago, my tutor

Mr.

Ji Xiaofeng bought

books from him, and wasted several thousand gold pieces."a6
A new shop in 1769, the Tao family's Wuliuju, handled
large numbers of rare books from the former library of the
family of Huangquan. According to a

Mr.

Wu

Qian of Jiading, Li

says, these books came from the household effects of the
Drafter Wu Qijin. "All his brothers divided the [family]
property, and [he] got the books; subsequently, he could not
hold onto them. n87
The largest part of the books which contributed to the
success of the Sikuquanshu

project were donated to the

imperial editorial team by collectors from the Jiangnan area.
Not satisfied with the uncertain channels linking the
project's editorial offices with Liulichang, Wuliuju and
other shops soon began visiting Jiangnan collectors, buying
books in Suzhou, Hangzhou, Yangzhou, etc., "filling boats"
and then shipping them back to Beijing on the Grand canal.
The Japanese scholar Ichinose Yuichi, in a recent
article, displays great interest in the Taos' Wuliuju in
particular. Ichinose concludes that, in the eighteenth
century, the proprietors of the most famous shops did indeed
have close Jiangnan connections. Li Demao's (lived 1770s)
"Record of a Visit to Beijing" (1778), cited by Ichinose,
describes the arrival of a Wuliuju "book-boat" from Jiangnan
in 1778. "'It was moored at the Zhangs of Tongzhou, and at
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dawn they should bring it in; altogether there are more than
4, 000 juan.' usa Because of the shortages caused by the Manchu
conquest (which still constrained the northern book market as
late as the late eighteenth century) many book merchants from
Zhili (now Hebei and Henan provinces) were forced to go on
buying trips to Jiangnan and then to ship second-hand books
back to Beijing via the canal. Two of the three proprietors
whom Li Wenzao felt really "understood [book] matters" in his
day hailed from Jiangnan. Old

Man

Wei was a native of Huzhou

(now Hunan and Hubei), but Tao and Xie both hailed from
Suzhou. Most of the others were from Jinqi, Jiangxi. 89
Although Ichinose agrees that the consistent application
of the principle "Know the Books" was essential to the
success of the book business exemplified by the Taos' and
other major bookshops, he also rightly argues that something
more than mere connoisseurship underlay the success of the
Liulichang shops. Citing the Tao family tomb stone motto
(boketsu mei; "round-tomb-stone epitaph"), Ichinose documents
their public confession and rationale justifying monetary
profit as a natural by-product of society's pursuit of
learning:
'We traded books with people, [but] did not become
corrupted by calculating profits. The books which
[others] received [from us] were like the value of one
hundred gold pieces ••• '! sought a profit, and made a
living.' I like a profit ••• [In] people's desire of
profit, which of them is not like me? If I alone
profited, then goods would not move •••• , n90
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"And with this," conunents Ichinose wryly, "they hunted for
profits by selling books. " 91 In the end, as Li Demao reminds
us, all profited, since "among the dynasty's court nobles and
the scholars of the four directions who like to study, there
were none who did not know the proprietor of Wuliuju. " 92
The redoubtable English ambassador Sir Rutherford Alcock
made his way to Liulichang in the early 1870s, 93 and he, too
confirms that there was a great deal of private commercial
printing taking place in the area. In an article regarding
the nationally circulated Peking Gazette, Alcock recorded:
If a visitor at Peking extend his researches into the
Chinese city, and ever penetrate into one of the narrow
side streets near Lieu-li-chang ••• he may pass the door
of one of the offices where the printed copies [of
Memorials ••• to the Throne ] are issued. This is the
quarter of book-sellers, and their associate
instruments, bookbinders and wood-engravers. on entering
the shop, cases of wooden-cut characters may be seen
ranged against the wall, and sorted according to the
number of strokes in each. Some of frequent occurrence
together are arranged as double characters, such as
"Imperial edict," Mandarin titles, the official title of
the reign, etc. About a dozen of these printing offices
suffice to issue several thousand copies, from whence
they are distributed ••• to their customers, or despatched
in batches to the different provinces. But these offices
are all private, and trust to the sale of copies for
their reimbursement and profits. For six dollars a year
the Pekinese may keep himself up in all that the
Government thinks it desirable he should know •••• 94

In short, Alcock found that Beijing's Grub Street backed up
against its Paternoster Row.
Even books, however, were not a commodity pure and
§imple. 95 Sun Dianqi emphasized the importance of training and
experience for the successful pursuit of this literary
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commerce. In his chapter, ironically titled "Records of
Selling Books and [other] Faggots," he cautions:
Although bookselling affairs may be trifling, they are
not like other commercial ••• activities, [simply] taking
what is for sale ••• and supplying it; the history of
books [and the literary arts] is very old, and each item
has its own supply price and aspect ••• For example, in
supplying a book, the book's content requires
perspicacity, the pros and cons of the edition also
require clarity [of knowledge]. One must have daily seen
a lot of editions, and have heard a lot of people in the
know discussing the contents of books. [One must] have
frequently and humbly received and given instructions to
customers, year after year and month after month [and
only then does one] begin to have the ability to make
judgements. This does not happen suddenly in a day and
an evening. One must rely on a tutor in the profession
to point things out, and [only] then will one be equal
to the task. 96

Since the rare and antiquarian books sold in Liulichang
were not a simple commodity, but rather, demanded of their
dealer a specialized knowledge approaching and aided by
disinterested connoisseurship, profits made by their
purveyance were not unalloyed either.97 But if profit could
not be said to have been the primary raison d'etre of
Liulichang's booksellers, profitability was nevertheless a
necessity of survival, as indicated by the high rate of
business failures in the district. Recall Miao's 1911
statement that by 1867 when he began buying books in
Liulichang, "several tens of the families recommended by Li
[Wenzao] were already out of existence."

An

uncertain supply

system, limited numbers of high quality editions, forgeries,
and changing consumer tastes constantly threatened to
bankrupt the rare book dealer.
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Nevertheless, by the middle of the nineteenth century,
it was clear to observers that sizable fortunes could be made
in the rare book business. The rewards of success could be
awesome. Sun records the experience of Li Shifu, the
proprietor of the Debaozhai and a native of Taiping, Shanxi:
[He] began the store in the first year of the Xianfeng
reign [1851], with barely 1000 gold pieces in capital.
Li then received support from friends ••• For thirty years
his practices were respected, and his receipts and
expenditures were not insignificant. [Time passed] as if
it was just one day, and now his shop has already
surpassed 100,000 gold pieces [in value].9B

In particular, Li was well-versed in the ceremonial vessels
used in temples. Sun mentions two famous collections of the
era, saying also that " ••• for the most part, all [important
other collections] had (also] passed through his hands." When
Li died, his nephew took over the business, and "things
improved steadily."99
After 1860, due both to the Franco-British invasion of
Beijing and to the dislocations of the Taiping Rebellion, the
library collections of many families north and south were
dispersed onto the market. Because there were few buyers,
though, the books sold very cheaply. Even the market in Song
woodblock editions dried up, says Zhang Hanrui. By 1875,
however, prices were again very high. As a result of the
publication of a bestselling glossary by the Provincial
Literary Chancellor of Sichuan, "paper became as dear as at
Luoyang" (Luoyangzhi gui).1oo The writer continues:
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At that time, as for Song editions, [they cost] from
three to five silver pieces per page. As for Palace
editions, each ce cost one or two taels; old Kangxi and
Qianlong editions were five to six silver pieces for
each ce, and for congshu ••• the price was not lower than
the Palace editions. 1o1

Although these compendia represented the stratosphere of the
Chinese book market, though, there was considerable chaff
mixed with the wheat in this market, as suggested by the tiny
number of shops praised by Li Wenzao and Miao Quansun.
Section VI will demonstrate that by the end of the
nineteenth century considerable numbers of books had already
been published in Beijing for sale there. Nonetheless, the
Beijing booksellers were also constantly searching for fields
abroad waiting to be harvested. Throughout the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, these merchants went on far-flung annual
buying trips.

The proprietor of the Youyitang, a northerner,

often travelled as far away as Guangdong to buy books between
the years 1899 and 1909. Another went to Henan each year to
buy; a third left for Jinan, Shandong, one year, managed a
shop there for seven years, and then returned to Liulichang.
From there, even after the Japanese invasion was underway, he
often went to Shandong, Hunan, Hubei, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and
Anhui to buy up stock. And he was not alone; at least one
Hengshui (Hebei) native was also hauling books from Shanxi,
Shandong, Guangdong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and other provinces
back to Beijing for sale in Liulichang.
Buying trips to out-of-the-way spots could be very
rewarding. In 1915, the Hengshui native mentioned above
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discovered as much when he located a Song edition hidden away
in Shandong; in 1917, aShen County (Hebei) bookseller
repeated the feat, finding a Song edition of the Eight
Classics and other editions contemporary with it. Likewise,
in 1930 a certain Peng Wenlin went to a remote county in
Shanxi which had a ''particular" curio shop. There, on top of
a shelf, was a broken-up set of the Yongle dadian, the
compendium whose increasing scarcity had prompted the

Sikuquanshu project in 17721 Peng was able to buy ten
signatures (ce ) of it in this out-of-the-way spot. Possibly
the most appealing story relates to Liu Yuqing, a Bacchi
resident who often visited old shops in suzhou and Shanghai
in search of literary treasures. In this way, he became so
learned concerning wood-block editions that people nicknamed
him

~~song-Edition"

Liu. When the traditional erudites of the

previous dynasty vacated the capital after the Xinhai
Revolution (1911),

~~song-Edition"

Liu quit the business, went

back home, and taught school.

VI. Liulichang as a Production Center: Publishing in
Liulichang

As

I suggest in section IV, book-collecting and

publishing were integral facets of the scholar-gentry's life.
They were just as important to officials who frequented
Liulichang. It is no accident that both Li Wenzao's and Miao
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Quansun's essays refer to whiling away their leisure hours in
Liulichang while waiting to be assigned official duties. Of
all the visitors to the district, officials, Levenson's "men
of consequence," must have felt most at home there, acquiring
its commodities. The bulk of records and references to
Liulichang prior to 1911 are those left by officials or
officials awaiting appointment. After the birth of the
Republic, their central role was taken by one of the former
supporting actors, a bookshop owner and publisher, Sun
Dianqi. Regardless of whether one is discussing the
eighteenth, nineteenth, or early twentieth century, however,
Liulichang was the main axis of an elite national book market
which ranged from the sort of private collectors and
printer/publishers discussed above to the imperial court and
on to officialdom and its aspirants.
In turn, the owners, booksellers, and publishers, who
were often identical persons, were usually members of the
army of literate but underemployed aspirants to office. Zhang
Hanrui, in his Lost Accounts of Beijing's Liulichang,
includes an interesting, more likely archetypal rather than
actual, account of how the first Liulichang bookstores were
founded. He says:
There was a certain [man] who came to Beijing for the
Metropolitan Examination but did not succeed. At that
point, [he] established a bookstore, and he composed an
eight-part ••• poem and engraved some blocks to sell it.
[He used] this plan to make a living, afterwards linking
up with his co-provincials. Many [others] imitated him
and advanced, and subsequently became a large group; in
the [late] Qing, when the exam system was finally
abolished, this group also scattered shapelessly.l02
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Zhang's account not only mentions the ease with which someone
of learning could compose a text and execute wood blocks to
print and then market it, all apparently within the Eastern
and Western Gates of Liulichang, but also includes a
rationale of how North Zhili natives came to replace the
Jiangnan bookselling pioneers who had established
Liulichang's preeminence as a book market, rather than as a
production center. In their shift to production, these North
Zhili natives profoundly reoriented Liulichang's activity,
reducing its dependence on southern library collections, and
enhancing the district's ability to produce merchandise of
its own.
When Liulichang, the national cultural center and
market, was about a century old, it became the cultural
preserve of northern Chinese. At the outset of the
Sikuquanshu project, Jiangnan had still been considered the
intellectual and cultural center of China. In fact, as Elman
writes, its centrality was long-standing:
Since the medieval economic revolution that began in
China in the middle of the T'ang dynasty (618-906),
intellectual life was dominated by "men from the South."
North China, although still the setting for important
political events, no longer took the lead in the
cultural life of the country ••• A close overlap existed
between the book trade in China and the high level of
cultural achievement in Jiangnan. Cities such as
Soochow, Ch'ang-shu, Sung-chiang, and wu-hsi had all
been book-collecting and printing centers in the Lower
Yangtze for centuries • 103
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By the completion of the Sikuquanshu project, the
intellectual and organizational impetus in the empire had
begun to shift northward thanks to the leadership of the
Manchus. This shift can be traced in the social history of
Liulichang. 104
The change in the social infrastructure of Liulichang is
first evidenced in an incident involving its superstructure.
According to Zhang Hanrui, there were two Wenchangguans
(Halls of Literary Splendor; Wenchang was the divine patron
of literature) in Liulichang. The older was located next to
the Huoshen Temple, but by the late Qing, it had already been
destroyed. Prior to its decay, however, a dispute had erupted
between its original Jiangxi patrons and the northerners who
had come to dominate the district's commerce numerically if
not yet in terms of expertise.
The first Wenchang Hall was built and supported by
Jiangxi natives. These Jiangxi men represented the founding
generation of Liulichang booksellers back in the 1770s. Every
second lunar month, on the third day, they met at the temple,
located inside the Eastern Gate, on the northern side of the
street, in honor of the god's birthday, and burned incense.
By the 1850s, fewer and fewer apprentices came to Beijing
from Jiangxi, in part because transportation worsened with
the deepening impact of the Taiping Rebellion. The places of
the Jiangxi apprentices were slowly filled by natives from
North Zhili ( Ji County in particular) • 1os
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Gradually, these northern apprentices founded their own
shops with intellectual capital acquired from their masters.
Early in the Guangxu reign (1875+), Ji County apprentices who
went to the Wenchang Hall to pay their respects were turned
away by the Jiangxi natives. According to Sun, himself a
native of Ji County, North Zhili, who picks up the narrative:
The Ji County men got angry, and at ••• Small Sand and
Earth Park, they built the North Zhili Wenchang Huiguan
[Wenchang Guildhall], countering the Jiangxi natives',
and each year on ••• wenchang's birthday, they burned
incense and presented plays which were very accomplished
and brilliant. Each time someone from the same trade
died, they entered it in the [guild] register. 106

Zhang's account of the establishment of the new guildhall
differs in one crucial way from Sun's. He says that the
landlords introduced the idea of separation, not the
apprentices, in what undoubtedly is beginning to sound like a
Chinese version of Darnton's "Great Cat Massacre." In effect,
then, the arriviste cultural merchants of the north appear to
have established their independence of the southerners by
consecration of their own temple and their own patronage
network.1o1 Intellectual capital acquired by northern
apprentices turned master had been saved until needed, at
which point it was invested in northern-owned productive
facilities.
In addition to revealing the rise to prominence along
the street of northern booksellers, the story of the two
Wenchang Halls also suggests that, by the 1870s, Liulichang
was much more than an entrepot for the sale of Yangzi Valley-
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produced publications. Whichever group, landlords or
apprentices, was actually responsible for resolving the
dispute through the establishment of an independent northern
guildhall, this tale of the two wenchang Halls underscores
the fact that, in addition to being a commercial extension of
an elite life-style anchored in Jiangnan, late nineteenth
century Liulichang was also a center of northern industry and
book production. The breakdown of the uncertain and highly
personalized supply networks during the Taiping Rebellion
gave northerners, especially co-provincials from Ji Country,
incentive to publish their own materials for sale in their
own shops. The fact that, by the 1870s, northerners no longer
sought common cause with the southerners indicates that the
district was no longer dependent on the southern coprovincial ties or supply networks extending from Hunan,
Jiangxi, and Jiangnan typified by the Tao-, Xie-, and Weifamily shops described by Li Wenzao and Li Demao a century
before.
Michael Sonenscher opens his recent book The Hatters of
Eighteenth Century France with the observation that "[w]e do

not know much about the work that people did before the
emergence of mechanized systems of production. "1oa If such is
the case for eighteenth century France, Sonenscher's comment
is even more true of China. craft, guild, and artisanal
workers have clearly taken a back seat to the more
conspicuous, more traceable, and in the twentieth century,
more explosive factory workers of Tianjin, Guangzhou, and
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Shanghai. By shifting my focus here from Liulichang as a
center of selling to Liulichang as a center of

produc~ion,

I

seek to highlight an industry axial to the intellectual and
cultural makeup of the Chinese, even as that industry was
itself frequently characterized by decentralization and
dispersion.
Acknowledging the central role of Liulichang in upper
level or carriage trade book
century onwards, Evelyn

produc~ion

from the eighteenth

s. Rawski has nonetheless pointed out

that the centralizing role of Liulichang was not typical of
late imperial publishing:
During the Ch'ing dynasty, printing for the elite market
was dominated by Kiangsu firms: Nanking, Soochow, and
Hangchow remained as the major centers of quality
commercial book printing. The producers of cheap popular
editions, however, were more dispersed ••• Other printing
centers in Nan-ch'ang, Kiangsi; ch'ang-sha, Hunan; and
parts of Yunnan were active in early Ch' ing times ••• the
Kwangtung center of Ma-kang [was] situated on the Pearl
River Delta ••• Another Kwangtung printing center was
located at Fo-shan ••• Hsli-wan [was] the Kiangsi center of
popular publishing. 109

The implication of Rawski's views is that part of the
necessary "capital" investment of the printing and publishing
industry was access to old books which could be duplicated.
Although she does not say so, this situation meant that elite
publishing tended to be centralized, since this ••capital" was
scarce and was stored in libraries, while popular publishing,
in which accuracy was less important, could afford to
decentralize in search of lower prices for materials and
labor.uo
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In addition to access to reprintable library
collections, technology was an essential aspect of book
production. Unfortunately, despite considerable research, the
technical aspects of wood-block printing are almost
unknown.lll What is clear from the research that has been done
on the technical and technological aspects of pre-mechanized
Chinese printing is that the range of technological options
(from metal, clay, porcelain, and wooden moveable type to
single-block and assembled-blocks for color printing) as well
as the potential for almost endless multiple reprintings
reduced the importance of real capital outlay relative to the
11

Capitaln of access to texts, whether in libraries or in

Liulichang itself.
Nonetheless, something is known of the wages paid to
block cutters. According to Rawski, Ye Dehui reports that
11

'the cost of carving woodblocks gradually increased during

the Ch'ing period [largely due to inflation], from a charge
of twenty cash per hundred characters in the late seventeenth
century to fifty to sixty cash per hundred in the 1870s.•nll2
Using female labor brought the costs down to one-fifth of the
prevailing rate. 113
More importantly, the lack of specialized guilds,ll4
trade associations, or apprentices' organizations suggests
that the social stresses and strains of traditional Chinese
technology were insufficient to break the bonds of more
traditional forms of Chinese social and work-place
organization. If the European system of graded expertise and
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centralized investment described by Lucien Febvre, Robert
Darnton, Paul Chauvet and others represents an intensive
division of labor, the Chinese one is best described as
extensive. Textual knowledge was highly prized,
connoisseurship was highly specialized, but technical
knowledge was readily at hand. Hence, although observations
of Alcock were accurate as far as they went, Alcock missed
the meaning behind the phenomenon when he expressed the
following, somewhat exasperated view:
The various changes which the mechanical means used for
producing the printed copies (of the Peking Gazette ] have
undergone within the last century are curious illustrations
of the tendency to run in old grooves, even after innovations
have been seemingly accepted. In the last century, in
Kienlung's time, it appears there were copper movable types
in the Palace--probably obtained through the Jesuit Fathers
[in fact, they were developed by the Chinese themselves
during the Song dynasty]--with which some large works were
printed. Later wax tablets were introduced for printing the
Gazettes; but these about the year 1820, it is said, were
exchanged for the movable wooden types now used. Yet during
the last thirty years nothing would have been easier than to
import from Hongkong a font of metal type, with a great
saving of labour and increase of distinctness.11s

This unwillingness to limit Chinese printing to a single
technology, and, correspondingly, willingness to select new
technology suitable for specific new and local conditions, is
a telling argument against those who would argue that
technology ineluctably shapes society, rather than the other
way around.
Technologically, then, the late imperial Chinese
printing/publishing industry was characterized by repetition
and refinement, not by transformation of techniques, and,
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secondarily, by a great dispersion of these techniques of
repetition and refinement throughout the empire. Because of a
cultural impetus which

s~rove

to achieve technological

integration, rather than innovation and dislocation, the
activities of wood-block engraving, printing, and publishing
were not as sharply distinguished as in mechanized Western
book production. Further dispersion of the industry occurred
thanks to the impetus of provincial publishing sponsored by
the court at Beijing, and then re-sponsored in the wake of
the Taiping devastation; by the charitable scholar/printer;
and then by the commercial printer in search of reduced labor
costs and improved access to materials.
In Liulichang, the earliest printing technology
available to the newly-independent northern publishers was
the wood block. Wood-block printing was used here at least as
early as the Jiaqing reign (1796-1820), and as late as 1932.
When the printing method for particular works can be
determined (107 works), blocked printing was the single most
preferred (for about forty-nine titles). The largest number
(twenty-six) of these titles date from the Guangxu reign and
include one three-color edition.
Of greater historical interest are the patterns which
emerge once Western technology becomes available to the
northern publishers of Liulichang. It is clear that any
technology which preserved the calligraphic appeal of the
original was preferred over techniques which compromised or
abandoned it. 116 Already by the end of the Tongzhi reign
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(1875), Sun maintains,l17

photolithography was in use in

Liulichang, but was not employed again, according to his
records, until 1909; one senses that Liulichang printers
overwhelmingly preferred techniques which maintained the
integrity and visual appeal of calligraphy. Other graphicsbased printing techniques which claimed the loyalty of
Liulichang printers were photo-reprinting and collotype, and
for much the same reason, one suspects. Together, these
graphics-based techniques account for eighty-one of the
titles adduced by Sun; lead-type editions of the sort
promoted so vigorously by Alcock were not produced by
Liulichang printer/publishers until the early Republican
period, and between approximately 1912 and 1941 account for
only sixteen titles. In this context, Sun's own use of lead
type to produce two of his own four titles is striking.
A third measurement of the district's output, that
assessing the actual method of printing, is revealed in Table
1,11B

and reinforces this latter view. The cost, but more

likely, the lack of aesthetic appeal in lead type worked
against its adoption of by Liulichang printer/publishers.
Wood blocks, and then photographic processes, approximated
the appearance of calligraphy while simultaneously making
rapid duplication and high turnover possible. The caution
with which even the photographic processes were adopted is
striking; eight wood-block editions were published in
approximately the same years that eighteen photo-reprints and
eleven lead-type editions appeared.
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No single year stands out as the year in which northern
publishers abandoned wood blocks and irrevocably adopted lead
type • What is clear is that they preferred any technology
which approximated the traditional wood-block product.
Photographic processes rose to a crescendo of popularity in
the 1930s, by which time, it is interesting to note, movable
type was in some sense already passe in Liulichang. The one
true surprise which the above statistics hold is the
discovery that even an apparent cultural conservative like
Sun Dianqi succumbed to the use of lead type, printing two of
his four listed publications in that manner!
On the other hand, in contrast to his own apparent
compromise, Sun's Third Record contains innumerable
references to and descriptions of publishers who "really knew
wood-block editions" and who continued dealing, and
presumably producing them long after alternative technologies
had appeared in the district. The standard, then, even after
mass-production techniques permitting higher levels of
production appeared, did remain the original wood-block texts
themselves.
Quite apart from the issue of technology, Liulichang's
post-Taiping publishers sought out numerous ways of making
ends meet, including contract publishing. The Benlitang, for
example, was a Liulichang publisher founded about 1885. It
was one of only two publishers acknowledged to have printed
religious works, having contracted to print the Bailin
Temple's Great Classics. Another shop was run by a man who
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not only "knew wood blocks," but also practiced medicine from
his shop. one Ji County native's firm, founded in
approximately 1902, became the binding department for the
Hall of Preserved Books at newly-established Beijing
University. Like the best shops of the past, this one housed
adepts who were "very good at copying rubbings of bronzes and
coins, and so they began to make their own,"119 reminding one
that forgeries and high-quality copies were likely a major
part of Liulichang's wares.
Sun goes on to list approximately two hundred titles
published in Liulichang's printing firms. Of them, about
twelve are congshu (collectanea) which, if broken down, would
add an additional fifty or so individual titles to the total.
Above all, the catalogue shows that productive forces at
Liulichang were aimed at reproduction of traditional items.
Sun's catalogue reveals the maintenance and conservation of a
certain kind of traditional elite intellectual commodity,
even as the technology which produced it was slowly being
Westernized.
Most signficantly, Sun's catalogue demonstrates that,
ever since the centralization of the commercial rare-book
market in Beijing in the eighteenth century and through the
early years of the Republic, its proprietors do not seem to
have embraced the change that Alcock and other promoters of
westernization held out for them. Instead, the westernization
and modernization of China's intellectual culture compressed
and then stifled the market for Liulichang's traditional
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merchandise, eventually squeezing those who produced it out
of existence.

As

Lei Mengshui states:

In former times, regarding the publications of learned
men, they would unceremoniously publish them themselves
(at Liulichang] in their later years, or subsequently
their children or disciples' children would publish
their compilations, but [these sorts of] editions
published by bookstores are now [the 1940s] quite rare.
[Also] after the mid-Qing, the Factory shops had begun
to print and sell earlier sage and famous publications.
These were the rare book collectors' so-called fangkan
["shop-published"] editions. uo
In the second and third decades of the twentieth century,
production of both of these categories did continue, but the
market was increasingly constrained by the new-book market
which was developing by then in Shanghai.
Sun catalogues sixty-six publishing houses, of which
forty were certainly located in Liulichang; ten were located
at the Longfu Temple, Beijing's other major book emporium,
and the addresses of the remaining ten are not given. The
Liulichang titles together comprise some 4,600 juan, for an
average size of twenty-four juan

per publication (taking a

congshu as one title). The largest single publication was a
900-juan Tongzhi-reign (1862-1875) reprint of the Kangxi-era

( 1662-1722), imperially-authorized, Complete Tang Poems .121
Other editions of several hundred juan are not uncommon.
With the new prominence and confidence of northerners
along the street, publishing or production efforts increased
as their southern supply networks became threatened. Still,
the erstwhile northern apprentices' mastery of the
conservative demands of the elite book culture is strongly
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suggested by the extent of their adoption of the book
production techniques which vouchsafed a product resembling
the traditional one. Having said all this, though, one is
still left wondering, "what sorts of books did the Liulichang
shops publish?"
Certain shops, such as the Sanweitang, published
bilingual Chinese-Manchu books. These firms, as well as other
high-quality shops, had the name of their shop as well as, in
some cases, the names of the wood-block carvers, cut into the
opening blocks of the work.u2 From Sun's study of the
Sanweitang's publications, it is clear that collaborative
publishing involving two or more houses was not uncommon in
Liulichang, adding an element of uncertainty to conclusions
about which shops produced which books, especially when
neither a shop nor a carver is linked to a given text.
Nonetheless, using the data that Sun records,
Liulichang's publications fall easily into thirteen
categories, as displayed in Table II. Regardless of the
venue, these same basic categories are found repeated
throughout studies of the pre-Western Chinese printing and
publishing industry. It is not surprising to find, after
reading Levenson, Chu-tsing Li, and Watt, that the largest
categories of books produced here were those which dealt with
literary, political, and historical subjects. Technical or
vocational subjects, such as medicine, geomancy, mathematics,
and music are the categories with the smallest number of
items.
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Further, as one would expect, especially in light of

my

comments above stressing the primacy to the pre-western
Chinese publishing industry of the intellectual or moral
capital contained in books and libraries over financial
capital, most of the district's publications were reprints.
Conservation and duplication were the main goals of the
district's publishers. Their reprints can be broken down by
period, as in Table III. Further, the preponderance of
reprints (eighty-nine percent of the total) makes sense in
light of Zhang Zhidong/Miao Quansun's exhortation to reprint
lost books. The overall emphasis on Song editions is also
what one could foresee from the narrative accounts of Li,
Miao, et. al. More surprising is the interest in Ming
editions. All these results confirm, however, the view of
traditional Chinese print culture as a "conserving"
enterprise and of Liulichang's harmony with this goal.
In addition to supplying data which can be quantified,
Sun's Publications Record features information which
underscores the intimate relationship of publishers and
blockcutters. The physical proximity of publishers to
blockcutters is strong circumstantial evidence for their
closeness. This relationship was not, as can be seen from
this evidence, that of the early factory floor described by
Febvre, Darnton, and Chauvet. Therefore, the Record supports
the view that traditional Chinese printing and publishing
must be understood from the point of view of its social
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organiztion and mental culture, not just from the narrow
perspective of its technology.
Moreover, Sun singles out eight publishers who not only
printed and published but also carved some sixty juan of
books from the Daoguang era through the late Republican
period. This group might seem to support the view that,
because the others apparently did not print, publish, and
carve blocks, labor and management, with distinctly defined
jobs, were polarized, as in European print shops.
However, it is not surprising that in a district with a
high rate of bankruptcy, persons who had the capital to open
a shop or even to contract out a carving job did not always
have the technical know-how to carve blocks. For the market
served by Liulichang, blocks had to be of the best quality
workmanship; Sun isolates eighteen shops, for example, which
sold exclusively to officials. Two others, in the 1870s,
printed the Special Examination and the jinshi examinations
under contract to court officials. Another, founded in the
Daoguang reign and eventually bought out by one of its
apprentices in the 1890s, had published Guandi shiji with a
vermilion (imperial) seal on the title page. One final
example of the need for high quality because of the
connection with government concerns a shop which published
presumably semi-official books containing information about
military organization, the Banners, noble ranks, and lists of
officials. One noteworthy work from their backlist was a
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reprint of the Qianlong-era (1736-95) Complete Book of
Manchu-Han °Red Sashes [officials]."

Finally, Sun's catalogue contains several asides which
cast light on the nature of the district's publications and
publishers. He indicates that a large number of Liulichangpublished works were "sleeve-prizes," or pocket editions, and
condensed versions, both presumably for use in the civil
service examinations. An example of the latter was He
Qiutao's (1824-60 123

)

Collected works on the Northern

Regions, which was the basis for a subsequent work He wrote

in 1860 which itself was the first comprehensive account of
Sino-Russian relations. That Liulichang preserved its
interest in the evidential studies which had sired it is
revealed by the republication in 1905 of Liu Xihai's (d.
1853124 ) works on Grasping Antique Chang'an, a two-juan work
on Xi'an bronzes; it featured a new introduction by the late
nineteenth century writer, Liu E (1857-1909), who had a deep
interest in antiquity and oracle bones.
A locally-produced first edition which could be tied to
the evidential movement may be Zhang Mu's (1805-49125) bestknown work Record of the Mongolian Nomads, a topographical
study of Mongolia in sixteen juan. According to Tu Lien-che,
Zhang was a great admirer of Gu Yanwu, and in 1843 raised
money to build a shrine to his memory at the Ciren Monastery
(coincidentally, the site of an earlier book mart) in
Beijing. Zhang died before ••• Mongolian Nomads was completed,
and it was finally edited by He Qiutao and published at Qi
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Junzao's (1793-1866U6 ) expense in 1867 at Liulichang. Even
the important work, Study Record of the Eastern School by one
of the most brilliant opponents of Han learning, the
Cantonese Chen Li (1810-82127), was pirated by Liulichang
publisher/printers less than twenty years after it first
appeared.
Other notable titles published in Liulichang in this
period included numerous sleeve-prize editions of the Three
Hundred Tang Poems, commentaries on them, reading primers,
and a condensed Dream of the Red Chamber accompanied by
commentaries. Both well-known tourist handbooks to the
capital, Chentan shilue by the famous preservationist/editor
Li Guangting (1812-1880128) and the Zhang Zhidong-authorized
reprint of Dumen shilue, appeared thanks to the efforts of
district proprietors. Other high points were a photo-reprint
of the song text Taiping guangji and the 1936-publication of
Supplemental Sources to Qing Beijing's Pear Garden ["theatre
world"] in thirteen juan ; on the other hand, a low point was
the reprinting of the arch-conservative and anti-Manchu
racial nationalist Liu Shipei's (d. 1919) works. Finally, one
must not overlook an 1891-reprint of the early Qing Record of
Jingdezhen Kilns; Daoguang reprints of the Ming work Actual
Record of Drilling Troops; Forty-Three Obstetrical Ailments;
or Popular sayings of the Six Boards, divided into Chinese
and Manchu sections. (Overall, the bilingual editions were so
insignificant in Beijing's nineteenth century publishing that
their small number alone seems to testify to the sinicization
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of the Manchus). If titles like these were not captivating
enough to the Liulichang window-shopper, he could always pick
up one of the innumerable illustrated reprints of the
morality book Taishang ganying pian.
Finally, it is fitting that this survey of Liulichang's
publishing activities should end with a reference to a
congshu originally edited by Zhou Yongnian (1730-91 129) and
then republished in the district. Zhou, the assistant
compilerlJO of the Sikuquanshu who had advocated the creation
of Confucian libraries throughout the Chinese empire in
imitation of Buddhist ones, had been a friend of his coprovincial, Li Wenzao, as noted earlier. While Li was in
Guangdong, serving as an imperial magistrate, he had borrowed
extensively from Zhou's library, much as the seven collectors
in Hangzhou had borrowed from one another in their day. Li
also printed numbers of his own works in Guangdong, including
the first version of his Record of the Liulichang Bookstalls.
Following Li's death in 1778, says Tu Lien-che,
"[Z]hou ••• utilized the blocks of twelve of these works and
reprinted them in 1789 as Tai-yiian ts 'ung-shu ch 'u-pien. "131
After just less than a century, this work returned to
Liulichang, and was republished by the Hanwenzhai in the
Guangxu reign.
The meaning of the sharp increase of printing activity
in the Guangxu reign (1875-1907) is not as transparent as it
might seem at first, and does require clarification. The
large numbers of publications may indicate either increased
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output or increased survival of records from that era.
Nonetheless, even if the answer is the latter, the weaker
possibility, it is still clear that by the latter quarter of
the nineteenth century, Liulichang had matured and
established its independence as a northern printing and
publishing center drawing on resources from throughout the
empire as well as upon its own. Also, whichever the case, the
object of this production was conservation and duplication of
the rare and hard-to-find, just as it had been for the
private elite Hangzhou connoisseurs described by Swann.

VI. The Impact of Liulichang on Shanghai's Wenhua Streets

To Miao Quansun, writing in the period after the 1911
Revolution, thoughts of Liulichang occasioned thoughts of the
empire and values which had been lost. Likewise, for Sun
Dianqi, writing after 1949, Liulichang stimulated nostalgic
memories, apparently not for the Republic per se, but for an
earlier style of culture and civilization which could be said
to have survived there in spite of the Republic. The
booksellers' district with which he had been familiar
personally for over thirty years, and which he had come to
know even more deeply through documents and a family of
essays describing it over two centuries, had passed into
oblivion, transformed by technology, politics, and commerce.
For over half a century, in an effort to breathe historical
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life back into Liulichang and to resurrect it for the
citizens of New China, Sun collected documents, anecdotes,
publishing lists and sales receipts. From his shop along the
district's main thoroughfare, starting in the 1920s and
continuing through the early years of the 1950s, he became a
diarist of commerce, culture, and social change, ultimately
regarding the street's character as a spiritual thing which
only the historian could recapture:
In the "New-Studies" ••• shops [which) sold great
combinations of photo-lithographed and lead-printed
books, and scientific apparatus, the scholar who liked
old things was daily ••• very lonely. [The old] type of
commerce and [the old elite merchant and client] type of
person all became a kind of guangling san ["swansong"] ••• The changes of the times rise and fall, is it
not sol Is it not sol I deeply care about the market's
having had people like them [once), and there is no one
[else) to perpetuate it, and therefore I have pulled
[together) various records of it. 132

From Sun's accounts, it is clear that the national
printing and publishing industry based at Liulichang after
the 1770s evolved in tandem with, but independent from
China's "last new intellectual beginning." Even as the
embryonic Western-influenced publishing industry of the
southeastern littoral developed, traditional publishing and a
traditional publishing aesthetic remained vibrant in the core
of China. For this reason, Liulichang continued to mean
"books" to Chinese long after the destruction of the Manchu
government and the district's kilns. Just as kaozheng studies
marked a last new beginning of imperial China, Liulichang
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stands for the last new beginning of traditional Chinese
printing, publishing, and bookselling.
Sun's nostalgia for old Liulichang is reflected in one
recent account of Shanghai's Wenhuajie which traces the
growth of Wenhuajie vis-a-vis the relative decline of
Liulichang. In the view of Ji Shaopu, editor of one of the
few works in modern publishing history by a Chinese scholar
which presents that history from a southern Chinese
perspective, "Shanghai's Qipanjie [Chessboard, or, more
appropriately, Checkerboard Street; present-day Henan Middle
Road] was the center of the Old-Book [antiquarian] business
in the south, and could almost be said to have even rivaled
Beijing's Liulichang." He goes on to say that "Beijing's
Liulichang and Shanghai's Qipanjie were the central
representatives of China's antiquarian book trade in this
period [after the Revolution of 1911] • "133
Ji traces Beijing's influence on Shanghai's market by
means of those who either relocated from Beijing to the
foreign-dominated embankment of the Huangpu, or else opened
branch firms there. His research demonstrates that after
1912, the national antiquarian book market not only became
even more integrated than it had been under the Qing, but
that it became bi-polar as well. Just as rebellion, invasion,
and hardship had broken up private libraries during the
imperial era, causing them to spill their contents into the
waiting barges and wheelbarrows of Beijing booksellers,
revolution and invasion forced private collectors to disperse
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their collections during the Republic. No longer, however,
did all roads and canals lead to Liulichang; by no later than
1912, Shanghai appeared as a second major hub for rare and
antiquarian books, complementing Liulichang. 134
Laixunge, for example, was a well-known Beijing
antiquarian firm run by the Chen family of Gong County
(Henan). Founded in the Xianfeng reign (1851-62) and
mentioned in sun's Third Record, it began as a seller of
zithers (guqin, traditional instrument of the literatus). The
family rented the shop out during the Guangxu reign, but
reentered the antiquarian qin and book business in 1912,
after which time the firm became one of the few very large
stores in Liulichang. In the 1930s, Chen Jichuan came to
Shanghai on a buying trip, and opened a shop on Weihaiwei
Road after buying several valuable collections from Nanxun
and Lujiang. He soon moved to 309 Hankou Road, near the
Racecourse, and in 1941 reopened on Guangxi North Road.
As one might expect of a shop steeped in the kaozheng

atmosphere of Liulichang, Laixunge specialized in books
containing archeological inscriptions. Chen was also quite
knowledgeable regarding editions of traditional opera and
novels, and travelled to Japan, where he was well-known in
the academic world, several times to exhibit and sell rare
books. Chen Jichuan became good friends with the editor,
literary historian, and bibliophile Zheng Zhenduo (18981958), who published several works through Laixunge.1 35
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Other Liulichang firms established branches in Shanghai
as well. Zhonghou Shuzhuang was opened by the Hengshui native
Li Zidong, who initially went to Shanghai to buy books for
Beijing's Wenyoutang. After arriving in Shanghai, Li
interacted with the well-known Shanghai collectors Jiang
Mengping, Qu Qijia, Pan Mingxun, and Dong Kang who encouraged
him to set up his own shop. 136
Most memorable of all the northern transplants, however,
may have been the Fupu Shushe, started in Beijing by the Ji
County native Wang Fushan. In 1930, Wang went south, as many
others had before him, on a buying trip. In Yangzhou, he
purchased more than five hundred crates of books from the Wu
family's Cehailou, a widely-known private library. When
Shanghai's rare book collectors got wind of Wu's acquisition
of the collection, their outcry led to a major north/south
tug-of-war. First the Shanghai dealers sued to block shipment
of the library north; afterwards, the collectors Dong Kang
and Chen Naiqian mediated a compromise solution. Dong and
Chen convinced Wang to agree that one part of the collection
would be sent north to Beijing while most of the books would
stay in Shanghai. To pursue his new-found interests in
Shanghai, wang opened a branch of his Beijing store at 722
Hankou Road, 137 further integrating the personnel and firms of
China's two main antiquarian book centers.
Ji Shaopu rightly argues that backlists and catalogues
provide important evidence demonstrating the integration of
the national market. In 1916, he writes, the Haiyan,
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Zhejiang, native Chen Lidan established the Gushuliutongchu
[Old Book Circulation Office] in Shanghai.

Chen printed a

catalogue to facilitate circulation (liutong) of his
merchandise, but, at this date, it still had no prices,
suggesting Chen's ambivalence about buying and selling
treasured works of literature. As Levenson might argue, to
have freely acknowledged his commitment to buying and selling
would have been tantamount to acknowledging that he was
engaged in a profession, rather than in an academic or
educational field. At that time, book prices were still
established by haggling; by the time Chen's second catalogue
appeared, Chen had started citing non-negotiable prices, and
found that fixing them in this manner actually promoted sales
through the mail.
Other firms soon began to imitate Chen by issuing book
catalogues. Shanghai's Zhangjilu and even Beijing's China
Bookstore produced very celebrated ones that came out once a
year. Japanese dealers and collectors bought heavily, relying
on these catalogues. Beijing's Fujishushe and Shanghai's
Laiqingge also brought out catalogues.
Fixing prices in this manner could backfire in the
ruthlessly competive part-academic, part-connoisseur world of
the antiquarian bookseller. Another firm also tried the
practice of issuing catalogues with fixed prices but found,
much to its dismay, that other shops took advantage of their
openness to use their prices as the standard and undercut
them. Eventually, this firm did more business through the
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mail, presumably to less up-to-the-minute non-metropolitan
clientele, and prospered.
At the time, Liulichang' s antiquarian shops generally
paid higher prices for their stock than did the Shanghai
ones •

As

a result, more books went north than were routed to

Shanghai's dealers, suggesting that Shanghai's rare book
market was still considered Beijing's "xiaodi [younger
brother]" in the national marketplace. Of course, higher
purchase prices led to higher retail prices, and these were
reflected in the dealers' fixed price cataloguing. All-inall, however, according to Ji Shaopu, the book catalogues
expedited comparison shopping and facilitated the integration
of a national market in antiquarian and rare books • 1 3 8

VII. Summary

In summary, Liulichang clearly influenced the
development of Wenhuajie in Shanghai. The migration of Ji,
Hengshui, and Gong county natives, first to Beijing, and then
to Shanghai, in addition to reminding one of the high degree
of mobility which characterized the rare and antiquarian book
industry, also strongly suggests that the ever-alert natives
of these counties identified new business opportunities in
Shanghai.
In this chapter, I have sought to show how an important
late imperial commodity market, the antiquarian book market
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centralized at Beijing's Liulichang, reflected the lifestyle
interests and intellectual concerns of the gentry in late
imperial China and in turn came to influence gentry culture
thanks to its own role as a producer specializing in
reprints. The late imperial book market was part of a larger
pattern of elite consumption which included antiques,
rubbings, and musical instruments. Initially produced by a
public-minded, philanthropic elite, whether official or nonofficial, for non-commercial consumption, the books and the
book industry were already highly commercialized by the time
Liulichang emerged as a national marketing center.
Thanks to the intellectual and organizational influence
of the Manchu-sponsored ''last intellectual beginning" of late
imperial China, Zhejiang and Jiangxi book connoisseurs found
the Liulichang bazaar to be a convenient venue for conducting
business in the books sent to the capital. Already by the
1860s, however, northern apprentices, native to the Zhili
districts of Ji, Gong, and Hengshui had begun to coopt that
market, and to conserve and reproduce works for sale there
and outside Beijing.
According to the historical record, Beijing remained the
traditional center of this conservation and reprinting work,
thanks in part to its dealers' willingness to pay top prices
for old collections, even after new technologies and new
governments emerged in the period after 1911. What is
striking, nonetheless, is the influence of those Ji, Gong,
and Hengshui book merchants in the promotion of Shanghai's
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antiquarian market at that time. Just as intellectual impetus
from the southern gentry had shifted to the north in the
eighteenth century, so in the twentieth it seems to have
shifted back to the south, partly under the Liulichang
merchants' influence.
Even more important than the migrant booksellers
themselves, however, was the cultural and economic impact of
Beijing's centralized book market. Since its emergence as an
eighteenth century cultural and commercial subsidiary of the

Sikuquanshu encyclopedia project, Liulichang had been
recognized as a national book emporium. That recognition was
due in part to the family of essays initiated by Li Wenzao.
As

we have seen, throughout the nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries, Chinese readers and book connoisseurs
gained familiarity with Liulichang thanks to writers like Li,
Miao Quansun, and Sun Dianqi, all of whom wrote specifically
about the booksellers' district, even as anecdotal musings by
Ji Yun, Li Demao, Zhang Hanrui, and others served to

embroider their more in-depth accounts of the district.
under the impetus of the imperial encyclopedia project,
the former Imperial Porcelain Factory district became known
as a cultural shopping plaza where dukes, nobles, and
scholars crossed paths and soaked in or bought up a national
book culture. A commercial concourse, Liulichang preserved
connoisseurship and promoted scholarship even as the fortunes
of particular booksellers rose and fell. Already in the
1770s, however, when Li Demao visited the district and
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recorded his observations on the nervous self-justification
of the Taos ' large fortune made in bookselling,
connoisseurship and scholarship had met headlong with
salesmanship, with sales and commerce being tolerated since
they made connoisseurship and scholarship possible. A century
later this triad of activities was joined by the production
of reprints for sale, perhaps, to the descendants of those
who had first supplied Liulichang's shelves. Reproduction and
reprinting of these cultural treasures almost seems to have
calmed the nerves of booksellers ambivalent about their
proximity, not to Levenson's officials and learned amateurs,
but to the professionals and merchants who came to the fore
in the age of nationalism.

NOTES

1Marie-Claire Bergere, The Golden Age of the Chinese Bourgeoisie,
1911-1937, trans. by Janet Lloyd (NY: Cambridge University Press, 1986),
107. As for the overlap between certain trades and those who practiced
them, in the succinct formula of the well-known source, Shanghai yanjiu
ziliao, xuji "those in the same trade need not be from the same
province, but those from the same province are mostly in the same
trade." See Shanghai Tongshe, eds., Shanghai yanjiu ziliao, xuji
(Shanghai: Shanghai shudian, 1984 [1934]), 144.
2Mary Backus Rankin suggests that throughout the post-Taiping
period, "Shanghai became an intellectual magnet, displacing older
disrupted centers ••• offering new instruction in foreign subjects. The
Longmen Academy and the Shanghai Gujing Jingshe (which merged with the
still more practical Jiuzhi Academy in 1876) were the most important new
academies founded there to impart knowledge useful for government. Early
schools of Western studies were the [Shanghai Interpreters'
School] ••• established by Li Bongzhang in 1863, and the Chinese
Polytechnic Institute (gezhi shuyuan ), founded by John Fryer and Xu
Shou of wuxi (Jiangsu) in 1884." See Rankin, Elite Activism and
Political Transformation in China, Zhejiang Province, 1865-1911
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1986), 139-40. See also Xiong
Yuezhi, "Shanghai guangfang yanquan shilue," in Tang Zhenchang and Shen
Bengchun, eds., Shanghaishi yanjiu, er bian (Shanghai: Xuelin chubanshe,
1988), 176-211. Xiong's article is directly concerned with the official
Shanghai Interpreters' School mentioned by Rankin, but he also points
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out that its graduates went on to became important contributors to the
governmental and educational worlds. In Shanghai, most of the latter
eventually affiliated with Nanyang PUblic Institute (founded 1896), home
of China's first normal school and an important early educational
publisher and its successor institution, Jiaotong University. See Xiong,
195-6 and 204-9; for other opinions on the same issue, see Zhang
Zhongli, ed, Jindai Shanghai chengshi yanjiu (Shanghai: Renmin
chubanshe, 1990), 963-66 and 979-991, which also stresses this time
period and these institutions. Finally, see Adrian A. Bennett, John
Fryer: Introduction of Western Science and Technology in Nineteenth
Century China (Cambridge, MA: East Asian Research Center, 1977), and
Barry Keenan, "Lung-men Academy in Shanghai and the Expansion of
Kiangsu•s Educated Elite, 1865-1911," in Benjamin A. Elman and Alexander
Woodside, eds., Education and Society in Late Imperial China, 1600-1900
(Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1994), 493-524. Keenan's
article discusses the official Longmen Academy, established in 1865 by
Ding Richang, who would soon establish the Arsenal. By 1870, the Academy
became part of a semi-autonomous local effort to revive Cheng-Zhu NeeConfucianism in Westernizing Shanghai. Keenan follows the Academy
through to its reluctant conversion to a state-run normal school in
1904. Be also discusses the Zhengmeng Academy, founded in 1878 by a
former student of Longmen, which combined Cheng-Zhu learning with
foreign instructors, military training, and French and English.
3In 1939, Christopher Isherwood, a brief visitor to the city,
lampooned the Bund memorably as nothing more than uan unhealthy mudbank" onto which "[t)he biggest animals have pushed their way down to
the brink of the water; behind them is a sordid and shabby mob of
smaller buildings. Nowhere a fine avenue, a spacious park, an imposing
central square. Nowhere anything civic at all." See W.B. Auden and
Christopher Isherwood, Journey to a War (NY: Random Bouse, 1939), 237.
4with the passage of time, a nostalgic view of Wenhuajie has
emerged which ignores this ambiguity. Throughout the period from 1991-3,
articles regularly appeared in the Shanghai press, discussing Shanghai's
Wenhuajie and calling for its revival.
The term I am using here, "Wenhuajie" or Culture/Academic Streets,
is not to be confused with its homonym, the figurative term which is
translated as "cultural/academic world." Both terms were already in
journalistic use by the 1930s, but only the former refers to a specific
place. See Shehui ribao (4/17/36), 1, where it refers specifically to
Simalu, or Fuzhou Road. Likewise, Shanghai writer and newspaper man Baa
Tianxiao recalls in his memoirs Chuanyinglou huiyilu (Kowloon: Dahua
chubanshe, 1971), 382, that in the 1930s uif ••• the Commercial Press and
Zhonghua Book Company were the first ranked book dealers, then World
Books and Great Eastern [Dadong shuju] were the second ranked book
dealers. At that time, on Fuzhou Road (popularly called Simalu),
starting from Shandong Road (then Wanqping Road) and going to Henan Road
(then Qipanjie) was all newspaper plants and bookstores. The Commercial
Press, Zhonghua, World, and Great Eastern were all here, and so people
called this strip 'Wenhua dajie [Great Culture Street].'" Also, Yang
Shouqing, writing in the mid-1940s, stated that by the May Fourth era
(late 1910s) "the cultural center (of China] had already moved to
Shanghai, and later, when the thicket of bookshops on Fuzhou Road
appeared, it got the name 'Culture Street.'" See Yang, Zhongguo
chubanjie jianshi (Shanghai: Yonqxiang yinshuquan, 1946), 22.
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Sin Chinese historiography, intellectual movements have been
traced frequently to formal academic institutions, whether shuyuan, in
pre-modern times, or universities, in the twentieth century. Studies of
shu yuan are now very nwnerous; one place to start is with Bo Ping-ti' s
treatment of the subject in his The Ladder of Success in Imperial China,
Aspects of Social Mobility, 1368-1911 (NY: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
1964), 197-203. On the political importance of the late Ming Donglin
Academy, see Frederic E. Wakeman, Jr., The Great Enterprise, The Manchu
Reconstruction of Imperial Order in Seventeenth-Century China (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1985), passim, especially 15, 63, 89-92;
and Charles o. Bucker, "The Tung-lin Movement of the Late Ming Period,"
in John King Fairbank, ed., Chinese Thought and Institutions, 132-62
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957). On a late imperial
Shanghai shuyuan, see Keenan, op. cit. Recent publications which study
universities as the sites of social change include Wen-hsin Yeh, The
Alienated Academy, Culture and Politics in Republican China, 1919-1937
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990); Jeffrey N. Wasserstrom,
Student Protests in Twentieth Century China: The View From Shanghai
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1991). Other works too
numerous to count, lying between the twin peaks represented by Jean
Chesneaux' The Chinese Labor Movement, 1919-1927 (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1968) and Elizabeth J. Perry's Shanghai on Strike: The
Politics of Chinese Labor (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press,
1993) have examined sites of industrial production as cradles of social
transformation. In addition to these sites of industrial production,
however, the bazaar, the bookshop, sites of buying and selling and
places where the production and exchange of cultural consumer items such
as books, newspapers, and magazines takes place require acknowledgement
as pivotal locales of social change. Robert Darnton, in numerous
publications such as his The Business of Enlightenment: A Publishing
History of the Encyclopedie, 1775-1800 (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press,
1979), The Literary Underground of the Old Regime (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1982), and The Great Cat Massacre (NY: Basic
Books, 1984) has demonstrated the value of this alternative approach to
European studies, as has Simon Schama in his The Embarrassment of
Riches: An Interpretation of Dutch Culture in the Golden Age, (NY:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1987). William R. Taylor has done the same for American
studies in his In Pursuit of Gotham, Culture and Commerce in New York
(NY: Oxford University Press, 1992) and in w.m. R. Taylor, ed., Inventing
Times Square, Commerce and Culture at the Crossroads of the World (NY:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1991). The unique status and conceit of the
Chinese literati, although "secularized" in the modern age in both
Taiwan and the PRC, demands that attention be paid to their extramural
venues of activity. As for my translation of Wenhuajie as "Culture
Streets," I should note that the meaning of the term "wenhua" is much
broader than my translation "culture" suggests; in modern Chinese,
wenhua is used to mean "education" or "mental cultivation" just as often
as it is used to mean "culture" (as in the sneering comment "Ta meiyou
wenhua" to mean "Be is uneducated/boorish."
6sivin, in Elman, 1984, p. xv.
7The Imperial Porcelain Factory was created by the Ming when they
set about rebuilding Beijing as their imperial capital in the early 15th
century. Raw materials were transported to the factory by canal from
mountains to the west. The Factory itself was demolished at the end of
the Qing, at which time the factory's sign, saying "Guan Liuliyaochang"
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(nmperial Glazed Tile Works) was found. See Anne L. Destenay, ed.,
Nagel's China (Geneva: Nagel Publishing Co., 1968), 412-3. In Sun
Dianqi, Liulichang xiaozhi (Beijing: Guji shudian, 1982 [1962]) may be
found historial materials which state that the Factory, supervised by
eunuchs, made bricks and tiles used in palace storehouses. Liulichang
was one of the ufive great factories," supervised by the Ming Bureau of
Forestry and Crafts, which were supplemented by five lesser imperial
factories for woodworking, metal working, silk production, and leather
working.
6Nanzhi was apparently nothing more than "paper produced in
southern China." See Morohashi Tetsuji, Dai kanwa ziten 2:577 (Tokyo,
1955-60), 351.
9sun Dianqi, Baiwangcun renwu, in Sun, op. cit., 34. For similar
summaries, see also R. Kent Guy, The Emperor's Four Treasuries
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1987), 47-8 and Benjamin Elman,
From Philosophy to Philology (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1984).
1°Ibid.
lloun Lichen, Yanjing suishi ji, (n.d., ca. 1900], in Sun, op.

cit., 36.
Usivin, "Foreword,u in Elman, 1987, xv~~. On the comparison of
eighteenth century Beijing with fin-de-siecle Vienna, see Allan Janik
and Stephen Toulmin, Wittgenstein's Vienna (NY: Simon and Schuster,
1973). Janik and Toulmin write that urn all of the Habsburg lands,
Vienna was unique in one important respect. Here was at least partially
achieved that supranational, cosmopolitan consciousness which was the
dynasty's only hope for survival" (41) and that "The culture is, or
appears at first sight to be, our own twentieth-century culture in its
infancy ••• " (13). Similarly, Beijing in the eighteenth century fostered
a bookish consciousness with universalistic pretensions (kaozhengxue)
which has made itself felt in Chinese intellectual life up to the
present.
13 craig Clunas, in Superfluous Things, Material Culture and Social
Status in Early Modern China (Urbana and Chicago: University of
Illinois Press, 1991) discusses the high level of commercialization in
the late Ming and its effect on culture and learning. See pp. 32ff.
below for a discussion of his observations.
I was first led to Clunas' work through an illuminating discussion
with Professor James Cahill and his students Sarah E. Fraser and Charles
Mason, for which I would like to thank them.
14Jin Zhengzhong, Yanxinglu [1791], cited in Ichinose Yuichi,
"Shin-dai Rurisho sho-shi ni kan suru hitotsu kosatsu," in Shisen,
Historical and Geographic Studies in Kansai University, LXVII (March
1988), 27.
Brbid., 2. Liu Degong, Yantai zai youlu [18th century].
16po Sihao, Xinting chao [1828], cited in Ichinose, op. cit., 29.
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17 Jin

Jingshang, Yanyuan zhizhi, 1832, in Ichinose, op. cit., 29.
Sun Congtian (ca. 1680-1759), includes a lesson in connoisseurship in
his Cangshu jiyao which may have been known to Jin. At any rate, the
connection between tea and scholarship seems to have been an archetypal
one. Sun urges the potential scholar and collector:
Then, in the company of two or three bosom friends, men who are
well versed in books ancient and modern, who are able to discourse
on their origin and subsequent history and to distinguish between
an original-block edition and its facsimile reproduction, who are
accurately informed that one book has not been printed for a long
time and that another has been known only in manuscript copy, you
may pay occasional visits to booksellers or ransack desolate
shops. Unexpectedly you come across a book most difficult to
obtain; you will not hesitate to pawn your clothes nor mind the
exorbitant price, for you will not rest until you have the book in
your hands. Having acquired it ••• you will seek out a skillful
artisan to have it rebound. Then you will put it on your desk.
After lighting a fragrant stick with your own hands and sipping a
cup of bitter tea, you will open the volume and peruse it. Is this
not the most romantic thing in the world?
See Sun Ts'ung-t'ian (Sun Congtian), uBookman's Manual," 1812, trans. by
Achilles Fang in Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies XIV:1, 2 (June
1951), 221.
lBwhen the Sikuquanshu project began, the kilns of Liulichang
were still producing their blue-green and yellow tiles; the district had
also been a residential district since the 1690s. See Ji Shaopu et al.,
eds., Zhongguo chuban jianshi (Shanghai: Xuelin chubanshe, 1991), 303.
Perhaps reflecting the Manchu fear of eunuch dominance in government
administration, the Da Qing huidian (Chapter 2) stipulates that the
superintendency of the factory was to be transferred from a single
eunuch to joint supervision by one Manchu and one Ban Chinese. According
to the Shilie of the eighteenth century, ownership of the land was
retained by the imperial family. By 1725, the imperial family was no
longer collecting the land tax instituted under Kangxi, but only a
commercial tax or rent (see Sun, op. cit., Dizu ji fangzu, 53).
~Weng

Fangkang, FUchu ji shizhu, in Sun, op. cit., 32.

20Mentioned in Arthur W. Hummel, Eminent Chinese of the Ch'ing
Period (Washington: USGPO, 1943) [hereafter abbreviated ECCP], 175.
2lsee Miao Quansun, Liulichang shusi houji [1911, 1925] in Ye
Dehui, ed., Shulin changgu, (Kowloon: Chungshan Book Co., 1972), 33.
22one of Li's discoveries in Liulichang was a copy of Guangdong
xinyu [New Cantonese speech] purchased at a shop called Shengyuntang. Li
comments that uperhaps it was an omen [portending his assignment to]
Enping." See Li Wenzao, Liulichang Shusiji (Dongwan, 1769), in Zhang
Jiangcai, ed., Jingjin fengtu congshu (n.l.: Shuangqilou, 1938), 1.
23Ibid. In Li's day, the Imperial kiln was still producing tiles.
24 Ibid. Li also points out that there were two other areas where
bookstores and their allied services assembled in eighteenth century
Beijing. One was in Damochang [Ink-Grinders Workshop] Street, east of
the Zhengyang Gate; these booksellers were all from Chinqi, Jiangxi. The
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Longfu Temple, in the Inner City, was also still active in Li's day (see
Li in Zhang, 4).
25Ibid., 2.
26Ibid.
27 of the thirty shops mentioned by Li, seven were owned by the
same family, surnamed Li, and three others were owned by another family,
surnamed Chen. The remaining twenty were owned by families with only ten
other surnames. It seems extraordinary, but possible, that twelve
families owned all the bookstores in what was becoming the most
important booksellers' row in eighteenth century China, an empire of 250
to 300 million persons.
28If composed in an earlier age, Li's essay might be easily
classified as an example of the belles-lettristic youji, or urecord of
an excursion," which typically described visits to cultural locales,
particularly those taken by an official (see James M. Hargett's entry on
yu-chi wen-hsiieh in William B. Nienhauser et al. , The Indiana Companion
~o Tradi~ional Chinese Li~era~ure, [Bloomington, IN: Indiana University
Press, 1986], 936-939). However, Li's essay is distinguished from most
well-known examples of that genre by its detailed description of the
district's commerce, albeit cultural commerce. Li's style seems to blend
the formats of the youji and late Ming merchants' route books described
by Timothy Brook. See Brook's uGuides for vexed Travelers: Route Books
in the Ming and Qing," in Ch'ing Shih Wen-~'i (New Haven and
Philadelphia) IV:5 (June 1981), 32-76 and uGuides for Vexed TravelersA Supplement," in Ch'ing Shih Wen-~'i IV:6 (December 1981), 130-137.
29Miao was highly qualified to provide a more comprehensive survey
of the district than he did, given his experience in 1878 as Zhang
Zhidong's collaborator on the bibliography Shumudawen and in the 1880s
as chief editor of the Beijing local history Shun~ianfu zhi, initiated
by Zhang between 1877 to 1881, and completed and published by Miao in
1885. At least one authority, Ji Shaopu, cites the Shumudawen as the
spark which reignited the rare book market in the 1880s. Be says that
after the bibliography appeared, from the early 1880s onwards, u[gentry]
scholars looked everywhere for books, and books became as valuable as
pearls, and Liulichang further prospered." See Ji et al., eds., op.
cit., 304.
30 According

to Ji et al., Lei, who worked as an uapprentice" in
the district for several decades, even continuing after 1949, was Sun's
student, and the author of several important indices, especially on the
Sikuquanshu. See Ji, op. cit., 305. Ji also says that Sun came to
Liulichang as an apprentice when he was fifteen sui, and apprenticed at
what is now Zaoyutang Shudian in Ximenneilu for four years, going
independent at nineteen when he opened Tonqxuezhai at 74 South
Xinhuajeilu. Ji reports that Sun travelled through Tianjin, Jinan,
Nanjing, Zhenjiang, Yangzhou, and Shanghai buying old books. Many of
Sun's own works were edited by Lei.
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31Miao, op. cit., 33.
32sun, op. cit., 33.
33Ibid., 197.
~Ibid.,

Editors' Introduction.

JS Ibid • ,

34 •

36 Ibid.
37 Ibid., 35.
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid.
4oibid.
4lcho-Yuan Tan (Taam), The Development of Chinese Libraries under
the Ch'ing Dynasty, 1644-1911 (Shanghai: The Commercial Press, Ltd.,
1935), 23. According to Tan, "In 1713, Kang Bsi ordered his officials to
make a collection of Chu Be's principal philosophical writings. It was
completed in sixty-two books ••• Among the works which Kang Bsi published
under his patronage [however], his encyclop~ias and dictionaries stand
out most prominently."
42Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Paper and Printing, in Joseph Needham, ed.,
Science and Civilisation in China (NY: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1985),
5:1, sections 32e, g, 190, note f. On page 190, Tsien also explains:
The combined efforts of the Chhing printers resulted in such a surge of
printing in several major categories that the products of no previous
period can be compared with it for quantity and the magnitude of the
works produced ••• Of over 7000 local histories (ti fang chih ) known to
exist, no less than eighty percent were compiled and published in the
Chhing dynasty. Clan registers (tsung phu or chia phu ) form another
category of materials printed mainly during this period and, of them, at
least 4000 titles are known to exist in public collections throughout
the world. Of them, the source of 1550 is known, and of this number 1214
were compiled under the Chhing. Individual literary collections (pieh
chi ) are still another category of literature ••• largely printed in
Chhing times ••• Finally collectanea (tsung shu ) probably compose the
most extensive class of works ever printed.
43 Frederic E. Wakeman, Jr., The Fall of Imperial China
Free Press, 1975), 22.

(NY: The

44For further comment on book-collecting as a facet of the gentry
lifestyle under the Ming, see the essays by James C.Y. watt, Chu-tsing
Li, Wai-kam Bo, and Wang Qingzheng in Chu-tsing Li and James C.Y. Watt,
eds., The Chinese Scholar's Studio, Artistic Life in the Late Ming
Period, An Exhibition from the Shanghai Museum (NY: Thames and Hudson
Inc., 1987) and Craig Clunas, op. cit.
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45Joseph R. Levenson, Confucian China and Its Modern Fate
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1968), 17.
46Ibid., 42.
47 rbid.
48 chu-tsing Li,"The Literati Life," in Li and Watt, eds., op.
cit., 51.
49 James C.Y. Watt, "The Literati Environment," in Li and Watt,
eds., op. cit., 7.
soclunas, op. cit., 118.
Slrbid., citing James Cahill, Parting at tbe Shore: Chinese Painting
of the Early and Middle Ming Dynasty, 1368-1580 (New York and Tokyo:
Weatherhill, 1978), 216-7.
52James Cahill, The Painter's Practice: Bow Artists Lived and
Worked in Traditional China (NY: Columbia University Press, 1994), 48.
53Tharnas Francis Carter, The Invention of Printing in China and
Its Spread Westward, revised by L. Carrington Goodrich (NY: Columbia
University Press, 1955 [1925]), 211.
54eo, op. cit., 212.
55 Ibid., 213. For example, on page 213 Bo cites:
Bua Sui (1439-1513) and his descendants of Wu-hsi in
southern Kiangsu were important pioneers in the use of
copper movable type ••• If the very rich An Kuo (1481-1534) of
the same district printed fewer titles than his close
rivals, the books he printed were famous for their
outstanding quality ••• Mao Chin (1599-1659) of Ch'ang-shu in
southern Kiangsu printed during his lifetime as many as 600
titles including the much-demanded Thirteen Classics and
Seventeen Dynastic Histories.
56Robert E. Hegel, The Novel in Seventeenth Century China
Columbia University Press, 1981), 11.

(NY:

57Tan, op. cit., 4-5.
ssrbid., 18.
S9rbid., 74-75.
60eo, op. cit., 154.
61 Ma Yueguan (1688-1755) and his younger brother Ma Yuelu were
natives of the renowned tea-producing district Qimen, Anhui whose family
were in the salt business at Yangzhou. Both were poets and bibliophiles;
neither held an official post. The elder Ma's son, Ma Yu, submitted some
700 works for inclusion in the Sikuquanshu. See ECCP, 559-60.
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62Nancy Lee Swann, useven Intimate Library OWners," Harvard
Asia~ic S~udies I:3, 4 (Nov. 1936). Elman points out that
u[o]f the nine private donors whose presentations to the Sikuquanshu
commission were accepted and numbered more than one hundred items, five
came from the Bangchow library group." See Elman, op. cit., 148.
Journal of

63Wang Kangnian, the pioneering nineteenth-century journalist and
founder-manager of the Liang Qichao-edited, Shanghai-based, lithographed
newspaper Shiwu bao, was Wang Xian's great-grandson. For this and other
details about Wang Xian, see ECCP, 821-22.
MECCP, 811.
65Ibid., 76-7.
66Ibid., 612-13.
67swann, op. cit., 377-78, and ECCP, 811.
68Ibid., 377.
69Ibid., 369.
70swann here refers to the library of Qi Biaojia. See page 41
above.
71Ibid., 371-2.
72sun, op. cit., 220-221.
73Tan makes the interesting observation that uthe Chinese people
did not value manuscripts as highly as did the Occidentals." Be
attributes this tendency mostly to the high esteem granted calligraphy,
and particularly calligraphy by notables, with the result that all other
examples of hand-composition were devalued. See Tan, op. cit., 2-5. Tan
neglects, however, the importance to the printing block art of retaining
the feel of the original calligraphy.
74Ibid., 89.
75 The situation is somewhat analogous to that found in the history
of Chinese art, where the uamateur ideal," defended so eloquently, and
with such far-reaching social implications by Joseph R. Levenson, has
recently been revised, thanks in part to James Cahill's The Painter's
Prac~ice. This latter volume supports the arguments I make in this
section, arguing, in part, that reliance on painting as a source of
income increased from the rnid-Ming uas rising levels of affluence and
education created a much larger pool of men qualified for bureaucratic
service ••• than the bureaucracy could absorb, and many of them were
forced to turn to other ways, including painting, of putting their
learning and talents to use in earning their livelihoods." See Cahill,
The Pain~er's Prac~ice, 7ff.
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76Tsien, op. cit., 380. One senses that Tsien's comments were
conceived in contrast to Lucien Febvre's The Coming of the Book, which
first appeared in French in 1958. Febvre's publication sparked a
conflagration of subsequent scholarship, and presents a clear foil to
many statements found about printing and publishing found in sinological
scholarship. For example, Febvre wri tea:
Having came into being more or less haphazardly, the book trade
quickly acquired a modern character [128]-From its earliest days
printing existed as an industry, governed by the same rules as any
other industry; the book was a piece of merchandise which men
produced-to earn a living, even when they were-scholars and
humanists at the same time [109]-Throughout this period publishers
were faced with a basic problem-The task of organizing a
commercial network which would enable them to sell the books they
produced as rapidly as possible was-the constant and central
preoccupation of publishers [216].
Ye Dehui's "Bookman Decalogue" [1919] has been translated into English
by Achilles Fang. See Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies XIII:1,2 (June
1950), 132-173.
77Denis J. TWitchett, Printing and Publishing in Medieval China
(London: The Wynkyn de Worde Society, 1983), 61.
78carter, op. cit., 85.
79Ibid., 86.
aoK.T. WU's two articles "The Chinese Book, Its Evolution and
Development," T'ien Hisa Monthly (Shanghai) 3 (1936), 25-33 and 137160, and "Ming Painting and Printers," in HJAS 7 (1943), 203-260,
despite their importance in the study of early Chinese printing and
publishing, suffer from the same deficiency in failing to address the
question of money.
81Tan, op. cit., 384; see also Swann, op. cit., 384-85.
82Despite the rapid growth of the civil service in the Song
period, a nscissors crisis" similar to that which Wakeman describes in
the Qing may have left large numbers of those eligible without
employment. Indeed, Tu Wei-ming explains the rise of the gentry as an
outcome of u[t)he decline of the aristocracy, the widespread
availability of printed books, the democratization of education, and the
full implementation of the examination system ••• ," which, one might add,
promoted the growth of industries such as elite publishing and
bookselling. See Tu, "The Confucian Tradition in Chinese History," in
Paul Ropp, ed., Heritage of China; Contemporary Perspectives on Chinese
Civilization (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1990), 129.
83 Because my geographical focus is Liulichang, the publishing
sector on which I focus is necessarily elite. Popular commercial
publishing has been widely covered since the appearance of Evelyn s.
Rawski's Education and Popular Literacy in Ch'ing China, (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1979), and includes her essay and several
others in David G. Johnson, Andrew J. Nathan, and Evelyn Rawski, eds.,
Popular Culture in Late Imperial China (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1985). See also Lucille Chia, "The Jianyang Book Trade
in the Ming," and Cynthia Brokaw, "The Publishing Industry of Sibao:
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Commerce in Culture in Late Imperial China," two unpublished papers
delivered at the "Colloquium on Printing and Culture in China," UCLA
Center for Chinese Studies, February 25, 1995.
MThe writer Li Yu (1611-1680) anticipates this highly
commercialized luxury market in his short story collection The TWelve
Towers. For a citation and recent statement tying the consumption and
therefore the buying and selling of luxury objects, including books, to
the expanded commercial economy of the late Ming, see Craig Clunas, op.
cit. Clunas states that "Li adds the antique business to the 'three
elegances in the midst of vulgarity', being the selling of books,
flowers and incense" (135).
85Quotations in this paragraph all derive from Li, op. cit., 2.
86 rbid., 3.
87 rbid.
88Li Demao, Ruyanji

(1778), quoted in !chinese, op. cit., 30.

89Li Wenzao, op. cit., 3.
90Li Demao, in Ichinose, op. cit., 30.
9lrbid., 30.
92 rbid., 31.
93Foreign visitors, if they visited the district at all, have left
very few chronicles of what they saw there. The main purpose of
Ichinose's excellent article, cited above, is in fact to reveal
Liulichang through the eyes of an eighteenth century Korean visitor, the
ambassador Po Zhiyuan, who included his visit in his diary entitled Rihe
riji [Diary of Jehol; 1780]. Alcock's is the only first-hand record of
a visit by a Westerner I have found prior to the appearance in 1935 of
Arlington and Lewisohn's In Search of Old Peking (NY: Paragon Reprint,
1967 [1935]).

94sir Rutherford Alcock, "The Peking Gazette," Fraser's Magazine,
new series, VII (February, March 1873), 245-256, 341-357.
95on quite a different level of discussion, Clunas points out that
the tendency of the Chinese publishing industry to reprint freely, to
edit and rearrange, etc. greatly complicate "the question, 'What is a
book?', [which) is a difficult one to answer in the late Ming context."
Be also points out that "the profit motive was behind ••• many Ming
congshu • It was the same motive which led to the frequent 'piracy' and
retitling of constituent texts from one congshu to another and to the
association of the name of nationally or locally known cultural leaders
with these texts, in an attempt to increase their saleability" (10).
96sun, "Fanshu quanxinji," in Sun, op. cit., 196.
97The similarity with what Clifford Geertz calls the "bazaarstyle" economy is striking, argues Clunas. Clunas states that this type
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of economy is one "where accurate commercial information is hard to find
and where those who wield it possess considerable power and prestige.
Such a fixation on the search for reliable information is typical of any
situation where the quality and correct financial value of goods is not
standardized, precisely the sort of situation which pertains in any
market for antiques, or where non-intrinsic criteria like
'fashionability' govern the major part of the value of goods" (Clunas,
op. cit., 12), such as the market in rare books.
9Bsun, op. cit., 34.
99Ibid.
lOOThis phrase is commonly said of bestsellers, and refers to the
fact that they were so widely coveted that the cost of paper rose to
satisfy the demand.
lOlyunjian Diangong ["Mr. Fall-from-the-Clouds"], Lanwo biji,
[n.d.], in Sun, op. cit., 37. According to Ji Shaopu et al., op. cit.,
304, these prices reflect the rise in value of old books after Zhang
Zhidong's bibliography of important works, Shumu dawen, was issued in
1878. According to Meribeth Cameron, Miao Quansun collaborated on the
latter. See ECCP, 27.
l02zhang Banrui, Beijing Liulichang shusi yicheng [1938], in Sun,
op. cit., 48. Zhang's account continues with a discussion of the
antiques and calligraphy businesses. Be says that uothers of that epoch
who prospered were [from) South Guanqi County, Bebei, and other
spots •.• Each year, those with the same plan enter the city from the
countryside. The antiques and calligraphy businesses are thus run mostly
by natives of Shen County, North Zhili." In Wu Woyao's 1909 novel
Ershinian mudu zhi guaixianzhuang, wu has his protaganist visit a
Beijing bookseller named Wang Boshu, who is the moral hero of the book.
Wang is described as a former official who resigned to go into what WU
regards as one of the few public-spirited modes of commerce. Wang of
course is the butt of his competitors' criticism because he sells books
more cheaply than the market will bear, making them look greedy. A
second character, an aspirant to officialdom, is described as having
spent a mere three years selling his calligraphy in Liulichang: after
purchasing a jiansheng degree, this character eventually rose to jinshi
status. See WU Woyao, Vignettes from the Late Ch'ing: Bizarre Happenings
Eyewitnessed over Two Decades, trans. by Shih Shun Liu (Bong Kong:
Chinese University of Bong Kong, 1975), 308ff.
lOJElman, op. cit., 8, 12.
104The sinicization of the Manchus can also be detected from the
publishing record of Liulichang's printer/publishers.
lOScounties mentioned by Sun as native places of the Zhili (Bebei)
apprentices include Ji, Bengshui, Baochi, Wanping, Shulu, Shen,
Zaoqiang, WUyi, Paoting, Dingxing, Daxing, Sanhe, Jiaohe, Xiong, Renqiu,
Xincheng. The broad variety of their backgrounds appears to contrast
with other Chinese sojourner careers, from eunuchs in the imperial court
to industrial workers in Shanghai cotton mills, where workers in one
service or industry tended to come, in a steady stream, from the same
small number of native places. In spite of the list, however, Ji County
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produced the largest number of Liulichang employees. In addition to the
fifteen shops started by Jiangxi men, three were started by Shangdongese
(in 1875, 1895, and 1908), two by Shanxi men (late nineteenth century,
and 1875+), two by Anhui natives (Daoguang reign, and the second is
undated), and one shop was opened by a Bunanese in an unspecified year.
l06sun, Fanshu

quanxin ji, in Sun, op. cit., 196.

107In about 1922, this second Wenchang Buiguan was established as
a Merchants' Association.
lOSMichael Sonenscher, The Batters of Eighteenth Century France
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), 1.
1°9rbid.
ll0cynthia Brokaw's fascinating work-in-progress, in addition to
detailing the workings of a late imperial Fujian lineage-run (shangzu)
publishing house, provides further substantiation of Rawski's point. See
Brokaw, "The Publishing Industry of Sibao: Commerce in Culture in Late
Imperial China," unpublished paper delivered at Colloquium on Printing
and Culture in China, UCLA, 25 February 1995.
lllrn Rulin waishi (written 1740-50, according to Bu Shi), wu
Jingzi (1701-54) describes a publishing venture undertaken by several
scholars who wish to sell bagu essays in Shandong and Benan; from start
to finish, three weeks sufficed for all preparations, including editing,
blockcutting, and printing, suggesting that this manner of printing was
quite fast. See wu Ching-tzu, The Scholars, translated by Yang Bsien-yi
and Gladys Yang (NY: Grosset and Dunlap, 1972), chapter 18. On the
technology of wood-block printing, see Tsien, op. cit., 195 and Soren
Edgren, Chinese Rare Books in American Collections (NY: China
Institute, 1984). On moveable type, see Richard c. Rudolph, A Chinese
Printing Manual (Los Angeles: The Ward Ritchie Press, 1954), which
includes a translation of Chin Chien, urmperial Printing Office
(WUyingdian) Manual for Moveable Type," (Beijing, 1777]. Chineselanguage accounts of the technical side of traditional printing include
Wang Bomin, Zhongguo banhuashi (Taipei: Lanting shudian, 1986); Ji
Chuangmei, Zhongguo shuiyin muke banhua (Taipei: Xiongshi tushu gufen
youxian gongsi, 1990); and the classic in the field, Zhang Xiuming,
Zhongguo yinshuashi (Shanghai: Renmin chubanshe, 1989).
112Rawski, op. cit., 121.
113At this time, a bowl of noodles at this time cost eight cash,
says Rawski.
114specialized printing guilds and associations were an early and
permanent feature of the industry in Europe and of Shanghai's westernstyle printing establishments. Febvre notes that the printing shop was
quickly stratified, and was the world's first modern factory floor. This
insight is extended in the research of Robert Darnton, especially in his
essay, uThe Great Cat Massacre" in the book of the same name. See also
Paul Chauvet, Les ouvriers du livre en France, des origines a la
Revolutions de 1789 (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1959),
Maggie Boltzberg-Call, Lost World of the Craft Printer (Urbana and
Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1992), Charles J. Bundock, The
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Story of the National Union of Printing Bookbinding and Paper Workers,
(OXford: University Press, 1959).
115Alcock, op. cit., 252-3.
116As will be seen in Chapter 3, the same situation emerged in
Shanghai, where Western printing technology was first embraced in a
large-scale way by Chinese entrepreneurs.
117chapter 3 will also call into question the reliability of Sun's
claim concerning the use of photolithography in Liulichang before 1875.
Lithography itself was introduced to China in 1876 in Tushanwan,
Shanghai; photolithography did not appear until 1920, when it was
introduced by the Commercial Press. See Liu Longguang, uzhongguo
yinshuashu de gaige," Yiwen yinshua yuekan I:4 (1937) in Shanghaishi
xinsijun lishi yanjiuhui yinshua yinchao, ed., Zhongguo yinshua shi
ziliao huibian (Shanghai: n.p., n.d.), 96.
llBTables are in Appendix I, which follows the Bibliography.
119rbid., 130.
120Lei Mengshui, Liulichang shusi siji, in Sun, op. cit., 157.
UlThe publishing history of this collection may be found in
Jonathan o. Spence's Ts'ao Yin and the K'ang-hsi Emperor, Bondservant
and Master (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966).
U2As Rawski points out in her commentary on the Ma-kang (wood)
blockcutting industry, false colophons were sometimes, perhaps often,
composed; it was Sun's profession to be able to recognize them, and this
ability lends credibility to his catalogue.
123ECCP, 283.
124rbid., mentioned 521.
125rbid., 47.
U6rbid., 125.
127 Ibid., 90.
12Brbid., 91.
129rbid., 175.
130contrary to the humble impression given by the job's title,
several of the most eminent literati in the empire were designated
assistant compilers along with the Shandongese Zhou, including the
Zhejiangese Shao Jinhan (1743-96; jinshi 1771) and Yu Ji (1739-1823;
jinshi 1766), the Anhui native Dai Zhen (1724-1777; jinshi 1775 by
special decree), and Yang Changlin (dates unknown).
13lrbid.
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132sun, Baiwang cun renwu, in Sun, op. cit., 35.
133Ji et al., op. cit., 306. Less prominent sites of antiquarian
bookselling included Liaocheng, southwest of Jinan, where the book
market had opened in the Ming, and by the late Qing was known for
publishing and selling works used to prepare for the civil service
exams; and Chengdu, where the book market's fifty firms, including many
booksellers from Jiangxi, covered three streets. As early as 1884, a
native of Ibing, Sichuan, opened a lead-type and litho-shop here, but a
major part of his business was sending Sichuan books to Shanghai, where
Dianshizhai, Tongwen, and Feiyingguan turned them into litho-editions,
which were then sent back to Sichuan for sale. At the time, this manner
of business was referred to as "zouguang shang," or "wide-marching
business." In about 1900, Shanghai's Commercial Press sent a
representative to open a branch in Chengdu; to make contact with the
local book merchants, he joined the Wenchanghui, and sold at a twenty
percent discount to its members, with the result that the local
booksellers' association helped the Press prosper in Sichuan. See Ji et
al., op. cit., 310.
134unlike the bookshops and publishers which appeared in the
central Wenhuajie district, and which specialized in selling Westernstyle books in Western-style stores, the antiquarians were spread
throughout the city. They were found in Guangxi, Bankou, Changshu, and
present-day Buaihai Roads, as well as in the area around the City God
Temple (which was even then the center of Shanghai's curio and antique
market). See Ji et al., op. cit., 308, and Carl Crow, Handbook for
Shanghai (Shanghai, Yokohama, Bong Kong, and Singapore: Kelly and Walsh,
1916), 88-9.
135Ji et al., op. cit., 308. Ji notes that in those days,
antiquarian bookstores did not put a price on books themselves, but used
instead a code. The price code which Laixunge used was a line of ten
characters from a poem by the Tang painter/poet Wang Wei, and this poem
had been chosen by Zheng Zhenduo. Born in present-day Wenzhou (The
Biographical Dictionary of Republican China, Boward L. Boorman, ed.,
[NY: Columbia University Press, 1967], 267), erroneously reports that he
was born in FUzhou; see Chen FUkang, Zheng Zhenduo lun [Beijing:
Commercial Press, 1991], 13-14 for a recent, more accurate account),
Zheng, Minister of Culture under the PRC from 1954-58, spent the AntiJapanese War years in Shanghai with a false identity and assumed name.
Trying to save national cultural treasures, he "haunted the bookshops of
Shanghai during this period of uncertainty when many private owners were
forced to sell their libraries." Bis greatest discovery came during the
first summer of the war, when he located, and convinced the Nationalist
government to buy, a collection of Yuan and Ming operas which originated
from the library of the eighteenth century bibliophile, Huang Peilie.
Zheng penned an account of this period called Zhiju sanji [Random
reminiscences on life in hibernation]. Chen Fukang of Shanghai Foreign
Languages University comments that both Japanese and American
imperialists sought Chinese libraries at this time and quotes the
(unnamed) head of the Library of Congress' Oriental Division to the
effect that "the most priceless Chinese old books ••• are now coming in
batches into America ••• we anticipate that future researchers in Chinese
history and philosophy will not go to Beiping but to washington" (69).
Chen also notes that the opera collection was bought partly due to the
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Zheng-organized appeals of Zhang Yuanji of the Commercial Press, Zhang
Shouyong, and Be Bingsong to Chongqing.
136Li's shop, the Zhonghou Shuzhuang in Ermalu's (Jiujiang Road)
Minfeng Lane, first appears in official records in 1917. Registered
solely in Li's name, no mention is made of the Wenyoutang. See Shanghai
Municipal Archives 313.1.23, ushanghai shuye tongye yilianbiao."
137Ji, op. cit., 310. In 1932, Chen Naiqian edited a four-juan
catalogue of the Yangzhou collection called Cehailou jiubenshu.
138Ji also says that the catalogues stopped appearing after the
end of the Anti-Japanese War.
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Chapter 3

"Steam Whistles and Fire-Wheels";
Lithographic Printing, Shanghai's Printing Factory System,
and the Origins of Shanghai's Identification with China's
Modernity, 1876-1905

!.Introduction

Nineteenth century machinery was brought to China, in
part, in the form of the printing press, a machine which
unites the industrial world of manufacturing with the
cultural world of texts and editorship. Despite the fact that
the printing press utterly changed the environment in which
Chinese printers and publishers worked, the social and
commercial meaning of this new machine eluded Chinese
intellectuals at that time and has continued to elude
historians.
Contrary to nineteenth century and present-day
perception, it was not the use of movable lead type that
initially distinguished post-1842 Shanghai's printing
industry. The eminent historian of China's printing culture,
Zhang Xiuming, has shown that the Chinese have used movable
metal type repeatedly, if not extensively, for nearly one
thousand years.l
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One phase of technological development that did
distinguish Shanghai's and China's early Westernized printing
industry, however, was the lithographic industry and the
conditions under which it was employed. Lithography was more
than just a foreign technology transplanted to the banks of
the Huangpu River. It was a technology that fostered a new
form of printing business and social organization.
Lithography also helped to create the Chinese
identification of Shanghai with newness and modernity. This
identification stemmed in part from the nature of the
lithographers' publications, both technically and in terms of
content, and in part from the new industrial and commercial
forms lithographic industry brought to Shanghai's
International Concession.
The fundamental production technique involved in
printing remained constant throughout the lithographic era.
According to

w.

Turner Berry, there were two basic operating

choices: either a reverse image was drawn directly onto the
lithographic stone, or else an image prepared on special
paper was transferred to the stone. The same could also be
done with a photographic negative.
During printing, the stone was moistened, but the greasy
crayon lines making up the image repelled the water that the
unillustrated part of the stone absorbed. A thick ink was
then spread over the surface, adhering to the greasy drawing
lines but being repelled by the watery parts of the stone.
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Although this technique remained constant, even when
mechanized, throughout the period under review here, the
presence of this foreign technology on Chinese soil reworked
the local printing industry and its market in a fundamental
way. A minor local printing industry became a major national
one. Moreover, Shanghai began to emerge as a cultural center
thanks in part to it.
This chapter will profile Shanghai's three most
important lithographic publishers of the late 1870s, 1880s,
and 1890s in order to reveal the impact of the industry and
its publications on society. By sifting through the the
details of this lost episode of lithographic flowering in
Shanghai's industrial and cultural history, one can get a
sense not only of the process by which wood block printing
disappeared from Shanghai, but also of one of the means2 by
which machinery was adopted in the printing industry.
I will show that Shanghai's late nineteenth century
lithographic printing industry was mechanized and was
deployed in factories, and that it concentrated a sizable
workforce inside the city limits. These small factories are
significant because, unlike the nineteenth century lead-type
printing shops in Shanghai, which either were foreign-owned
and produced articles of limited appeal to the Chinese
reading audience, or were imperially-run for state purposes,
the lithography shops were largely Chinese-owned private
enterprises.
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All Chinese-operated, these small factories produced
works which were sold commercially throughout China. Through
mechanization of their industry, the establishment of early
printing factories with distinctive architectural styles, and
the creation of a class of printing workers, these Chinese
proprietors took the first step in the modernization of
Shanghai's printing industry. 3 Their shops and workshops
provided a beach-head for the Chinese printing industry of
the twentieth century. They are the key to understanding the
origins of China's modern publishing center, Shanghai.
Although lithography was a worldwide industrial
phenomenon in the nineteenth century, the conditions under
which lithography was employed and the forms in which it
flourished in China were unique to Shanghai. Its prosperity
was closely related to the preponderance of reprints in
China's commercial publishing industry. A nearly insatiable
market demand for works deemed necessary for success on the
triennial imperial examinations gave impetus to the reprint
industry on which Chinese lithography was based. This market
also contributed to its vulnerability.
The importance of the examination system to the
traditional publishing market must not be overlooked, even
when details are hard to isolate. In his well-known satire of
China's scholar elite, the novelist Wu Jingzi (1701-54)
documents numerous alternative occupations for China's
educated men. Wu himself was "a life-long opponent of the
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examination

system," 4

which he felt drained China of both

moral and intellectual energy.
Throughout his famous satire, The Scholars [Rulin
waishis] wu mocks the empty formalism of the examination

system and the culture it engendered. He records numerous
alternative occupations, such as fortune-telling, teaching of
examination techniques, secretarial work, keeping accounts
for rich merchants, etc., pursued by those which he regards
as pseudo-scholars.
Two of the most contemptible alternative occupations

that he introduces are those of editor and bookseller. In his
view, these are not contemptible in themselves but for their
distortion of the true ends of learning. The character Ma
Junshang, for example, is a kind-hearted itinerant editor of
model bagu essays6 in constant need of money. He lives in a
room above the Literary Expanse Bookshop in Hangzhou, and is
known throughout the city for his editions of model essays.
Despite such an unstable existence, he dares to lecture the
young on the importance of preparing for the examinations,
linking examination-taking to filial piety:
"If you take my advice ••• you should consider passing the
official examinations as the most important way of
pleasing your parents. There is no other way for men to
achieve fame ••• even teaching and secretarial work are
not proper careers. If, however, you are brilliant
enough to pass the examinations, you immediately reflect
credit upon your whole family. And what is study today
if not our [bagu] compositions? ••• writing compositions
is the main thing. For when your father lies ill in bed
with nothing to eat and hears you declaiming
compositions, no doubt about it but his heart will
rejoice, his sadness will disappear and his pain will
pass away. This is what Tseng Tzu [a disciple of
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Confucius, known for his filial piety] meant when he
spoke of pleasing the parents. 7
Like most aspirants to official position, Ma failed to gain
one. Nonetheless, those who shared his social attitudes
helped to foster a major aspect of late imperial China's book
culture, that which produced reference works and examination
guides of the sort in which many publishers specialized.
In addition to the commercial market provided publishers
by this huge examination-taking public, Chinese publishers at
the end of the nineteenth century were motivated by
philanthropic goals. The Taiping Rebellion had devastated
southern China's libraries and book culture. Recurrent
assaults by the Western powers throughout the nineteenth
century also led many Chinese to the conclusion that China's
culture, particularly that contained in books, was
disintegrating. For this reason, scholar and high official
Zhang Zhidong would call, in the 1880s, for wholesale
reprinting of large collections of traditional works,
inspiring both traditional and modern publishers.
The litho-printers, although quite minor in the overall
context of China's late nineteenth century industrialization,
had a major impact on the country's reading public, both in
terms of the factories' own printed output, and in their
displacement of the native wood block printing/publishing
industry. Lithographic technology and the conditions under
which it was deployed linked Shanghai with modernity in a way
that no other locale could approximate. No other locale
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constructed the buildings or featured the technology and
industrial workers associated with that image of modernity.
Although lithographic technology had been introduced
initially by the French at their Xujiahui orphanage and was
then commercialized by the British on Nanjing Road, it
quickly took on a Sino-foreign, and then a purely Chinese
character.

As

the Scottish printer Gilbert Mcintosh and the

German missionary Ernest Faber commented in 1890, lithography
was technology appropriate for use in the Chinese readership
markets of examination candidates, rare book collectors,

wenren (literati) or self-styled wenren, and readers of
religious and moral works. That technology enabled the
lithographers to undersell wood block publishers, to create a
new market for miniaturized editions, and to preserve the
calligraphic component of original texts. In this way, the
Chinese lithographers supplanted wood block
printer/publishers.
What Mcintosh and Faber missed, however, was the janusfaced identity of the Chinese lithographers. The lithoprinters effected great social changes while remaining
essentially conservative themselves. In fact, one might say
that they unintentionally

laid the social, commercial, and

industrial foundations for Shanghai's late Qing and early
Republican printing and publishing industry.
By the time they adjusted to the innovations
necessitated by the industry they were developing and to the
importance of promoting themselves as new and modern, the
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central market for their publications slammed shut forever.
The abolition of the traditional educational curriculum and
the civil service examination system in 1904-5 meant that
just as the necessary adjustments had finally been settled
into, modernity was redefined, and redefined in a way that
excluded the most mainstream of the lithographers'
publications.

II. Background

The historical prominence of the lead-type industry in
the post-1895 period should not be allowed to obscure the
fact that, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, and, both economically and socially, it was much
less significant than the lithographic industry. By 1894, in
terms of investment value and the numbers of workers
employed, printing and publishing was only a minor
contributor to economic activity in the treaty port.
According to the editor of Zhongguo jindai gongyeshi ziliao,
investments in the paper and printing industries, not
including Major Brothers' Shenbao, equalled only 1,250,000
taels, the equivalent of only ten percent of all investments
in light industries.s The number of workers employed in the
printing and paper industry was even less significant. In
discussing the number of workers in the industry, the editor
of this collection estimates that each of the five or six
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foreign-run publishing houses in China employed from twenty
to fifty workers each, for a total of 220 employees.
Newspaper print shops, again excluding Shenbao, which
employed a hundred workers, each had from thirty to one
hundred workers, for a total of about 550. These 870 workers
in the lead-type trades made up less than one percent of all
workers employed in heavy and light industry in China in
1894,9 an astonishingly low figure when one thinks of the

enormous influence which the industry would wield in
twentieth century

affairs.

These figures, however, do not include investment or
employment in the lithographic industry, and it is this
branch of printing that was most important for giving Chinese
a form of technology which was culturally compatible enough
for them to be able both to replace a native industry and to
establish a new entrepreneurial and industrial form. Detailed
investment information for the Shanghai lithographic industry
has not come to light, unfortunately, but there is enough
information about lithographic print factories in Shanghai
for us to be able to make sound inferences about their
importance. The reasons for this discrepancy of information
in financial matters are manifold; worldwide, the social
history of lithographic enterprises has received little
attention, relative to that conferred on the lead-type
industry, despite lithographers' great importance to the
nineteenth century.1o
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At least one reason for this lacuna is specific to
China, however, and is likely related to what Tsien TsuenHsuin, Cho-yuan Tan and others identify as a civic-minded
interest in publishing which flourished in some circles at
the end of the nineteenth century

under the influence of

Zhang Zhidong. Tan quotes from Zhang's writings to the effect
that uif a person can afford to something worthwhile, but
lacks prestige and scholarship, the best way for him to win a
lasting reputation is to reprint old works. " 11 Such an ethos
would have discouraged the leaving of business records that
would tie apparent public-mindedness in reprinting old texts
to money-making.u Nonetheless, by 1894, the Shanghai lithoshops exceeded the early lead-type, letterpress print shops
in scale, output, and number of employees. Further, many of
these shops were concerned with making money and their
finances, if only to cover their not-insignificant costs.
The lead-type and letterpress industry grew far more
rapidly than did the lithography industry, however, under the
impact of political and educational change.l3 Perhaps as a
result of the explosion of the lead-type and letterpress
industry, already by 1898, lithography, as an independent and
viable sector of the printing industry, had passed its prime
and was being submerged by the new lead-type and letterpress
industry, even as it had replaced the wood block printing
trade. Where did the Shanghai lithographers go and why do
they seem to have

disappeared?~

This question can only be
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answered by looking more closely at the conditions of the
time.

III. Lithographic Technology

Today, lithography is known chiefly as a technique
employed by artists and printmakers, but this view obscures
the history of an important nineteenth century industry. From
the invention of the first lithographic hand press by Alois
Senefelder, in 1796, until the early twentieth century,
lithography was the printer's single most important
alternative to setting text in movable

type.~

Throughout the nineteenth century, European printers
carried on a wide-ranging and highly inventive search for
methods other than letterpress to produce books

New

technologies emerged and jockeyed for position with
techniques which dated from the late medieval period. Already
by mid-century, Europeans were experimenting with
photographic reproduction of text, even as the wood block,
historically the earliest alternative to Gutenberg's
processes, persisted in use. However, as Michael Twyman, the
leading historian of English lithographed books, points out:
[N]one of these groups of alternatives to printing books
from movable type provided anything to compare, either
in terms of numbers or diversity of approach, with the
lithographed publications ••• [L]ithographed productions
represent the first serious alternatives to books
printed from movable type since the [wood] block book
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and serve to draw attention to some of the shortcomings
of Gutenberg's invention.l6
In his account of early nineteenth century

lithographed

books, Twyman identifies five main categories of works. Three
of these coincide with uses to which lithography was put in
Shanghai soon after its appearance there in 1876. These
categories are: vanity press publications, or works produced
in limited numbers for non-commercial use, which were almost
all illustrated; in-house publications, particularly
instructional or reference manuals; and, uworks requiring
considerable use of non-Latin characters that were not
available from letterpress printers," such as books on music
or ufacsimiles [italics mine] of early printed books."l7 With
modifications, all of these categories characterize the works
produced by Shanghai lithographers. Broadly speaking,
lithography in Shanghai was put to work to produce
illustrated and instructional works, some which were new,
most of which were reprints, and all of which employed nonLatin characters. Twyman also considers those works that used
lithography simply because of the excitement which the new
process fostered; as will be shown below, the proprietor of
Tongwen Shuju is one of those who succumbed to the new
process partly for this reason.
Senefelder's lithographic hand press of 1796 was quickly
surpassed technologically by the wooden star-wheel press,
created in 1805, by Hermann Joseph Mitterer, director of the
lithographic printing department at Munich's Feiertagsschule.
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By the 1820s, the star-wheel press had become the standard
for fine printing, says Twyman. OVer the next half century,
numerous modifications were made in German, England, France,
Italy, and even Americala, chiefly with the intention of
improving the image quality and the press's speed. A slow
production rate was the chief way in which it compared poorly
with type-set printing.

11

By 1850," though, says Twyman, '1 the

lithographic hand press was as satisfactory in terms of the
quality of work it produced as it was ever likely to be. "19
The hand press developed by Senefelder, and then
regularly modified by others, remained the standard until
1852, when the first powered press was built in Vienna, and
then marketed in England and the United States.2o Lithographic
stones continued to be exported worldwide from Germany until
the early twentieth century, but between 1870 and 1880, flatbed machines were developed that substituted zinc plates for
the cumbersome stones, ' and machines were so greatly improved
1

in precision and speed that lithographic firms increased in
number all over the world. "21 Shanghai's lithographers relied
both on stone lithography and, to a lesser extent, on
zincography, or as it eventually came to be known,
photolithography. 22

IV. Sources on Shanghai's Lithographic Industry
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Despite our patchy knowledge of early lithographers in
Shanghai, we do know of several publishers and their
activities during the last part of the nineteenth and early
part of the twentieth centuries. For example, Wu Youru
(1840?-1896?), the chief illustrator of the Dianshizhai
Pictorial, was very busy with lithographic publications
besides the Pictorial, which had been disseminating his
illustrations and name to readers since the mid-1880s. At
some point he began to issue his own Feiyingge Pictorial, a
lithographed magazine. By August 1893, he changed its name
and format to Feiyingge Album, and devoted the new series to
illustrations alone.
Further, the missionary Reverend Ernest Box is known to
have regarded the magazine Dianshizhai Pictorial in the same
class as the Qinglou huabao, known in English as the
"Illustrated Brothel Newspaper." This latter paper was issued
from a lithographic shop on Fuzhou Road near the Central
Police Station. And despite Box's low opinion of the
Pictorial, literary scholar Yao Fushen has written that it
inspired at least five Chinese imitators.23 Yao also says that
in the 1880s, Shanghai had several dozen lithographic shops.
Box's hostility to the lithographed magazines produced
by Chinese residents of the International Concession was not
representative of the Western community's views, however. In
fact, many Westerners, including other missionaries of that
era had genuine respect for the Chinese lithographic craft,
discussing it openly and actually doing more to publicize it
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as a viable industry than Chinese lithographers themselves
did. Even Box, who was outraged by ua few papers ••• circulated
chiefly, though not exclusively, in Shanghai [that] depend
for their success on the skill which they display in
pandering to the vicious tastes of a section, not small, we
fear, of the native community, "24 must be acknowledged for
bringing these papers to the attention of historians.
Whereas the Dianshizhai Pictorial was characterized by
illustrated and captioned news stories, the Feiyingge huabao
eliminated news, and featured illustrations of traditional
stories with text. The Feiyingge huace, in turn, was not, as
Box mistakenly suggested, particularly racy. However, it was
noteworthy for its Chinese line drawings ( danxian baimiao) of
traditional themes and for the absence of any text at all.
Gong Chanxing, in one of the most interesting and
provocative of the short studies of Wu Youru available,
quotes from the huace's Foreword to explain why Wu issued the
new magazine. The Feiyingge huabao, Gong says, was launched
by Wu in 1890 to provide the Dianshizhai with competition. By
1893, Wu had changed his objective, and terminated
publication of the huabao. The huace, as an illustrated
journal, was intended to provide Wu with an artistic outlet
rather than to stimulate competition with his employer. In
Wu 's own words , quoted by Gong:
I received a kind letter from a reader of the paper
which raises [the issue] of my news illustrations. [But]
they (new illustrations] are like trying to write
examination poems. Even if you try really hard to hit
the meaning, in the end you have to drop it because of
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time limits, and it is very hard to hand them down [to
later generations]. But if you illustrate books, as with
famous authors' works, you can reveal a new aspect [of
them], yielding unique thoughts and providing a [new]
starting place. Why not start over and follow new
tracks, discarding the weaknesses [of illustrated
periodicals] and adopt the strengths [of the huace]
assisting like-minded persons in their aims?~
Gong takes Wu's words at face value. At least as likely an
interpretation, in a time of accelerated commercialization
and social change, may have been a reason preferred by others
but which Gong dismisses, namely, an increased interest by Wu
in "pure art." The topics covered by the Feiyingge huace are
artistic, suggesting that wu was seeking access to the reader
concerned less with news or entertainment, and more involved
in brushwork and scenery.
A second scholar, Yu Yueting, dismisses the importance
of studying Shanghai's lithographic industry in its own
right, saying that lithography need be remembered only as the
forerunner of China's pictorial magazines. In his view, the
lithographic era lasted from 1884 to 1919, and was then
replaced, first by copperplate (1920-29), then by
photographic, and then by intaglio printing (1930+).26 By
focusing only on technological advances, and by ignoring the
social context in which technology was deployed, Yu overlooks
the ways in which the lithographic industry transformed
printing and publishing work in the nineteenth century •
Nevertheless, Yu is correct in his view that the
published output of lithographers provides one road of access
to their industry. A second avenue is via contemporary
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writings about them. Third, because each of the three firms
under review was housed in a distinctive style of edifice,
suggestive observations can be made concerning the industry
based on this information.
Although each of these three routes of access will be
examined on a case by base basis in Sections VI and VII
below, here I will first discuss (IV.a.) in general terms the
lithographers' published output. Next, I will provide (in
IV.b.) an overview of contemporary writings.

IV.a. Lithographers' Publications

The lithographers' publications fall into two broad
categories, ephemera and books, neither of which has been
adequately classified by scholars or librarians. Magazines,
although more durable than calendars or maps, other examples
of lithographic art, are still short-lived unless they are
outstanding examples of their genre. It may have been the
ephemeral character of the pictorials which Wu Youru felt
limited his craft as an illustrator.
Of greater durability are books, but even with regard to
them, present-day library records are not particularly
helpful in revealing the inner practices of the lithographic
business. Of greater use for determining the nature of those
practices are publishers' catalogues and bibliographic aids,
though both are in sadly short supply.
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One catalogue which has come to light was issued by the
publisher Saoyeshanfang in 1917. 27 At that time, according to
the "Proprietor's Notice" in the booklet, the publishing
operation had been in existence for three hundred years. In
the late nineteenth century, it opened a new main office on
Caiyi Street in Shanghai's native city. By 1917, there was a
second branch of Saoyeshanfang in Shanghai on Henan Road,2 8 a
third in Hankou, and a fourth in Songjiang, in addition to
one in Suzhou. The firm also did business by mail throughout
China and abroad, and survived until the early 1930s.
The Saoyeshanfang catalogue is divided into four slim
sections, the first two of which are devoted to describing
lithographed editions. All of them are reprints. Sections
three and four of the catalogue feature woodblock editions
and editions of the Classics issued by provincial printing
offices. These, too, are all reprints, calling to mind Zhang
Zhidong's call, noted earlier, to "reprint" rather than write
anew.
The first section of the catalogue is twenty-one pages
long and features roughly 275 titles, divided into sections
such as poetry, phonetics, textbooks and reference books,
biji and anecdotes, novels, etc. The largest category in the

catalogue is calligraphy manuals, the specialty by which
saoye's name is still known in Shanghai today. Section two
features 416 titles of lithographed editions, many of which
are designated as reprints from the Tongwen Shuju (Tongwen
Publishing Company), one of the Shanghai litho-publishers to
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be studied here. Many medical texts are also featured in
section two.
Prices for all categories of books listed in the
catalogue are clearly recorded, and in the first section,
which lists small collections containing from two to twenty
booklets (ce), start as low as fifteen cents (1 mao 5 fen),
at a time when a bowl of noodles cost eight coppers. 29 Most
prices do not reach one Chinese dollar (yuan), and only a
very few go as high as five dollars; one or two items cost
twelve or fourteen.
Section two of the catalogue has a few more expensive
items, but not many, and prices such as thirty-two yuan for
204-ce sets are rare. wu Youru's illustrations were already
being reprinted in 1917, one finds, and cost sixteen yuan.
Dianshizhai and Shizhuzhai ("Ten Bamboo Studio," the highly
esteemed early seventeenth century art publisher) collections
of illustrations were also available (at two yuan five mao
and one yuan two mao, respectively).
Wood block editions in section three of the catalogue
are uniformly more costly than lithographed ones listed in
sections one or two. There are almost no prices less than one
yuan, and many cost from five to ten yuan. The highest wood
block price is 160 yuan for a 480-booklet collectanea
(congshu), and there are several others for ninety, sixty,
fifty, forty-eight yuan, and so on. From this price list, it
is clear that lithographed books were generally cheaper than
woodblock ones. Nonetheless, neither traditional xylographic
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works nor modern lithographic books were within the reach of
the poor; the lithographers, like the wood block printers
employed by Saoye, catered to the reasonably well-off.
Comprehensive bibliographies provide a second, albeit
not wholly adequate means of understanding the lithographic
industry in China. A study of one of the few Chinese
bibliographies which includes printing information for
nineteenth and twentieth century publications reveals that,
in the specialized and, according to the available Saoye
catalogue, important market of medical texts, publishers
relied more heavily on lithographic printing than on movable
type.3° It is very likely that the need to include illustrated
directions necessitated the use of lithography. In addition
to Saoyeshanfang, which survived well into the Republic, five
leading Republic-era medical publishers 31 were all founded
before 1911; all six, including Saoyeshanfang, relied heavily
on lithography to reprint medical texts. A seventh, Jinzhang
Publishing House, which was founded in the late Qing, and
lasted as an independent imprint until at least 1954, also
employed lithography to illustrate its medical books.
Both the Saoyeshanfang catalogue and the thriving
medical publishing industry force one to question Yu
Yueting's observation that lithography survived into the
twentieth century

solely to produce magazines. Saoye

survived into the early 1930s, and most of the other medical
publishers lasted into the late 1930s. These facts require us
to revise our view of Shanghai's printing and publishing in
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the twentieth century

as being magazine-oriented only, and

confer greater importance on understanding the industry's
formative period in the 1870s, '80s, and '90s.

IV.b. Contemporary Writings and Records

Contemporary writings and records provide a second
avenue of access to the late nineteenth century

Shanghai

lithographic industry. Here, too, one must make do with a
less-than-complete record. Registration of lithographic shops
was not required by either Chinese or Concession
authorities,32 and the records of the Shanghai booksellers
guild (shuye gongsuo) contain little of use to the historian
of this period33 who wishes to investigate the industry.
Scarcity of sources is not atypical for the history of
Shanghai businesses before 1894. Sun Yutang, editor of
Sources in Modern Chinese Industrial

Histo~,

writes that the

most detailed records covering Chinese business history
before the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95 are "commercial
advertisements" and annual reports. However, few enterprises
issued either commercial ads or annual reports with any
regularity, and others never issued them at all to preserve
secrecy about their

activities.~

Indeed, the impulse to
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secrecy itself has been typical of business practice from the
inception of industry in China.
In addition to the reasons that Sun suggests as the
basis for secrecy, Shanghai's nineteenth century

publishers

were reticent about their business affairs for cultural
reasons. These publishers, whatever the degree of their
concern with profits and losses, regarded themselves as
civic-minded philanthropists, a view which placed them in the
intellectual mainstream of traditional Chinese publishing.
Publicity concerning investment, wages, output, and budgets
for publishing concerns has been slight and misleading for
centuries for just this reason, as noted earlier. 35
The effect of their silence, however, is that one
seeking information on the lithographic and print industries
must rely, as Sun suggests, largely on the records of
outsiders, both contemporary foreigners and later generations
of Chinese, to tell their story. The North China Herald's
reporters, in a series of articles in the 1880s and 1890s,
provide a great deal of insight, both praising and
criticizing the industry. Their articles are a most useful
and interesting source of information on the lithographers.
Further, Shanghai writers of the early twentieth century ,
more at home in a commercialized society, enhance these
nineteenth century

reports with their awareness of how the

Shanghai lithographers laid the foundation for what what was,
by their own day, the most important publishing center in
East Asia.
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v. Introduction of Lithography to Shanghai
Between 1842, when Shanghai was first opened to Western
traders in the wake of China's defeat in the first Opium war,
and the 1870s, Shanghai's Chinese commercial printing
industry was small-scale and dispersed throughout the old
native city. No sources describe it in detail. Just as in
traditional times, technology was limited to wood block
duplication of texts, which ranged from the literary to the
popular. There was also a thriving business, centered at the
Old School Square (Jiuxiaochang) inside the North Gate 36 in
the preparation of New Year's Picture- (nienhua-) style
playbills, a genre which came to Shanghai from Suzhou
probably after the dislocations of the Taiping period.
The duplication of texts depended upon access to what
are known in the European manuscript tradition as exemplars,37
already-existing texts of recognized and acceptable quality
and accuracy. The need to maintain a sizable editorial
library of accepted exemplary texts was a prerequisite that
had limited the scale of Shanghai's wood block printing
industry. This system persisted with the arrival first of
stone-based lithography, and then of zinc-plate
photolithography, new technology quickly adopted by Shanghai38
printer/publishers.
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Besides the need to maintain exemplary texts, a second
factor which had restricted Shanghai's wood block industry
was the fact that the city was not economically isolated.

As

late as the 1880s, easy transportation to Canton in the south
and Hankou up the Yangzi River meant that Shanghai-area
printing could be contracted out. Even with round-trip
freight costs figured in, the final product was still
profitable. 39
Given the fact that the lithographic shops, when they
did appear, were in direct competition with the xylographic
printers in the reprint business, one may conclude that
lithographic shops, like movable type shops, contributed to
the displacement of the wood block industry.4o In fact, this
displacement occurred on two levels, but it is still not
clear how the two levels were related.
On one level, Shanghai's lithographic establishments,
unlike the local wood block enterprises, were able to produce
very long runs of high-quality works quickly. According to a
January 1889 article in the North China Herald, "the
extension of photo-lithographic establishments in Shanghai,
which have been pouring out native books almost by the
million, has been disastrous to the native [wood block) book
trade ••• after the autumn examinations many of the (native)
book stores had to close their doors."41 This article states
that relatively cheap lithographic books were available
throughout the empire, and that wood-blocked editions could
not compete in the markets patronized by examination
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candidates. The article goes on to say that there was to be a
special examination in the fall in honor of the emperor's
marriage, and that "the book dealers are looking forward to
recouping themselves to some extent next autumn" presumably
by stocking lithographed editions for candidates' purchase in
preparation for the exam.
Five months later, in May, the Herald printed a threecolumn article profiling Shanghai's lithographic industry,
saying that ''the printing of Chinese books in Shanghai by
lithography is rapidly becoming an extensive branch of
trade. "42 One press could turn out so many printed sheets, so
rapidly, "that Chinese capitalists find it profitable to
invest money in this enterprise." What's more, "the cheapness
of the books thus produced is a great recommendation •••• "

As

I have already shown, wood block editions sold by Saoye were
nearly all more expensive than those reproduced by
lithographic processes.
The second level on which western lithographic processes
undermined Shanghai's traditional wood block printing
industry was through its effect on the labor force.
Calligraphers, for example, were required by both the wood
block industry and the lithographers. In the May article, the
Heralds's longest on the lithographic industry, the reporter
indicates at least one reason why calligraphers may have
abandoned their former employers in the wood block industry:
(An] advantage (of lithography] is that the beauty of
good writing is better preserved on stone than on carved
wood. Writers exceptionally competent are employed by
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the lithographers to write copy, as [they are employed]
by the wood engravers. But in xylography much of the
smooth elegance of curves is sacrificed. Notwithstanding
this loss ••• professional writers may, when they have
established a name, earn four or five taels a day by
writing prefaces for new books cut on wood ••• In Chinese
printing a main object must always be to preserve as far
as possible the beauty of the writing. Consequently
lithographers must pay handsomely the writers who have
good natural gifts allied to those of the painter •••• 43
By the time these articles were written, Shanghai's
lithographic business was already mechanized and highly
commercialized, and calligraphers had become part of the
industry. Its origins had become organizationally, if not
geographically or chronologically, distant.
TwO

missionary schools stand out as the cradles of

China's first generation of western-style printers. The
first, the Qingxin School 44 was first established in 1861 by
the New York Presbyterian missionary J.M.W. Farnham outside
the southwestern walls of the Chinese city. When the American
Civil War interrupted his subsidies, Farnham's school adopted
a work/study program. The pupils' work, which supported the
school, was of two kinds: garden design and letterpress
printing. By 1875, the school was publishing Xiaohai yuebao,
one of China's first pictorials, which continued to appear
until 1915. The school also published an illustrated
newspaper.45 Farnham himself eventually went on to a career
with the Christian Tract Society, and remained active as a
publisher.
In 1885, four of the pupils who were to become the
Qingxin School's most notable alumni registered for the
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school's four-year course. Xia Ruifang (1871-1914) had come
into Shanghai by canal boat from nearby Qingpu at age eleven
to be near his mother, who worked as a baomu (a sort of
combination nurse- and housemaid) for the Farnhams. It was
Farnham himself who decided that Xia needed an education and
a profession.
Xia was joined at the school by the three Baa brothers
(Xian•en, d. 1910; Xianchang, d. 1929; and Xianheng [dates
unknown]) who had come to Shanghai from Zhejiang. The four
young men graduated in 1889.
Xia went to work as a typesetter at the Wenhuibao, a
Chinese newspaper, and then moved to the English-run North
China Herald. One Sunday morning, after church, he and his

old schoolmates met in the Five Star Teahouse in Shanghai's
City Temple, and began commiserating with one another about
their work lives. Xia was particularly unhappy because of the
the vile temper of the manager at the Herald. Mr. O'Shea
apparently often mistreated his employees, particularly the
Chinese. Together with the Baas, that Sunday morning Xia
dreamed up what would become known as the Commercial Press.4 6
Of greater importance on the growth of the lithographic
industry in Shanghai, however, was the impact of printing
instruction at the Xujiahui orphanage run by the Jesuits.
According to He Shengding, Yu Yueting, and others, Chinese
lithographic printing began at Xujiahui's Tushanwan print
shop in 1876.47 Directors of the shop there, which instructed
young boys in the art in order to provide them with a useful
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trade, were the Frenchman referred in the Chinese documents
simply as "Mr. Weng" (his original name has been lost) and
the Chinese Qiu Zi'ang4S (dates unknown). Their efforts at
printing were limited to reproducing Catholic religious
materials. The Jesuits' lithographic presses were all made of
wood and workers rotated them by hand, suggesting that they

were star-wheel presses of the sort invented in 1825 by the
Bavarian Mitterer. At any rate, in He's view, hand rotation
rendered the printing process extraordinarily wasteful. 49
Simultaneously, across town, English merchant Frederic
Major's comprador Chen Huagengso had begun to search for ways
to supplement the income which Major's newspaper, Shenbao,
brought in. Chen convinced Major to invest in the lithography
business, and then invited his fellow provincial Wu Zirang to
assume the position of chief editor in the new enterprise.
Together, they lured the Tushanwan lithographer Qiu away from
Xujiahui to their shop on Nanjing Road at the corner of Sinza
Road.51 Thus was born, in 1877, the legendary Dianshizhai
Lithographic Bookstore,s2 managed much as its companion
newspaper Shenbao was, by its Chinese employees.
When Major and Chen set up their operation, like the
Jesuits at Xujiahui, they bought hand-cranked lithographic
presses.s3 According to He Shengding:
Each press [required] eight men, divided into two groups
taking turns rotating [it]. One person fed in the paper,
two received it. The process was troublesome and full of
surprises. Its output was barely several hundred pages
per hour. In the mid-Guangxu reign [ca. 1890], they
started to use gas engines in place of human power, and
production increased slightly.s4
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Hence, within the space of fifteen years, the Shanghai
lithographic pioneer Dianshizhai had mechanized itself.
Although early lithographic machinery and stones came
exclusively from abroad, one looks in vain for information
concerning imports from the pre-1894 era. In a 1903 North
China Desk Hong List, printed in both English and Chinese but

with an orientation to the foreign residents of Shanghai,
only two lithographers, Kelly & Walsh 55 and The Oriental
Press, are listed among forty-nine printers, stationers, and
·booksellers. 5 6 At a time when there were approximately twentyfive Chinese lithographic shops in Shanghai,S 7 this lack of
information in a publication meant for foreigners is not
surprising. Most of their lithographic work was done in
England; the influence of the Chinese-language lithographic
industry in their lives was small.
In the Hong List, only Kelly & Walsh is listed as an
importer and supplier, but it is probable that printing
houses such Shenbao carried on a lucrative private trade.
Similar hong lists produced solely in Chinese from this
period have not come to light.

VI. The Dianshizhai Lithographic Bookstore, Its Market, and
Its Influence
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The Dianshizhai Lithographic Bookstore and printshop
initially produced book reprints, in keeping with the
traditional vein of the Chinese printing industry. As already
noted, reprints remained the core of the lithographic
industry until well into the twentieth century. Until the
late nineteenth century, old and rare works had been
reprinted using wooden blocks. In the 1880s, however, a
significant part of this activity was taken over by the
lithographic publishing houses.sa
Two contemporary illustrations suggest that the
Dianshizhai, at least structurally and architecturally,
represented a fairly radical departure from traditional
Chinese publishing activities. The first illustration, 59
published by Wu Youru in the album Shenjiang shengjingtu
[Huangpu scenic spots], is a line drawing interior view
depicting the Dianshizhai's printing department. The purpose
of the picture is to show off the machinery. Five handrotated lithographic presses are shown in exquisite detail,
each with a complement of five or six workers (not the eight
cited by He). In addition, workers are shown unpacking and
moving lithographic stones, preparing stones for printing,
and printing on small two-man presses; althogether over fifty
Chinese workers are shown.6o At least fourteen limestone
tablets are shown piled on the floor; in the lower right
corner, five have been readied for printing and are carefully
stacked up. Reams of paper and paper presses complete the
work scene.
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Scrutiny of the work site itself makes clear that this
is a spacious structure, largely in the nineteenth century
Western style, although the perspective is badly distorted.
The artist has paid much less attention to the structure than
to the machinery filling it. The large-paned windows suggest
that this building is essentially of Western factory-style
design, but the give-away is the skylight in the left corner.
The interior pillars are suggestive of a Chinese design, but
interior pillars were a common feature of western commercial
and industrial design in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century.
The second illustration,6l originally published in the
Dianshizhai Pictorial as a kind of advertisement, provides a
frontal view of one of the publishers' retail branch outlets
in Shanghai. Housed in a three-storied, western-style
colonial building, 62 the branch store has two large windows
and a central entrance at the top of a two-step threshold.
Above the door is a wooden tablet bearing the shop's name in
Chinese fashion. Transoms ventilate the store from the
street, and the upper two floors are tightly shuttered. The
proprietor, seen through the open doorway, is either wrapping
up a purchase for an unseen customer or consulting an oldfashioned string-bound volume; traditional Chinese-style book
cases with horizontally stacked volumes can be displayed to
his right, left, and rear. The obviously Chinese books on
their shelves reinforce the viewer's sense that the building
itself is an import.
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Well-to-do Chinese customers, holding fans and wearing
long gowns and queues complete the setting. TUrning to the
illustration's inscription, one finds that it amplifies the
commercial messages framing the doorway. Phrased in the
formal idiom of nineteenth century

Shanghai commercial

announcements it reads:
This branch store specially provides all lithographed
Classics/Histories/Philosophers/Compilations; Chinese
and foreign maps; western language books; tablet
rubbings, painting manuals, pillar scrolls, painting and
calligraphy albums, [all by] notables and of various
kinds. This library's entire price list is selfless [in
other words, reasonably priced]. Gentry and merchants
patronize [it]. [You are] invited; be aware [of this
shop] and purchase [what you need here). [Located at]
the southern corner of the sports ground [in the] threestory building, the Hongqiang Foreign Building. So it
is. This [announcement] is for your information.
This advertisement, in addition to recommending lithographed
merchandise to gentry and merchants involved in traditional
arts and intellectual pursuits, also promotes the firm
Dianshizhai itself. The ad emphasizes the firm's westernstyle, three-story edifice with the clear intention of
enhancing the appeal to its patrons.63
In spite of its foreign ownership and its homes in
buildings which look like direct transplants from England,
the Dianshizhai's first publications had no foreign pedigree
whatsoever. According to Yao Fushen, their very first
publication was a reprint of Shengyu xiangjie [Imperial
edicts explained in

detail].~

It was followed by a reprint in

miniature characters of the Wuyingdian (Palace) edition of
the Kangxi Dictionary dating from 1716. Major and Chen
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initially printed 40,000 copies of the dictionary and its
retail cost ranged from one yuan six mao to three yuan. A
comparable woodblock edition cost from three to fifteen
yuan,65 a fifty to eighty percent increase. It is interesting
to note that in 1917, the same text from Saoye would cost two
Republican yuan in a lithographed edition and three yuan five

mao in a typeset edition.
The dictionary's first edition was sold through retail
outlets across China and sold out within a few months,
realizing a turnover of 80,000 yuan if one estimates a low
average cost of two yuan per volume. Dianshizhai promptly
reprinted 60,000 copies suitable for the examinations.66 Each
customer ugenerally bought five or six [copies) ahead of time
to prepare themselves and to give to their friends, and for
this reason, this printing [too) sold out before a few months
had

passed."~

In addition to the dictionary and other

preparatory materials, according to Gong Chanxing, the
Dianshizhai print shop produced reprints of standard
collections of Chinese books (jingshiziji), maps, western
books, stele rubbings, and painting manuals. 68 Even excluding
these, with 100,000 copies of its miniaturized Kangxi

Dictionary sold, the Dianshizhai would have grossed at the
very least, 200,000 yuan in sales in that first year.
According to the May 1889 article in the Herald referred
to above, Shanghai's litho-shops took advantage of preexisting national book marketing networks. They themselves
were primarily wholesalers, with retail branches in Beijing's
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Liulichang ("Booksellers' District") and in Chongqing and
Guangzhou. Less centrally placed market towns also carried
Shanghai publications.69 The editorial and printing center
remained Shanghai, presumably because the industry was still
in its infancy, materials came largely from abroad, and
masters were few. In addition, with improved transportation
to Suzhou and Hangzhou, Shanghai was close to sizable private
book collections and to readership markets.
A dispute between the Dianshizhai and a Huizhou book
collector illustrates both how heavily the industry relied on
the authority of their copying-libraries and the lengths to
which they would go to assemble them. According to the North
China Herald, the Mixed Court heard a case in late October

1884 involving the theft of a 5,000-chapter (juan) collection
from a private library in Huizhou. The unnamed work had been
given to the owner's ancestor by a King-dynasty emperor. 7o on
July 8, the book had vanished.
The Court discovered that a Chinese buying agent living
in the International Settlement, after hearing of the
collection, had approached the Dianshizhai with the offer of
a very valuable book. He wanted the sale price to be paid up
front, but the lithographers insisted on seeing the book
first. The deal fell through at this point, but a Chinese
underling of Dianshizhai accompanied the agent and two others
to Huizhou, where, one dark night, they stole the entire
library collection • After packing it up disguised as boxes
of tea, they shipped it downriver to Shanghai.
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Five days later, the owner went to the police. By that
time, however, the collection had already been sold to Major
Brothers, "who intended to bring out a reproduction of it at
their [Dianshizhai] lithographic works. ,71 The ringleader
quickly absconded, but the Shanghai district magistrate
arrested his brother in his place. Under torture in the
Shanghai yamen, the brother betrayed the conspiracy and the
plot was confirmed by the deposition taken from the
Dianshizhai employee.
The wild card in this trial was the fact that the
gentleman who appeared in court to mount the charge of theft
seemed not to be the collection's original owner, and could
neither prove his identity nor find anyone in Shanghai who
knew him. The case had to be postponed on this account and
until the thief still at large was apprehended; until then,
the books remained in the possession of the Dianshizhai,
which presumably duplicated it using photolithographic
processes. One senses that, in the end, only Judge Dee could
have solved what might be best termed "The case of the
Dianshizhai' s Stolen Library. ,72
Also in 1884, the Dianshizhai Lithographic Bookstore hit
its stride with its illustrated supplement to the Shenbao.
This new publication was known as the Dianshizhai Pictorial.
The Pictorial was the third lithographic supplement to the

Shenbao newspaper, and the only one to become a publishing
success. It proved so successful in fact that today the

Pictorial is far better known than its publisher.73
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The supplement was initially introduced to provide
pictorial coverage of the Sino-French War of 1884. Tens of
thousands of readers eventually learned of the war's progress
via the Pictorial, Gong Chanxing estimates. 74 Generally
monochromatic, it was occasionally illuminated with red,
green, or purple pigments applied by hand and was printed on
a Jiangxi-produced bamboo paper known as lianshi. 75 It was
issued every ten days for about fourteen years, was sent to
Shenbao subscribers with their paper, and was sold in
Shanghai by newspaper venders and in Major Brothers'
Shenchang Calligraphy Studio. 76
At the time, the Pictorial's impact on its Chinese
readership was electric. Baa Tianxiao (1876-1973), a Shanghai
writer and publisher then growing up in Suzhou, speaks in his
memoirs of the excitement that the magazine generated. When
he was twelve or thirteen sui, he recalls inaccurately,
Shanghai publishers started to issue the publication. He
reports that not only youths, who "naturally" enjoy looking
at paintings and illustrations, but even adults like looking
at the lithographed images.
In the mid-1880s, Baa says, Shanghai was distant,
psychologically and geographically, from Suzhou. Travelling
there required a three-day and two-night boat trip on a
scheduled passenger boat that finally emerged from the
gridwork of canals criss-crossing Jiangnan at the mouth of
Suzhou Creek. Perishables, however, such as special foods,
newspapers, and the Pictorial arrived overnight via a special
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high-speed Chinese watercraft which made the trip in a record
fifteen hours by a combination of rowing and pedalling. 77 Baa
comments that he looked forward to each ten-day issue as a
welcome relief from practicing eight-legged essays for the
civil service examinations. He continues:
When it was published, and sent to Suzhou, I preferred
to save some of my snack money, and just had to buy [a
copy] ••• After accumulating ten, you stringbound them to
get a volume. At that time, I had quite a few bound
volumes. 78
In spite of also having been an eager consumer of his
uncle's Shenbao, which arrived overnight for the one hundred
or so Suzhou families who subscribed to it in the mid-1880s,
Baa never relates the Pictorial to the newspaper that
produced it. Further, he does not seem to have used the
Pictorial for the purpose Shenbao had originally designed it,

that is, to provide a means to its readers of following the
events of the Sino-French War.

As

a youth, Baa was an avid

patriot, he relates, and did follow the war and the exploits
of his hero, the Black Banner general (jiangjun) Liu Yongfu,
but only through the newspaper.
Instead, what impressed the youthful Baa was the
printing of the magazine and its illustrations. Speaking as
much for his generation as for himself, Baa suggests that in
his mind, the results of the modern western printing
technique (lithography) were tied to an image of Shanghai
that first became popular among Chinese at this time. The new
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image was popularized in large part thanks to this new
lithographed medium.
"Shanghai, that place!" he exclaims in a sentence that
is as much a theme of his own life as it was one of the
times, "was where new styles began; new foreign inventions,
new businesses, were all first spread to Shanghai."79 Later he
says, continuing the theme, "Shanghai had printing shops
[and] lithography."ao The appeal of the new printing and
illustrating process was simple; it gave the reader new eyes
for looking at a new world. The steamer, the railway train,
none of which had ever been seen by inland Chinese, could be
glimpsed in the magazine; "if you had a copy in your hand,
you could appreciate"Bl all of them, Bao writes.
Almost anything, anywhere, that was different, was found
in the magazine, and made a lasting impression on its Chinese
readership, Bao says. The images created by the Pictorial's
illustrators even found their way into Chinese linguistic
culture. For instance, Bao reports that the magazine once
reported (erroneously) that foreign countries already had
airplanes (translated as "flying boats"). What was shown in
the Pictorial had a sail, an oar, a rudder, and two wings. 82
Just as Bao would recall that readers felt as if they were
talking to the eidtor himself when Liang Qichao's paper
Shiwubao appeared in the late 1890s,s3 so too in the late
1880s did the audience of the lithographic press sense the
immediacy and reality of the Pictorial's illustrations. The
Pictorial's illustrators themselves "had not yet seen an
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airplane [but] had figured that since the name was 'boat,' of
course it had a sail and rudder. "84 Under the influence of the
Pictorial, however, airplanes continued to mean "flying

boats" to Chinese long after the demise of the journal, Bao
says:
People figured that an airplane was like that, and
didn't know that this was [just] the painter's design.
When the airplane first came to China, the translators
translated it as "flying boat. u85
For Bao Tianxiao, then, writing his memoirs in the late
1940s, a host of association related to the most popular
lithographed publication of his boyhood remained fresh in his
mind. The social and commercial issues of British ownership
and Chinese management of the magazine did not concern him in
the least. What did, however, stick with him was the novelty,
the immediacy, and the new-ness of the medium, all of which
were so appealing that he was willing to save his money to
quite literally devour the magazine in place of sweets.
Second, its regular presentation, every ten days for over ten
years, of inventions and customs from around the world in
turn enlarged his world beyond that of examination cramming.
Third, perhpas most important for Bao personally, but equally
as important for his generation as it was emerging into
adulthood, was the way in which the newness of everything
about the magazine came to be equated with China's emerging
cultural and intellectual capital, Shanghai.s6 Although Baa
refers throughout his memoirs to having read other
publications that he specifically identifies as having been
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printed lithographically,a7 the Pictorial is the one that made
the deepest impression, and that was identified most readily
in his mind with Shanghai as a place.
Bao Tianxiao was a gifted writer and editor who was born
in the old provincial capital of Suzhou in the second year of
the reign of Qing China's second-to-last emperor. He spent
his childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood training for
an imperial degree and an official post, despite his personal
distaste for the demands of that training, and eventually
went on to work (after 1905) in Shanghai's new publishing
industry. To Baa, the appeal of the Pictorial and the
printing technology used to produce it lay in its newness and
novelty.
Conversely, to Baa's younger friend and colleague Zhang
Jinglu (1898-?), who worked in Republican Shanghai as a
reporter, editor, and magazine distributor, the impact of the
Pictorial was iconographic rather than journalistic. Born the
same year that the Dianshizhai Bookstore closed down, Zhang
could have seen only old copies or reprints of Wu Youru's
illustrations of the sort we know Saoyeshanfang was selling
no later than 1917, yet they remained as vivid for him as if
he had encountered them as cinematographic or televised
images. Whereas the Pictorial had introduced Baa to Shanghai
and to modernity, it presented Zhang with images from a bygone Chinese imperial age. In both instances, though, it is
the immediacy of the images to each reader that is
significant.
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In his autobiography,ss Zhang describes going to Beijing
in September 1919 as the representative of Shanghai's "TenMan Teams to Save the Nation Federation." In the wake of the
May Fourth Movement, workers, merchants, and students from
seven provinces sent thirty representatives to Beijing to
petition the Anfu Clique running the government, calling for
opposition to the Nishihara Loans, the removal of Duan Qirui
from office, and the disbanding of the Clique's army.
Arrested at the Xinhua Gate, the thirty representatives
potentially faced execution, but not one was anything more
than a patriot, in Zhang's words. 89 Not one was political or
subscribed to an ideology; at least four were females. After
a standoff of many hours, the police came and took the
petitioners away to jail.
on their petition document, Zhang goes on to say,
Shanghai appeared as one of the most distant and the largest
of the cities represented. Among the Shanghai
representatives, Zhang was the oldest, and so had signed
first. Having signed first, in the eyes of the police, made
him the ringleader. They called out Zhang's name. One of them
yanked him from the group and pushed him into a spacious
hearing room. Presiding over the hearing was the Police
Inspector. From this point, Zhang recasts his predicament as
a scene illustrated by Wu Youru:
We have often seen the Great Hall of Qing dynasty yamen
drawings by Wu Youru. The long high court bench was
covered by a scarlet table cover; on the right were
placed two bamboo lot holders. The lots struck inside
were long red- and blue-colored bamboo strips [qianzi;
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used by jueges to render their judgement, red meant
death, blue indicated that corrective punishment was in
order]. In the center [of the table] was a lead box in
which were placed an inkstone and two blocks [of ink],
one with vermilion [ink], one with black. On a huge
mountain-shaped pen-rack lay a vermilion brush and a
black [ink] brush. On the left was a gavel. I didn't see
any torture instrucments; later I learned that torture
was in another [room]. Eight guards with daggers stood
gallantly at the two front sides of the court bench. The
patriotic criminal [Zhang himself] was pushed between
the guards • 90
Under the duress of imprisonment, Zhang showed a proclivity
to allow magazine images from at least a quarter of a century
before to influence his imagination. That he focused on Wu
Youru's illustrations is striking testimony to the abiding
appeal of the Dianshizhai's magazine and its chief
illustrator.
Based on these firsthand accounts by two well-known
figures of Shanghai's publishing world, it is clear that the
Pictorial was well-received by its Chinese readership. It
continues to be of interest to historians for the clarity and
uniqueness of its illustrations. Many were supplied by the
artist Wu Youru, who had fled to Shanghai with his family
when the Taipings occupied Suzhou in 1860. Treaty-port life,
a topic with which Wu was well-acquainted after more than
twenty-five years' residence in Shanghai, provided both
serious and light-hearted topics for his roving eye. At least
one contemporary foreign resident, however, was not amused by
the lithographic hilarity. The Reverend Ernest Box, already
cited once as a vocal critic of the magazine, wrote in the
11th Annual Report of the Guangxuehui [Society for the
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Diffusion of Christian Knowledge among the Chinese] (1898),
stated "the tone of the [Pictorial] is for the most part
decidedly vulgar, sometimes positively indecent. ,91
By 1894, four years before it closed, the Dianshizhai
employed 200 workers in factory-like conditions. Its presses
were now all kerosene-driven, reducing the size of what must
have been a larger original workforce. Its printshop and
chief bookshop remained in a western-style factory building
on the corner of Nanjing and Sinza Roads. At least one retail
branch was also housed in a similar Western, or modern
structure. In addition, Wu Youru's studio had trained nearly
twenty of what Gong Chanxing calls "the first generation of
Chinese news illustrators." Just as important, this SinoBritish hybrid inspired at least eight and perhaps nearly a
dozen purely Chinese copycats in Shanghai. 92 In what follows,
I will dicuss two of the most significant.

VII. Tongwen Shuju, Feiying Hall, and Other Cogycats

VII.A. The Tongwen Shuju
The Dianshizhai Lithographic Bookstore's success quickly
inspired imitators. According to Yao Gonghe, writing in 1917,
once "the book industry saw them [Dianshizhai] acquire great
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profits with [such] ease •.• the Cantonese established the
Tongwen Press •••• " 93 Already, as we have seen, by 1889,
foreign observers could estimate that millions of books had
been produced already by Chinese lithographers and the SinoBritish Dianshizhai.
Although Dianshizhai had the distinction of having been
the first commercial lithographic shop, the largest, most
prestigious, and first truly Chinese of them in this period
was the Tongwen Press. It was started in 1882 by the
Cantonese Xu Hongfu (dates unknown) and his brother Xu Run
(1838-1911), the latter one of the wealthiest Shanghai
Cantonese compradors. According to Xu Run, after his younger
brother made the initial investment, UI strongly approved and
added some funds. " 94 Their firm was on seward Road in the
American concession, then still a largely residential area.9s
Installing twelve lithographic presses, and employing some
500 staff persons, they specialized in reprinting old and
rare books, the Kangxi Dictionary, and calligraphy and
painting manuals from the prestigious library, Peiwenzhai.
The brothers were especially known for their reprint of the
Palace (Wuyingdian) version of the 24 Dynastic Histories.
Again, in Xu Run's words:
we set up the workshop and bought the machines and
collected books to use as samples [or more correctly, as
exemplars]. From Beijing's Baowenzhai we sought complete
white-paper Palace editions of the 24 Histories, and a
complete Tushujicheng ["Imperial Dictionary" compiled in
the Kangxi reign], and [we re-] printed them one after
another; [we reprinted] the Zizhitongjian [Sima Guang's
11th century compendium Comprehensive MLrror for Aid in
Government] ••• and [produced] not less than 100,000
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parts. Not one [item in our library] was an imitation,
all were exquisite and peerless, all worthy to be
lithographic exemplars. 96
It is clear that Xu was simultaneously a connoisseur and a
businessman concerned with self-promotion and the profit,
whether moral or pecuniary, to be made off his collection.
His words reveal a keen appreciation of the technical
facility of lithography for his purposes:
If you look [you'll see] the lithographic printing of
books started with the English merchants' Dianshizhai,
which used machines to put a photograph of the original
book on stone, and the image of the characters was
distinct without the [spatial] limits [of the original
edition]; reduction, enlargement, all follow one's
wishes. I really admired it •••• 97
One senses that Xu also valued the marketing technique which
had enabled Dianshizhai, thanks to miniaturization, to sell
200,000 yuan-worth of the Kangxi Dictionary in one year.
Having a large library of exemplars did not make Xu a
lithographer, but his twelve printing presses, capable of
increasing profit while reducing text size, did.
Printing work in the lithographic shops, although
probably not rigidly hierarchical in an industry so young,
nevertheless did require technical knowledge. As in the past,
specialized knowledge of texts remained necessary; in this
early machine age, however, technical mastery of the
machinery was just as critical to success.
One of the milestones passed by Tongwen with respect to
advancing specialized knowledge of the texts was the
establishment of its own editorial office, the first modern
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Chinese publisher to do so. Tongwen staffed the office with
former Hanlin scholars in supervisory roles. Provincial
degree-holders (juren) and county-level ones (xiucai) did the
actual referencing, cutting, and pasting. 98
On the other hand, one of the weaknesses of the Tongwen
Press seems to have been the assumption that the machinery
would run itself. The Press seems to have had little
appreciation of the fact that modern machinery imposes its
own new kind of industrial and social order. In fact, the
quality of lithographic reprints owed a great deal to the
technical competence of the the printer.

As

Friedrich Hirth,

later professor of Chinese history at Columbia University,
reported in 1885, Tongwen had several important successes at
reprinting. In 1884, however, they failed to complete a
reprint of the Tushujicheng, the imperial encyclopedia of the
Kangxi reign. With this project, Hirth says, the Press ran
into financial difficulties, apparently linked to mechanical
ones, and had to suspend printing of the encyclopedia.
Dianshizhai took over at this point and, by 1888, had
completed the work in 1,628 parts using lead type.99
Qian Jibo, too, departs somewhat from Xu's boosterism,
criticizing the lithographic printers and the editors who
produced the Tongwen editions. He suggests that running a
lithographic shop was not quite as easy as Xu claims in his
nianpu (outline autobiography). Qian comments:
The apprentices that they [the Tongwen Press] got did
not originally print books, and the trace of their
characters was illegible. But then they [Tongwen]
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appointed people to trace them and make them clearer,
making it easier to reprint; again, the engraver (was]
not well-read and could not clarify the words'
(meaning] • Every time he changed [the text] to get the
meaning, a hundred errors appeared. 1oo
Qian's hyperbolic mockery notwithstanding, by the 1890s, the
Xus had recovered enough from their financial stumble of the
mid-1880s to garner a commission from the librarians of the
Forbidden City:
In 1891, the Inner Court ordered a lithographed 100-part
Tushujicheng [the same work that had caused trouble in
the 1880s], and [this time] we handled the job [with no
problems]. In 1892, we started work and in 1894, it was
completed and presented, and from this (success] our
reputation flourished.1o1
The similarity between the British Ordnance survey Office's
use of lithography to provide the nation with facsimiles of
important documentary collections and of the Tongwen Press's
providing the throne with reprints of imperial encyclopedias
is striking and not altogether surprising.

As

stated earlier,

the chief virtue of lithography was its ability completely to
duplicate an exemplar. 102
In providing the throne with reprints, the Tongwen Press
was fulfilling the culturally conservative goals of its
owners, particularly that of the comprador Xu Run. By
undertaking the reprint for the emperor, xu Run no doubt
hoped to gain the national reputation as a patron of learning
that his money-grubbing mercantile background would otherwise
have placed out of reach. In essence, Xu Run had taken a
Sino-British publishing innovation, the lithographic press,
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and deployed it in a conservative manner, moving it deeply
into the heart of traditional Chinese literary and social
culture.
Despite Tongwen's success in attracting an imperial
commission, the risks associated with combining considerable
amounts of capital, industrial machinery, chemicals, and a
valuable library became clear to the Xus in 1893. A serious
blow of a directly commercial and industrial nature that year
provides details on the approximate costs of setting up a
lithographic shop in Shanghai, but also suggests the
necessity of acknowledging the dangers involved in the misuse
of industrial machinery. At dawn on June 30, 1893, reported
the North China Herald, municipal firemen rushed to the
lithographic plant to find it in flames.
Because of overcrowding and inadequate zoning
regulations, fire was a perennial danger to the International
Settlement's industries from its earliest days.lOJ According
to the newspaper:
Just before one o'clock on Wednesday morning information
was received at the Hongkew Police Station that a fire
had broken out on the premises of the Chinese
Lithographic Works [Tongwen Press], at the corner of
Seward and Yuenfeng Roads ••• The fire had originated in
the engine room at the rear, and was caused by a
defective flue. The premises containing the engines,
boilers, and printing machinery were entirely destroyed,
the whole loss, which is estimated at about Tls. 15,000,
being covered by insurance in the Hongkong Fire
Insurance co.1o4
Unlike the Sino-British Dianshizhai, which consciously
identified itself with Westernization and with Western
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commercial and industrial architecture, the Tongwen Press, a
consciously Chinese firm, located its workshop in a one-story
Chinese building (pingfang). Only by a miracle and thanks to
the efforts of the fire brigade, "a very valuable stock of
books" presumably including the exemplar library, did not
suffer in the fire.
Nonetheless, newspaper reports of the Xus' investment of
15,000 taels in printing machinery suggest that they did
balance high-minded goals in reprinting highly esteemed
editions with commercial, if not industrial reality. There
can be no doubt that they had used those same machines to
produce the conventional dectionaries, examination aids, and
painting manuals that would have been assured of a wide
market and that would in turn have supported their
philanthropic publishing. In addition to neglecting the
dangers associated with modern industry, what they failed to
do was to come up with any new types of products or
merchandise, along the lines of the Diansbizhai Pictorial,
that would indicate a creative response to the machinery at
their disposal. In fact, modern machinery was used by Tongwen
for essentially old-fashioned purposes in a pre-industrial
work environment.
The fire of 1893 occurred just in the midst of their
imperial printing project, and from approximately that time,
Xu Run began to contemplate withdrawing from the lithography
business. After five more years the combined pressures of
overseeing their library collection, an unacknowledged but
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undeniably industrial plant, and its 500-man work force
required them to act decisively. Their goals accomplished,
their philanthropic contribution to the imperial library in
place, the Xu brothers closed down their firm in 1898. In
fact, the heyday of the lithographic industry was already
passing, not only in England, as shown earlier, but in
Shanghai, the most easterly outpost of early industrial
lithography, as well.

VII.B. Feiying Hall
Of course, there were other notable imitators of
Dianshizhai's success.1os Most prominent among them was
Feiying Hall, founded in 1887, by the Yangzhou literatus Li
Shengduo (1860-1937106). Li's Feiying Hall is the third
lithographic firm to be studied in some detail here. Solely
Chinese, Feiying seems to have printed almost exclusively for
the educational and examination market even as it negotiated
necessary technical adjustments more successfully than
Tongwen had. In this sense, Feiying represents a progressive
counterpoint to Tongwen's conservatism in embracing the logic
of industrial machinery.
Identifying Li Shengduo is made possible by an 1889
article in the North China Herald. It limns a striking
portrait of a highly talented and resourceful individual:
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Mr. Li [Shengduo], the proprietor of the Fei Ying Kuan

photo-lithographic works near the Horse Bazaar is a very
rich and enterprising young man, the son of a high
official. He went up recently to Peking as a candidate
for the Hanlin examination, with very little hope of
passing. He came out as one of the first five ••• In the
final examination, which takes place before the Emperor
himself, with assessors, he came out first of all, to
the great astonishment and delight of his Shanghai
friends, and [he] will now probably be promoted to high
office in Peking. 101
Li's status as the son of a high official suggests that
he was trading on his family's connections with officialdom
to print and market the types of works required by aspirants
to that world. We have already seen that sale of works to
help prepare candidates for examinations had helped to
underwrite Tongwen's real objective, philanthropic
publishing. Educational publishing was a significant part of
Dianshizhai's trade as well. What distinguished Li Shengduo
of the Feiying Hall from Xu Run of the Tongwen Press,
however, was that his status as a scion of high officialdom
permitted him to ignore the philanthropic commissions pursued
by Xu Run. 1oa
In 1887, the Chinese-language, Major Brothers-owned
newspaper Shenbao published an article describing the
circumstances of Li's then-new Feiying Hall establishment,
which happened to be located in the same intersection of
Nanjing Road as the Dianshizhai. under its own imprint, says
Ye Jiuru, it issued reprints of The Orthodox Comprehensive
Mirror for Aid in Government ( Zhengxu zizhitongjian), The
Calligraphy Manual of the sanxi Hall (Sanxitang fatie), an
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edition of the classical dictionary Shuowen,

etc.l 09;

in

short, much the same fare of histories, dictionaries, and
brushwork manuals as its competitors. 11D
Unlike Dianshizhai, however, Feiying never developed a
new line of commercially viable products. Unlike Tongwen, it
failed to secure a diverse combination of high-level imperial
as well as commercial patronage. In the end, Li Shengduo's
narrow market fixation would render the Feiying Hall unable
to survive the abolition of the examination system in 1905.
Before it closed, however, Feiying Hall demonstrated its
owner's willingness to embrace technological, architectural,
and industrial modernity. This was the same kind of modernity
so closely identified by Baa Tianxiao with Shanghai in this
same period. From contemporary reports, one finds that Li's
printing/publishing enterprise was physically large and, like
Dianshizhai, Tongwen, and other lithographic firms of the
era, concentrated intellectual and manual labor under one
roof.lll
When it opened in 1887, Feiying Hall already had several
dozen book-printing "fire-wheels" (i.e. "printing
presses") , 112 a translation of the term for "printing press"
that suggests power-driven machinery. Unlike Tongwen's
Chinese pingfang, Feiying's building was spacious and was
said to have been specially designed in "the western style,"
with high ceilings, making it sound much like the buildings
used by the Dianshizhai Bookstore, located across the street.
Feiying's nearly twenty rooms, whose specialized functions
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amounted to a modern division of labor, ranged from the the
accounts room, to the fire-wheel (press) room, to
photography, proofreading, and stone-rubbing rooms • It was
"all very tidy and orderly, ,113 wrote the Shenbao reporter
admiringly.
Symbolic of this age of lithographers, who straddled
modernity with one foot in the age of steam power and the
other in that of petroleum-dreived power, Feiying Hall
achieved a certain popular notoriety with its steam whistles.
These whistles punctuated the work day in a raucous version
of the time clock fund in factories today. Soon, however, the
North China Herald reported that "the steam whistles have

been so much complained of" the proprietors were ' ordered on
1

Friday by the Magistrate of the Mixed Court to discontinue
the nuisance. ,114
In the final analysis, nonetheless, Feiying Hall had
revealed a Chinese proprietor's desire to implement modern
retail and manufacturing architectural design to house his
workers and his machines. In doing so, Li Shengduo, while
still reflecting the janus-faced identity of Shanghai's
Chinese lithographic publishers, demonstrated his willingness
to compromise with a new industrial and architectural logic.
Although still publishing for the mainstream traditional
educational market, Li seems to have recognized that
lithography had renewed the old market, albeit without
transforming it, and so required a new workplace. In
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accomodating this change, Li Shengduo reflected and indeed
furthered the association of Shanghai with modernity.
By the late 1880s, then, Shanghai had one lithography
training institute (run by the Jesuits at Xujiahui) and three
major publishing houses engaging in a mixture of commercial
and philanthropic printing. In addition to Dianshizhai, the
first press, which had been established by Chinese with
English funding, there was Tongwen, the largest. It had been
established by the sojourning Cantonese Xu brothers. Feiying
Hall was set up by Li Shengduo of Yangzhou.
In addition to these three, there were no fewer than
five more. The Baishi Mountain Lodge had been established by
Ningbonese; beyond this sketchy information, the sources are
silent about it. There were the Hongwen Press, established by
Ling Peiqing, of either Zhejiang or Jiangsu origin; and there
were the Jishi Press, known for works of poetry and editions
of the Four Books; the Hongbao Lithographic Studio, founded
by He Ruitang (dates unknown), which began with a mixed
catalogue of examination aids and medical works, but relied
on the latter to survive until at least 1920; and last, there
was Saoyeshanfang. Additionally, a survey of medical
prescription publications referred to earlier, has identified
twenty-five Shanghai lithographic publishers from the late
Qing.
Leaving the last category of medical prescription
publications aside, these eight shops reprinted works which
appealed to men of letters (wenren), calligraphers, rare book
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enthusiasts, officialdom, the imperial library, and to degree
aspirants. This latter market enriched the publishers
discussed here but accounts, in part, for their
vulnerability. By exploiting the ability of lithographic
presses to miniaturize and to enlarge, they reproduced much
the same range of works as had the woodblock industries of
older printer centers. At the same time, however, and with
few exceptions, the lithographic printers limited their
success by their heavy dependence on the soon-to-be extinct
examination system. The historical record contains scarce
references, with the exception of a few illustrated
magazines, maps, and eventually calendars, to the
lithographic publishers' ability to create new genres, types
of literature, or lines of merchandise. In spite of this
shortcoming, the eight lithographic houses had a major impact
on Shanghai and the surrounding area in the final quarter of
the last century, technologically, commercially,
intellectually. One must add that two of the three studied
here also had an impact architecturally. At least one firm,
Feiying Hall, revealed a Chinese proprietor's desire to
implement Western retail and manufacturing architectural
design and in this way to identify himself with Shanghai's
modernity.

VIII. Foreign Aggraisal of Shanghai's Lithographic IndusttY
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Contemporary Chinese accounts of Shanghai's lithographic
industry are isolated and laconic. For this reason,
contemporary foreign observations fill an important gap in
the historical record. Foreign accounts of two types,
journalistic and missionary, repeatedly attest, not only to
the success of Dianshizhai and Tongwen, but to that of the
Chinese-run lithographic shops in general.
Much has already been made here of reports in the North
China Herald. In another instance, in 1888, a Herald article

recorded that the newspaper had recently received a ••very
neatly got up" map of Shanghai, produced in a Chinese
merchant's lithographic shop at 627 Hubei Road and printed
with English place names. The commentator goes on to observe
"that such an excellent work should be issued from a Chinese
lithographic establishment is a very convincing answer to
those who assert that the Chinese have made little or no
progress in the peaceful arts of the Western 'barbarians,'
for the work in question might have been as far as external
appearance goes, issued with credit by any firm at home. "ns
The newspaper comment goes on to praise the draftsman's
understanding of distances, directions, and the spelling of
place names. This map, which was intended for "sportsmen and
travellers" in the country around Shanghai, came in the wake
of a colored map of Shanghai's urban districts produced by
the same shop a month before. That earlier map "would have
been perfect if the names of the streets had been added in
English"ll 6 ; that the publisher then accommodated the Herald
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opinion by printing the second map in Chinese and English
suggests that the publisher was seeking a more cosmopolitan
clientele.
Six months later, the newspaper's tone was less
partronizing. By way of praise for the lithographers'
development of the miniaturization market, the Herald
observed:
The buyers of the these lithographed editions are
students who have young eyes and read fast. To them
broad margins and large type are no advantage and they
prefer to have books in portable boxes suited for
travelling. All students have to travel and they like to
take books with them ••• Most of the printing done is
extremely small in size and the wonder is that so many
persons should be willing to buy what it needs
magnifying power to read with comfort. Yet at present
these institutions [publishing houses] have the
appearance of busy prosperity .111
The lithographers' successful exploitation of their market
eventually brought them to the attention of the missionary
publishers as well.
In 1890, the Reverend Ernest Faber, stationed in
Qingdao, told the General Conference of the Protestant
Missions of China, held in Shanghai, that Protestant
publications were inferior to those produced by Chinese
publishers using western technology:
[W]e have to acknowledge the fact that the printing done
by some Chinese establishments is, by the use of modern
processes, ahead of our mission presses ••• our
illustrations are still very defective •••• [O]riginal
Chinese pictures ••• cannot be obtained before lessons in
drawing ••• are better attended to in mission schools.
Block-cutting, wood-engraving, lithography, zincography,
etc., should be taught to Christian boys in connection
with the mission presses.llB
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Faber went on to praise the Roman Catholics for their
superiority in producing block-cutters, lithographers, etc.
Faber's comments incited the Scotsman Gilbert Mcintosh,
erstwhile superintendent of the American Presbyterian Mission
printing plant and at that time associated with the
Guangxuehui (located down the street from the Tongwen Press),
to reply:
I whould like to refer to what or. Faber has said in his
paper with regard to the printing by some Chinese
establishments being, "by the use of modern processes,
ahead of our mission presses." I think this superiority
is largely attributable to the use by the Chinese of
photo-lithography, which is well-adapted for many kinds
of Chinese works •••• u9
In this highly significant passage, Mcintosh, himself a
printer, directly attributes the superiority of Chinese
publishers• work to their use of lithography.
Mcintosh goes on to comment that the cost of the books
produced by photolithography (or zincography, as it was also
known, and by which name Faber refers to it) would have
necessitated retail prices above missionary rates. At the
same time, profits made from the sale of these works produced
by photolithography made it possible for the Chinese to
import a "quantity and quality of [printing] goods ••• from
Western lands ••• so as to make a missionary printer feel
envious."uo The only lithographically printed works which
were not sold at prices unacceptably high in missionary eyes
were those which were "use[d] for idolatrous and
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superstitious purposes, and those which [have] a directly
immoral tendency, "121 but which were also in great demand.
The American Presbyterian Missionary Press, at this time
the most vigorous of the missionary publishing houses,
quickly acknowledged Faber and Mcintosh's comments. In their
1891 Annual Report,

the editors connnent that "printing

offices and consequent competition have multiplied among the
Chinese, and ••• photo-lithography has been much utilized. ,122
In the same publication, the Missionary Press complained of
Chinese piracy of their works:
A notable feature of the past year and characteristic of
the growing desire for light and the native endeavor to
get some financial benefit from it, has been the
reproduction by the photo-lithographic process of a
number [of] education works, originally printed at the
Press ••• [S]uccessful attempts have been made to restrain
this unauthorized reproduction [not from] desire to
limit the issue of good books, but to make it impossible
for books to be issued from native presses containing a
large part of western learning with the application left
out •••• 123
The reference to "financial benefit" is striking confirmation
that by the early 1890s, Chinese printer/publishers were
lithographing works for profit; at the same time, one is left
wondering which Chinese lithographers reproduced what were
probably textbooks at the foreign publishers' expense.
By 1897, still trying to cope with the challenge of
producing low-priced lithographically printed religious items
for the readership willing to buy "idolatry and
superstition," the Missionary Press's directors attributed
their failure to move with the times to the space limitations
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in their printing plant. ' Extension is very desirable ••• their
1

is no room for development in such lines as photolithography ••• , "U4 they wrote in that year's annual report.
Not until 1901, when Mcintosh returned temporarily to
Scotland, was the Press able to secure, for Mexican $700., a
lithographic handpress. At approximately the same time, a new
plant, erected at 145 Sichuan North Road,us enabled the
Missionary Press to move from their cramped quarters at
18 Beijing Road.u6 Unfortunately for the Presbyterian Mission
Press, lithography as a viable independent commercial
activity was by this time under assault from the metal-print
industry.

IX. Commercial and Industrial Weaknesses of the Lithographic
Printing Industt¥

Key characteristics of the lithographic industry that
have already been mentioned, such as its heavy reliance on
foreign machinery and a tendency to flood the market with
highly similar products, contributed to its decline. Also, by
the late 1890s, Shanghai's Chinese-run lead type industry,
fostered by the new journalism and newspaper publishers,
started to overshadow the lithographic printer/publishers.
The Chinese machine industry responded promptly to the burst
of activity from this sector, first with repair shops and
then with factories which could manufacture printing machines
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at costs lower than imported ones. This burst of industrial
activity came too late to benefit the lithographic industry,
a prodigy of the period from 1876 to 1905.
A third weakness of the lithographic industry was the
large size of its work force. In historian Sun Yutang's view
there were 1300 workers in Shanghai's Chinese lithographic
shops by 1894.u7 His figures do not include four additional
shops that I have determined were founded before 1894, but
for which no information on workforce size is available. If
Sun in correct in assuming that each lithographic shop
employed 150 to 200 workers,ua a conservative estimate of 150
employees for each of the four additional shops would boost
his figures to 1600, yielding a total of 750 more
lithographic printers in Shanghai alone than there were
movable type printers in all of China, including Shanghai. on
the other hand, it is also conceivable that these four
additional shops either hired out their printing or had only
one machine apiece and needed only the three to eight workers
necessary to man it. In any event, there were at least 450
more workers in the Shanghai lithographic industry in 1894
than there were in the entire Chinese lead type one, and
possibly as many as 750 more, and this would have made the
industry vulnerable to high overhead costs.
Despite its frequent praise for Shanghai's Chinese-run
lithographic industry, the North China Herald was not slow to
criticize it for wasteful expenditure on labor. In its 1889
profile of the industry, the Herald notes that lithographic
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printers were already using steam engines, which could power
four or five printing presses at the same time. Despite this
use of steam, however, workshops continued to employ one
hundred to two hundred workers, the reporter admonishes.
Apparently, although each printing machine required only
three attendants, uone above to place the sheet on the
cylinder, and two below to receive it when printed," still
"the preparation of the stone, the writing of the text, its
reduction in size by photography and various additional
processes occupy very many hands. "129 It was for these
specialized operations that the Feiying Hall needed a
physical plant of nearly twenty rooms.
Labor costs were still too high, the North China Herald
reporters insisted, despite the fact that between 1877 and
1889, the larger printers had reduced the number of workers
needed per machine from eight to three. The Herald reporter
nevertheless concluded uprobably also too many workmen are
employed, requiring the consumption of a large amount of
capital. The number of them should be reduced. rrl30 In a
similar tone of exasperation, as already noted, He Shengding
criticized the hand-cranked litho-presses for being
"extraordinarily wasteful." In an era when 15,000 taels'
worth of equipment and machinery could go up in flames in a
morning, as happened to Tongwen, wastefulness was not likely
to have been tolerated for long, especially in undercapitalized businesses like the smaller shops.
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Shanghai's lithographic printing and publishing industry
did survive into the twentieth century, but was soon
overshadowed by the output of the mechanized lead-type
industry and by the new general publishers, such as the
Commercial Press (founded 1897) and Zhonghua (1912). In the
mid-1890s, the trend had already been discerned by Xu Run and
his brother Hongfu; at the same time that the pair were
considering closing their Tongwen Press, they were investing
in a new lead-type venture called Guangbaisong Studio. 131

x.

Conclusion

western machinery that came into China partly in the
form of the printing press was unique in the way it brought
together the worlds of intellectual, manual, and industrial
work culture. This chapter has probed the extant sources,
much as an archeologist sifts through layers of sediment and
relics, to unearth a forgotten industry, lithography, that
helped to lay the foundation of Shanghai's twentieth century
printing and publishing business. By profiling Shanghai's
three most important lithographic publishers of the late
1870s, 1880s, and 1890s, this chapter has shown how the
lithographers established and identified themselves as well
as how they declined in importance.
This chapter has discussed the edifice of each of the
three firms in order to suggest that these buildings can
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provide clues, even given the scarcity of documentation,
about the industrial nature of Shanghai's late nineteenth
century lithographic business. The Dianshizhai Lithographic
Bookstore, from its nineteenth century factory-style
workplace to its Western-style retail outlet, consciously
traded On itS image aS

11

modern, n uneW 1 " and

11

Western."

Operated from 1877 to 1898, the firm itself was a hybrid
operation. Although British-owned and foreign-supplied, its
Chinese managers and staff produced a novel Chinese-language
product for a Chinese audience.
That audience included contemporaries like Bao Tianxiao,
for whom Shanghai emerged as an intellectual, commercial, and
technological trendsetter between the mide-1880s and late
1890s, thanks in part to the popular commercial publications
of the lithographic publishers such as Dianshizhai.
Dianshizhai's audience remained long after the demise of the
firm and its popular Pictorial, thanks to the ability of the
medium, even in the late 1910s, for all intents and purposes
the age of lead-type printing, to make a deep impression on
susceptible readers like Zhang Jinglu.
The Tongwen Press (1882 to 1898) was entirely Chineseowned but, like all of the lithographic firms, had no choice
but to purchase foreign machinery and equipment. Managed from
a Chinese residential structure with a workforce of 500
employees, its owners were nonetheless ambivalent about
whether it was simply an updated domestic or a modern
industrial operation. Lastly, Feiying Hall (operated from
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1887 to approximately 1905), Chinese-owned and situated at
the Nanjing and Sinza Roads intersection opposite the
Dianshizhai's headquarters, was housed in a sizable purposebuilt western-style building that proclaimed the firm's
modernity, for a short time at least, with its steam whistle.
These three publishers, and the five to nine firms with
which they competed, chose lithography as a technology
suitable for their needs. Those needs remained similar to
what the Reverend Ernest Faber said were the needs of the
wood block printers (namely, to produce copies of works for

which there was a continuous demand). The lithographers'
product differed from that of the wood block printers even as
they sought out the same national audience of consumers
(wenren, examination candidates, rare book collectors, even
guardians of the imperial library) • Their publications
preserved the calligraphy of the exemplars better than wood
block printing could, and did so at a lower cost than wood
blocks thanks to longer press-runs, simultaneously yielding a
considerable profit to their owners.
Annual sales on the order of 200,000 yuan per year, plus
the lure of being perceived as civic-minded philanthropists
who placed an emphasis on learning and products for the
learned, drew what Frederic Wakeman and Wen-hsin Yeh have
called "Shanghai sojourners" from Canton, Ningbo, Yangzhou,
and other places in the Jiangnan area to invest in printing
machines and factories.

As

has been shown here, these

machines and their accessory equipment were available only
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from France and England. They were, in turn, operated either
by men trained in Xujiahui or by printers trained in the
first Shanghai lithographic shops themselves.
This industry, which in 1894 was made up of between
eight and twelve printing/publishing establishments, in turn
employed between 1300 and 1600 persons. Although they were
only a small number of employees in the overall context of
China's first stage of industrialization, by 1894 their
numbers considerably exceeded the numbers employed in all of
China's other modern printing sector, the lead type industry.
They prepared the ground for the lead type industry by
introducing mechanized printing to Chinese employers and to
their employees deployed in factories within the geographic
limits of the International Concession.
After 1895, the lead type industry supplanted the
lithographers as the latter had, in the two decades prior,
taken over from the woodblock printers. Tongwen's demise in
1898, for example, signalled its owners' new faith in lead
type printing. The lithographers had once grasped the
initiative through superior investment, technological
superiority, and product innovation. Willingness to take this
initiative impressed both disinterested foreign observers,
and self-perceived foreign competitors like the American
Presbyterian Mission Press, which from 1891 acknowledged the
lessons it was being taught by Chinese lithographers.
Like the lead type industry which would eventually
surpass it, and is misperceived as having been the first
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stage of Chinese-owned industrial printing, the lithographic
industry, by the late 1880s, was mechanized, organized into
production sites which more and more came to resemble modern
factories, and mustered a sizable work force inside the city
limits. In fact, the lithographers set the industrial and
organizational stage for the lead type printers despite their
failure to develop new products. Appeals to a traditional
readership enriched the publishers discussed here but
accounts, in part, for their vulnerability. Cultural
conservatism led them to reproduce much the same range of
works as had the wood block industries of older printing
centers. With few exceptions, the lithographic publishers
limited their success by their heavy dependence on the soonto-extinct examination system.
In spite of this shortcoming, a total of eight to twelve
lithographic publishing firms were established between 1876
and 1905 and had a major impact on Shanghai and the
surrounding area technologically, architecturally,
intellectually, and industrially. In addition to introducing
Chinese owners and workers to industrial printing, the
lithographers work sites combined editorial and manufacturing
activities under a single roof. They also organized retail
and wholesale services for a market that extended from the
International Concession north to Qingdao and Beijing, south
to Guangzhou, and west to Chongqing, and primed this market
to begin to pay attention to Shanghai-produced publications.
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Having accomplished so much, then, how did the industry
seem to disappear from the book publishing market by the
early 1900s? work conditions made the industry wasteful, in
the eyes of both contemporary westerners and in those of
Chinese commentators writing in the post-1911 period, and
contributed to its vulnerability. By 1890, industry leaders
had substituted both kerosene (Dianshizhai, Feiying Hall) and
steam power (Tongwen Press) for human power; it is
conceivable that the savings in wages was significant, with
an accompanying increase in output,l32 but the sources are
silent on this issue. Aside from its labor intensiveness,
however, heavy reliance on foreign supplies undercut economic
viability, and may also have doomed the industry.
Along with new lithographed magazines which appeared in
the 1900s and 1910s, a total of ten lithographers
specializing in medical texts appeared in late nineteenth and
early twentieth century Shanghai, surviving well into the
1920s, 1930s, or 1940s. In the final analysis, however, there
is no doubt that lithography was being surpassed by new
technologies in which the proportion of foreign investment
enabled these new technologies to overwhelm the Chinese
lithographers. Simultaneously, under the impact of
educational and political reform, the wider public's appetite
for reprints was waning. Never again would lithography
capture the wider Chinese public's attention as it had in the
1880s and 1890s.
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NOTES
lzhang Xiuming, uaanzi yinshua de fazhan," etc., in Zhongguo
yinshua shi (Shanghai: Renmin Publishing Co., 1989), 669-729.
2see Chapter 6 below for a second means.
3rn fact, the owner of at least one of them, Xu Run of the Tongwen
Shuju, went on to found a lead-type printing shop after closing down his
lithographic publishing house.
4Tu

Lian-che in ECCP, 866.

5see wu Ching-tzu (Wu Jingzi) The Scholars, trans. by Yang Bsienyi and Gladys Yang (NY: Grosset and Dunlap, 1972).
6sy the eighteenth century, these highly formalistic essays, which
were first introduced in 1487, had become the stylistic centerpiece of
the civil service examinations.
7wu, op. cit., 203.
8sun Yutang, ed., Zhongguo jindai gongyeshi ziliao (Beijing: Kexue
Publishing Co., 1957), I:246.
9Ibid., II:1181, 1202.
lOThe lithographic industry spread quickly following its invention
near Munich in 1796 by the otherwise unknown Czech playwright Aloia
Senefelder (1771-1834). Senefelder developed the technique as a means of
cheaply reproducing first, his plays, and then, musical scores; see
Aloia Senefelder, The Invention of Lithography, trans. by J.W. Muller,
(NY: The Fuchs & Lang Manufacturing Co., 1911). Senefelder took his
lithographic hand press to England in 1800, and by June 1801 had secured
a patent. The technique reached France at approximately the same time.
For the early history of the technique and its practitioners, see
Michael Twyman's Lithography 1800-1850 (London: Oxford University Press,
1970); Twyman's uThe Lithographic Band Press 1796-1850," in Journal of
the Printing Historical Society (JPBS), No. 3 (1967), 3-51; and his two
articles uLithographic Stone and the Printing Trade in the 19th Century"
JPBS No. 8, (1972) and uA Directory of London Lithographic Printers
1800-1850," JPBS No. 10, (1974-75), 1-55. On the history of the American
lithographic industry, see uLithographic Stone in America [1807-1970]"
by Philip J. Weimerskirch, Printing History XI:I:21 (1989), 2-15. For an
extended account of the lithographic industry in a non-English-speaking
environment, see Irena Tessaro-Kosimowa's Historia litografii
warszawskiej (Warsaw: Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1973).
11 Quoted

in Cho-yuan Tan (Taam), The Development of Chinese
Libraries under the Ch'ing Dynasty, 1644-1911 (Shanghai: The Commercial
Press, 1935), 35-36.
Usut see my Chapter 2 above for evidence that public-mindedness
and money-making had had a long, if uneasy, relationship for centuries.
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13 Jingj i suo, Zhongquo Shehui kexue yuan ( CASS) , ed. , Shanghai
minzu jiqi gongye (Beijing: Zhonghua PUbl. Co., 1979), I:439. Although
figures for the period from 1894 to 1912 are lacking, in 1932, it was
estimated that between 1912 and 1932, Shanghai's printing industry grew
by twenty times. (I:439) In 1933, in terms of the overall value of the
national machine industry's manufacturing output, the printing and
paperrnaking machine industry ranked seventh largest. Among Shanghaibased factories, factories involved in the printing business were the
third most numerous and, with 11,211 workers, made up the fifth largest
industrial group. The Shanghai Municipal Council's Annual Report for
1935, on the other hand, records that in that year, 10,531 Chinese
printers resided in the International Settlement. See Shanghai Municipal
Council, Annual Report 1935 (Shanghai: No. China Daily News PUblishing,
1935), 56.

14 This

is the same question raised by Reading University's Michael
Twyman in his research the English lithographic trade and its
practitioners. In his Early Lithographed Books (London: Farrand Press &
Private Libraries Association, 1990), he goes on to point out that
"(a]fter some 500 years of almost total domination by letterpress
printing, the production of books ••• is, for the time being [1990] at
least, firmly in the hands of the lithographic trade. [In the west]
Letterpress printing ••• is now almost a thing of the past •••• It is all
the more surprising, therefore, that historians of printing should have
neglected to study the beginnings of lithographic book production."
Brn his study of the printing trades in London between 1852 and
1900, historian Geoffrey Wakeman finds that lithographers (and
photolithographers; see below) were the second most numerous category of
print shops after general printers. In roughly the same period as that
which I discuss in the present chapter, that is, between 1876 and 1900,
the number of general printers in London grew from 1,086 to 1,511; in
the same period, the number of lithographers grew from 412 (in 1876) to
488 (1896), and then declined slightly in 1900 to 462. Geoffrey Wakeman,
Victorian Book Illustration; The Technical Revolution (Newton Abbot,
England: David & Charles, 1973), 15. Of the sixteen different book
illustration techniques available in London in the latter half of the
nineteenth century, Wakeman finds, lithographs led the pack from 1850 to
1890 (see Wakeman, 161-163).
16 Twyman,

Early Lithographed Books, 18-19.

17 Ibid.,

22. Twyman refers to five categories, but then lists
seven, most of which overlap anyway.
18weimerskirch,
19Twyman,

"Lithographic Stone in America."

uThe Lithographic Band Press, 1796-1850," 4.

20w. Turner Berry, "Printing and Related Trades," in Charles
Singer et al., eds., A History of Technology val. 5, The Late 19th
Century, 1850-1900 (NY: OXford University Press, 1958), 707.

2lrbid., 101.
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22 Nurnerous names are associated with the development of this
technique, even that of the poet Charles Baudelaire, but Twyman credits
Edward Isaac Asser of Amsterdam with the technological breakthrough in
1857, and Colonel Sir Henry James of the Ordnance Survey Office,
Southampton, with the entrepreneurial gift of disseminating the zincplate (or photolithographic) technology after completing a 35-volume
reproduction of Domesday Book in 1863. Subsequent antiquarian projects
were so successful that, in England, by 1880, uthe age of the handproduced facsimile was effectively over." See Twyman, Early Lithographed
Books, 243-258.
23yao Fushen, Zhongguo bianjishi (Shanghai: Fudan daxue chubanshe,
1990), 247. Yao also make the point that the Pictorial itself followed
in the wake of Major Brothers-owned Yinghuan huabao.
24 Reverend Ernest Box, uNative Newspapers," in Society for the
Diffusion of Christian and General Knowledge among the Chinese, 11th
Annual Report (Shanghai: (n.p.], 1898), 39.
25Gong Chanxing, "Xinwen huajia wu Youru; jiantan Wu Youru yanjiu
zhang de jige wenti," in Meishu yanjiu (n.l.: n.p., 1991), 70.
26 yu Yueting, "Woquo huabao de shizi--Dianshizhai huabao chutan,"
in Xinwen yanjiu ziliao, 175-177.

21 saoyeshanfang shumu (Shanghai, 1917). I am indebted to Marta
Hanson of the University of Pennsylvania for bringing this publisher's
catalogue to my attention.
28or Qipan ("Checkerboard") Street, as it was known then.
29see note 37 below.
30see Quanguo zhongyi tushu lianhe mulu (Beijing: Zhonqyi quJ~
chubanshe, 1991), "Fangshu" section, covering from late Qing to 1937.
Again, thank you to Marta Hanson for alerting me to this work.
31 The five were Qianqing Ball Publishing Bouse; Guanqyi Publishing
Bouse; Zhangfuji Publishing Bouse; Bongdashan Publishing Bouse; and
Bongbao Studio Publishing Bouse.
32 Similarly, Michael Twyman notes that in early nineteenth century
London, lithographers, unlike letterpress printing shops, ignored the
obligation to register with the authorities under the Seditious
Societies Act of 1799. "Considerably less than half the lithographic
printers who should have registered in the period before 1839 chose to
do so." TWyman, "Directory of London Lithographic Printers ••• ," 2. As a
result, he notes "we know almost nothing about the way in which
lithography developed ••• in its first twenty years to a flourishing
commercial trade capable of taking on almost as wide a range of work as
the letterpress and copperplate printing trades together" (9).
33These records were consulted at the Shanghai Municipal Archive,
Spring and Summer, 1992 and Spring, 1993.
34sun, op. cit., 1:242.
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35see above.
36see Wang Shucun, Xiju nienhua 2 vola. (Taipei: Yingwen hansheng
Publishing Co., Ltd., 1991), 313-315.
37see Lucien Febvre and Henri-Jean Martin, The Coming of the Book
(London: NLB, 1979), 21. Febvre and Martin describe the "exemplar" as
follows:
To keep proper intellectual as well as economic control over the
use of books (and] to assure the reproduction of copies under the
best conditions ••• the universities (of the European Middle Ages)
devised an ingenious system. Manuscripts were loaned •••• Fram them
copies could be made ••• The original text (the "exemplar") was
returned ••• after copying ••• each copy was made from the same
original.
38Although based in Shanghai, few Shanghai printers or publishers
in this era were actually born there. For example, see Chapter 4 below.
39rn 1890, John Fryer, who, six years later would be appointed the
first Agassiz Professor of Oriental Languages at the University of
California, delivered a report to the General Conference of Protestant
missionaries on the progress of the textbook series he had been
commissioned in 1879 to provide. In the course of his report, he
mentioned that:
The books that have been cut on wood blocks are in good, bold
type •••• The cutting of the blocks has been effected partly in
Shanghai and partly in Canton and Bankow, where at first it could
be done cheaper than in Shanghai. The prices for cutting are now
nearly the same in all three places; and therefore, as a matter of
convenience, all recent work has been done here.
Fryer, "General Editor's Report," in Records of the General Conference
of the Protestant Missionaries of China (Shanghai: American Presbyterian
Mission Press, 1890) 715. Fryer's words indicate that wood block cutting
was still being undertaken in Shanghai in 1890. Bis comment that prices
in Canton, Bankow, and Shanghai had grown similar does not indicate
whether Shanghai prices had increased at the same time. Fryer was not
the only missionary who valued woodblock printing; in the same
publication, the Reverend Ernest Faber wrote that
"printing from blocks is still done with advantage whenever a larger
work meets with continuous demand, though only a small number is needed,
perhaps some hundred copies, per year." Faber, in "Christian Literature
in China--Its Business Management," 553.
40rt is striking that wood block book illustration remained a
viable industry in England until about 1880, when it was surpassed by
various types of lithography and a technique known as line illustration.
See G. Wakeman, op. cit., 162.
41North China Herald (NCB) 42 (Jan. 30, 1889) :114.
42NCB 42 (May 25, 1889) :633.
43rbid. Something is known of the wages paid to woodblock cutters.
According to E. Rawski, Yeh Te-hui (1864-1927) reported that "'the cost
of carving woodblocks gradually increased during the Ch'ing period
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[largely due to inflation), from a charge of twenty cash per hundred
characters in the late 17th century to fifty to sixty cash per hundred
in the 1870s.'"; quoted in Rawski Education and Popular Literacy in
Ch 'ing China (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan Press, 1979), 121. Using
female labor brought the costs down to one-fifth of the prevailing rate.
(As noted above, a bowl of noodles at this time cost eight cash, says
Rawski.)
44Later known as the Qingxin shuyuan and, by the 1950s, as the
Qingxin Middle School. See Shanghai tongshe, ed., Shanghai yanJ~U
ziliao, xubian (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian yinhang, 1984), 324.
45rt is not clear whether lithography was included in the school's
programs; it seems unlikely, since the sources are unanimous in saying
that lithographic printing in Shanghai began the Xujiahui orphanage in
1876. My applications to view these two Qingxin publications at the
Shanghai Municipal Library were rejected repeatedly.
46This account may be found in Wang Zhen and Be Yueming, Zhongguo
shi da chubanjia (Taiyuan: Shuhai chubanshe, 1991), 2-3.
47yu Yueting, op. cit., 177. According to Zhang Bongxing, by the
mid-1850s, the Jesuits had opened a wood-block printing shop in their
first orphanage, at Caijiawan, and by the early 1870s had introduced
metal type to their printing facilities at Tushanwan. See his "Zhongguo
zui zao de xiyang meishu yaolan" Dongnan wenhua 1991:4, 124-130. The
correct name of the orphanage's location is "tu" ( .:t..), not "shi" ( :t: )
as it was miswritten in early Protestant records and then passed on.
48yao Gonghe reports his name as Qiu Zhi'ang. See Yao Gonghe,
Shanghai xianhua (Shanghai: Guji chubanshe, 1989), 12.
49 ae Shengding, "Sanshiwu nian lai zhongguo de yinshua she,"
[1937], cited in Sun, !:117-118.
SOAccording to Yang Shouqing's Zhongguo chubanjie jianshi
(Shanghai: Yongxiang yinshuguan, 1946), 10, the maiban's name was Xi
Zi'ang, and he was a native of Qingpu.
51Now Liuhe Road. According to Yao Gonghe, Dianshizhai was first
located at the corner of Nanjing Road and the Nicheng Bridge, but was
dismantled and moved to a new location within a few months. See Yao, op.
cit., 12.
52The official English name is given in Francis L.B. Pott's A
Short History of Shanghai (Shanghai: Kelly & Walsh, 1928), 135, as "Tien
Shih Chai Photolithographic Publishing Works," which I have abbreviated
here.
53 According to Yao Fushen, Dianshizhai's hand-powered lithographic
presses were more advanced than Tushanwan's, but it is not clear how.
See Yao Fushen, op. cit., 246.
54ae, in Sun, op. cit., I:l17; repeated by Gong Chanxing, op.
cit., 70.
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55Kelly & Walsh was located at No. 11 The Bund, and The Oriental
Press was at 69 rue du Consulat, just off The Bund, in the French
Concession.
56Nortb Cbina Desk Bong List (Shanghai: North China Daily News
Printing Office, 1903) 1-127. According to the NCB (5/25/89), the
lithographers used FUjian bamboo paper. The stones and printing machines
came largely from England and France, however.
57 This figure, larger by eighteen shops than that given in Sun,
derives from Quanguo zhongyi tushu lienhe mulu. See Sun, op. cit.,
II:1166-68 for the names of the seven he identifies.
SaThe whimsical, vaguely poetic names of the lithographic shops,
such as Dianshizhai ("Stone Point Studio"), suggest their cultural
continuity with traditional Chinese publishing concerns, which had
similar kinds of names.
59 Although I have seen this illustration reproduced twice, I have
not managed to see an original. See Tsien Tsuen-Bsuin, Paper and
Printing, v. 5:1 of Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China
(NY: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 195, and Harold Kahn, Excursions
in Reading History: Three Studies (Taipei: Academia Sinica, Institute of
Modern History, 1993), dustcover.
6°In fact, they probably had many more; at Tongwen Press (see
below), the ratio of staff to printing presses was 41:1, so Dianshizhai
may have had as many as 205 employees when it opened.
61Dianshizhai huabao, reprint (Guangdong: Renmin chubanshe, 1983)
volume yi, 73.A. As will be seen in Chapter 5, the motif of "Red-Walled"
was revived by Fuzhou Road's World Books, which opened in 1921 in a
distinctive edifice known as "The Red Bouse."
62For a contrasting drawing of an elite Chinese-style shop selling
fans located in the same vicinity, see volume yi, 73.B.
63rn fact, spacious multi-storied Western buildings did became
part of the Shanghai image of modernity in Chinese eyes at this time.
See, for instance, Bao, op. cit., 30.
64yao Fushen, op. cit., 246.
65 Ibid., 247. This price difference is considerably greater than
the forty percent savings Yao Fushen reports as having been afforded the
consumer by lithographic printing.
66According to Evelyn s. Rawski, op. cit., 120, wood blocks could
last for as many as 30,000 printings and one man could print several
thousand copies of a block in a day, but, unlike the lithographed works,
these were not high quality works. Robert Segel, in his The Novel in
Seventeenth Century China (NY: Columbia University Press, 1981), 10,
does discuss high quality editions, and says that blocks became unclear
after several thousand copies; he believes that one man could print two
thousand copies per day. The 100,000 copies that Dianshizhai produced
from one set of blocks would have represented unimaginable riches to
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China's wood block publishers, and helped to convince Chinese
entrepreneurs that publishing was big business.
67All information in this paragraph comes from the lengthy May 25,
1889 NCB article profiling the Chinese lithographic industry. Yao Fushen
relies on Yao Gonghe's Shanghai xianbua, first published in 1917 by the
Commercial Press and republished in 1925 and 1933, for the same
information. For Yao Gonghe's own words, see his Shanghai xianbua
(Shanghai: Guji chubanshe, 1989), 12.
68Gong, op. cit. , 7 0 •
69Throughout the history of Chinese commercial publishing,
merchandise was sold by traveling salesmen. wu Jingzi, author of The
Scholars, (1740-50), describes the plans of Guang Zhaoren (a poor
scholar) and the manager of Bangzhou's Literary Expanse Bookshop to
produce an edition of model bagu essays for sale by merchants traveling
to Shandong and Benan. See below, pp. 55-56. Also, see the unpublished
essays by Lucille Chia and Cynthia Brokaw. According to Yao Fushen, op.
cit., 247, lithography spread to WUchang, Suzhou, Ningbo, Bangzhou, and
Guangzhou, but, he says, the quality never matched Shanghai's.
70 According to Yao Fushen, 248, the book was a Gujin tushu jicheng
[Completed collection of graphs and writings of ancient and modern
times], but if the Herald article is correct in reporting that it
originated in the Ming, Yao may be incorrect. On the other hand, the
"5,000"-volume length reported in the Herald matches the actual length
of the Gujin tushu jicheng, suggesting that Yao is correct. Since Yao
cites no source for his evidence, it is hard to know. The Gujin tushu
jicheng was an imperiallly-commissioned encyclopedia (leishu) completed
in 1725 by a large board of scholars led by Jiang Tingxi. It is
interesting to note, given the fact that Dianshizhai reprinted it
lithographically, that its 5,020 volumes were first printed in 1728
uusing movable type ••• A font of some one and a half million copper type
was cut for the project" at the Imperial Printing Office (WUyingdian) in
Beijing. See Benjamin Elman, From Philosophy to Philology: Intellectual
and Social Aspects of Change in Late Imperial China, (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1984), 128.
71NCB 33 (October 29, 1889) :4 72-73.
72Ibid.
73yao Fushen equates the two, mistakenly reporting that the
Pictorial first appeared in 1876, the same year that the Bookstore
opened. See Yao, op. cit., 246.
74Gong, op. cit., 71.
75 Chinese lianshi paper was commonly used by lithographers;
because it was locally-produced, unlike the rest of the materials needed
for lithography, it was cheaper and more readily available than foreign
papers. According to Baa Tianxiao, Liang Qichao's lithographed newspaper
Shiwubao was also printed on it (Baa, op. cit., 150).
76sun, op. cit., II:1181.
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nBao, op. cit., 105-6. Bao says the pier was at Nicheng Bridge,
the same site Yao Gonghe gives for the Dianshizhai main office. See note
45, above.
78Ibid., 112-3.
79 Ibid., 113.
80 Ibid., 148.
81 Ibid., 113.
82Dianshizhai huabao, volume yuan, 2:A, B.
83Bao, op. cit., 150.
84Ibid., 113.
85Ibid. Professor Charles WU of Reed College has suggested to me
that ufeichuan" is more precisely translated as uairship." Although I
agree with Professor WU, I believe that uflying boat" better
communicates Bao's own astonishment at the whole concept.
B6ae says that this image linking newness, Shanghai, and Shanghai
as upublishing and intellectual center" was completed with the
appearance of Liang's newspaper which, as already noted, was also
lithographed.
87such as a lithographed Bongloumeng (114) and Shiwubao (150).
BBzhang Jinglu, zai chubanjie ershi nian, (Bankou: Shanghai zazhi
gongsi, 1938).
89 Ibid., 69.
90Ibid., 76, 77.
91Box, op. cit., 44.
92According to Yao FUshen, the Dianshzhai Pictorial was preceded
by Shenbao's unsuccessful pictorial Yinghuan huabao, and was followed by
copycat publications like Xunmeng huabao, Haiti huabao, Chengtong
huabaoi, Feiyingge huabao (which even simulated wu Youru•s
illustrations), and Xinwen baoguan huabao. See Yao, op. cit., 247. In
his view, lithography dominated the Chinese newspaper world for thirty
years until the early Republican era, when copperplates took over.
93yao Gonghe, ushanghai xianhua," 1917, in Sun, op. cit., !:118.
Be also points out that the Ningbo men set up the Baishi (Lithographicustone Worshipping") Mountain Lodge. UThese three had a triangular
monopoly for a time, and were the first to set the style."
~Xu Run, uxu Yuzhai zixu nienpu," (n.l.: n.p., n.d.) 31, in
Jingji suo, Beijing shehui kexue yuan, eds., op. cit., II:1005. xu Run
(1838-1911) was one of the most prominent compradors and members of late
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nineteenth century Shanghai's Cantonese community. Be had gotten his
start through Dent and Co., Jardine & Matheson's rival. Born, like both
his famous camprador associate Tong King-sing and the revolutionary Sun
Yat-sen, in Xiangshan, Xu had been in Shanghai since at least the 1870s,
when he was appointed by Li Bongzhang to the board of the China
Merchants Steam Navigation Company. See Zheng Shao, "Xu Run yu lunchuan
zhaoshangju," in Shanghai yanjiu luncong (Shanghai: Shanghai shehui
kexueyuan chubanshe, 1991) 6, 241-260. In spite of his three purchased
titles, the highest of which was expectant taotai, xu is not found in
either Hummel's Eminent Chinese of the Ch'ing Period or Boorman's
Biographical Dictionary of Republican China, but he features prominently
in Albert Feuerwerker's China's Early Industrialization (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1958) and in Wellington K. K. Chan's
Merchants, Mandarins and Modern Enterprise in Late Ch'ing China
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977). In addition to his wellknown business ties to the China Merchants, Kaiping Coal Mines in Zhili,
and the Guichi Coal Mines in Anhui, Xu also owned interests in Guangdong
silver mines, the Jianping Gold Mine in Rihe (Jehol), Zhili's Yongping
Gold Mine, and many tea firms in the Yangtze valley. Bis Shanghai real
estate assets alone were valued at 2.2 million taels in 1883-84.
Supported by both Li Bongzhang and Yuan Shikai, he was the arch-foe of
Self-Strengthener Sheng Xuanhuai. xu died in his Bubbling Well Road
home. See Feuerwerker, op. cit., 110-112.
95Tongwen was actually very near the Guangxuehui's first
headquarters.
96xu Run in Economic Institute, CASS, op. cit., II:1005.
97Ibid.
98Mentioned in Yao Fushen, op. cit., 273. Be says that Dianshizhai
had led the way in this as in other ways.
99see Friedrich Birth "Western Appliances in the Chinese Printing
Industry," Journal of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society
(Shanghai) XX (1885), 163. If Yao FUshen is correct that Dianshizhai
received a stolen Tushujicheng in 1884 (see 38 ff.), it would be
interesting to know which exemplar, its own or Tonqwen's, was used for
this printing.
lOOQian Jibo, "Banben tonqyi" (n.l.: n.p., n.d.) in Sun, op. cit.,
II:1005.
lOlxu, in Sun, op. cit., II:1005.
102 Its chief liability, however, and one which would render it
commercially vulnerable, was the slowness of its production vis-a-vis
letterpress printing.
103 Indeed, with the construction booms of the 1910s and 1920s, the
problems became worse, largely because the late nineteenth century
trend of converting residential units to industrial uses continued
unabated.
104NCB 50 (June 30, 1893) :943.
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105In 1888, Ling Peiqing, also known as Ling Biqing, and
identified variously as a Buzhou (Zhejiang) and Zhenze (Jiangsu) native,
started up the Bongwen Press. Buzhou was known for silk production, and
Chen Boxi, who describes Ling as Zhejiangese, says that he invested his
inherited silk merchant wealth in his publishing house. His press, says
Chen, stood shoulder to shoulder in stature with Dianshizhai and
Tongwen, issuing finely printed histories and an illustrated Romance of
the Tbree Kingdoms (Sanguo yanyi, a well-known sixteenth-century
historical novel). In addition, Bongwen outstripped both Dianshizhai and
Tongwen in the reprinting of works useful for civil service examination
preparation, publications such as Difficulties and Models in the Five
Classics (WUjing jiazao); Collected Commentary on the Five Classics
(WUjing huijie); Major Topics in Literature and Government (Dati wenfu);
A Vast Selection of Lesser Topics (Xiaoti shiwanxuan), etc., all of
which sold well. When the examination system was abolished in 1905,
however, Bongwen's backlist was not worth a cent, says Chen, and the
publishing operation was closed. See Chen Boxi, in Sun, op. cit.,
II:1006, note 1. Zhang Jinglu, the Shanghai editor/publisher and
authority on China's modern publishing industry whose autobiography was
cited above, provides details on Shanghai's lithographic industry
unavailable elsewhere. In his view, the Bongwen Press and a second, the
Jishi Press (or ustone Pile" Press) established by Zhong Yinbo (dates
unknown), were signficant chiefly because they were organized in
imitation of the Yangzhou literatus Li Shengduo's Feiying Ball.
1°6Li Shengduo (zi, Muzhai) served as Chinese minister to Japan
from 1898-1901. According to ECCP 781, Li took the place of Xu Shichang,
injured by a bomb, in the team of five ministers sent abroad in 1905-6
to study foreign systems of government. Li served as minister to Belgium
until 1909. ECCP 520-21 states that Li Shengduo eventually owned the
library of the Li family of Jiujiang, strong in archeological works,
particularly inscriptions.
107NCB 42 (June 1, 1889) :666.
lOSzhang Jinglu does not link any particular works with the
Feiying Ball, but one's surmise that Li printed chiefly examinationrelated works is supported by sun Yutang's observation that it was this
narrow market fixation which rendered the Feiying Ball unable to survive
the abolition of the examination system in 1905.
l09ye Jiuru, in Sun, op. cit., II:1006, note 1.
llOLi's shop, although printing largely from its own library
(which, like Tongwen's, was located on the premises), also printed under
special contract to private patrons. See Shenbao, second month, second
day (lunar) 1887, in Sun, op. cit., II:1007.
111Florence Chien wrongly regards the three-in-one organization of
the publishing industry as a feature introduced by the Commercial Press.
See her M.A. thesis, uThe Commercial Press and Modern Chinese Publishing
1897-1949" (University of Chicago, 1970).
112shenbao first month, thirteenth day (lunar), 1887, in Sun, op.
cit., II:1007.
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113sbenbao second month, twenty-second day (lunar) 1887, in Sun,
II:1007.
114NCB 39 (Oct. 13, 1887) :391.
llSNCB 41 {Nov. 23, 1888) :567.
116NCB (Oct. 26, 1888) :459.
117 NCB 42 (May 25, 1889) :633.
118Faber 1890, op. cit., 552.
119Gilbert Mcintosh "Discussion," in Records of tbe General
Conference of tbe Protestant Missionaries of Cbina {Shanghai: American
Presbyterian Mission Press, 1890), 582.
12°rbid.
UlBox, op. cit., 1898, 40-41.
122American Presbyterian Missionary Press {APMP), eds.,
Report (Shanghai: APMP, 1891), 1.

Annual

U 3 Ibid., 3
U4APMP, Annual Report {Shanghai: APMP, 1897), 2.
125APMP's first Shanghai location was around the corner from the
British Consulate, across the street from today's Friendship Department
Store; its second location, on Sichuan North Road, was near the presentday Shanghai Main Post Office.
126APMP Annual Report (Shanghai: APMP, 1901), 2. By 1901, APMP's
publication output in Chinese was considerable, making the Press
essentially a Chinese-language publisher, much like Major Brothers'
Shenbao and Dianshizhai. A total of 727,670 copies of Chinese-language
items in six categories {scriptures, religious works, educational works,
tracts & calendars, miscellaneous, and periodicals) were printed; this
figure compares with only 94,199 copies in English and bilingual
editions of nine categories. Likewise, their work force was
overwhelmingly Chinese, and they were already providing Chinese-style
housing to their employees.
127sun, op. cit., II:l200.
128The figures which Sun quotes are probably based on NCB 42 {May
25, 1889) :633, quoted above, although he does not say.
129NCB 42 {May 25, 1889) :633.
l30rbid.
13lwang Banshong, "Kanyin zongshu," in Sun, op. cit., II:1009. The
sense that the heyday of the lithographic age was gone is reinforced by
Bao Tianxiao, who relates that in the early twentieth century, in the
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midst of starting a magazine, he suddenly recalled the old elegance of
the Dianshizbai Pictorial, and tried to imitate it by using lithography
to print his new magazine. ur tried this and that, without success; it
was impossible, the times were different. It was rather difficult to
force it" (Bao, op. cit., 113).
132rn this regard, it is interesting to note that already in 1879,
when the Wenbuibao was first printed, Chinese newspapers had started to
use gas-powered printing machines; by 1890, the Shenbao introduced gaspowered engines, according to two articles in the North China Herald
(Nov. 21, 1890; Jan. 16, 1891) because:
This gas engine has reduced the number of hands employed in the
Sbenbao office by 13, and [the Board of Directors) confidently
hope that the whole expense of this engine will be covered by this
saving in a little over a year. (uMajor Brothers, Limited [Annual
Report to Shareholders)" (Jan. 16, 1891), 66.
The speed of the new gas-powered engines was considerable; whereas the
Shenbao plant workers had formerly required eighteen hours to print an
edition of the paper, after installing the kerosene-powered presses,
fewer workers needed only five or six hours to print the same edition.
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Chapter 4

"Selling Only Books that are Useful":
The Ambiguous Origins of Shanghai's Publishing World,
1880s to World War I

I. Introduction

Chapter 2 showed how an important commodity market, the
antiquarian book market, centralized at Beijing's Liulichang,
reflected the lifestyle interests and intellectual concerns
of the national group most involved with it in late imperial
China, the gentry. By "lifestyle and intellectual concerns,"
I was referring particularly to the public service ethic of
gentry publishers. Generally speaking, even when occasional
sources on the order of the Tao family epitaph can be found
that stress buying, selling, and profit-making, the emphasis
of the activities in Liulichang seems to have been
intellectual and cultural.
On the other hand, Shanghai's lithographic industry, as
shown in Chapter 3, embraced both extremities of the official
and non-official gentry as it was renewed in the post-Taiping
era. Within the context of the Shanghai printer/publishers,
for example, the old examination elite may be said to have
been represented by Li Muzhai and the new comprador elite by
Xu Run. In each of these cases, one is struck by behavior
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apparently at odds with what one might expect from these
representatives. The printing/publishing activities of Li
Muzhai, who was completely at home in the stratospheric
reaches of the gentry, that of the high official, seem to
have been motivated largely by profit. His focus on
examination review aids suggests as much. Xu Run and the
Tongwen Shuju, conversely, specialized in publishing elite
materials for elite patrons and consumers.

As

a comprador, he

used the modern publishing sector of his day as a channel to
enter the world of public service and social legitimacy. The
behavior of each indicates the sustained viability of the
Qing imperial value system.
In this chapter, I show how the New-Book market
reflected the contradictory influences of the old public
service ethic and the modern drive for adequate compensation
that Western technology imposed on Shanghai's modern
publishers. These contradictory influences were eloquently
anticipated in literature such as Wu Jingzi's eighteenth
century novel, The Scholars, long before the publishing
industry itself acknowledged them. In the early twentieth
century, however, these competing influences deeply
influenced both the behavior of the modern publishers and
their self-image and contributed to heightened ambivalence
about an industry in which commerce and culture were so
frequently at odds.
It was in Shanghai, much more than in any other single
place in China, that the heirs of the reconstituted post-
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Taiping Jiangnan scholar elite and those implementing what
they defined as modern business practices rubbed shoulders
with one another.

As

adumbrated by lithographic firms like

Tongwen Shuju, which largely disregarded the industrial
nature of their new business, the pyschological emphasis of
Shanghai's book merchants long remained on commerce and
service rather than on industry and service. In time,
however, just as the Liulichang antiquarian book market had
reflected the goals and interests of the pre-Taiping imperial
elite so, too, Shanghai's Wenhuajie came to reflect the
complex ambitions and values of new post-Taiping social
groups.l
With the emergence of a new commodity (the modern
textbook and, by extension, the modern reference book) and an
equally new way of producing it, Shanghai's booksellers
adopted new principles of commercial organization. They did
so as a condition of gaining access to the new forms of
operating capital necessary to run their businesses and
factories. 2 In doing so, they tried to unite under one roof
all the disparate groups who sought their fortunes from this
new business. Their sustained if sometimes unsteady
prosperity suggests the historic importance of the corporate
model to them.
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II. Fuzhou Road Before Wenhuajie; A Bookseller's Lament and
Call for ''Useful Books"

In 1982, as part of an article on the history of preLiberation Shanghai publishing and its book dealers, Zhu
Lianbao, a fifty-year veteran of Fuzhou Road, listed from
memory over one hundred and twenty-five publishing firms and
bookstores which had existed in the central Wenhuajie
district. Accompanying his article is a map, compiled by the
official Standing Committee for Historical Documents
Concerning the Shanghai Publishing Workers Federation. It
details the central district of Wenhuajie, circa 1947-48, and
shows an area bounded on the north by Hankou Road (Sanmalu;
literally, "Third Horse-Route"), on the south by Guangdong
Road (Wumalu, or "Fifth Horse-Route"), on the east by Henan
Middle Road (formerly Qipanjie, or "Checkerboard Street"),
and on the west by Fujian Middle Road. over two hundred
bookstores, distributors, printing shops, newspaper plants,
etc., lined the six city blocks featured in the map. They
were the entrepreneurial components making up the
booksellers' district between the 1880s and the late 1940s.3
In a subsequent article, Song Yuanfang, director of the
Shanghai City Publicity Office and a former publisher, lists
one hundred and sixteen firms from the period before 1911,
and fifty-five new ones from the period starting in 1912,
yielding a total of one hundred and seventy-one firms.4
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Despite Zhu Lianbao's and the 1947 map's focus on Fuzhou
Road, neither Fuzhou Road nor its intersection with Qipanjie
was the geographic center of Shanghai's book world in the
1880s, 1890s or early 1900s. For that matter, the term
"Wenhuajie" did not emerge into popular speech until the
1930s. The Shanghai publishing and printing industry was
actually quite dispersed in the nineteenth century and only
gradually emerged as a key facet of the city's cultural life.
Rather than being known for its book world, between the 1880s
and the First world War, Fuzhou Road was highly regarded
primarily for its tea houses and restaurants where many
groups, including litterateurs, congregated.
on the same 1885 visit to Shanghai by Baa Tianxiao
mentioned in the preceding chapter, Baa recalls that he
visited Simalu twice. The first time, his grandmother
indulged him with a tour by horse-carriage which first
visited the Bund to view the steamers and then glided along
Simalu and Nanjing Road (Damalu, "Main Horse-Route") in a
wide circle to gaze at the shops. Although he was only nine
sui at the time, Bao recalls that he and his family returned
to Simalu later "to have a good time":
That area was an eating and drinking entertainment
district, "fit for night-time but not fit for painting."
There was a big teahouse called Qinglian Pavilion
[Teahouse; now (1993) the site of the Foreign Languages
Bookstore] that was three stories high. on the second
storey, they sold tea in the front [only], and in the
rear "tobacco" (opium tobacco; at the time, opium
smoking was done in public) ; there were red wood
[hongmu] opium couches, and everyone was spread out on
these. There were also female attendants who gave people
refills and reckoned the bills. [There were] never-
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ending snacks and nibbles. It was extraordinarily
boisterous. Besides this, we also ate dim sum in the
Canton Teahouse and went to hear female tanci (sung
stories with musical accompaniment].s
Early issues of the Dianshizhai Pictorial feature
numerous illustrated accounts of the same entertainment world
and make clear that visitors to Fuzhou Road in the 1880s were
not searching for books.6 The fashionable Wucenglou Teahouse 7
was one place Chinese visitors might have been going, and a
very different class of customer may have been heading to the
British-owned teahouse/opium den, Gengshang Yicenglou. 8
Likewise, sing-song houses located around the area in the
late 1880s and 1890s were not overlooked by either Chinese or
Western visitors to Simalu or by the Pictorial's9 artists.
Neither were the then very fashionable western restaurants.lo
In Chapter 3, I referred to Reverend Box's criticism of
Fuzhou Road's police for failing to root out nearby houses of
ill-repute, including lithographic publishers found next door
to the station. In fact, in China and in Shanghai, books and
ideas had long crowded together with more fleeting forms of
pleasure. In the late 1880s, before it became known for
bookstores, the northern spur of Qipanjie itself was known
for its cheap prostitutes.ll Simalu's own brothels were
featured in at least one issueu of the Pictorial, which
talked of its corner with Qipanjie as teeming with "wild
chickens.nl3
Wu Woyao's (1866-1910) satirical novel, Vignettes From
the Late Ch'ing (Ershinian mudu zhi guaixianzhuang ) first
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appeared in book form in 1909 through the Shanghai publisher
Guangzhi Shudian. In the lineage of the Chinese satirical
novel, it is a direct descendant of the tale discussed
briefly in Chapter 3, The Scholars. Assuming a pose of high
dudgeon, author Wu

Woyao~

strikes directly at early twentieth

century Fuzhou Road and the behavior, whether foul,
praiseworthy, or humorous, of its denizens. Two groups which
most interested Wu were merchants and whores, as revealed in
his Prologue:
Shanghai is a place where merchants congregate; it has a
dense population, both Chinese and foreigners. There is
the traffic of ships and junks transporting all kinds of
goods. In addition, there are the flower girls from
places like [Suzhou] and [Yangzhou] who, attracted by
the large number of well-to-do merchants, came all at
once by boat and settled around the area of the Fourth
Avenue [Simalu/Fuzhou Road]. They raised aloft their
gorgeous banners, advertising their distinction, and
striving to be different. With the high class
prostitutes, naturally there was, of course, the noble
gentry~ to seek them out. With the low class ones, there
were the social outcasts who, with saliva drooling,
would come for a taste. And so, what sixty years ago was
a stretch of reedy beach has been transformed into the
most bustling spot in China.l6
Wu's Prologue sketches what was already a familiar scene
to habitues of Fuzhou Road by 1909.17 The ordinariness of the
scene, however, did not necessarily guarantee it a place in
accounts of the time. As Michael Wai-mai Lau points out in
his study of wu woyao, depicting officials and prostitutes
together was a standard trope in late Qing fiction; part of
what makes Wu's story important is his willingness to feature
merchants instead of officials. This ''factual description"
adds to the credibility of Wu's novel, Lau feels. What Lau
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calls credibility also enhances its importance as a
historical voice meriting our attention.
Three decades after Huang, Bao, and the Pictorial
painted their lurid pictures of Fuzhou Road, and a mere seven
years after Wu Woyao's completed novel materialized, another
representation of Fuzhou Road appeared. Like the earlier
ones, it did not focus on the intellectual or academic
culture of the district. The American businessman and
publicity agent Carl Crow, whose offices were on Beijing Road
in the heart of what was then the key Western-language
publishing district, described Fuzhou Road with some degree
of specificity. Nonetheless, bookstores and publishers
receive no attention in the following account, written by
Crow:
Foochow Road is to the Chinese probably the greatest
thoroughfare in the country. Each side of the street for
many blocks is lined with gorgeous Chinese restaurants,
whose proprietors vie with each other in making the
gaudiest showing possible with gilt, mirrors, paint and
lacquer. At night the street is lit up with a brilliancy
that has given it the name of the "The Great White Way
of China," and from twilight until midnight the
restaurants will be thronged with Chinese at dinner
parties which include 60 or 70 dishes and cost $5 to $10
a table. A visit in the evening is full of interest. The
street is crowded with good-humored, jostling Chinese
and from the gay restaurants come sounds of Chinese
music, or the equally shrill voice of the professional
story-teller who relates narratives of China's more
glorious ages, punctuating the dramatic points with a
blow on a gong. 1s
Judging from Crow's account, then, Fuzhou Road in 1916 was
essentially the same place it had been in the 1880s, a
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recreational center characterized by drink, sing-song girls,
opium, and banqueting.
Naturally, this mode of recreation does not preclude the
co-existence along Fuzhou Road of literature-mongers or highminded antiquarian booksellers. By the late nineteenth
century, recreational drugs, sing-song girls, and banqueting
were as much a part of the life-style of the Chinese literati
as were book-collecting, printing, and publishing. The near
total absence of such recreational forms from high-minded or
scholarly descriptions of the life of the scholar and his
studio does not diminish their importance to the him. Just as
The Scholars provided details regarding the bookstores of the

eighteenth century so, too, contemporary novels provide
considerable circumstantial evidence of social habits
prevailing at the turn of this century.
Once the official civil service examinations, around
which The Scholars is organized, were abolished in 1905, the
most direct former path to public distinction and reward
became even more falliblel9 than it had been under the system
described in Chapter 2. Keeping company with the frustrated
traditional ambitions of the learned and ambitious to secure
an official position were now to be found the aspirations of
a new generation of underemployed social climbers created by
ill-gotten fortunes.2o wu Woyao's satire of the effrontery and
venality of such individuals cuts deeply into the reality of
his day. 21
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In one episode of Wu's novel, one of the first in the
new category of qianze xiaoshuo (novels of social criticism)
to appear at the turn of the century, a former Liulichang
calligrapher seeks to dupe a gullible young man into founding
a Shanghai publishing house to enhance his reputation as a
means of gaining an official position. The calligrapher makes
the following pitch:
"At a time ••• when there's so much attention to current
events, the thing for you to do is to open a publishing
house. You can at the same time edit books on current
affairs and have Western publications translated. Of
such translations you can select a few that are fairly
well done and attach your own name to them, while the
remainder can retain the names of the original authors.
Once they get on to the market, not only will you win a
good name for yourself but the business of your
publishing firm will flourish. When you report to the
provincial authorities, you can make presentation of the
books to your superiors and colleagues. When that time
comes, who will not admire you? You will become so
famous that recommendations for your placement will
multiply in no time. ,22
Of course, before the episode ends, the hustler cheats the
young aspirant out of a good part of his fortune and has to
be

relieved of his position.23 What is important is that his

initial proposal works with the young aspirant only because
of its appeal to the elite public service ethic described in
Chapter 2 and taken for granted by imperial China's scholar
elite. However, where, as I showed in Chapter 2, Nancy Lee
Swann described the high road to that means of securing
reputation, Wu Woyao here describes the low road.24
Another episode in Wu's novel contains an account of a
Fuzhou Road whore who convinces a poor man from Hangzhou,
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working as a messenger for a Nanshi money-changer, to
purchase an imperial degree with her money. In this albeit
improbable way, she achieves rank as the wife of a daotai of
the second rank. Reflecting Wu Woyao's satire of the
irregular officials serving the imperial court in the period
following the suppression of the Taipings, this story of the
''wild chicken daotai " gives a clear account of the social
mixing which occurred along the Wenhua Streets.25
Moreover, the meeting of the book's chief protagonist
with the moral hero of the story provides a glimpse at the
ambiguous status of the men who worked in Shanghai's early
twentieth century book industry and at their ambivalence
about their career in commerce. The episode called
'

1

Bookseller" occurs just after the narrator has arrived at

his Shanghai hotel, very likely located in the Fuzhou Road
district. A fist-fight breaks out between two men in an
adjoining room. When the narrator, representing Wu Woyao
himself, looks in, he discovers a room littered with wrapped
and unwrapped books, leading him to the conclusion that one
of the combatants is an itinerant bookseller.
Intrigued by the setting, wu enters the neighboring room
and inquires about buying a couple of tao (sets of books),
partly as a means of getting to know the elderly northerner
occupying the room. After the usual introductions, Wu
discovers that the elderly bookseller is wang Boshu, one of
his own relatives and a former prefect of Datong, Shanxi.
Handicapped by his nearsightedness and, more important in
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Wu's view, his honesty, the old man once made the mistake of
criticizing the Governor of Shanxi province to his face
without knowing to whom he was speaking. Given the situation,
Wang had felt obliged to request medical leave and had been
working in the book trade ever since.
In a manner highly reminiscent of the Ji, Hengshui, and
Shen County natives discussed in Chapter 2, "from Shanghai he
had bought engraved books and sent them to Peking in exchange
for Peking editions, and when back in Shanghai he had traded
Peking editions for engraved books [and in] making these
exchanges he was able to double his invested capital."26
Despite his status as a former official, and the cultural
nature of his merchandise, however, Wang, like any merchant,
is preyed upon by cheats and thieves (like the man with whom
he had been fighting).
After relating experiences of this sort which had been
happening one after the other since he left office, Wang
Boshu presents Wu with the gift of a book. The book, a
Chinese translation of a Japanese work entitled Plans for
Enriching the Country, is given in the hope that Wu can gain
"some practical knowledge and free [himself] from the dilemma
of those impractical scholars who do not know how high the
sky is and how thick the earth is. "27 Wang goes on to describe
those "impractical scholars" in terms that a pundit might
identify as referring to the kaozheng scholars discussed in
Chapter 2.
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As

a former official himself, Wang insists officials are

simply high-profile representatives of learned Chinese as a
group. Whether viewed from a southern or northern
perspective, all of these well-read persons are just as
noxious:
''There is a group of people who are colloquially
referred to in Shanghai as 'poisonous scholars,' and who
are known in the north as 'bookworms.' Just imagine,
after they study their books, which are good things in
themselves, they get 'poisoned' and they become mere
'bookworms.' How can they attend to their duties when
the time comes?"2s
wang then goes on to address his chief anxiety, explaining
that the Western powers are not only poised and ready, but
are also able to partition China. China's first line of
defense, officialdom, is not prepared either practically or
intellectually to resist the onslaught, he laments, precisely
because of the controlling influence of these "poisonous
bookworms • "
The fault with officialdom and these bookworms lies with
''ancient books, " which can no longer provide an adequate
guide to officials, he then observes. In the modern world,
China's traditional domestic cultural diplomacy, by means of
which foreign invaders like Mongols and Manchus were
sinicized, is inadequate. Modern Western countries first
conquer foreign lands politically, and then rob them of their
cultural identity.
wang illustrates this point with information acquired
from a foreign missionary in Shanghai who told him that after
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Russia had conquered Poland Russian was declared the official
language and Poles became strangers in their own land. The
establishment of Christian churches, Wang feels, is the first
step to the partition of China and its cultural devastation;
"you can imagine what [China] will be like after partition."
Shocked by this hair-raising information, wu asks Wang,
"'Could China one day sink so low? If so what can be done to
avert that?'"
Not surprisingly, given the heavy moralizing found in
the book, Wang has a ready answer: education. Yes, do avoid
unnecessary waste, do secure the borders, but above all else,
he insists, China needs to ''establish schools for every
subject under the sun." While still an official, he had
petitioned the Governor of Shanxi on the issue but had
achieved nothing. Furthermore, conversations with "many socalled scholars" in the north and south had changed nothing,
"so, I got into the book trade"; he announces:
"This was done with a definite purpose in mind. It
occurred to me that the ordinary book-vendors were all
uneducated and that all that they were after was profit.
They did not know, nor did they care, which books were
useful. My object was to sell only books that are
useful. "29
Wang Boshu had entered the book trade with the best of
intentions but still naive about the depth of the obstacles
facing him, as he freely admits. Before long, he discovered
that "the purchasers of books were just as unenlightened as
the book-vendors." They sought only old-style romances or
sleeve-prize editions useful for the examinations of the sort
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marketed both by the Liulichang publishers discussed in
Chapter 2 and by the Shanghai-based lithographic publishers
discussed in Chapter 3. When presented with practical works
of the sort Wang had given Wu, they showed no interest: "if
one day these men were lucky enough to enter the official
world, what would happen to our country?"3o
Replying to Wu's comment that not all of them can become
officials, Wang laments the fact that worse than they have
already become officials:
"As to those who have bought their titles ••• they are an
even worse lot. Far from serving the country, they are
trying to enrich themselves. They're in business just as
much as I am, but their search for profit is even keener
than that of businessmen. Just think, since our officals
all fall into one or the other of these categories, what
will become of the country?"

Wang's only hope for China's future, her youth, seems a
predictable cliche in the late twentieth century, but at the
time he anticipated a transcending of conventional values
which would not be actualized until the May Fourth Movement
of 1919. Already in his day, however, some of Shanghai's
publishers were trying to produce the "useful books" for
which Wang calls and that these publishers felt could be used
to school a new generation in modern principles. Before about
1915, however, only one of the major producers of these
"useful books" was even located in Fuzhou Road; the rest were
located throughout the International Concession.
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III. Historical Background to Southern Bookselling

In the late Qing, Shanghai was home to nearly a hundred
industrial and commercial guilds. Several of them were
affiliated with the publishing industry, which was still a
fairly new industry there in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. The first Shanghai guild related to
publishing seems to have been the Paper Guild (Zhiye
Gongsuo), founded in 1872. Three and a half decades later,
the Block-Cutters' Guild (Ziye Gongsuo), Engravers' Guild
(Kezi Gongsuo), and Printers' Public-and-Righteous
Association (Yinshuaye Gongyihui) appeared, each industry
seeking to delimit its activity and interests just as history
and technological change were about to redefine the meaning
of the terms printer, publisher, and bookseller, and to
eliminate the traditional occupations. The main thrust of
that transformation and, as a result, the process of
redefining these occupations, was carried out in Shanghai.
The initially unhurried pace of the reassessment suggests
that those who would be most affected felt little need to
hurry towards modernity.
More important, both occupationally and historically,
than any of the guilds of these subsidiary trades was that of
the booksellers themselves. From the start, the booksellers
took a more comprehensive view of the industry and
consciously embraced modernity. Unlike the trades such as
block-cutting or paper-making, the booksellers sought to
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promote and teach understanding, if only to those in the
industry, of the intellectual and physical contents of the
product they handled. This quasi-educational thrust appeared
early in the history of the Jiangnan booksellers and was
inherited by the modern printing and publishing industry that
developed at Shanghai.
Jiangnan's original Chongde Guildhall was founded in
1662 at the northern part of Suzhou, near the Lisan

district's (tu ) wang Family Cemetery. Six years after it was
established, the Guild itself founded the Chongde Academy

(shuyuan ) to promote general learning. 31 Not surprisingly,
the shuyuan also provided those in the book business with a
location for pursuing the central academic requirements of
their calling, that is, editing, collating, and discussing
the merits of various editions.
The Taiping rebels seriously disrupted the serene
activities of the Suzhou booksellers. The rebels reached
Suzhou in 1860 and occupied the old cultural city until 1864.
As is well-known, one of the targets of the rebellion, which

claimed thirty million lives before it was suppressed in
1864, was the gentry culture and shuyuan upon which the hated

Manchu dynasty rested. During this period, the guildhall
which had promoted book production from its location in Lisan
district for about two hundred years and had helped to
maintain Suzhou's millenium-old reputation as a national
cultural and intellectual center was burned down.J2 Twelve
years later, in 1874, three individuals 3J reestablished the
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guildhall as the Chongde Shuye Gongsuo {Chongde Booksellers'
Guild) in nearby Lisi district's Shitong Lane. Not
surprisingly, their solicitation of the guild members for
funds appealed to the elite service ethic of the bookselling
business and promoted a self-image of culture and
cultivation:
The Chongde Guild was founded in the first year of the
Kangxi emperor [1662], but was damaged by fire in
Xianfeng Ten [1861]. For two hundred years it maintained
the same course of research and discussion, and the same
determination to be good and refined, with the air of an
ancient society [she ] • It must not be abandoned, and for
this reason we have reassembled •••• This is a [new]
beginning. Our funds must come from the combined help of
those in this same business. There is no [valid] reason
to be cheap or to appear to halt [this reestablishment].~
Whereas no records revealing the plebeian lineages of
the tradesmen's guilds have survived, it is clear, thanks to
a commemorative speech given in 1915 to the Shanghai Shuye
Gongsuo {Shanghai Booksellers' Guild), that the booksellers'
guild had soon followed the prolonged late nineteenth century
migration of Suzhou's booksellers to Shanghai. In Chapter 3 I
have suggested that the news illustrator, Wu Youru, had fled
Suzhou for Shanghai when it was occupied by the Taipings: it
is clear that he was part of a much broader trend throughout
the nineteenth century which involved the resurrection of the
Jiangnan publishing industry within the safety of Shanghai

xian {county). Although the railroad age would eventually
bring Suzhou and Shanghai within easy commuting distance of
each other, in the Taiping era, travel between the two was
more on the order of the canal travel described by Bao
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Tianxiao in my Chapter 3. 35 In the 1915 speech just mentioned,
the speaker states that

11

those in our trade fled to Shanghai

[in 1860 when] Suzhou was overrun by war." 36 Some Suzhou book
traders stayed on in Shanghai after the Taiping emergency and
set up residences there.
By 1884, Shanghai's Chinese booksellers had already come
to the attention of the Chinese authorities. At that time,
their collective business was dealt with at meetings known as
''tea-drinking sessions." Commanded by the magistrate's office
to prepare funds to relieve afflicted areas near Beijing and
in neighboring Zhili and Shandong provinces, the important
Shanghai booksellers of the day (Saoyeshanfang, Wenyutang,
and Zuiliutang) had convened ,.a tea-drinking session" to
handle the order. Apparently seeking to avoid contributing to
the relief of these distant places, very few other shops sent
representatives. As a result, the three leading shops had to
issue an in-house threat to their colleagues, indicating that
if the recalcitrant shops did not send a representative to
the Simei Xuanchashi (Four Beauties Teahouse) on the
afternoon of the second day of the lunar month, the
leadership would have no choice but to report them to the
authorities. 37
In the same year, perhaps in response to the
magistrate's claim on their income, three leaders3s from the
still-modest Shanghai publishing world reached the conclusion
that their adopted city needed a booksellers' association on
the order of Suzhou's old Chongde Guild. After 1864, reports
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our speaker from the vantage point of 1915, the expanded
junk-trade had brought book business to Shanghai from every
province, giving Shanghai access to the national book market
described in Chapter 2. Calling for the establishment of a
Chongde Hall, the three booksellers invited everyone in the
trade to contribute. Twenty-five firms, including the AngloChinese Dianshizhai and the Suzhou-run Saoyeshanfang, and
five individuals contributed more than a thousand yuan. 39
Unfortunately, after purchasing a lot at New North Gate
inside the Nanshi, they discovered that their funds were
insufficient to renovate the hall.
The sudden prosperity and wide scope of the lithographic
industry after 1888 revived interest in the project, says the
speech-maker. It was very inconvenient not to have a forum to
deal with the issues raised by the new technology but, in
fact, still no progress was made on building a guildhall.
Again, between 1895-1900, attempts were made to raise money.
To assist communication between the various members, a
facility was opened in Dingxin Lane in the British
concession, but it closed in 1902, having been unsuccessful
at raising enough funds to build a guildhall.
Finally, in 1905, after three false starts, nine book
dealers4o managed to overcome the setbacks of the previous two
decades. The nine borrowed a spare room at the Mengxue
Baoguan (Elementary Studies Newspaper Plant) on Nanjing Road
and planned every facet of the project. In 1906, Xi Zipei, a
native of nearby Qingpu, 41 garnered forty-eight votes and was
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For help in

running the fundraising, Xi appealed to Zhu Huailu who had
helped conduct the first campaign to establish a guildhall
back in 1884.
Together, they rewrote and passed bylaws to establish
the Chongdetang Gongsuo (Chongde Hall Guild), also known as
the Shanghai Shuye Gongsuo (Shanghai Booksellers' Guild).
According to researcher Song Yuanfang, Xi Zipei (of Qingpu),
Xia Songlai (of Jiading) , and Xia Ruifang (of Qingpu) were
also selected as trustees. 4 3 Relying on the rent received from
the New North Gate property and monthly subsidies (of two,
four, six, or eight yuan per firm, depending on the volume of
their business) from the membership, the three directors then
rented an office at 12 Xiaohuayuan Lane, off Zhejiang Road,
from which to run the guild's affairs.
From the start, the guild strove to include all firms
engaged in Shanghai's book business, whether as printers,
publishers, or sellers. According to the first draft of the
guild bylaws, membership was open to "all merchants
[shangjia] in Shanghai's book business, no matter whether
they are wood-block, lithographic, copper-plate, [or] leadtype [printers]; depots [zhuangju ] or sales shops
[fangdian], as well as newspaper plants and scientific
instrument [firms] that also sell books, which are all
acknowledged as part of this same business. ,44 Likewise, both
New-Book and Old-Book ( xinjiushu ) dealers were invited to
join. Only foreigners were not welcome; any firm co-invested
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by foreigners had to be represented by a Chinese manager in
all its guild dealings.45
Each of these membership categories was also expected to
report the details of its backlist of publications, and to
indicate to the guild whether copyrights had been secured.
The guild would discuss penalties against those who pirated
copyrighted works and would also deal with problems arising
from those books that were not copyrighted. 46 Specifically, if
works which were generally acknowledged as belonging to
particular firms were in fact reprinted without permission,
the guild would take steps to regulate the situation. 47
Members were put on notice that all future publications had
to feature the name of the printer or publisher on the first
and last pages or else on the central signature, to avoid
confusion.
In addition to handling the business affairs of the
members, the guild took on two social responsibilities. It
announced that it would immediately begin to hold evening
classes for book-business apprentices. Also, once the guild
was financially secure, it would seek to start a training
school (shuye xuetang ). In this way, the Shanghai Book Guild
sought to revive the service tradition aimed at educating its
own members, just as had the Suzhou one. Unlike other more
obviously commercial enterprises, the Shanghai publishers
stressed the importance of learning and study to its
membership.
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Before long, the guild's funding dried up again and, at
this point, the guild itself went into publishing. It issued
a work called A Quick Look at Officials and Merchants that
made a regular profit of four hundred percent and was used by
the guild for annual expenses. 48 It was probably sold through
the members' exhibition hall, 49 located in the temporary
guildhall off Zhejiang Road.
What had finally forced the publishing industry to
coalesce on an institutional level? According to the 1915
speech cited above, the abolition of the civil service
examination system in 1905 and the sudden proliferation of
new schools jump-started the industry supplying those
schools:
After 1900, the examination system was ended. Starting
new-style schools was the fashion. Circumstances had
changed, and it all had a big connection with our book
industry. Now book industry people all got the freedom
[ziyou ] to reprint without regard for earlier
copyrights. After this, "the flood gates opened [yinghai
kaitong ]."New studies and new principles [produced]
infinite prosperity through writing and translating
books.so
The speaker's forthright stress on commerce and moneymaking in this speech contrasts sharply with the more highflown aspirations of the old Suzhou guild quoted above.sl In
the four decades which separated the speaker and the Shanghai
Booksellers' Guild from their putative Suzhounese ancestor,
the southern bookselling industry had in fact been
transformed, far more thoroughly than had the Beijing one
discussed in Chapter 2.
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Although the events discussed in Chapter 2 were not
insignificant sociologically or historically, Beijing's
booksellers' district Liulichang had merely witnessed former
apprentices taking over the productive facilities of their
southern masters. In Shanghai, as we saw in Chapter 3, an
industry formerly based on low financial overhead involving a
high premium placed on learning and exemplar libraries had
rapidly evolved into a mechanized one that not only placed
great financial and emotional burdens on those who worked in
it, but that also rewarded some of them handsomely.
The extended process by which book culture was removed
from Suzhou to Shanghai had in fact involved much more than
the migration of personnel from an elite Chinese cultural
center to what remained in the mid- to late nineteenth
century a cultural backwater. It also necessitated
accommodation to what Bao Tianxiao would remember as
"Shanghai, That Place!," that source of modernity. Although
the Shanghai Booksellers' Guild represents an attempt by
Shanghai-based booksellers to resurrect the air of the old

she that the Suzhounese themselves had lost in the rebellion
and fire of 1860, this attempt was being made by an
organization that now appealed to an expanded set of
ambitions among its membership. Those ambitions included both
the traditional emphasis on elite public service and also the
modern emphasis on mechanization, specialization, and
compensation.
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If technology and the expense of mechanization had
changed the immediate environment of the early Shanghai
publishers, the tumultuous administrative and legal
environment made just as significant an impact on them.
Bemoaning the disappearance of the "freedom" they had enjoyed
as late as the early 1900s, the 1915 guild speaker mentioned
above goes on to cite the most likely reason for the
successful but belated establishment of the guild, saying:
Then the authorities decided we needed a copyright law. 52
As a result, we in the business sometimes developed
legal squabbles and other problems. Snarled affairs
increased daily, and so people started to want a
consolidated body to protect the copyright privileges of
those in the industry.sJ
The speaker suggests, and in fact history demonstrates, that
before the copyright law, there were no "squabbles," at least
none grave enough to have required the formation of an
association which would live solely off the contributions of
its membership. 54 Along with mechanization had come a degree
of specialization which demanded just compensation for those
who owned the right to print and reprint texts. Balancing the
divergent claims of service and compensation would soon
become a primary goal of the Shanghai guild and would also
challenge the booksellers to clarify the divergence. Success
or failure at clarifying rights and duties among their
membership influenced their self-perception and would
contribute to the ambivalence they increasingly felt about
their social position.
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What we today would call "intellectual property" had
become an issue in a commercial enterprise that was being
transformed by industrialization and was increasingly to
acknowledge its industrial basis. The increased overhead
brought by industrialization challenged this industry
originally based, at least in its own view, on public service
now consciously to stress financial and commercial issues.
Whereas Song imperial printers had rented wood blocks, as
described by Carter, and late imperial booksellers had
repackaged and sold· knowledge from the Ming onwards, as
described by Craig Clunas, Shanghai's printers and publishers
now had to deal with the challenges of owning and controlling
knowledge.
Once the guild organization was formed, it seems to have
performed its intended function of protecting compensation
successfully. According to the speaker, ''whenever something
concerning protecting copyrights or protecting public welfare
or [if] cases (came up] involving confused and disorderly
debts, these cases were all peacefully dealt with ••• in an
equitable way. "ss In May of 1911, when the gongsuo's chairman
Yu Zhonghuan, more commonly known as Yu Fu, petitioned the
Qing court to register the guild, it had over a hundred
members,s6 most presumably drawn by the mutual advantages of
membership.
unexpected events were also handled successfully by the
guild. In 1911, during the local events related to the Xinhai
Revolution, "We book merchants organized the first single-
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industry merchants ' militia to maintain law and order. This
was really outside the scope of a guild ['s normal activities
but] other industries followed closely after us and not less
than several tens of [such] groups were formed."5 7 No fewer
than twenty-seven Shanghai booksellers, as well as the guild
itself, mustered sixty-two of their employees into the
Booksellers' Self-Protection Corps, eventually awarding them
certificates for their bravery.ss Of the sixty-two militiamen, only four were actually natives of Shanghai. Among the
forty-five Jiangsunese, Shanghainese were outnumbered by the
eight men from wuxian (Suzhou), six Wuxi natives, five
Jin' gui ( Jiangsu) men, as well as by the thirteen
Zhejiangese.s9 The book industry's leading role in organizing
the Shanghai militia reinforces one's sense that the industry
was seeking some means of extending its public service
activities. For a short time in 1911, it seems, public
service had come to include military service and defense of
the Republic.
soon after the revolution, the guild administration
moved back to the guild property in the Nanshi bought in the
mid-1880s. The administrators also dropped the appellation,
"Chongdetang," now calling the organization simply the
Shanghai Shuye Gongsuo (Shanghai Booksellers' Guild). By this
time, as part of the urban renewal undertaken by the new
government, the old city wall had been demolished, and the
new access which resulted from the construction of Zhonghua
Road turned out to be beneficial to the guild's activities.
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In 1915, ten years after the successful establishment of the
gongsuo and with no hint of either the ambivalence regarding

commercial matters which had characterized the Tao family's
epitaph or of the hushed reverence of the Suzhou guild when
trying to reestablish their hall, the Shanghai speaker
exulted, uour business has been expanding. "6° By the mid1910s, then, it would appear that the ambivalence of the
booksellers concerning monetary compensation had evaporated.
Two years later, in 1917, the Shanghai Booksellers'

Guild undertook a survey of its membership, including
publishers, printers, and retailers. Their survey is highly
revealing not only of the breadth and rapid growth of
Shanghai's printing and publishing industry but also of its
nearly exclusive reliance on Western technology. Of the one
hundred and thirty-one constituent members, forty-six had not
even existed in 1914, the last time the guild had conducted
such a survey. 61
In 1917 most of those involved in the book business and
registered with the Booksellers Guild were general retail
outlets (seventy-three). The second most important category
was that of lithographers (twenty-four), followed by general
printing firms (seven) and lead-type printers (five). One
guild member identified his firm as a wholesaler only, one
was a warehouser, three specialized in epigraphic rubbings
and calligraphy, five in rare and antiquarian wood-block
books, one in rare Confucian classics and religious works,
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and four in novels. Seven firms listed refused to indicate
their specialty.
Quite apart from the general retailers, the most
striking separate groups are those defined by their access to
technology (that is lithographers, followed by general
printers, and then by lead-type printers). A total of only
six firms out of more than a hundred actually specialized in
rare, antiquarian, or wood-block books, not counting the
three specializing in calligraphy and rubbings. These figures
indicate that at this time Shanghai's antiquarian interest
was tiny, relatively speaking. 62 Each of the two Beijing-based
antiquarians discussed in Chapter 2, Zhonghou Shuzhuang and
Gushu Liutongchu,63

which had come to Shanghai by 1916

immediately joined the gongsuo. Although they were
outnumbered by the seven firms started locally, their access
to the Beijing-dominated antiquarian book market may have
given them an edge over locally-started firms.
Generally speaking, however, it is clear that the
general emphasis of Shanghai's book industry, insofar as it
was defined by gongsuo membership, was on new technology for
the production of new-style books, that is, books intended to
satisfy the public craving for foreign knowledge, whether
direct from the west or filtered through Japan. In 1905, at
the same time that the Shanghai Shuye Gongsuo was finally
being reestablished, the Commercial Press and other
specifically New-Book publishers were establishing the
Shanghai Shuye Shanghui (Shanghai Booksellers' Trade
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Association), which was located on Wangping Street (now
Shandong Road) in the International Concession.M By 1914, its
membership included more than forty new-style or New-Book
publishers, ranging from the commercial Press, to wenming,
Kaiming,~

Guangzhi, Changming Company, and Xinzhi She. In

1920, this modern trade association merged with the oldfashioned guild. 66 Where the Guild had been forced into
existence by the ramifications of legal changes, the Trade
Association seems to have come about as a direct result of
new forms of knowledge, new technology, and new business
practices.
Many of the same themes which had accompanied the birth
of the Guild also appear in the history of the Trade
Association. Indeed, they were probably influenced by the
same change in official outlook undertaken by the Qing
government. In 1906 and 1907, for instance, in official
documents communicated to the trade association, the Qing
government itself stressed the complementarity of public
service and compensation. Unlike the Tao family epitaph which
in 1778 had somewhat nervously justified the pursuit of
profit and the Suzhou guild, which in 1875 had completely
sidestepped the question of compensation, by the beginning of
the twentieth century, the dynasty itself was consciously
attempting to embrace the new business enterprises in its
realm. In so doing, it simultaneously reinforced the contrast
between service and compensation and tried to smooth it away.
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On August 4, 1906, for example, the still-new Qing
Ministry of Commercial

Affairs~

approved the registration

application of the Shanghai Book Trade Association by
acknowledging that books, education, and trade were essential
for the prosperity of China. The approval stated:
As per the petition to establish the Book Guild and all
its regulations, all is comprehended. Now the Court is
promoting prosperity. Assistance for academic affairs
and books is developing ••• Education is at the crux and
is the most important. [Your] Trade Association plans to
set up a guild for publishing and will itself
investigate and prevent wicked organizations that edit
and print [others' material] ••• [Your] thirty-five
regulations are fairly comprehensive and harmonious, and
therefore we proceed to approve.6s
The Ministry of Education responded just as enthusiastically
six weeks later. Like the Ministry of Commercial Affairs,
Education found that the advance of publishing benefited both
commerce and education:
This Trade Association has been prepared by the book
trade. The advantage to education is truly not shallow
or small. The proposed regulations ••• should be carried
out at once. They are effective, and [when] put into
operation will mean ••• the printing arts ••• will gradually
develop and help culture and spread education. This
bureau truly has great hope [for the
association] ••• Request approved.69
Approval from the Nanyang Great Minister, Liangjiang
Viceroy's Bureau, Liangjiang Academic Affairs Office, Jiangsu
Governor's office, Suzhou and Wusong Great Circuit
department, and from the Shanghai County magistrate's office
followed in short order, and the Booksellers' Trade
Association was permitted to open. Just as important to the
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book merchants themselves was the official qualification of
their activity; they were not mere merchants, but merchants
of culture and education. What's more, the official
endorsements recorded the symbiotic relationship between the
advance of China and the merchandise found on their shelves.
The special character of the book merchants' status was
one to which they returned again and again in their public
and private writings. In attempting to justify the way they
earned their living, they reveal their ambivalence about
their profession. In 1924, writing a second preface to a
publication intended to commemorate the twentieth anniversary
of the Book Trade Association, Lufei Bohong, for one, would
insist that the book business was the foundation on which the
nation and society advanced.
Born in nearby Jiaxing, Zhejiang, in 1886, Lufei Kui
(a.k.a. Lufei Bohong) came to Shanghai in 1905 after running
two bookstores in Jiangxi and working as editor in Hankou.
Originally intending to use Shanghai as a stage enroute to
Japan, instead he took over as manager of the Shanghai branch
of Changming Company on Henan North Road. He also assisted in
drafting the bylaws of the Trade Association and was selected
as association secretary, a position that had involved him in
managing evening classes. By 1912, after working as an editor
at the Commercial Press, he had founded Zhonghua Book
Company, Ltd., one of China's leading comprehensive
educational publishers. Throughout his twenty years in
Shanghai's modern publishing sector, just like hundreds of
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others who worked there, he proclaimed, he had been
contributing to the advancement and modernization of China:
In these twenty years, what has been the world's
progress? What has been the nation's progress? Society's
progress? Education's progress? Learning and ideas'
progress? ••• [What with] natural disasters, and civil
war, and the prices of commodities, and the currency
anarchy, inconvenience of transportation---all sorts of
problems [in the nation generally], we still have had
twenty-fold of progress in the book trade during these
twenty years. [If] we want the nation and society to
advance, we must [also] want education to advance; [if]
we want education to advance, we must [also] want the
book business to advance. Although our book business is
a relatively small [modern] industry, still, it has a
[close] connection with the nation and society, and for
this reason, [it] is somewhat bigger than any other
[modern Chinese industry] • 1o
Lufei Bohong's views reflect a conviction that the
Shanghai book industry, unlike the Chinese book industry
elsewhere, was indeed producing the "useful books" wu Woyao's
character Wang Boshu had called for at the turn of the
century. In the early 1900s, though, the legal and industrial
pressures on publishers had been influenced by larger social
and political changes taking place throughout Jiangnan
society. Just as Shanghai was a beach-head for Western
industrial and business methods after 1895, so, too, Shanghai
provided a sanctuary, shielded by Western gunboats and their
various constabularies, for Chinese entrepreneurs like Yu Fu
(of Wenming Shuju and the Shanghai Booksellers' Guild), Xia
Ruifang (of the Commercial Press and both the Booksellers'
Guild and the Trade Association), and Lufei Bohong
(Changming, then wenming, Commercial Press, and finally
Zhonghua, as well as both Guild and Association).
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In the next section, I will examine those social and
political changes and suggest that they influenced the
publishing industry by providing it with a new commercial
consciousness as well as a new means of raising the money
needed to pay for mechanization and industrialization. As
suggested by the organization of a guild and a trade
association dedicated to adjudicating issues of intellectual
property and just compensation, Shanghai's publishers were
moving out of an age of elite patronage into a market
situation in which popular patronage, sometimes guaranteed by
government edict, became the financial bedrock of public
service.

IV. Emergence of New Status and Productive Groups in Shanghai

Long recognized by historians as a social and political
watershed, the Taiping Rebellion (1850-1864) also undermined
and in many locations, destroyed the southern and
southeastern gentry-based leisure culture of the Qing
dynasty. That leisure society had both supplied and
patronized Beijing's Liulichang book merchants and other
elite book dealers around the empire. Their book-collecting,
printing, and publishing had rested on a lifestyle that was
permanently undermined by the rebellion costing some thirty
million lives throughout the eight affected provinces. In
addition to the destruction of social structure and
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lifestyle, the rebellion disrupted the transportation of
merchandise (books, for example) and personnel from Jiangnan
to Liulichang. In doing so, as we saw in Chapter 2, it
prompted the Shen, Hengshui, and Ji County booksellers of the
north to assert their commercial and cultural independence
from the south and their southern masters.
Meanwhile, in the south, the Taipings sponsored massive
printing and publishing undertakings of their own. 71

Their

military activities also indirectly facilitated the first
stages of Shanghai's Chinese printing and publishing
industry. Just as pre-Taiping Liulichang had represented the
commercial hub of the distinct way of life pursued by the
late imperial gentry, Shanghai's publishing world became a
commercial stage for the new productive and status groups of
the late Qing and the Republic. And just as Liulichang had
been influenced by both the public service ethic of the
scholar-gentry and the commercialized economy of post-Ming
society, so too Shanghai's publishers would be influenced by
a self-justifying, and for this reason dubious public service
ethic and by the industrializing economy of the early
twentieth century.
In the Wu Woyao novel discussed above, one finds an
episode that highlights the complex relationship between
officialdom and merchants developing by the end of the Qing.
According to wu, one of his own former classmates and tutors,
a man named Wu Jingzeng with the courtesy name of Jizhi, had
gained the highest, or jinshi degree. Soon after, he
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qualified as an expectant magistrate and was posted to
Nanjing, where the character representing wu bumps into him
in the street. In need of money, when offered a job, the
narrator signs on as a factotum for Wu Jizhi. Eventually,
Jizhi asks him to open a series of branch offices for a
trading company that Jizhi runs out of Nanjing, taking
advantage of his official status. When asked why Jizhi plans
to expand his business, his answer also gives away the reason
why he needs the narrrator:
Coming from a business family
replied [ Jizhi] f it is
natural for me. However, having entered officialdom, I
can't openly get mixed up in business. In the presence
of strangers, I say that the business belongs to you.
Please keep the truth from your colleagues."72
11

1 II

II

Before the novel ends, Jizhi is cashiered from the imperial
service, returning to private life with a public sigh of
relief.
To what is Jizhi referring when he says that as an
official, he cannot be seen to be mixed up in business? Since
1955 when Chung-li Chang's landmark study of the social role
of the Chinese gentry first appeared, followed in 1962 by
Chang's examination of the sources of their income, scholars
have worked to revise the image of China's land-based late
imperial economy.73 Chang's findings show that in late
imperial times, the Chinese gentry owed at least part of its
income to commercial, as opposed to agricultural and
official-administrative pursuits. 74 The emergence of the socalled gentry-merchant (shenshang), particularly in the
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highly involuted 75 agricultural basin of the lower Yangzi
River in which much of Wu's novel is set, reflected a social
phenomenon more expansive in influence than its origin in
economic history would suggest.
More recent scholarship, building on Chang's findings as
well as those of an intervening generation of scholars, has
broadened our image even further. In fact, a striking feature
of recent scholarship focusing on the lower Yangzi River
basin has been the prominence given to merchants vis-a-vis
officials, up-ending the hierarchy that Wu Woyao, his
character Jizhi, and most traditionally educated nineteenth
century Chinese would have taken for granted. Often
emphasizing the importance of trade in reviving the postTaiping Jiangnan political economic structure, this
scholarship has introduced a wide spectrum of socio-political
phenomena involving local elites.

As

a result, merchants have

been paired with gentry (spanning the spectrum from Chang's
upper gentry [office holders] to his lower gentry [degreeholders] 76) , gentry-managers or "elite managers " 77

(

shendong) ,

"the urban reformist elite,"7a etc. In addition, merchants
have appeared in the secondary literature both as a
reflection of the extended growth of China's commercial
sector since the sixteenth century and simultaneously as an
indicator of the accelerated commercialization of the
nineteenth century.
Although historians find it difficult to agree on the
most appropriate terminology for naming this new social
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group, they tend to agree that the old Confucian-influenced
hierarchies 79 were no longer applicable to late imperial
China. Mary Backus Rankin has observed that, contrary to the
conventional view that gentry and merchants inhabited two
separate worlds in late imperial China, both groups had in
fact been influenced and increasingly united by the
commercial upsurge in the Chinese economy fomenting since the
sixteenth century. 80

In her view, just as important as long-

term commercialization and urbanization was the Taiping
Rebellion:
The Taiping Rebellion also contributed to the fusion of
merchants and gentry. The elimination of many members of
the old elite did not destroy the old social structure,
but it did open up room at the the top ••• Moreover, many
members of the Jiangnan elite who survived the Taipings
did so because they made their way to Shanghai [where
they joined various business circles].Bl
A year after Rankin's argument was published, Susan Mann
wrote that "[i]n late imperial times, the line between
•merchants' (shang) and 'gentry' (shen or shi} became
impossible to draw." 82 Rankin's and Mann's views are echoed in
more recent scholarship by Jane Kate Leonard and John R.
Watt. 83
The current lack of agreement among historians regarding
suitable terminology may reflect the actual complexity of the
social situation at the turn of century. This possibility is
underscored by the lexicon employed by the Chinese themselves
at the end of the nineteenth century to discuss "collDilerce"
and "industry." According to Wellington K.K. Chan, the
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Chinese terms shangren ("merchant") and jingshang ( tO engage
11

in mercantile activities") are much broader than the standard
English translations suggest.

11

To

speak of [jingshang] is to

speak essentially of the whole non-agricultural economy, just
as [shangren] can include traders, brokers, manufacturers,
bankers, financiers, and managers in the service and
transport industries,"84 he writes.
However, once the Qing monarchy and its scholarofficials tentatively accepted, in the 1890s, the need to
expand the role of commerce and industry, they created a new
set of hierarchies to promote certain kinds of merchants and
disfavor others. By the late 1890s, Chinese began to
distinguish between shangye (commercial enterprises), gongye
(artisanal industry), and shiye (industrial enterprises). The
term "shiye" was a term borrowed from Japanese to emphasize
modernity; the old terms shangye and gongye were retained for
old-style merchants and artisans. Despite official edicts
commanding officials to minimize the gap between themselves
and merchants, however, officals still tended to look down on
merchants and artisans, and were willing to embrace only
industrialists.ss
Whereas the general view of merchants vis-a-vis gentry
and officials in the nineteenth century has been considerably
modified by recent scholarship, local studies of Jiangnan
society dealing with the application of this view to specific
cases have not been as numerous as one might hope.
Fortunately, those studies that do exist have focused on the
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economic and social relationships between Jiangsu and
Zhejiang, on the one hand, and Shanghai on the other.B6 By
extension, then, this recent scholarship, focusing on the
role of local elites and their relation to commerce in late
nineteenth and early twentieth century China has also
assessed the impact of provincial elites and merchants on
Shanghai.
Discussing Zhejiang from circa 1860 to 1911, Mary Backus
Rankin, as noted above, looks closely at the ties achieved
between northern Zhejiang and Shanghai after the Taiping
Rebellion. In her view, ''gentry ties to the bureaucratic
state began to fray as the size of the elite population
increased and the range of available careers expanded. "a1
Although Rankin's chief purpose is to discuss the appearance
and impact of shendong or gentry managers in the post-Taiping
era, to do so, she must also discuss the activities of the
Zhejiang gentry in this period. Her view of them concurs with
most aspects of the gentry lifestyle I describe in Chapter 2,
except in her emphasis on mercantile activities.
Mapping out the key social groups of late nineteenth
century society, Rankin also takes great pains to separate
the shendong from the lower gentry. Quite different from the
extra-bureaucratic "disreputable lower gentry who connived
with yamen clerks and runners, "as

"managers ••• occupied

formally defined positions that became a necessary part of
local organization" 8 9 but were at the same time outside the
state structure.9o These conditions made it possible for the
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shendong to develop "autonomous ambitions that were not fully
reconcilable with official supervision." 91 Rather than
challenging the state directly, these elite managers, who
moved easily between Jiangnan official and scholarly circles,
and turned their disillusionment with current state affairs
into a search at the local level for solutions to national
problems • 92
Rankin then goes on to argue that the late nineteenth
century witnessed the development of what she calls
"participatory Self-Strengthening" which ''placed a premium on
social mobilization [and] fostered demands that public
opinion influence governmental policy." Further,
participatory Self-Strengthening "opened the way for
political cooperation between old and new elites •••• " 93 One
forum in which this cooperation was found was in the realm of
public opinion, specifically the new westernized

press~;

a

second was in education, particularly shuyuan and provincial
printing offices.
Then, drawing on the research of Keith Schoppa that
focuses on the 1930s and making retrospective inferences to
the nineteenth century, Rankin leads into a discussion of the
influence of Zhejiangese business in Shanghai95 that focuses
on the economic cores of northeastern Zhejiang. She also
discusses reformist economic development in Zhejiang proper,
turning eventually to the group of upper gentry involved with
Zhejiang Railway and their advocacy of constitutional reform.
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Founded in 1906-7, the Zhejiang Railway Company sought
to build a railway line uniting the cities of Suzhou,
Hangzhou, and Ningbo. Of the nineteen founder/officers of the
railway company, seven were holders of the elite jinshi
degree; an eighth held the provincial juren certification.
Four of the seven jinshi were or had been members of the
Hanlin Academy. Most of the nineteen were involved in
banking, shipping, and the modern silk industry; rather
strikingly, three of the nineteen were involved in the
publishing industry, two of them as newspaper editors. The
third was Zhang Yuanji.
Who was Zhang Yuanji? According to Rankin, Zhang, along
with railway President Tang Shouqian and fellow director Shen
Congtong had been a Hanlin scholar and member of the
Emperor's Faction cashiered after the coup d'etat of 1898. In
addition, he was the only founder/officer who came from
Haiyan, Zhejiang, a relatively advanced prefecture located on
the coast halfway between Hangzhou and Shanghai. Further, in
1906-7, the years cited in Rankin's research, he was

associated with the Commercial Press as editor of the wellknown Dongfang zazhi (The Eastern Miscellany).
Although Zhang is understandably not central to Rankin's
project, which is to show the devolution of state
responsibility to gentry managers, much more can be said
about him. Zhang had been born october 25, 1867 in Guangzhou
after his father had fled south to escape the Taiping-related
devastation of northern Zhejiang.96 While in the southern
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province, Zhang's father, Zhang Linyu (dates unknown) acted
as substitute magistrate in Huitong and Lingshui districts. 97
Zhang Yuanji returned to Haiyan with his recently widowed
mother in 1880, but as a result of the years in Guangdong was
always comfortable linguistically and socially with
Cantonese.

As

Man-ying Ip, Zhang's biographer, writes, Zhang

grew up in a southern environment which was already somewhat
Westernized and "as a young boy would surely have heard some
talk of reform and modernization •••• ,ga
Upon returning to Haiyan, Zhang was confronted with the
devastation visited on his home district by the Taipings and
the government soldiers who had driven them out. His family
had first achieved prominence there as officials under the
Ming dynasty but were best known as bibliophiles and rare
book collectors. According to Ip, the family had started a
private library in the 1660s known as the Sheyuan; by the
early nineteenth century, the library and its gardens were a
favorite site for literary gatherings. "Years later, [Zhang]
recalled how he used to go to the old site of the derelict
Sheyuan, by then just old ruins and rubble, and roam among
its gardens with paths overgrown completely by weeds and a
pond partially silted with mud, dreaming of the brilliant
literary gatherings that had been held in the family gardens
once long ago. ,gg
While preparing to write the civil service examinations,
Zhang began to support himself, typically, through teaching
and selling his essays. After four years, he won the district
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level degree, followed by the juren degree in 1889 (the same
year as Liang Qichao, with whom he became close friends).
Three years later, Zhang ascended to the capital, aged
twenty-six, to win the palace degree. In the same year, 1892,
he and his friend and co-provincial Cai Yuanpei were
appointed to the Hanlin Academy. 100
Zhang was appointed concurrently to the Board of Justice
and the Zongli Yamen. The latter was founded in 1861 under
the compulsion of foreign powers who had invaded Beijing in
1860. It served the function of Foreign Office in dealings

with foreigners and, for this reason, Ip regards it, perhaps
overzealously, as ,.the national center for modernization
policies • "1o1
Like many of the day's intellectuals, both high and low,
including Liang Qichao, Kang Youwei, and Baa Tianxiao, Zhang
Yuanji believed that China's loss to Japan in 1895 "'awakened
[him] from his dream. ,,102 In addition to engaging in
occasional meetings at Beijing's Taoren Pavilion103 in the
Songyun Monastery with many of those who would go on to form
the Qiang Xuehui104 (Society for the Study of SelfStrengthening), Zhang began to study English early in 1896.
Regarding new schools with a Westernized curriculum and
foreign languages as the best alternative to the situation of
national decay, he also started a modern academy, named
Tongyi Xuetang by his friend, the translator Yan Fu, after a
passage in Confucius. The school was supplied by another of
Zhang's famous friends, wang Kangnian, who sent "world
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atlases, general science textbooks, star charts, charts of
birds, charts of flowers and plants, and books on Japanese
grammar. [Zhang] also wanted to have all relevant catalogues
of various Shanghai book stores" and newspapers.1os Soon, the
school's students qualified to sit for the zongli Yamen
examinations.
Tragically, Zhang's appointment to the zongli Yamen and
his foreign studies soon contributed to his demise as an
official. Early in 1898, the Guangxu emperor began to request
that the Zongli Yamen supply him with modern books on various
reform-oriented subjects. According to Ip, only Zhang was
familiar enough with what was available to supply the
emperor. In a document penned in 1952, Zhang wrote:
'[The Emperor] delighted in reading modern books. He
used to write book lists in vermilion ink and ordered
the zongli Yamen to buy the books and submit them. The
zongli Yamen invariably made me responsible. At that
time book shops in the capital were extremely short of
modern books. Therefore, I searched through my own
private collection and borrowed from close friends and
somehow managed to meet the imperial demands. This was
so meagre and ridiculous • ' 106
By the end of autumn that year, or rather, by the end of the
reform movement known as the One Hundred Days, Zhang would be
stripped of his official rank and banned for life from
holding any public office, largely due to his involvement
with efforts to reform education.
The One Hundred Days of Reform began June 11, 1898 with
an imperial edict stipulating reforms meant to modernize
China. The movement ended on September 20 of the same year
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when the Dowager Empress, Cixi Taihou, intervened and
terminated the efforts of her nephew, the Guangxu emperor.
The next day, the emperor was placed under house arrest and,
the next week, six of the leading reformist officials
appointed by the emperor were executed.
Manying Ip's biography explains that Zhang was frankly
"skeptical of the Emperor's ability to carry out the reform
programme, "107 yet on September 5, 108 he submitted his only
memorial regarding reform. Strikingly, given his status as a
Hanlin scholar, his fifth and last proposal called for a
Commercial Code and for elevating the status of merchants,
permitting them to directly memorialize the throne. In fact,
his memorial anticipated the career to which he would turn
once he was forced to leave government; by September 23, he
was already thinking of heading for Shanghai.109 Cashiered on
October 10, 1898,110 Zhang Yuanji moved to Shanghai shortly
afterwards, leaving his school in the hands of Sun Jia'nai.
Zhang had not been in Shanghai very long before he began
work as head of the Translation and Editing Bureau at Nanyang
Gongxue (Nanyang Public Institute, a contemporary of his own
Tongyi Xuetang and the precursor of today's Jiaotong
University).111 Considered to be the best-equipped modern
institution of higher learning prior to the establishment of
the Imperial University in 1898, Nanyang remained important
much longer for housing "China's first modern normal school
and [for producing] in 1897 ••• China's earliest elementary
readers' series modelled on European textbooks." During the
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four years that Zhang worked at Nanyang, he himself issued
numerous influential educational works. He also bought his
friend Yan Fu's translation manuscript of Adam Smith's wealth
of Nations for two thousand dollars and published it in
1901-2112 under the Nanyang imprimatur. From Nanyang, he moved
to the Commercial Press in 1903 to become editor of Dongfang
zazhi.
This, then, was the background of the editor whose name
appears on the list of founder/officers of the Zhejiang
Railway in 1906-7. Zhang first became involved in the railway
company in 1905 as a result of his interest in promoting
Chinese-merchant development of Zhejiang. By that time, Sheng
Xuanhuai, his former sponsor at Nanyang, had acceded to a
request by the Zhejiang Chamber of Commerce that it be
permitted to fund and build the Suzhou-Hangzhou-Ningbo
Railway.113 Unlike more backward inland provinces, Zhejiang's
railroad directors could count on a relatively high level of
public interest in recovering local railway rights and were
able to raise all the money needed to fund the railroad
through voluntary public subscription.114 When the British
protested Sheng's decision to the Qing court, Zhang was
elected head of the three-man delegation to represent
Zhejiang in Beijing; Jiangsu also sent a team. In the end,
British influence was reduced, and the Zhejiangese built and
directed their railway.
According to Rankin, the Jiangsu railway recovery
interests were similar both in their social background and in
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their goals to those from Zhejiang. Their leadership featured
wealthy merchants, jinshi, and Hanlin scholars, including
Zhang Jian (1853-1926). Zhang, the zhuangyuan (valedictorian
in the palace examination) of 1894, left officialdom in
response to the disastrous loss against Japan in 1895, and
established an industrial empire in his native city of
Nantong, Jiangsu, which also included a normal school (1902).
Also represented in the Jiangsu recovery movement were
members of the group known as the "Emperor's Faction"ll5 with
which Zhang had been aligned.
Rankin's comprehensive study of Zhejiang, detailing the
development of modern academic, service, and commercial
enterprises from the standpoint of the shendong, is well
complemented by Wen-hsin Yeh's equally comprehensive The
Alienated

Acade~,

Culture and Politics in Republican China,

1919-1937. Where Rankin focuses on the transitional

institutions which gave the "urban reformist elite" early
managerial practice, Yeh argues in favor of the view that the
academic and cultural contributions of both Jiangsu and
Zhejiang to Shanghai reflected the orientations of these new
socio-economic groups. What's more, rather than return to the
function of late Qing shuyuan as transitional institutions,
Yeh demonstrates that the educational world of twentieth
century Shanghai was itself an extension of socio-economic
changes which had taken place between the bank crisis of 1883
and the year 1919, which is when her account begins.
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An

integral part of the service ethic of gentry culture

inherited by both bureaucratic and national capitalists of
the World War I era was their devotion to educational reform.
Related to educational reform, as shown in Chapters 2, 3, and
above, were book editorship and book production. Yeh's
research traces the influence of the national bourgeoisie in
creating the Jiangsu Provincial Educational Association that
in turn promoted institutions of higher education.
Institutions such as Fudan and Guanghua Universities opened
the doors of higher-level Westernized education to the
·~national

bourgeoisie" of the middle and lower-middle

classes.ll6 In doing so, they created a vast market for the
publications of the modern westernized publishers.
According to Yeh, the complex social background of the
late imperial reformist Jiangsu elite was reflected in the
variety of institutions in which they became involved. The
Provincial Education Association, founded in 1906 by local
leaders like Zhang Jian and Yuan Guanlan "advocated
educational modernization as a function of industrialization
and economic reform. "117

An

influential voice until 1927, when

it was taken over by the Guomindang, the Association
emphasized vocational education at the secondary school
level.l1 8 As a result, "non-official efforts at the founding
of institutes of higher education ••• were concentrated in
Shanghai in the 1900s."l19 Most important, as Yeh writes:
••• [T]he city, by the 1900s, commanded the talents and
institutions that pooled the resources of the wealthy
Jiangnan core zone. With its foreign banks, trading
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concerns, Chinese- and English-language presses,
printing houses [my emphasis] , steam lines, and
interlocking trading and academic networks with Jiangsu
and Zhejiang, Shanghai was the nodal point of a network
of politically active gentry elite that had earlier
expanded the sphere of its provincial activities through
the management of local rehabilitation and relief
efforts • 120
The three leading Shanghai Chinese colleges founded
before the Xinhai Revolution (Nanyang, Fudan [founded 1905],
and China College [Zhongguo Gongxue, also founded 1905])
stood for the goals of this modern reformist elite in
different ways. Nanyang, reflecting its foundation by the
high official Sheng Xuanhuai, was well-funded and was
regarded as more ,.official" than the other two, says Yeh.
,.Fudan and China, on the other hand, were much more
immediately related to the inititative of the urban reformist
elites of the 1890s and the constitutionalists of the
following decade, including Yan Fu, Liang Qichao, Ma Liang,
and Cai Yuanpei ••• If Nanyang seemed to reflect the
aspirations of a conservative reformist bureaucracy, the
early Fudan and China embodied the vision of the progressive
urban gentry reformers • "121
As

discussed above, Zhang Yuanji worked in the Nanyang

Translation Bureau from 1898 until 1903. In academic circles,
initiative had already shifted over the course of the postTaiping period from revived or newly-established shuyuanU2 to
bureaucratically-sponsored modern institutions like Nanyang.
Soon Fudan and China colleges, both of which were sponsored
by the ,.progressive urban gentry reformers," would be
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founded. In the same way, initiative in the publishing world
that supplied those schools shifted from reformist
bureaucratic publishers to progressive urban publishers. If
Shanghai's modern Chinese publishing began with the Jiangnan
Arsenal and its translation bureau as I suggest in Chapter
2u3 and was carried on by the lithographic publishers

profiled in Chapter 3, then Zhang Yuanji may be seen
symbolically to have led the modern westernized publishing
world's shift from bureaucratic control and orientation to
private control and management.
The prescience of Zhang in anticipating the growing
importance of Shanghai's modern private publishing sector
positioned the editor and reformist to become its chief
representative. Zhang's foresight is part of the reason for
focusing on him here. In the same way that it is clear he
used Nanyang for his transition from very high officialdom to
semi-officialdom, in 1903, he completed his transition to
private industry (shiye), apparently leap-frogging both
purely artisanal (gongye ) and commercial (shangye )
publishing. 124 Moreover, his career reflects a trajectory
which not only ran parallel to modern Chinese enterprise
history, but also to the publishing business sector of that
history.
Regardless of whether one is discussing Jiangsu and its
impact on Shanghai, or Zhejiang and its impact, there is
general agreement that the historic importance of each
province in the educational system and in elite examination
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culture was felt in Shanghai. What is also clear from the
research by Chang, Ho, Rankin, Yeh, etc., cited above is
that, although status differences and restrictions still
existed at the turn of the century, economic ones did not,
particularly in Shanghai's International Concession. Once
upwardly mobile merchants had the money to purchase a degree
such as the jiansheng,us they could easily contrive to assume
the airs of the literati. Likewise, Shanghai provided a venue
for downwardly mobile literati to join modern industry.
Less attention has been paid by historians to this
reverse phenomenon, namely, the scholar-official's decline
into merchant status depicted by Wu Woyao. One reason for
this discrepancy may be that which Ping-ti Ho identifies in
his chapter on "downward mobility." He accounts for the lack
of information with the view that the ''data showing downward
mobility are much harder to collect than those on other types
of mobility"l26 because the chief types of records,
genealogies, offer little on average members of clans.
Nonetheless, since there were no enforceable
restrictions on officials investing in commerce after the
Manchu conquest in 1644,u7 and certainly no restrictions on
their working for commercial firms once guandu shangban were
set up in 1872,128 the expanding cultural industries analogous
to those which already existed in the bureaucracyl29 became
appealing berths for those looking for alternative
employment, either because of a failure to gain an official
position, or because they had lost such a position. In this
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way, the actual experience of Zhang Yuanji in dropping from
the heights of the Hanlin Academy to the streets of Shanghai
is more convincing than the fictional experience of Wu
Woyao's character Jizhi, who merely returned to his family's
business. Still, by revealing the same pattern, fiction and
history reinforce each other.
The printing and publishing business did lure both
groups, those who failed to get an official position and
those who lost such a position, perhaps because of their
traditionalist bent.l3° If Xu Run illustrates the former
category of traditionalists seeking upward mobility, Zhang
Yuanji, who managed the Commercial Press from 1903 until it
was nationalized in 1953, was an example of downward
mobility, par excellence.

v.

The Chinese-OWned Joint-Stock Limited Liability Firm and

Its Influence among Shanghai's Publishers

One other environmental element enhanced the appeal of
work in the modern publishing industry in Shanghai; that was
the growth of the Chinese-owned joint-stock limited liability
firm in the post-1898 era as a result of the Xinzheng
reforms. These reforms are described by Wellington K.K. Chan,
who states that, in 1903, as part of a general effort to
reclaim economic control from the provinces, the Qing
government established the first Ministry of Commerce
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(Shangbu). At the time, it seemed that the Shangbu would
assume great importance. According to Chan:
There were reports of officials scurrying and lobbying
for positions. It seems that all the [Beijing]
bookstores were stripped of any books on international
trade, industry, geography, and accounting. So many
persons were apparently cramming for the entrance
examination given by the new ministry.l31
In fact, however, between 1903 and 1906, the new ministry
never managed to claim its own bureaucratic turf and remained
submerged in jurisdictional battles between old and new
central ministries as well as with viceroys in the provinces,
says Chan.
Even as it foundered, though, the Ministry of Commerce
contributed indirectly to the creation of other reformist
bodies at the political center which themselves reflected
needs as stated by merchant spokesmen. such bodies included
the Commercial Law Office (which actually predated the
Shangbu); Patent Bureau (1906); commercial Newspaper Office
(1903); and, perhaps most important, the Company Registration

Bureau. Opened in 1904, this latter was created by Article 22
of the Company Law (Gongsi Shanglu) of January that year. The
Company Registration Bureau recognized five types of firms
eligible for registration, three of which were limited
liability organizations borrowed from Western practices.l32
The appeal of joint-stock firms of limited liability had in
fact been clear to Chinese merchants since 1875 when:
Britain had recognized Shanghai as a port where ships on
the Chinese coastal and inland waters could be
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registered as British-owned. This, in turn, had led to
the founding of British joint-stock shipping companies
of limited liability in Shanghai under the protection of
British law. Many compradors and other Chinese merchants
subscribed heavily to these foreign firms, so much so
that, by 1900, at least 130 of them had become
directors. 133
The practical effects of these early 1900s governmental
guarantees have been much debated by historians. However,
both the guarantees and the merchants ' response in
registering are symbolically important for suggesting
paradigmatic shifts134 in the mindset of Chinese merchants.
They also suggest that, overwhelmingly, the modern reformist
groups active in the fin-de-siecle Shanghai described by
Rankin and Yeh were familiar with principles of western
commercial organization.
In an article published in a 1937 issue of Yiwen yinshua
yuekan (Art and Literature Printing Monthly), Lin He'e, the

magazine's leading contributor, spelled out the importance of
the limited-stock firm to the printing industry. His points
were just as true of the publishing industry in 1904 as they
were of the printing companies of the 1930s. In Lin's view,
three main types of modern business organization could be
found in the printing world. The simplest, most private, and
also, shortest-lived firms were the individual or sole
proprietorship ( duzi jingying ) .135 Because their capital was
limited, these firms found it difficult to expand, and they
were also hard-pressed to support themselves over slow
periods. The hezi jingying (partnership), in which two or
more persons co-invested on a contractual basis, was

slight~y
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more complex than the individual proprietorship. Although
management was still relatively easy, Lin maintains, the
partnership placed more capital and hence technology at the
disposal of the firm than did the former. Still, like the
former, "each time there is a change of personnel (e.g.
through a death), it has an influence, so the partnerships'
duration tends to be short. "136
In Lin's experienced view, the corporation (gongsi ) was
by far the most complete in organizational terms. capital was
abundant; personnel and technology were superior. capital
could be increased easily, 137 and most important, "because
there are limits on the responsibilities of the shareholders,
a change in personnel need not have an impact, so the company
can survive longer" than either the individual proprietorship
or the partnership. Likewise, "in business, this kind of
organization uses the corporation itself as the principal,
and it has the legal identity, not the investors. "138
To Lin, the ability of the corporate organization to
outlive the individuals investing in it was clearly its chief
value. Of nearly equal importance was its ability to raise
large sums of operating capital (liudong zijin ), which in
his view was the single greatest obstacle to the expansion of
Shanghai's Chinese printing (and publishing) firms.139 Lacking
this access to capital, the "ninety percent of our firms
[which] are individual proprietorships or partnerships" 14°
find it hard to expand and, even worse, "sometimes because of
external factors, one cannot get credit [yuqian ] or a
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secured loan [diya jiekuan ] ••• you simply have no way to buy
supplies , and run the risk of having to close down. "141
Lin He'e was not alone in his view that Shanghai's
Chinese publishers were hobbled by their lack of access to
capital. In 1946, using a small Fuzhou Road publisher, Yang
Shouqing published a brief but influential history of the
Chinese publishing world. Included in his book was a mordant
critique of the industry, attacking its excessively
commercial personality and relating that personality to the
influence of capitalistic society. Yang's critique is that of
one who feels great ambivalence about the dominant role of
the marketplace in what is essentially a "cultural industry."
Competition wastes human energy and the preponderance of
hucksters, peddlers, and utter opportunists in the publishing
world threatens to undercut any respect for the industry, he
warns. Quixotically, one feels, Yang calls on the publishing
industry itself to raise China's cultural standards.
Lacking any foresight or planning, Yang laments, the
publishing business has created a lot of problems for itself.
Chief among them was the fact that Chinese publishers tried
to make the biggest profit possible on the smallest
investment, a result of "making do with whatever is
available"142 or "cheapness" (yinge jiujian ) • Second, Yang
criticizes Chinese publishers for having had ' an imbalance of
1

opportunism"l43 (touji shidiao ) in their activities. What he
means by this judgement is that, due to a "hive mentality"
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(yiwofeng), readers led publishers, and not the other way

around.
Third, Yang faults Shanghai's publishers for
·~worshipping

idols" 144 ( chongbai ouxiang) • The greatest idol

they worshipped was that of the saleable author, with the
result that a relatively few authors came to dominate the
entire national market. 145 In time, the quality of even these
authors' writing worsened as they over-produced for a fickle
readership. Simultaneously, other, lesser-known writers were
not developed. The fourth deficiency Yang identifies is the
tendency to manufacture books and other publications in a
rough and slipshod way. 146 He regards this flaw as being even
more serious than the practice of doing things cheaply.
Underlying Yang's critique is his belief that "the
sudden growth of China's New Culturel47 can be said to have
been based on the publishing industry. " At the same time,
that publishing industry was hamstrung, he felt, by its
relatively impecunious foundation. The ambivalence of Wu
Woyao's character wang Boshu towards the modern book business
is echoed in Yang Shouqing's real-life critique. In the end,
Yang places the same demands on the publishing industry that
one might expect to have been placed on intellectuals and
writers on the cultural industries which promote them. One is
left wondering whether the ambiguous commercial/cultural
status of China's book merchants had changed at all between
1909 when Wu's critique appeared and 1946, when Yang

published his.
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One major change, though, was the publishers' acceptance
of the corporation as an organizational form. In 1917, of the
one hundred and thirty-one firms recorded as members of the
guild, seventy-seven were registered as individual
proprietorships. Thirty-six were partnerships, and thirteen
were joint-stock corporations (seven did not report). The
joint-stock firms were the Commercial Press (the
comprehensive publishing and printing corporation founded in
1897 by Jiangsu natives Xia Ruifang and Gao Fengchi and their
two Zhejiang partners 148) and the Commercial Press Print Shop;
Zhonghua Publishing and Sales Company (the comprehensive
publishing company founded by the Zhejiang native Lufei
Bohong in 1912149), and its Print Shop; Zhongguo Tushu Gongsi
(a third comprehensive publisher, started by the Qingpu
native Xi Zipei in 1906150) and its Print Shop; Wenming Xinji
Shuju (a general publishing firm established in 1902 by Wuxi
natives Yu Fu and Lian Quanl5 1) and its Print Shop; Yadong
Tushuguan (a map and novel publishing firm moved to Shanghai
from Wuhu in 1913 by its Anhui founder Wang Mengzou); Wenbao
Gongsi (a lithography studio); Yinyinlu (an antiquarian
dealer); Xiaoshuo Congbaoshe (a publisher of novels); and
Bowen Yinshua Gongsi (a printing firm).
Of the thirteen joint-stock corporations, seven were
located on either Qipanjie or Simalu (Fuzhou Road); two were
on Sanmalu (Hankou Road); and one was on Ermalu (Jiujiang
Road). Hence, by 1917, ten of Shanghai's leading corporate
publishers, those with the greatest access to capital, the
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greatest managerial flexibility and, presumably, the greatest
survivability had made what would become known as Wenhuajie
their base of operations. As we will see in Chapter 5, this
concentration of corporate publishers dates from 1915, when
Zhonghua opened its headquarters at the corner of Simalu and
Qipanjie. With the intention of breaking Zhonghua's control
of this busy intersection, the Commercial Press opened its
sales department next door, symbolically convening the
assembly of Fuzhou Road booksellers which has survived, in
one form or another, to the present day.
Their embrace of the economic viability of the limited
stock company gave Shanghai's modern publishers a prospect of
longevity, of needed access to capital, and a physical
proximity to modern banks and bankers which few if any
Liulichang publishers had ever been able to achieve. At the
same time, national educational reforms also gave the
Shanghai publishers a market which the Beijing publishers had
been unable to generate on their own, and in fact, had had no
interest in generating. Mechanization gave Shanghai the means
to saturate that market, and their trade guild and
association provided methods of resolving disputes over
intellectual property. Lastly, political contingencies
brought these houses superior personnel like Zhang Yuanji.
Why then did the Shanghai publishing industry frustrate the
hopes of those like Wu Woyao and Yang Shouqing, and why did
it become increasingly mercenary and low-minded? As we will
see in Chapter 5, mechanization and incorporation may have
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promoted production and marketing prowess, but it did not
guarantee consumption.

VI. New-Style Books. Textbooks. and the Joint-Stock Firm

one of the earliest inhabitants of Shanghai's
booksellers' district was the Saoyeshanfang, the eminent
Suzhou publisher mentioned in the previous chapter. Started
by the Xi family of Lake Dongting in the wanli reign {15731619) of the Ming dynasty, it had originated inside Suzhou's

Changmen district. At the beginning of the Qing, the Xis
acquired many books from the Jiguge library in Changshu owned
by the Mao family. The Xis own shop in Suzhou became known
for reprinting many old and famous works.
When the Taipings occupied Suzhou, however, the Xis
temporarily departed, opening up a branch shop in Shanghai's
Caiyi Street in the Nanshi district. Eventually, the family
opened a second branch in Qipanjie; this northern branch soon
outpaced the first, and eventually became the main Saoye
store, even replacing the one in Suzhou. According to Ji
Shaopu, a 1933 catalogue of Saoye's merchandise listed over
two thousand titles. All had been printed on the traditional

lianshi or guang paper.1s2 In spite of the breadth of its
business activities, however, at the legal level, Saoye
remained an individual proprietorship, registered in 1917 in
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the name of Xi Nianhui.l5 3 It would close its doors in the
1930s.
Several other, less eminent southern Chinese
publisher/booksellers were active in this early phase in the
development of Shanghai's bookselling world, most of them
initially congregating near the southern end of Qipanjie,
around the intersection with Canton Road, but eventually
spreading northward along Qipanjie in the direction of Fuzhou
Road. The stretch of Qipanjie between Guangdong and Fuzhou
Roads would eventually feature every manner of Western-style
and traditional bookstore. Names which were prominent then,
but are now largely forgotten because of the eventual
development of the Fuzhou Road/Qipanjie intersection after
1915, include the Guoxueshe, Putong Xueshushi, Xinxuehuishe,
Wuxue Shuju, and at least six others. North of Fuzhou Road,
but still on Qipanjie, was Huiwentang Shuju. Between 1890 and
1915 present-day Shaotong and Fuzhou Roads also featured
small book markets. In spite of its shortness, the former
provided space for more than ten shops.
Another early shop, the Wenruilou, like Saoye, first
opened in the Nanshi but moved to the southern end of
Qipanjie by 1880. Another individual proprietorship, its main
trade was in traditional Chinese classics, histories,
philosophers, and anthologies (jingshiziji) as well as
medical works and vernacular novels. In 1911, it is
interesting to note, Wenruilou printed a collection of Wu
Youru's illustrations (Wu Youru huabao) in twenty-four
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signatures, and they soon expanded it to sixty, all stringbound. The Wenruilou closed in 1937, on the eve of the SinoJapanese war.
Like Saoye and the wenruilou, the Zhuyitang was an
individual proprietorship and also began in the Nanshi. The
proprietor, Tu Zichao, and his son printed and sold much the
same stock as Saoye and wenruilou were handling such as
traditional nonfiction books and vernacular novels. By 1890,
however, they had begun accepting new manuscripts, and the
next year printed a geographical work by wang Xiqi using lead
type.
Guangyi Shuju, founded by Wei Tiansheng and others as a
partnership known as the Guangyi Shushi, opened in Qipanjie
in 1900. It published model essays geared to the imperial
examinations, as well as traditional reading primers such as
the Sanzijing [Three thousand character classic] and

Baijiaxing [Old 100 surnames]. According to Ji Shaopu, they
changed their name to "shuju " (book depot or bureau) in 1904
when Wei Bingrong became general manager. By that time, they
had organized a formal editorial department, staffed by Hu
Huaichen and Lu Baoxuan. They began to publish relatively
cheap lithographed jinshiziji as well as vernacular novels
which they then sold in small towns and peasant villages.
Under the protection of the concession authorities,
Chinese publishers responded in various ways to the ideals of
the Hundred Days of Reform (1898). The variety of items they
produced increased and began to reflect the influence of
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Western ideas on the unsuccessful imperial reforms. Just as I
argued in Chapter 2 that uthe scholar-printers of Liulichang
became a physical, commercial, and cultural conduit of an
increasing Chinese intellectual accommodation of the Manchu
political

ascendancy,"~ 4 ,

so, too, Shanghai's publishers and

booksellers served as a major pipeline for Chinese
intellectual accommodation of the Western political
ascendancy of the 1890s.Iss
In 1898, for example, Feng Jingru and He Chengyi
established the Guangzhi Shuju.

Feng,~6

a native of Nanhai,

Guangdong, had been born in Hong Kong and had been running a
prominent stationery and printing business serving the
Chinese community of Yokohama as early as 1881. In that year,
his son, Feng Ziyou, who would become an important associate
of the revolutionary sun Yatsen, was born. The Fengs were
influential in the establishment of sun's Xingzhonghui
(Restore China Association) in Yokohama in 1896, and Feng's
son was immediately registered as the youngest member of the
organization.
Feng's political activities may have influenced the
establishment of Guangzhi Shuju in 1898; by 1903, the firm
published Zhao Bizhen's translation of Socialism for the
Modern Age, which was the first Chinese work to mention
Marx's Das Kapital. The firm published numerous other modern
political works, as well as three novels by the political
satirist, Wu Woyao, including Vignettes from the Late Ch'ing.
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In 1902, five years after Feng Jingru had opened his
Shanghai bookstore, Yu Fu, mentioned earlier as the director
of the guild, and Lian Quan, founded Wenming Shuju. This
corporation, along with the Commercial Press and Zhongguo
Tushu Gongsi, became one of the three leading corporate
comprehensive publishers of the late Qing. Wenming published
Qing decrees on school regulations and several influential
textbooks, as well as social science texts and art books. At
the same time, the market for biji (anecdotal essays) was
growing. Wenming imported Japanese printing technology such
as collotype machines and photomechanical printers to print
and publish collections of the essays along with many albums
of stele rubbings, calligraphy, and paintings.B7
All of these twenty-seven early firms were located on
Qipanjie or on canton Road near its intersection with
Qipanjie. On the other hand, at the beginning of the century,
only six relatively minor Chinese bookshopslsa could be found
along Fuzhou Road or near the Fuzhou Road/Qipanjie
intersection. Together with the six was the Chinese
Scientific Instruments Company; all seven firms sold various
educational items. Early in the twentieth century, well-known
shops such as Tongwen Shuju and Jicheng Shuju selling newstyle books opened here along with Hanwenyuan Shusi, which
handled wood-block and lithographed books.
It is no accident that many of the firms cited above
produced works intended to supply the academic market. As
seen in both earlier chapters, the civil service examination
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system had created an insatiable market for study guides,
reference books, etc. Despite the outrage of authors Wu
Jingzi in the eighteenth century and Wu Woyao at the turn of
the twentieth, a major aspect of the Chinese book market
remained the production of examination and educational works.
Likewise, it is predictable that so many of these early
firms were individual proprietorships.

As

noted above, the

individual proprietorship gave the owner maximum managerial
control and confidentiality. Like the traditional booksellers
of Beijing, these early, transitional dealers lacked the
interest in or compulsion to saturate the national market
with their products. Their traditional political and sales
ethics restrained them, with the result that these firms
sought simply to duplicate the limited influence of their
predecessors in the Beijing book industry.
At the end of the Qing, however, tentative moves by
individuals who sought to reform the education system and
were then legitimated by the abolition of the traditional
examination system, sparked interest in a modern western
educational commodity. Just as the newspaper and lithographic
magazine had excited the interest of those who were already
literate, the modern textbook now appealed to those who
sought to become literate. Indeed, the most profitable NewBook commodity to emerge in this period after the heyday of
the lithograph was the textbook.

As

time went on, such works

became cheaper and also more widespread. Simultaneously, the
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textbook market became, in Ji Shaopu's words, the chief
battlefield of the publishers • 159
As

related in Chapter 3, the Commercial Press was

started in 1897 by four Chinese graduates of the Presbyterian
Qingxin Academy, located in Shanghai's Nanshi. As all
accounts, both first-hand and scholarly, agree, none of the
four founders had received much traditional Chinese
education. Marginalized intellectually within their own
country, however, they would soon succeed in establishing a
new educational standard for their country.
On the other hand, they had all worked in Shanghai's
American Presbyterian Mission Press and had witnessed how the
Americans supported their non-commercial missionary printing
by taking jobber orders for business stationery, receipt
books, etc. Indeed, the basis of their education at Qingxin
had been work-study arrangements. A combination of
enterprising spirit and exasperation with ill-treatment at
the hands of the foreign supervisor mentioned earlier brought
them together to join their futures in a partnership that
fateful Sunday morning in the Five Star Teahouse. As Manying
Ip puts it:
While reform activists like Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao
advocated political reform and tried to justify change
by re-interpretation of confucianism, while Zhang Yuanji
busied himself with the teaching of modern practical
subjects to the young sons of metropolitan officials in
his [school, the Gongyi Xuetang in Beijing], and while
official entrepreneurs like Sheng Xuanhuai founded
modern schools like the Nanyang Public Institute [in
Shanghai], these four men from much humbler backgrounds
decided to try their fortunes at establishing their own
printing business ••• They saw that there would be a great
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demand for "new books" on all subjects. However, their
limited education barred them from knowing what kind of
books were necessary and in demand.l60
Xia Ruifang was the one who got the idea of translating
a textbook meant to teach Indian students how to read
English. After having it translated into Chinese, 161 the four
men released it onto a nearly virginal market, selling some
three thousand copies within the first week,l62and used their
profit to purchase printing machines and open their new
firml63 in Jiangxi Road. Although theirs was not the first
modern textbook to appear on the Chinese market, it alerted
Xia and his partners, the three Bao brothers, to the market's
receptiveness of this type of new commodity.
According to most accounts,l64 Xia Ruifang was the brains
of the group and was in charge of securing customers for the
new printing house. The Baos did the actual printing,l65 most
of which was still jobber orders for commercial forms and
stationery. In the next few years, the Commercial Press did
bring five more volumes in their English-Chinese Primer
(Huaying jinjie) series to the market. Even more
significantly, however, in 1898, relying on the mediation of
the owner of a Zhabei cotton mill, 166 they were able to buy
out the Japanese-owned printing house, Xiuwen Yinshuaju. At
the same time, they moved to bigger quarters in Beijing
Road's Shunqing Lane.
Although Xia Ruifang was then nominally the manager of
the Commercial Press, in fact he doubled as proofreader,
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bookkeeper, and purchasing clerk. When the Press needed
paper, he, personally, crossed the river to Pudong to get it;
at the end of each month, he made the rounds of client after
client to collect their debts. Unable to survive on his
meager twenty-four-yuan monthly salary, he even moonlighted
as an insurance salesman. 167
At about the same time, but in Nanjing, Baa Tianxiao,
the diarist and litterateur whom we first met in Chapter 3,
was working for a firm set up by a retired official that
translated New-Books, that is, foreign books. Already at this
early date, the business of publishing had been transformed
by deadlines and the urgency of getting one's publications
onto the market earlier than one's competitors got theirs
out. Although Baa's office was located in Nanjing, the
provincial capital and also the site of the triennial
provincial examinations, the city's relative remoteness
worked against his firm's meeting the deadlines which NewBooks imposed on the industry. Referring to this urgency, Bao
makes the following observation in connection with a series
of translations supplied to his Nanjing firm by authors Yan
Fu and Ye Haowu:

[My employer] got a large number of English and Japanese
[to Chinese] translations from Yan Youling [Yan Fu] and
Ye Haowu, but what could he do with them? New Literature
had an expiration date, and couldn't be compared with
old Chinese books that were bundled up in a tall
pavilion or hidden away on a famous mountain. The best
thing was to get the ball rolling and publish them
without losing any time at all. This was what was behind
his opening the translation bureau [in the first place],
but he still wanted to print books.l6B
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Bao then adds a comment which stresses just how central to
the publishing and bookselling industry Shanghai had already
become by the turn of the century:
At this time, the only fairly convenient place to [print
or publish] was Shanghai. What's more, after you
published, you still had to look for a market, and to do
that you had to go to Shanghai. "Shanghai was the hub of
the wheel" [Shanghai si tong bada] • Every book buyer from
all over the country went to Shanghai to select [his
books] • Every book merchant [ shushang] from all over the
country went to Shanghai to sell [pifa; literally,
"wholesale"] his books. For this reason [my boss]
decided (we should] go to Shanghai to start a book
translation business. 169
Bao's observations remind one that Shanghai had held onto its
centrality in the Chinese book trade which the guild speaker,
cited above, had first identified with the 1870s.
In about 1900, Bao moved to Shanghai with two colleagues
to take charge of his firm's editorial, printing, and
proofreading responsibilities in the city. He and his two
colleagues opened a new translation bureau in a lane off
Nanjing Road,11o and as directed by their employer, called it
the Jinshuzhai (''Golden Millet Hall," a name he says had
Buddhist connotations). Having recently run a translation
firm, they now recast themselves as a publisher of modern
books.
Because Bao then knew little about the commercial side
of publishing, he was put in charge of reconnoitering with
printing firms. He reports that, at that time, there were
still not many choices, even in Shanghai, for Chinese
publishers. His search led him straight to the Commercial
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equipped. Like Tongwen in the 1880s, the Press was then
located in a pingfang; far smaller than Tongwen's staff of
five hundred, the Press had no more than thirty employees,
according to Bao.
Bao Tianxiao found Xia Ruifang, the manager, to be

11

Very

amiable" ( ren jiheqi ) and immediately signed an agreement
[hetong ] with him to print Yan Fu's translation of T.H.

Huxley s Ethics and Evolution. 172 The printing /publishing work
1

was very time-consuming and Bao, with the help of his
associate, proofread the galleys four times, searching for
misplaced characters, faulty expression, etc. He went daily
to the Commercial Press, doing the work in their offices, and
so came to spend quite a lot of time with Xia Ruifang. Bao
compares Xia with the learned old-style Chinese booksellers,
of Liulichang, for instance, in the following passage:
Xia Ruifang was not [like] old booksellers of old China.
When young, he lacked education [Bao here refers to the
fact that Xia was educated by foreigners, had not
prepared for the civil service exams, and knew little
about China's classical culture] and his knowledge
concerning literature was quite limited. He deeply
wanted to publish some books of his own, but he did not
know what kinds of books could be printed, and what
kinds of books could not be printed. He was a very openminded and modest man. He often came to me with books
that people had assigned him to print, and asked me what
kind of books they were, and to which kind of customers
they could be sold. Of course he was concerned about his
business; he wanted to open his eyes to [new] business
[because he] was very faithful and realistic about
business ••• Although he was not a man of culture, still
Xia started a cultural business. He had a sharp mind and
a sincere disposition and could recognize talent when he
saw it.l73
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Bao paints a portrait of a keen entrepreneur, aware of his
need to learn the fine points of his business from all who
would teach him.
Bao also makes one aware of how topsy-turvy and
fortuitous social and professional life was in fin-de-siecle
Shanghai with his apparently apocryphal, but still
suggestive, story that Bao had once served in the
International Concession as a policeman for the British.
Patrolling in front of an English-language printing shop, Xia
had bumped into one of his two future partners (Bao
Xianchang). Bao had turned him away from that career,
reminding him that the Concession's Sikhl74 constabulary was
unfairly paid much more than its Chinese police. "Why do you
want to be a policeman? ••• it's not as good as getting
involved in the printing business," Bao Xianchang had
lectured Xia. "When I knew him," says Bao Tianxiao, "whenever
it got very busy, he would roll up his sleeves, peel off his
shirt, and start working at the type rack. "175
Xia's familiarity with the foreign legal customs and
political privileges of the International Concession stood
Bao Tianxiao in good stead at least once and points to the
historic significance of the Concession's extraterritoriality
in promoting Shanghai's Chinese publishing industry. While
supervising the printing of Yan

Fu

and Ye Haowu's books, Bao

received a copy of Tan Sitong's Renxue from a friend in Japan
and seized on a plan to print it. He knew that there would be
no problem with copyright since Tan Sitong, one of the six
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martyrs whose execution by the Qing court had ended the 100
Days of Reform, was already dead. He was concerned, however,
that the danger associated with reprinting the martyr's
treatise might deter a printing house from undertaking the
project.
As

far as Xia and the Commercial Press were concerned,

Baa's caution was groundless. Even after Baa had to explain
to Xia who Tan Sitong was and the contents of his book, Xia
replied that it was just a business deal as far as he was
concerned. Baa then added, "This book has been banned." Xia
continued, "Who cares? We are in a treaty port, we don't fear
the Qing court. What we will do though is, on the back page
where the copyright should go, we won't print the name and
address of the printer. That's enough!" With this flourish of
bravado, Xia took the original and, as per Baa's
instructions, affirmed he would print a thousand copies on
pure white paper and would include the copperplate image of
Tan in the book.
Baa also made it clear to Xia that he did not intend to
earn a profit on the book, regarding its publication as a
public service. He estimated that Baa's total investment,
including paper and labor, could not have exceeded one
hundred yuan, and this was the amount they agreed on. Since
Baa did not have the money himself, he had to borrow it.
When the book was fully proofed, printed, and bound in
the then still-prevalent string style, Xia gave Baa some
surprising news. Still not really aware of the book's
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contents, but knowing that it was ''a newly published
forbidden book" outside of copyright protection, Xia had
printed an extra five hundred copies on his own initiative
and had priced them differently. When Bao let him know that
he should not have taken this liberty, which would make uthe
boss he was fronting for" (houtai laoban ) unhappy, Xia
replied:
Okay, okay, let's do this [Zheyang ba ]1 I've printed
five hundred extras, and so I'll give you a ten percent
discount on the printing fee. What's more, you yourself
slaved over the proofing of this book, this is just a
little reward. 176
When Bao later asked Xia where he sold his copies, Xia said
with a cunning smile, "I sold very few! Very few!"
Seeking to capitalize on the vogue for "useful books,"
practical subjects, languages, etc., the Commercial Press
produced, in addition to their English textbooks,
dictionaries, elementary readers on Asia, etc. At the same
time, Xia found a way to reduce their paper costs by a
third, 177 and began to market his own discount paper once
other Shanghai publishers took notice.
Xia's chief competitor, Guangzhi Shuju, had then begun
to translate, print, and market Japanese works dealing with
"New Studies," including politics, law, modern
administration, etc. In keeping with the "hive mentality"
(yiwoteng) characteristic of Shanghai's lithographers in the
1880s and which Yang Shouqing would condemn in 1946, Xia dove
fully-clothed into the Japanese translation business and
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ended up being taken to the cleaners. After paying to have
over ten Japanese works (apparently selected
indiscriminately) translated into Chinese, set in type, and
then marketed, he discovered too late that the translations
had been done in a slipshod way. The books sold so badly that
the project nearly bankrupted the fledgling publishers,
costing them 10,000 yuan.11a Xia Ruifang now began to learn
what Sun Dianqi had known all along up in Liulichang: selling
books is not like selling cabbages.
At this point, Xia Ruifang approached the head of the
Nanyang Public Institute's Editing and Translation Bureau,
Zhang Yuanji, whom he had met in making his rounds of the
city and who had occasionally engaged the Press to do some
printing.l79 Hoping to earn back his investment, Xia asked
Zhang to find someone to rework the translations. Even after
a long period of revision, sadly, neither the project nor
Xia's capital could be salvaged. Xia concluded that, before
embarking on any more translation or editorial schemes, the
commercial Press would have to establish its own editorial
office ( bianyisuo ) • 1ao
He now went back to Bao Tianxiao, asking him, "Recently
there have been a lot of people setting up editorial offices;
how should one set up these editorial offices?" Bao replied
that if Xia "wanted to expand [his] business, and prepare to
publish [his] own [books], [he] must organize an editorial
office. [He] should invite a learned and famous person to run
it, and [he him]self should then concentrate on the business
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end." Xia nodded his head and sighed, uit's a pity that we
have so little money. All we can do now is wait." 181
In fact, just as Bao Tianxiao's employer had not had the
luxury of waiting at all, Xia Ruifang could not afford to
wait long. He was under pressure to move quickly; the book
market was heating up. There was money to be made, but as
usual it took money to make more money. To get this money,
the half-educated typesetter and co-founder of the still
relatively small commercial printing and publishing firm went
back to the Nanyang Public Insitute in 1901. He had decided
to invite Zhang Yuanji, the cashiered Hanlin scholar and
former imperial tutor, associate of the Viceroy Li Hongzhang
and of Sheng Xuanhua (patron of Shanghai's modern enterprises
and schools), to invest in his company. Amazingly, Zhang
agreed and brought his associate Yin Youmou (Xichang) in with
him.
Following this infusion, the Commercial Press converted
from a partnership to a joint-stock limited liability
corporation. The original capitalization increased from 3,500
yuan to 50,000. Although Xia stayed on as general manager, an

important watershed had been achieved in the history of the
printing organization, as well as in the history of
Shanghai's modern printing and publishing industry. From this
point on, the Commercial Press would have the capital to
publish books which it had conceived and edited itself. At
the same time that the corporation now united, for the first
time182 in modern Chinese publishing, departments of creative
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editing, original printing (as opposed to reprinting) , and
retailing, however, it also brought under one roof two very
disparate factions. As Wang Zhen explains:
The composition of the printing house's shareholders
underwent a change. One part came from the church group,
and their colleagues called them the Church Band"; one
part had the rank of enlightened old-style intellectuals
and new literati, and their colleagues called them the
~~scholars' School." Xia Ruifang himself was from the
Church Band, and he had also invited the Scholars'
School in, so while he controlled the central power,
there was no conflict between the two groups. 183
11

In 1902, Xia purchased a site on Fujian Road, where he
then erected a workshop. In Tangjia Lane across the way, he
founded the Commercial Press's first editorial office with
four or five employees recommended by Zhang Yuanji.lB4 Xia
probably knew that the earlier lithographic firms had had
similar editorial arrangements, employing xiucai and juren
under the supervision of Hanlin scholars. Perhaps for this
reason, he felt that his editorial office too should have a
Hanlin supervising its activities. Relying on his new
business partner's connections, Xia asked Zhang to invite Cai
Yuanpei (1868-1940), then also working in the Nanyang
InstitutelBS and concurrently director of Shanghai's Patriotic
Institute, to serve as supervising editor.
In August of that year, the Qing court called for the
establishment of modern schools with modern Westernized
curricula. The reform tolled the end for the educational
culture of the shuyuan, the academies which since the Tang
dynasty had been among the most important elite producers,
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consumers, and conservers of books in the Chinese world.
Having been revived throughout Jiangsu and Zhejiang by
Rankin's

u

activist elite" in the late nineteenth century as

part of the Self-Strengthening Movement, their replacement
now signalled the growth of a wholly new educational culture,
one which would feed students into the modern universities
described by Yeh.
For this reason, Cai Yuanpei responded favorably to
Zhang's invitation, apparently seeing in it the opportunity
to influence the nation's reformist education system. After
taking up the reins, Cai changed the orientation of the
editorial office in this direction. Instead of continuing to
work on translations, he decided to concentrate on textbooks.
He soon selected Institute instructors Jiang Weiqiao and wu
Danchu to edit textbooks in Chinese literature (guowen,
literally "national literature"), history, geography, etc.
They were paid one yuan for each two lessons they composed.l86
Before long, however, the infamous Subao case broke
open. To dodge the authorities seeking his arrest, Cai fled
Shanghai for Qingdao. Fearing his own plans would collapse,
Xia turned to Zhang Yuanji and asked him to take over the
editorial office and its current textbook project. Zhang, who
was still employed at the Nanyang Public Institute, by 1902
as its director,1s1 had added modern printing experience to
the editorial knowledge he had brought,1aa and as a major new
investor, had a material interest in seeing the Press
succeed. In addition, as Jiang Weiqiao, notes, Nanyang had
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produced China's first modern textbooks in 1897, printing
them sans illustrations using movable lead type. Zhang
himself had been involved in producing teaching materials
both in Beijing and in Shanghai.
In 1898, though, while Zhang Yuanji was still working in
the zongli Yamen in Beijing, the textbook impetus had moved
up the Yangzi River to nearby Wuxi. There, Yu

Fu

and several

colleagues had opened a modern school, creating textbooks as
they went along, writing the lessons in the morning and
having their students copy them later. Like Bao Tianxiao, Yu
Fu

would soon move to Shanghai, the center of China's modern

book business and found Wenming Shuju to print and market
these textbooks to a wider audience. Unlike Nanyang's
textbooks, wenming's were printed using lithography, which
enabled the publishers to include illustrations. These
textbooks were so well received that Wenming reprinted them
ten times in three years.
When asked in 1903, Zhang Yuanji decided to join the
Editorial Office of the Commercial Press as director.lB9 Zhang
immediately renewed the appointment of Jiang Weiqiao as
permanent editor. Jiang in turn introduced Zhuang Yu and Xu
Quan to the firm. They were soon joined by Yao Sujin. By the
end of the year, Gao Fengchi (Mengdan) 190 , a Fujianese xiucai
who was a close friend of Liang Qichao, took over the Chinese
literature section. Gao brought with him an editorial plan
which would lift China's and the Commercial Press's textbooks
onto a new plane.
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One other event contributed to the success of the
Press's new textbooks. Manying Ip has conducted painstaking
research into the early business history of the Commercial
Press and has shown convincingly that, when in 1903 the
Commercial Press expanded its capital to 200,000 yuan, the
money had come from a Japanese publishing company, Kinkodo
(Ch., Jin' gangtang) • 191 From 1903 to 1914, "the Press was in
fact a Sino-Japanese Company. "192
Kinkodo, as the Japanese partner was called, had been
established early in the Meiji period, and "by the late
1880s ••• was already Tokyo's most eminent bookseller
specializing in textbooks. "193 However, in 1902, Kinkodo was
implicated in a national textbook scandal in which 152 people
were indicted, including Nagao Shintaro, Kotani Shigero, and
Kato Komaji from Kinkodo. After serving short prison terms,
Kinkodo's founder enabled the three to continue earning their
living in exile by sending them to Shanghai, where they met
Xia Ruifang and invested 100,000 yuan in his firm. In
exchange, they seem to have been encouraged to use their
experience in compiling textbooks in Japan on behalf of the
Commercial Press.
Jiang Weiqiao, one of the participants in the editorial
meetings in the offices on Tangjia Lane off Fujian Road,
recalls the "round table system" (yuanzhuo huiyi ) in some
detail, but ignores the influence of Kinkodo's experience in
Japan. According to him, those present usually included Zhang
Yuanji, Gao Mengdan, Jiang himself, Zhuang Yu, and eventually
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the science editor, Du

Yaquan.l94

In fact, their Japanese

partners were represented by Nagao Shintaro, Kato Komaji, and
Kotani Shigero. Liu Chongjie, a Fujianese returned-student
from Japan, acted as interpreter.
First implemented to reassess the ten-part textbook
undertaken during Cai Yuanpei's captaincy, after Zhang took
over, any one of those in a round table meeting could raise
an issue such as content, vocabulary, relevance to modern
life and, a distinctively Chinese concern, the number of
strokes in the characters used. The goal was to provide a
graduated study program, allowing the student to progress
from the simple to the complex with constant repetition.
Sometimes they would debate issues such as these for half a
day, sometimes for a whole day.
In the end, according to these and other principles,
which Jiang acknowledges were often compared in spirit if not
detail to western-language textbooks and which Manying Ip
argues were influenced by Kinkodo's Meiji-era experience, the
Cai-initiated textbook series was deemed unacceptable. The
editors were sent back to their desks to re-edit the series
which would eventually appear in 1904 under the Qingstipulated title, Zuixin guowen jiaokeshu (Modern Chinese
Textbooks).
When these textbooks appeared in 1904, they established
the supremacy of the Commercial Press financially and
otherwise. One hundred thousand copies sold in a matter of
months,l95 completely surpassing the publication record of
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Wenming, which had dominated the textbook market before
1903. 196 Other firms, including Zhongguo Tushu Gongsi, which
was much more highly capitalized than Wenming, saw their
sales wither. According to Jiang, and as one might expect
from having read Yang Shouqing above, all other textbook
publishers began to imitate the Press's textbooks, sending
out the signal which was the true mark of retail success.
Between 1904 and 1912, the Commercial Press became
nearly unstoppable. It utterly dominated the previously
unmined and indeed undiscovered textbook market.l9 7 Its SinoJapanese editorial office may have been just as vital to the
strength of the Commercial Press as had been its
reorganization as a joint-stock limited liability company.
Starting in 1904-5, then, as wen-hsin Yeh has rightly
pointed out, Shanghai's publishing houses did begin to
complement its modern schools and universities. Further, they
contributed to making Shanghai China's intellectual center.
It was in 1904-5 that the Booksellers' Guild and Trade
Association were established finally for good. In the same
period, Xia Ruifang, a trustee of the Guild and member of the
Trade Association, struck it rich with his modern textbook
series compiled by an assembly of Shanghai's most progressive
urban gentry reformers. Just as the biography of Zhang Yuanji
illustrates the success of Shanghai's modern publishing
industry in absorbing the downwardly mobile traditional
imperial official, so too, the story of Xia Ruifang
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illustrates this new industry's allure for the modern
Shanghai entrepreneur.
In addition to tracing Shanghai's intellectual and
cultural prominence to schools and universities, therefore,
we must trace it also to Shanghai's business and industrial
institutions as they made themselves felt in the
printing/publishing industry from 1904-5. New vocational
identities and legally-inspired and legally-defined guilds
and trade associations in Shanghai began to enable
entrepreneurs and intellectuals to achieve prominence
together. Motivated by the public service ethics of the
progressive urban gentry and by modern Western-style profitseeking (a goal forced on them by the cost of imported
printing machinery) , they had also begun to influence
national intellectual and educational goals.

VI I. Summar.y

After 1904, the Commercial Press seemed to be the main
commercial beneficiary of a reform-oriented transformation of
Jiangnan book culture. Its leadership was both inspired by
and pushed along by changes in social values that had been
gathering steam since the Taiping Rebellion and Tongzhi
Restoration and that are reflected in Vignettes of the Late
Ch'ing. Likewise, the Press's leadership, as well as
Shanghai's other book merchants, benefitted from reforms of
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commercial organization that may be said to have been adopted
first in Shanghai and to have then been legitimated by the
Qing court; such reforms in turn enabled Shanghai's book
publishers to pay for technological innovations introduced
from abroad.
Social changes, identified at the time by novelist Wu
Woyao, who replaced the conventional scholars of fiction with
merchants, and more recently by scholars Chang, Esherick,
Rankin, and Yeh, had set the stage for former imperial
officials and degree-holders to join in a new-style cultural
business. This new-style business, unlike the book trade in
Liulichang, brought together open-minded and shrewd
entrepreneurs like Xia Ruifang, well-trained technicians like
the Bao brothers, and intellectuals like Zhang Yuanji and his
editorial team with the parity of shareholders. The
corporation, then, was an important new organizational form
adopted by the Press and others that enabled it to finance
itself and its operations over an extended period.
Had he but known it in 1909, wu Woyao's character Wang
Boshu could have walked from his Fuzhou Road hostelry to the
Commercial Press to secure "useful books" like their modern
textbooks. In their turn, the textbooks might have retarded
the growth of the ''poisonous bookworms" that wang feared were
ubiquitous in China and needed squashing.
However, the fact that author wu does not have wang take
that stroll over to the Press suggests that despite their
financial and organizational innovations, Shanghai's
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publishers had not yet become thoroughly identified with this
city. The identification of

11

Shanghai, That Place!," the

fount of modernity that Bao Tianxiao first dated to the
Dianshizhai Pictorial had not yet become fixed in the public
eye. That identification of the city and the publishers would
have to await the publishers' move into Fuzhou Road.
Additionally, the prominence of the term
11

11

xue" (meaning

learning, " •• study, " '' -ology" ) in many of the names of the

guild members' shops strongly hints that their proprietors
still viewed themselves as scholars manques. A feature of
their distinctively ambiguous commercial culture and
reflective of the transitional status of these early Shanghai
booksellers, this benchmark of imperial culture would nearly
disappear by the time of the Republican revolution. The
attitudes which underlay these names would live on, however,
and may be reflected in the feeling of disillusionment which
led Yang Shouqing to write his critique of Shanghai's
booksellers. His disillusionment and their ambivalence was
likely related to the industry's success in uniting old-style
scholar-bureaucrats with new-style entrepreneurs in a common
organizational structure.
Spatially, the origins of what was known by the 1930s as
wenhuajie can best be described as ambiguous. In the three
and-a-half decades covered in this chapter, Shanghai's
publishing world was still only very loosely associated with
the district extending north from the intersection of Canton
and Qipan Streets. Neither the guild nor the trade
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association were located here. The term "Wenhuajie" was not
yet being used; the physical home, Fuzhou Road, of what would
become Wenhuajie was not yet occupied.
The ambiguity of these physical origins was reflected in
the organizational and intellectual status of the leading
firms that would eventually become associated in the public
eye with Wenhuajie and Fuzhou Road. Book production and
bookselling were not yet thoroughly corporatized and
Shanghai's new publishing culture did not yet have a fixed
Shanghai identity. Perhaps for this reason, it seems fitting
that it not yet occupy the concentrated district with which
it would become identified in the early years of the
Republic.
One of many westernized businesses in Shanghai, the book
industry's guild and trade association had emerged
haphazardly with the main emphasis on resolving crises of
intellectual property and compensation. In this early stage,
guild affiliation was adequate, and the industry did not yet
require the physical security described by Bergere and cited
in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. That desire of keeping the
competition within close view was to become a aspect of the
book trade wars of the Republican era, and

we

will examine it

in the next chapter.
Finally, even in the first decade of the twentieth
century, Shanghai's publishers were still relatively marginal
actors in China's intellectual life. Despite the importance
of their commitment to modernizing China's educational system
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and of the textbook market in paying the overhead of
Shanghai's comprehensive publishers, textbook sales alone
were insufficient to place these firms squarely at the center
of China's intellectual life. Likewise, textbook editing and
manufacture were not yet so obviously stable financially as
to be able to subsidize the kind of research facilities that
would blossom in the Republican era. The next chapter will,
in part, show how these publishers used an increasingly broad
range of educational, scholarly, and popular publications to
promote identification of their firms and their adopted city
with China's modern intellectual life.

NOTES

lin contrasting commerce and industry, one is reminded of Mary
Backus Rankin's comment that, in Hangzhou between 1895 and 1913,
"Figures ••• indicate that Zhejiang's modern industry was dwarfed by its
commerce and that changes in production techniques often occurred by
modifying existing handicraft technology." uModification of existing
production techniques," in the Zhejiang environment, led reformist
gentry-merchants to invest in three modern sectors: consumer-oriented
enterprises, including production of printing presses, silk filatures
and cotton mills, and transportation. uModern enterprise mainly followed
existing patterns of commercial development ••• Trade remained the key to
economic changes in Zhejiang •••• " See Elite Activism and Political
Transformation in China, Zhejiang Province, 1865-1911 (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1986), 72-5.
2As shown in Chapter 6, at the same time that the publishers' were
adopting the Western corporate model as a means of enhancing their
access to the capital they needed to operate their firms and to purchase
expensive foreign machinery, Shanghai's machine makers began to
manufacture Western-style printing machinery. That machinery was then
sold at prices lower than the imports. From this perspective, both the
corporate model and the Chinese printing machine industry are responses
to the same problem.
3 Ibid., 146. Coincidentally, The China Bookman, a missionary
publication, had published a similar chart in December 1934, showing
"Christian Publishers and Booksellers in Shanghai." See The China
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Bookman (Shanghai: Guangxuehui) XVII:6 (Dec., 1934), 15-21. The thirtythree Christian publishing agencies were concentrated in buildings
largely still extant on Yuanmingyuan, Museum (now Bowuguanlu), and Bong
Kong Roads between Beijing and Suzhou Roads, just west of the British
consulate. They formed their own Anglo-Chinese Wenhuajie, generating
most of the vast quantities of missionary literature distributed
throughout China from the 1870s to 1949. Ties between the Anglo-Chinese
printer/publishers went back to the mid-nineteenth century, waxing and
waning with the political situation, but were especially close between
China's largest publisher, the Commercial Press, and the Guangxuehui
(Society for Diffusion of Knowledge Among the Chinese), headquartered
first on Beijing Road, and then on Museum Road in the building which
still bears their name just north of the also-extant Royal Asiatic
Society Museum (which is now the printing department of the Shanghai
Municipal Library!).
4song Yuanfang, "Zhongquo jindai chuban dashiji," in Chuban
shiliao 19 (1990:1), 136-54.
5Bao Tianxiao, Chuanyinglou huiyilu (Bong Kong: Dahua chubanshe,
1971), I:31.

6once Wenhuajie did move into Fuzhou Road, it may have brought a
higher class of courtesans. Qiule (uSeek Happiness") Lane, which
branches off the western end of Fuzhou Road, near Tibet Road, is
remembered even today for its heyday when it was lined with high-class
brothels.
1 Dianshizhai huabao (Guangdong: Guangdong Renmin chubanshe, 1983
[ca. 1885]), zhu:40.

aibid., yir:32 and hai:37.
9Ibid., li:48.
10 Ibid • , xin : 7 9 •
llDianshizhai huabao, op. cit., shen:93.
12Ibid., li: 61.
lJuwild chicken," of course, is the current Mandarin slang for
streetwalkers. In the early 1900s, it was Shanghainese slang for
uprostitute." See Wu Wo-yao, Vignettes from the Late Ch'ing: Bizarre
Happenings Eyewitnessed over Two Decades, trans. by Shih Shun Liu (Bong
Kong: Chinese University of Bong Kong Press, 1975), 4.
l4wu Woyao and his novel are studied in Michael Wai-mai Lau's
unpublished 1968 Harvard Ph.D. dissertation titled uwu wo-yao (18661910): A Writer of Fiction of the Late Ch'ing Period." wu was born in
Fenyi, Jiangxi, but grew up in his native district of Foshan (Fatshan),
nowadays part of the Guangzhou suburbs. Bis great-grandfather was the
Hanlin scholar, Wu Rongguang (1773-1843), who obtained the jinshi in
1799, and, as Fang Chao-ying writes, uso belonged to one of the most
celebrated classes of [jinshi ) in the [Qing) period •••• " See ECCP 872874. WU Rongguang and his family were important sponsors of learning,
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libraries, gardens, and publishing. Wu' s grandfather served in the Board
of Works, and his father died while seving as a sub-district deputy
magistrate in Zhejiang. See Lau, 5. During the Franco-British invasion
of Beijing in 1860, Wu's parents fled to Zhili (his mother was a native
of Bauilai, Zhili) and, while enroute, were seriously molested by both
foreign soldiers and their Chaozhou (Guangdong) mercenaries. Just like
the narrator in the novel, after the death of WU's father, Woyao and his
mother became dependent on an uncle who made off with Woyao's
inheritance and bought a provincial office.
~Lau raises a tantalizing question when he suggests that these
"noble gentry" may have simply been poseurs, perhaps ordinary merchants,
acting in the guise of dignitaries in a district which savored the
masquerade. See Lau, op. cit., 98.

16Prologue excerpted in Lau, op. cit., 97. The Prologue is missing
from Shih Shun Liu's translation of the novel that I rely on below. Note
WU's rather out of character and surprising enthusiasm regarding the
form economic development has taken here; it nearly echoes the fustian
of Shanghai's foreign community in emphasis and word choice.
17 The novel covers the years 1884-98, coinciding with the
Dianshizhai Pictorial, and was first serialized in Liang Qichao's Xin
Xiaoshuo, beginning in 1902. See Lau, op. cit., 93 and WU Woyao, op.
cit., xi.
18 carl Crow, The Travelers' Handbook for China (including Bong
Kong) (Shanghai and Yokohama: Kelly & Walsh, [1916]), 87.
~In Chapter 2, I explain that the difficulty of gaining political
office when the odds were 1:6000 against success turned many well-to-do
aspirants away from the civil service examinations. The elite Bangzhou
book collectors discussed by Swann are prime examples of this tendency
under the Qing. Regardless of their chances of success, however,
aspirants prior to 1905 knew what the rules were; after 1905, the game
itself had changed, and new rules did not emerge immediately.

20Before the Taiping Rebellion, sixty-six percent of the official
gentry had obtained their degrees through the examination route.
Following the widespread sale of degrees to finance military operations
during the rebellion, the proportion dropped to fifty percent. See
Frederic Wakeman, Jr., The Fall of Imperial China (NY: Free Press,
1975), 166.
2lrt was a world familiar to wu since he had first come to
Shanghai sometime prior to 1891. See Lau, op. cit., 30. His first job,
it is interesting to note, was clerking in the Jiangnan Arsenal. From
this experience, he developed both an abiding interest in mechanical
devices and a dislike of foreigners. By the mid-1890s, wu was involved
in editorial work for several Shanghai newspapers. In 1897, he became
editor of Zilin hubao, a Chinese-language offshoot of the North China
Herald begun in 1882 previously edited by Cai Erkang. Thereafter, Wu
changed jobs several times in rapid succession, moving on in 1898 to one
satirical newspaper, and then from 1901-02 to another. From 1903 to
1905, he worked as a newspaper editor in Bankou; from 1905 to 1907 he
was an activist in a movement opposed to discriminatory American
immigration laws. Afterwards, he worked on behalf of Shanghai's
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Cantonese community, starting a school. A heavy drinker, in his last few
years sorghum liquor (gaoliang jiu) became his ustaple food" (Lau, 49),
and he died a pauper in 1910, leaving a widow and a six-year-old
daughter in Foshan. In his last years, writing for money, he lived like
a bat, going to bed at dusk and then waking up to write mostly from
midnight to morning, when the city was quiet.

nwu, op. cit., 396. This particular character, after selling his
calligraphy in Liulichang for three years, saves enough to purchase a
jiansheng degree, permitting him to leap-frog his way to a jinshi.
Eventually, after gaining official posting, though, he is cashiered for
improprieties of the sort that WU's novel is dedicated to exposing.
23More than ten employees are signed on, and the business opens in
a five-storey building. uAt the same time a printing press was ordered
from a Japanese firm." In the end, the hustler flees to Tianjin with his
mistress, whom he met in a brothel, but not before the young owner tries
to intimidate him into surrendering control of the business by hiring ua
foreigner" to take over as general manager. Unfortunately, the hustler
is unot even afraid of a foreigner!" See WU, op. cit., 396ff.
24The road he describes would also have been familiar to Xu Run,
as noted in my Introduction above.
25wu, op. cit., 4-8. Later in the work, wu, an astute observer
and, more important, commentator on the Shanghai social scene, notes
that uin the Shanghai environment, every [elite) dining engagement was
accompanied by a call for prostitutes," a convention which suggests why
restaurants, teahouses, and brothels came to share Fuzhou Road.
Bookstores were another form of urban leisure which attracted a
cultured, or at least literate clientele.
26 Ibid., 89.
27Ibid., 91.
2aibid.
29Ibid., 93.
30 Ibid.
31 shanghai

Municipal Archives [hereafter abbreviated SMA], Suzhou
Chongde Gongsuo, [Untitled Document], 313.1.99, II:3A. As with many
other Chinese guilds, one of the chief duties of the booksellers' guild
was burial of those members not native to Suzhou who died while
sojourning in the city. Many of those in the book trade were from other
provinces and if they passed away while in Suzhou, they were interred at
Mount Yi.
32 According to Barry Keenan, a quarter of all shuyuan in Jiangsu
province were located in Suzhou in 1820; after 1862, with
reconstructions and renovations, this proportion jumped to 31%. See
Keenan, uLung-men Academy in Shanghai and the Expansion of Kiangsu's
Educated Elite, 1865-1911," in Benjamin A. Elman and Alexander Woodside,
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eds., Education and Society in Late Imperial China, 1600-1900 (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1994), 497.
33Jin Guoshen, Xi Wei, and

Wu

Shoupeng.

~SMA, Suzhou Chongde Gongsuo, [In-Bouse Notice, 1874], 313.1.99,
op. cit., I:2B. According to Song Yuanfang, the guild was founded in
1608, and was followed soon thereafter by the appearance of the sbuyuan.
See Song, "Ji Shanghaishi shuye gonghui," Cbuban sbiliao 10 (1987:4),
37.

35In fact, the Taipings reached Songjiang, which today is serviced
by Shanghai's suburban bus network, and where they were repelled by a
band of foreign mercenaries led by the American Frederick Townsend Ward.
36sMA, Shanghai Shuye Gongsuo, "Shanghai shuye gongsuo luocheng
quanti dahui kaihui ci," [1915], 313.1.2:VIII. Much later, Bao Tianxiao
observes, the Old-Book industry became the bailiwick of Shaoxing natives
around 1910. See Bao, op. cit., I:376.
37sMA, Suzhou Chongde Gongsuo, op. cit., 313.1.99, II:6:B.
38zhu Buailu, Buang Xiting, and Wei Futang. SMA, Shanghai Shuye
Gongsuo, 313.1.2:VIII, op. cit.
39 Amounts ranged from one to a hundred yuan and were paid in both
Chinese and British currency. See Feng Shaoting and Qian Gendi, eds.,
"Chuangjian Shuye gongsuo qi," in Cbuban sbiliao 10 (1987:4), 42.
40According to Song, op. cit., 37, the nine were Xia Ruifang, Ye
Jiuru, Xi Zipei, Xia Yuzhi, Fu Zilian, Fei Rongqing, Xia Songlai, Chen
Yonghe, and Bua Xinzhai.
41It is tempting to assume that Xi was a descendant of the Suzhou
Xi family which had founded Saoyeshanfang, but I have found no evidence
which confirms this hope.
42Feng Shaoting and Qian Gendi, eds., "Shanghai shuye gongsuo
zhiyuan mingdan," in Cbuban sbiliao 10 (1987:4), 42. The forty-eight
votes suggest that the new guild had at least that number of members, an
increase of twenty-three since 1884; the exact membership is unknown.
However, by 1911, membership would exceed a hundred. See Song, op. cit.,
37. Song states that fifty-eight of the members were book-printers and
seventy-two were "binders" ( zbuangding ) • This latter term is
inconsistent with all other documents; most likely they were retail
outlets.
43 song, op. cit., 37. The early dominance of Shanghai-area natives
is striking. Also, as will be shown below, the Commercial Press,
represented by Xia Ruifang, had become a major influence in Shanghai's
publishing world only after 1904, when it issued textbooks that became a
national industry standard.
44 Feng Shaoting and Qian Gendi, "Shanghai Shuye Gongsuo chuciding
dingzhangcheng," in Cbuban shiliao 10 (1987:4), 43. "Depot" (ju ) and
"shop" (fang ) seem to be terms which distinguished producers from
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retailers; when discussing the distribution of guild offices, the bylaws
stipulate that half of the appointments will go to those from depots and
half to those from shops. I use the term udepot" because it was in
common usage among English-language booksellers in Shanghai at the turn
of the century.
45oianshizhai, one of the original subscribers to the guild
project back in 1884, had closed in the late 1890s. This emphasis on
excluding non-Chinese booksellers certainly reflected the nonChinese/Chinese segregation prevalent in Shanghai's Anglo-American
organizations and was subsequently reflected in the 1911 Bylaws of the
competing Shanghai Shuye Shanghui as well. See SMA, "Shanghai Shuye
Shanghui zhangcheng," Statute 3, Item 4, Article C, 313.1.3. The
stipulation may also reflect a change in the view of Shanghainese
towards foreigners. According to Ye Xiaoqing, nineteenth century
Shanghainese had distinquished themselves from other Chinese as well as
from their descendants in the early twentieth century by their lack of
xenophobia; it seems clear that the situation had already changed by the
time these bylaws were written ca. 1905. See Ye Xiaoqing, "Popular
Culture in Shanghai, 1884-1898," Ph.D. dissertation (Australian National
University, 1991), 12.
46As well as those which were printed or sold despite being
banned. See Feng and Qian, op. cit., 43, Chapter 2, Article 7.
47Ibid.
48The money is claimed to have been eaten up on uformalities like
reporting to the local government offices and registering with the
Agricultural and Commercial Bureaus as well as registering with the
General Chamber of Commerce [Zongshanghui ]."See SMA, Shanghai Shuye
Gongsuo, 313.1.2:VIII, op. cit.
49The exhibition hall used to promote sales is mentioned in
Chapter 2, Article 5. See Feng and Qian, op. cit., 43.
SOsMA, Shanghai Shuye Gongsuo, 313.1.2:VIII, op. cit.
Slconversely, he would have been right at home with Liulichang's
Tao family quoted in Chapter 3.
5 2The

first modern copyright law was in fact not issued by the
Qing court until 1906, and then under the rubric of a publications' law,
which Kang Youwei had first recommended to the Guangxu emperor in August
1898. Lee-hsia Bsu Ting's Government Control of the Press in Modern
China 1900-1949 (Cambridge, MA: East Asian Research Center, Harvard
University, 1974), Chapter 1, includes discussion of previous
publication laws, as well as of the "Special Statute of the Great Qing
Dynasty Governing Publications," which was jointly drafted by the
Ministries of Commerce, Police, and Education. It was supplemented by a
Press Law in 1908 and was updated by the Provisional Constitution of
March 11, 1912 only to be essentially revived by Yuan Shikai's
Publication Law of 1914 which remained in effect long after Yuan's death
in 1916. The Great Qing Code, as translated by William c. Jones,
includes only two laws concerning publication, Articles 165 and 256
under uLaws Relating to the Board of Rites" and UPUnishments,"
respectively. Neither deals with copyright per se or by implication.
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Shanghai's Mixed Court also adhered to copyright regulations, as
indicated by A.M. Kotenev in his Shanghai: It:s Mixed Court; and Council
(Shanghai: North China Daily News and Herald, Ltd., 1925), 551-3.
According to the 1915 promulgation, Article 1, The exclusive right to
print, reprint, publish or copy any or all of the following works of art
shall be granted to any person after registration in compliance with the
provisions of this Act, whereupon it or they shall be Copyright." The
list includes literary works, speeches, dramatic works, musical
compositions, pictures, photographs, etc.
11

53sMA, Shanghai Shuye Gongsuo, 313.1.2:VIII, op.cit.
54 Most of the surviving documents, particularly the bylaws, stress
the fact that the guild, whether in Suzhou or Shanghai, was selfsupporting. Thus, for example, the 1874 In-Bouse Notice of the Suzhou
guild states "I. The guild's establishment depends on those in this
trade raising the money themselves, not (getting it from) outside; II.
All (Suzhou] bookstores should contribute according to the number of
pages [i.e. books] they have; for each [book) one dollar; contribute
silver as per the usual custom. [This way) the guild will not
deteriorate and we can do annual repairs, honor our promises, conduct
funerals, etc., all (as) matters of public expense."
55sMA, Shanghai Shuye Gongsuo, 313.1.2:VIII, op. cit.
56song, op. cit.
57Ibid. The Shanghai Municipal Archives collection includes
dazibao, medals, para-military paraphernalia, and photographs concerning
this militia.
58 sMA, "Shuye shangtuan tongzhi xinshi lu," 313.1.23.
59Their average age was thirty sui, with the oldest two being
forty-one, and the youngest three, twenty-three. The heavy proportion of
non-Shanghainese reflects Shanghai's sojourning population discussed in
Frederic Wakeman, Jr., and Wen-hsin Yeh, eds., Shanghai Sojourners
(Berkeley, CA: Institute of East Asian Studies, 1992). See particularly
their "Introduction."
6°song, op. cit. In 1914, the general director was Gao Banqing,
assisted by "joint directors," Gong Boyin (replaced the next year by
Tang Jingzi) and Ye Mingde.
61 of the total one hundred and twenty shops existing in 1914,
thirty-six had gone out of business in the three-year period.
62This observation is valid unless one makes the assumption, for
which there is no evidence, that the lithographers, ipso facto, were
antiquarians.
63sMA 313.1.23 indicates that the first was located off Ermalu
(Jiujiang Road, two blocks north of Fuzhou Road, still within the
Wenhuajie district) in Minfeng Lane. The second was located at
Maijiaquan, a name which suggests a site in the Nanshi.
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64sMA, "Shanghai shaye shanghui zhangcheng," S313 .1. 3, 1
(photograph). Bao Tianxiao, op. cit., I:382 indicates that Wangping
Street became Shandong Road, although he does not say when.
65This firm was not Kaiming Shudian, the well-known
political/literary publisher founded in 1926.

67sMA, ushanghai shuye shanghui zhangcheng," [1906-11}, 313.1.3.
Set up September 26, 1903, the Qing Ministry of Commercial Affairs was
replaced by the Ministry of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce on
September 1, 1906. See Wellington K.K. Chan, Merchants, Mandarins, and
Modern Enterprise in Late Ch'ing China (Cambridge, MA: East Asian
Research Center, 1977), 161 and 170.
68 Ibid.
69 Ibid.
70 SMA, ushanghai Shuye Shanghui nianzhou jiniance," (Jiading:n.p.,
1924), 313.1-79, 7-8.
71In spite of the voluminous range of publications on the impact
of the Taipings, they have been little studied as a cultural movement.
72wu Woyao, op. cit., 179.
73see Chung-li Chang, The Chinese Gentry, Studies on their Role in
Nineteenth-Century Chinese Society (Seattle: University of washington
Press,1955) and The Income of the Chinese Gentry, A Sequel ••. (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1962).
74chang found that before the expansion of trade with the West in
the nineteenth century, the most important gentry-led business
activities were in the salt gabelle. By the middle of the century,
however, gentry-merchants (shenshang signifies either gentry with
merchant activities or merchants with gentry status) appeared. Their
activities ranged from monopolistic commerce (e.g. the hong merchants of
Canton before 1842) to banking (remittance, moneylending, etc.) and
pawnbrokerage. See Chang, op. cit., 1962, 149-195.
75Here I use the term that Mark Elvin borrowed from Clifford
Geertz's account of Javanese agricultural history and applied to late
imperial China. Philip Huang then liberated the word from the somewhat
disparaging use given it by Elvin. See Clifford Geertz, Agricultural
Involution: The Process of Ecological Change in Indonesia (Berkeley, CA:
University of California Press, 1963); Mark Elvin, The Pattern of the
Chinese Past, A Social and Economic Interpretation (Stanford, CA:
Stanford University Press, 1973); and Philip c.c. Huang, The Peasant
Economy and Social Change in North China (Stanford, CA: Stanford
University Press, 1985).
76 Ho Ping-ti, The Ladder of Success in Imperial China, Aspects of
Social Mobility, 1369-1911 (NY: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1964 [1962]),
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40. Bo, of course, narrows Chang's definition of gentry to exclude
shengyuan and jiansheng.
77This term is used by Mary Backus Rankin, Elite Activism and
Political Transformation in China, Zhejiang Province 1865-1911
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1986), 18.
78see Joseph w. Esherick, Refor.m and Revolution in China, The 1911
Revolution in Hunan and Hubei (Berkeley, CA: University of California
Press, 1976) •
79For the locus classicus of the traditional view, see w. Allyn
Rickett, ed. and trans., Guanzi: Political, Economic, and Philosophical
Essays from Early China (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
1985), I:325. I would like to acknowledge Keith Knapp's advice in
locating this passage. For a summary of the traditional view, see Bo,
op. cit., 1-4.
soRankin, op. cit., especially 6-10. In Rankin's view, this social
change involving the mixing of land and commercial income is accented if
one looks at the history of families rather than just the history of
individuals.
81 Ibid., 61.
82susan Mann, Local Merchants and the Chinese Bureaucracy
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1987), 22.
83see essays by Jane Kate Leonard and John R. Watt in Jane Kate
Leonard and John R. Watt, eds., To Achieve Security and wealth, The Qing
Lmperial State and the Economy 1644-1911 (Ithaca, NY: East Asia Program,
Cornell University, 1992.
84 chan,

op. cit., 1.

85The terminology used for the book industry (shuye) is remarkably
constant between the eighteen and early twentieth centuries. Not until
the 1920s, when afflicted by industrial strike actions, does the book
industry begin to see itself as a modern industry. One's sense of the
importance of terminology to historical understanding is reinforced by
wen-hsin Yeh's illuminating discussion of the recasting of the terms
"national bourgeoisie" and "camprador bourgeoisie" which she dates to
editorial commentaries composed by Chen Duxiu and Qu Qiubai after the
May Thirtieth Incident of 1925. In her view, the Communists then sought
to analyze "political attitudes towards the imperialist powers ••• from
the perspective of class interest." See Wen-hsin Yeh, The Alienated
Academy, Culture and Politics in Republican China, 1919-1937 (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1990), 79. In doing so, they ahistorically
redefined the meaning of national bourgeoisie, which in the nineteenth
century were those wham I describe here, namely, those investors who
emerged after the Chinese banking crisis of 1883 and u(u]nder the
guidelines of 'official supervision, merchant management,'(channeled)
bureaucratic and gentry capital into industrial and transportation
concerns." In nineteenth century parlance, these persons were the
"national bourgeoisie"; in twentieth century Communist terminology, they
became "bureaucratic capitalists" (81), aligned with the imperialist
powers and opposed to the national interests of China.
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B6Jiangsu and Zhejiang were united, administratively, by the Qing
into the Liangjiang Viceroyalty.
87Rankin, op. cit., 7.
BBtbid., 19.
89 Ibid.
90Rankin is very careful to emphasize the flexible, expansive
nature of this group. For instance, she specifies that the shendong
" ••• did not constitute a distinct, economically and socially constricted
stratum like the service samurai of Tokugawa Japan" (23).
91Ibid., 24.
92Ibid.
93Ibid., 26.
~Her reference to public op1~on, in the context of her own
research is severely undercut by the absence of a newspaper in Zhejiang
in the years she studies, as pointed out by Frederic Wakeman, Jr.
Likewise, she is unable to show the influence of Shanghai's Shenbao on
the shendong she studies. See Frederic Wakeman, "The Civil Society and
Public Sphere Debate: Western Reflections on Chinese Political Culture,"
Modern China 19:2 (April 1993), 136, note 20. The two instances I have
found of readers' reactions (Bao Tianxiao's and Zhang Jinglu's) to the
modern lithographic press, discussed in Chapter 3, suggest just how
tentatively one must speak of public opinion, not to mention "the public
sphere," at this time.

95see Ibid., 62-91.
96The Zhang family's flight mirrored the flight of the Suzhounese
booksellers to Shanghai described above. According to Rankin,
"[d)epopulation was the most dramatic result [of the contest between
Taipings and zuo Zongtang's government troops conducted in Zhejiang).
There were about thirty million people in Zhejiang in 1850 but no more
than eighteen million in 1873, nine years after the rebellion •••
available gazetteers repeatedly record declines of 50 to 85 percent in
the most affected prefectures" (55).
97 Liu Becheng, "Zhang Yuanji xiansheng shengping dashi nianbiao,"
in Zhang Yuanji yishi zhuanji zhi er (Baiyan: Zhengxie wenshi ziliao
gongzuo weiyuanhui, 1992), 27.
98Man-ying Ip, The Life and Times of Zhang Yuanji, 1867-1959
(Beijing: The Commercial Press, 1985), 13-4. Ip states that the family
fled south in response to the Taipings.
99Ibid., 14. The experience mirrors that of Zhao Yu, the Bangzhou
literatus discussed in Chapter 2, so closely that one wonders if it had
perhaps become a literary or biographic trope, and if so, to what
purpose.
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lOOrp, op. cit., 15. Based on her comprehensive study of Zhang's
correspondence, Ip is able to determine that Zhang was also close
friends with the Shanghai journalist, Wang Kanqnian.
101rbid., 18.
102Quoted in Ip, op. cit., 19.
103rbid., 25-6. The monastery, in southwestern Beijing, was built
to commemorate a Ming patriot for his sacrifices against the Mongols. It
was the site chosen by Kang Youwei for preparing the 1894 joint
memorial, as well as by Sun Yatsen and Li Dazhao for their own secret
political meetings.
104Ibid., 22-27. Established in Beijing in late summer 1895 and
banned in January 1896, the Society soon had branches in Shanghai and
other major centers. Its membership included high officials like Zhang
Zhidong, Yuan Shikai, and Sun Jia'nai, as well as foreign missionaries
like Timothy Richard and Gilbert Reid of the well-known missionary
organization and publishing house, Guanqxuehui. Its journal, Nanguo
gongbao (The World Bulletin) was initially under the leadership of Liang
Qichao. Although sympathetic to the Society's goals, Zhang never joined
it.
lOSibid., 33.
l06 Ibid. , 3 4 • Cited from Zhang Yuan j i, "WUxu zhengbian zayong, " in
Jian Bozan et. al., eds., WUxu bianfa (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin
chubanshe, 1957), III:350.
l07rbid., 51.
lOBBy this time Zhang had been transferred from the Board of
Punishments to the Bureau of Mining and Railways within the Zongli
Yamen. Bis memorial included five main points: standardizing new
institutions like the Imperial University, Bureaus of Railway and
Mining, Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce and establishment of a very
small Consultative Assembly; abolishing special status granted Manchus
in the interest of racial harmony; enhancing communication between the
emperor and his officials through travel and abolition of pointless
rituals; abolition of the civil service examination system and
recruitment of talent through the modern schools; economic reform,
including realistic budgeting and, as I say above, promotion of the
status of merchants. See Ip, op. cit., 51-6.
1°9rbid., 64.
llONo doubt the Republican National Day (Double Ten) celebrations
had an added poignant dimension for him!
lllip, op. cit., 75. Li Bongzhang had headed the Zongli Yamen
during Zhang's time there, and he arranged for Zhang's new position
through his protege, Sheng Xuanhuai, who had founded the school in 1896.
n2Ibid., 77.
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113rbid., 92-3. In 1898, the Qing court had concluded a
preliminary agreement with the British, who claimed the right to build
four railways with their own funds in the sphere of influence they
claimed (the Yangzi Valley).
114 rbid., 94.
llSRankin, op. cit., 371, n. 5.
116yeh, op. cit., 82. According to Yeh's widely accepted analysis,
one can distinguish the bureaucratic capitalists from the national
capitalists according to their alma mater. In this way, graduation from
St. John's University generally connoted a bureaucratic capitalist
background or future, while graduation from Jiangsu Provincial Education
Association (JPEA)-affiliated programs connoted national capitalist.
After the Xinhai Revolution, graduates of JPEA-affiliated universities
were granted preferential treatment upon entering the civil service
(137). Indeed, St. John's graduates became "self-selectedly apolitical"
after the May Thirtieth Movement of 1925 (83), focusing almost
exclusively on the careers in finance and business for which they are
legendary.
117 rbid., 82.
llBrbid., 119. The JPEA's emphasis on vocational education,
manifested in its establishment of the Chinese Vocational Society in
1913, contrasted with the "moral education" pushed by the Zhejiang
Provincial Educational Association.
119rbid., 91.
12orbid.
12 1 rbid., 92.
122Besides Rankin and Yeh, Barry Keenan discusses the revival of
shuyuan following the Tongzhi Restoration. See Keenan, op. cit., 503 for
an invaluable discussion of the financial responsibilities of shuyuan
trustees, and their investment of school endowments in pawnshops. In
1871, the Shanghai district had seven shuyuan and ten charitable schools
(yixue). The most outstanding shuyuan library belonged to the Longmen
Academy, which was founded by Ding Richang (1823-82), then military
daotai of the Su(zhou)-Song(jiang)-Tai(cang) circuit of eastern Jiangsu
(which included Shanghai), in 1865 to train lower-degree holders,
ostensibly for the provincial exams, but actually, as Keenan argues, to
uphold conservative Cheng-Zhu values in westernizing Shanghai. Two years
later Ding, a specialist in military arms manufacture who had founded a
smaller arsenal at Suzhou in 1863, founded the Jiangnan Arsenal. Ding
was also a noted rare book collector. On nineteenth century Shanghai
academies, in addition to Keenan, see Tongzhi Shanghai xianzhi (Wumen:
n.p., 1871), IX:31-40. The same source features a printed catalogue of
the approximately 166 compilations in the Longmen library~ by 1918, the
original collection had changed considerably, with great emphasis on
science and technology. The Qiuzhi Shuyuan, founded in 1876, had a
library nearly twice that of Longmen in size, distinguished by its lack
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of works on science and technology. See Yao Wendan, ed., Shanghai xian
xuzbi (Taipei: Chengwen chubanshe, 1970 [1918]), 639-643, 644-650. On
Ding Richang, see ECCP 721-23.
U3wen-hsin Yeh makes a similar argument when she writes
ushanghai's unique social and cultural environment contributed to such
developments ••• Shanghai had seen the teaching of Western subjects since
the 1860s under the auspices of Li Bongzhang, the Governor General, in
institutions such as the Jiangnan Arsenal and the Shanghai Translations
Bureau." See Yeh, op. cit., 91.
U4enly apparently. See pages 46-47, note 84, above which mentions
that the book publishers did not conceive of themselves as
industrialists until the strikes of the 1920s.
USThe jiansheng degree, in addition to conferring status in its
own right, entitled one to write the provincial or juren examination
without having to first sit for the county or xiucai examination. In WU
Woyao's novel, his character contemplates purchasing the jiansheng,
which then cost more than a hundred taels, but soon his uncle buys him
the much higher, and more expensive, dongban degree, equal to an
official of the sixth rank and one rank higher than a district
magistrate. See wu Woyao, op. cit., 188 and 277.
U6ao, op. cit., 126.

127rbid., 81. Repeated with qualified approval in Chan, op. cit.,
20.
128chan, op. cit., 70 makes the interesting and important point
that the guandu shangban ("government-supervised merchant management")
system was merely recycled from the arrangement long in place with the
salt merchants.
12 9 For instance, the Tongwenguan, part of the Zongli Yamen, and
the Shanghai Interpreters' Institute, part of the Jiangnan Arsenal.
130yen-p'ing Bao, The Commercial Revolution in Nineteenth-Century
China, The Rise of Sino-Western Mercantile Capitalism (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1986), 245ff. talks about the fu-gu
system (purchase of capital shares in foreign enterprises by Chinese
merchants) and its influence in the industries mentioned above. Nowhere
in his book does he mention either the printing or the publishing
industry.
131chan, op. cit., 168.
132According to Chan, 178, the five were: partnerships of two or
more persons with unlimited liability; similar partnerships with limited
liability; joint-stock companies of seven or more shareholders with
unlimited liability; similar joint-stock companies with limited
liability; and sole proprietorships with unlimited liability. Between
1904-05, interest in registration was greatest from joint-stock firms of
limited liability which, in addition to favoring Western concepts of
business organization, also favored the legal guarantees that the new
commercial legislation promised. Only twenty-seven, out of 272 firms
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which registered during 1904-08, were companies of unlimited liability
(all of these were pawnshops); a tiny fraction of China's traditional
sole proprietorships and partnerships were registered (forty-four and
forty-eight respectively). The remaining 153 firms were all joint-stock
firms of limited liability.
133The importance of this development in Britain's domination of
China's sovereignty has often been lost under the political history of
the nineteenth century and the mass of unequal treaties. The first
Chinese-run joint-stock company (gongsi) was the well-known China
Merchants' Steam Navigation Company (Lunchuan Zhaoshangju), founded by
Li Bongzhang in 1872, ten years after the American firm Russell and
Company had launched its own Shanghai Steam Navigation Company. The
Chinese firm's uuse of this organizational structure marked a new
departure in Chinese business practice," as Chi-kong Lai maintains in
his, "The Qing State and Merchant Enterprise: The China Merchants'
Company, 1872-1902," in Jane Kate Leonard and John R. Watt, eds., To
Achieve Security and Wealth, The Qing Imperial State and the Economy
1644-1911 (Ithaca, NY: East Asia Program, Cornell University, 1992),
140.
134rn this sense, I agree with Douglas R. Reynolds' interpretation
of the Xinzheng reforms as ua quiet revolution," in the course of which
new paradigms for action were legitimated. See Reynolds, China, 18981912, The Xinzheng Revolution and Japan (Cambridge, MA: Council on East
Asian Studies, Harvard University, 1993), 12ff; note also his
interesting and creative application of philosopher of science Thomas
Kuhn's notion of scientific paradigm.
135 Lin Be'e, uziben yu yinshua shiye," in Yan Shuang, ed.,
Zhongguo yinshuashi ziliao huibian, (Shanghai; Shanghaishi Xinsijun
Lishiyanjiuhui, Yinshua-Yinchao zu, n.d.), !:120. The same rationale for
the proprietorship, partnership, and corporation is expressed, almost
word for word, in Barry M. Trebing's urntroduction" to Barry M. Trebing,
ed., The Corporation in the American Economy (Chicago, IL: Quadrangle
Books, The New York Times, 1970), 6-7. Trebing reviews the history of
the corporation as a legal entity.
136 rbid., I:121.
137 Ibid., !:121-2. The four reasons Lin gives are: quotas for each
investor are small and easy to shoulder; stockholders can sell their
shares freely, without involving the company or other stockholders; the
company has a legal identity, making it more secure (baozhang) in the
eyes of lenders; and, aside from their initial investment, shareholders
need have no other duties.
138Ibid., !:121. Chi-kong Lai also explains that u(i]n nineteenthcentury Europe and the United States, a joint-stock company was seen as
a legal entity, whose characteristics, such as legal personhood and
existence beyond the life of its members, made it more advantageous than
partnerships." See Lai, op. cit., 141.
139The same problem is discussed at great length by Shanghai
publisher and magazine distributor Zhang Jinglu. For example, see Zhang
Jinglu, Zai chubanjie ershinian (Bankou: Shanghai zazhi gongsi, 1937),
160-63 •
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140Lin Be'e, op. cit., 122.
141rbid.
142yang Shouqing, uouiyu Zhongguo chubanjie zhi pipan yu xiwang,"
in his Zhongguo chubanjie jianshi (Shanghai: Yongxiang yinshuguan,
1946), 77.

143 Ibid., 78.
14 4 rbid., 79.
145 Ibid., 80.
146rbid.
147By UNew CUlture," Yang is referring to uscience" and
"democracy," the emblems of the May Fourth Movement with which
Shanghai's modern publishers had been concerned after 1898, albeit using
wenyan-based presentations.
148Xia and Gao were born in Qingpu and the Baos hailed from
Ningbo.
149Lufei Bohong (1886-1940) was a native of Tongxiang, Zhejiang,
although he was actually born in Shaanxi. See Wang Zhen, Zhongguo shida
chubanjia (Taiyuan: Shuhai chubanshe, 1991), 81-105.
l5°Ji Shaopu, Zhongguo chuban jianshi (Shanghai: Xuelin chubanshe,
1991), 330. Xi invested 500,000 yuan in the firm, and appointed the

camprador Zhang Jian as head of the board of directors. Eventually,
after several years of fierce competition over the textbook market, they
were bought out by their chief competitor, the Commercial Press.
151wenming would merge with Zhonghua in 1932.
152Ji, op. cit., 306. Lianshi paper was the favorite of
lithographers, suggesting that many of Saoye's publications were
produced with that technology.
153sMA, 313.1.23, op. cit.
154see above, p. 12.
155Another indicator of that accommodation is the rapid expansion
of newspapers published in Shanghai between 1895 and 1911. See Leo aufan Lee and Andrew J. Nathan, "The Beginnings of Mass Culture:
Journalism and Fiction in the Late Ch'ing and Beyond," in David Johnson,
Andrew J. Nathan, and Evelyn Rawski, eds., Popular Culture in Late
Lmperial China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985). Lee and
Nathan cite Ge Gongzhen to the effect that, in China, 216 newspapers and
122 magazines rapidly appeared after 1895. See below, Chapter 6 for
further discussion of this phenomenon from a perspective which asks how
this expansion took place technologically. The same pattern of
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accommodation appeared after the revolution of 1911 and the counterrevolution of 1927.
156see Boward L. Boorman, ed., Biographical Dictionary of
Republican China [hereafter abbreviated BDRC], (NY: Columbia University
Press, 1968), II:30-31. During their residence in Bong Kong, the family
had taken the English surname Birdsell and so the Yokohama firm was
called Birdsell Company.
157wu Tiesheng, UJiefangqian Zhonghua shuju suoji," in Huiyi
Zhonghua shuju, 1912-1987 (Beijing: Zhonghua chubanshe, 1987), 72.
~ashops here included Guanqya Shuju, Xinshijiexue Baoquan,
Qiwenshe, Minquanshe Shuju, Biaohumeng Shushi, and Changming Gongsi (the
firm which employed Lufei Kui when he first came to Shanghai). Before
1910, the most important FUzhou Road firm was Zhongquo Tushu Gongsi,
founded in 1906.

159Ji, op. cit., 330.
160 Ip, op • cit. , 111.
161Needless to say, without concern for copyright ownership.
162Florence Chien, uThe Commercial Press and Modern Chinese
Publishing 1897-1949," (M.A. thesis, University of Chicago, 1970), 10.
163The Commercial Press was named by the elder Baa's wife. See
Wang Zhen, op. cit., 4.
164The Commercial Press has been the subject of two scholarly
studies in European languages. See Chien, op. cit., and Jean-Pierre
Drege, La Commercial Press de Shanghai, 1897-1949 (Paris: Memoires de
l'Institut des Sautes Etudes Chinoises, [1978]). In addition, numerous
historical accounts and documentary collections have appeared in
Chinese. One place to start is with the collection Shangwu yinshuguan
jianguan bashi zhounian jinian (1897-1977) (Bong Kong: Commercial Press,
1977). Manying Ip, op. cit., also contains extensive material on the
history of the Commercial Press independent of her focus on Zhang
Yuanji. Finally, I should stress that figures like Xia Ruifang hardly
ever appear in Chinese historical scholarship. The best account of this
idiosyncratic, energetic, and fascinating cipher of a man is in Wang
Zhen, op. cit., a book that is based on wide reading in the periodicals
of the time. Unfortunately, few of them are cited.
165According to Chien, Gao Mengdan did not leave the Presbyterian
Press until later.
166wang Zhen, op. cit., 4. Chien mistakenly claims the purchase
occurred in 1900.
167 Ibid.
168Bao Tianxiao, Chuanyinglou huiyilu (Bong Kong: Dahua chubanshe,
1971), 220. Baa's chronology of these years in the early 1900s is
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sometimes faulty, a fact which does not detract from the essentials he
does remember accurately.
169Ibid.
170Ibid., 220. It was located between Yunnan Road and Guizhou
Road, next to the Laozha police station (which would become infamous
among Chinese revolutionaries during the May Thirtieth Movement of
1925).

17lae also dealt with a printer named WU Yunji, whose oldfashioned but larger and faster firm was located north of Suzhou Creek
on Henan North Road opposite the Fujian Buiguan (Quan-Zhang Buiguan). At
Wu Yunji's, Bao tried to have Yan Fu's translation of Huxley's Evolution
and Ethics printed, but Wu's printers could not understand Yan's writing
style, which was famous for its literary quality, and so Bao was forced
to retreat. Instead, he engaged the Commercial Press for most of the
job.
172The same book that Zhang Yuanji had then bought and was
printing at Nanyang Public Institute in the suburbs of Shanghai.
According to Baa, 222, however, Yan Fu's manuscript was very clean and
clear, written in standard script on paper which he had blocked out and
lined himself, which suggests that multiple copies of the translation
may have been in circulation. Bao eventually published a number of other
translations by Yan Fu. The other manuscript on which Jinshuzhai was
working at this time was a Japanese text directly translated into
Chinese by Ye Baowu, the Bangzhounese founder of the Dongwen (Japanese)
School, who was also a translator for the Zhongwai ribao, the newspaper
through which Baa's firm eventually advertised their books. Bao found
the old man himself, whose small beard gave him a Oaoist air, amusing,
but complains that his direct translation created great problems in
Chinese grammar, especially because of the plethora of "0? "particles
that Ye had merely transcribed from long Japanese sentences into Chinese
as"~·" Ye had often to come visit the Jinshuzhai to make these and
other corrections, and on at least one occasion was accosted by the
whores who frequented the publisher's lane. Unaware that they were
sharing the lane with a publisher, when Ye insisted that he was going to
Jinshuzhai, the lady who had hooked him proclaimed, "We are better in
every way than Jinshuzhai," and dragged him into her boudoir. Be
eventually had to buy his freedom for one yuan, and Jinshuzhai,
concerned about the impact of the neighborhood on their business, soon
moved to the then-new, and nameless streets northwest of Nanjing Road
(eventually called Baikal Road, it became Fengyang Road, behind the
present-day Park Betel, after 1949).
173 Bao, op. cit., 236-7. My translation of this passage, although
including numerous changes, is nonetheless based on Ip, op. cit., 112.
174In Shanghainese idiom, the detested Sikhs were called hongtou
a-san (red-headed boy) after their turbans, although Bao uses the polite
term "Indian policeman." See Shou Ming, Shanghai fangyan shiye tan
(Shanghai: Buadong Shifan Daxue chubanshe, 1992), 126.
175Ibid., 236.
176rbid.
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177ane early publication, Tongjian yilan, sold over 11,000 copies.
Before, Chinese publishers had used maobian (rough-edged bamboo paper],
maotai, or lianshi paper for works of this sort. Xia was the first to
combine one sheet of crude maocao paper with one sheet of smooth-finish
guangjie paper. The paper which resulted resembled lianshi paper, but
cost two-thirds its price. Wood-blocked Tongjian yilan were selling for
twenty silver yuan, and Xia's lead-type edition cost only two yuan more,
making it a bestseller. See Wang Zhen, op. cit., 6.
178Jiang Weiqiao, uBianji xiaoxue jiaokeshu zhi huiyi, 1897-1905,"
in Zhang Jinglu, Zhongguo chuban shiliao, bubian (Beijing: Zhonghua
shuju, 1957), 140.
179Ibid.
l8°Ibid., 7.
181Bao, op. cit., 237. As for Bao's own Jinshuzhai, it did not
last much longer. Bao notes that at that time, many publishers,
especially translation bureaus, were organized uto get the ball [of
reform) rolling" and not to make profits. For this reason, most had
inadequate financing. Baa's own employer, Kuai Liqing, an old-style
aristocrat, was underwritten initially by Yan Fu, and later by sales of
Yan and Ye Haowu's books. It was an individual proprietorship, hampered
by unstable financing, oblivious to the fact that publishing had already
become commercialized (shangyehua). Jinshuhua, like most publishing
firms in the period after 1895, expired as a rambunctious juvenile, aged
two years. Interestingly, its copyrights for the series of Yan Fu books
which it had published under Baa's contracts reverted to the Commercial
Press. See Bao, 237-241. Baa himself went to work first for Qixiu
Bianyiju and then for Xia Ruifang's competitor, Guangzhi Shuju, the
other important textbook publisher of the day, where he worked at
translating Japanese engineering books with five or six Cantonese
editors whom he could not understand. After two months there, he moved
to another translation bureau, where he stayed for a year, and then
returned to Suzhou. See Bao, 242-50.
182wang Zhen, op. cit., 8-9.
183 Bao, op. cit.
l84Ibid.
185Ip, op. cit., 112. In Ji Shaopu's view, the Patriotic Institute
was founded by dissident students expelled from Nanyang. See Ji Shaopu
et. al., eds., Zhongguo chuban jianshi (Shanghai: Xuelin chubanshe,
1991), 320. Ji is supported by Song Yuanfang's chronology of the
Shanghai book business, uzhongguo jindai chuban dashiji," in Chuban
shiliao 19 (1990:1), 145, which cites November 16, 1902 as the date of
the Institute's establishment.
186According to Wang Zhen, they were paid what seems to have been
a purely symbolic gratuity of one yuan. See Wang Zhen, op. cit., 8.
Jiang Weiqiao scoffs when he recalls it in Jiang, op. cit. 140.
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l8 7Ip, op. cit., 114. There are many reasons given by historians
for why Zhang left when he did. One of the most striking, in light of
Xia's decision to go independent after being mistreated by the
apparently anti-Chinese O'Shea, of the many explanations available, is
that Zhang had a falling out with John c. Ferguson, the overbearing
American missionary and proctor of the Nanyang Institute. See Ip, op.
cit., 80.
l88Ibid., 114ff. Zhang was also editor of a trimonthly called
Waijiao bao (The Diplomatic Review) that appeared from 1902 to 1910 and
that he brought to the Commercial Press.
l8 9 Ibid., 114, note 7. Ip observes, "different sources mention
different times when Zhang Yuanji formally joined the Commercial Press.
The official Jinian tekan, his obituaries and eulogies give 1901, Wang
Yunwu mentions 1902 ••• , Mao Dun mentions 1903 •••• " Since the Subao case
broke in June 1903, and did force Cai to leave Shanghai, I agree with Ip
that 1903 seems the most convincing date.
l9°After gaining the xiucai degree, Gao abandoned the examination
system and, in 1896, went to Bangzhou with his elder brother, Fengqi (a
well-known proponent of the Tongcheng school). There the two helped
their fellow-Fujianese Lin Qi to organize the Qiushi Shuyuan, mentioned
by Mary Backus Rankin, which in 1901 became Zhejiang University.
Although offered a position as dean of the new university, after
visiting Japan, Gao wanted to devote himself to compiling primary school
textbooks and turned to Zhang Yuanji, a family friend. See Zheng
Zhenwen, "Wo suozhidao de Shangwu yinshuguan bianjisuo," in Zhongguo
zhenqxie, eds., wenshi ziliao 53 (1965): 144.
191 one of Manying Ip's several major contributions to the business
and cultural history of this period is her account of this early
Japanese involvement. The following account derives from Ip, op. cit.,
119-28. As she rightly points out, previous scholarly accounts, whether
by Ch'ien or Drege, "are ••• vague on this aspect of Sino-Japanese cooperation •••• "
192 Ibid., 119.
193 Ibid. I 124.
194 The early Zhejiang and Jiangsu influence is striking, with all
of the editors but one hailing from those provinces; in time, as Gao
Mengdan's influence increased, he himself became wary of relying too
much on editors from his home province of Fujian, a strong temptation
given his own inability to speak Mandarin. See Zheng, op. cit., 145,
where he states "in Gao's life, the thing he feared most was to have to
speak Mandarin" and 151, where Zheng explains that Gao eventually agreed
to having Wang Yunwu take over the editorial office in 1922 because he
did not want to appear to be holding out for a Fujianese. This inability
to speak Mandarin led in the first sessions to a heated dispute between
Gao and Jiang over the words " ~ " and " ~4
that finally ended when
they discovered that they were disputing the same term, pronounced
differently. Reported in Jiang, op. cit., and in Zheng, 142.

"

195Ip, op. cit., 130.
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196Just as Zhongguo Tushu Gongsi had dominated the other sectors
of the New-Books market.
197rbid.
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Chapter 5

A Tale of Three Kingdoms;
Shanghai's "Big Three" Publishers and the Creation of
Republican China's wenhuajie

I. Introduction

The goal of the gentry life-style had been leadership
and service, both of which were closely tied to the
consumption and production of book culture or wenhua. In
1833, a western writer commented that some of the gentry
achieved their status through the examination system, and
others through purchase of a degree, but "all profess to be
tuh-shoo jin, 'book-reading men.

"'1

In the view of a high Qing

official, "What makes the chii-jen and fu-sheng ••• so valuable
to the world is the way they raise themselves to their
position through poems and books."2
However, as we have seen in Chapters 2-4, by the
nineteenth century there were not nearly enough positions in
the civil service to afford the meritocratically-minded
gentry opportunities for imperial service, a situation
exacerbated by the large-scale sale of degrees after the
Taiping Rebellion. Further, by the end of the nineteenth
century, as many as sixty-six percent of officials had
purchased. their titles, 3 seriously undercutting any claims by
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officialdom to ruling through virtue and education.

As

the

character Wang Boshu insists in Vignettes from the Late
Ch'ing, "They're in business just as much as

I

am, but their

search for profit is even keener than that of businessmen."
At the same time, many of those who had gained their
positions through the regular battery of county, provincial,
and palace examinations were enervated, intellectually and
morally. Both the examination curriculum's disregard for
practical administration and the high levels of corruption
within officialdom undercut high-minded goals. Many of those
who succeeded became, in the eyes of author Wu Woyao,
"poisonous scholars" and mere "bookworms" incapable of
fulfilling leadership roles, either administratively or
culturally.
The term wenhua, loosely described in English as
"culture," has a larger connotation in Chinese. Wenhua refers
to the literary arts and methods or techniques associated
with them, but also to broad education and learning, whether
for purposes of imperial service or not. And, for many
gentry-merchants, among them the scions of the Huizhou salt
merchants sojourning in Hangzhou described in Chapter 2, the
lithographic book merchants like those described in Chapter
3, and the urban reformist elite of Chapter 4, the public
service aspect of education and learning extended beyond
administrative service to the printing and publishing of
books.
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However, after 1911, as the Westernized printing and
publishing industry of Shanghai developed and came to require
greater capital and technical input, publishers remained
ambivalent about their status. Even as the Western-style
corporation provided what Lin He'e regarded as the structure
essential to their work, their attitudes and ambivalence
reflected their roots in the semi-philanthropic, semicommercial culture of late Qing society.
As

a result, sometimes, such as when Lufei Bohong

equated publishing work with the growth of modern China,
publishers confidently defended their scholarly background
and privileges. At other times, such as when succumbing to
the meretricious lustre of profit gained from printing texts,
regardless of copyright privileges or of the books' moral
content, they sedulously turned a blind eye to their social
and political responsibilities. As Yang Shouqing would point
out in the mid-1940s, 4 just as Shanghai's modern publishers
"made" the reputations of China's great twentieth century
writers, they also exhausted the writers' talent in their own
drive to saturate a national market with works bearing
successful writers' names, regardless of the value of the
texts.
From its start in the 1880s, Shanghai's Chinese-owned
modern publishing industry provided alternative employment to
learned refugees and escapees from officialdom, as well as to
literate entrepreneurs exasperated by working for domineering
treaty-port foreigners. By 1911, most of the major
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printer/publishers of the 1880s and 1890s were gone, victims
of wasteful manufacturing practices, educational reform,
over-reliance on philanthropic publishing and on the
individual proprietor system that had restricted their access
to capital.
Those publishers that had survived the shake-out moved
steadily closer to a corporate style of commerce and to
Fuzhou Road itself, which would soon come to stand for the
vast Chinese marketplace for modern books. Many of those
books were geared to a schools curriculum established by
post-Qing Republican and warlord officials. Others, such as
collectanea and reference works, displayed editorial talents
informed by modern methods.
The conceptual ambiguity of the term "wenhua

11

was

mirrored in the district's ambivalence about itself. Wishing
to present an image of public service and to regard
themselves as an extension of academic life, those who worked
in Shanghai's wenhuajie were simultaneously scholars and
modern merchants. In what follows, it will become clear that
the expansion of education in the late imperial and early
Republican era demanded the development of mass-oriented,
mechanized publishing companies. Mechanization and massproduction was impossible without the funding mechanism of
the corporation. The corporation and its market in turn
transformed would-be scholars, such as Lufei Bohong of
Zhonghua, Shen Zhifang of World Books, and wang Yunwu of the
Commercial Press, into businessmen. It also gave Fuzhou Road,
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by the 1920s, the air of a commercial bazaar, despite the
clothing of these bookstores and publishers in solid,
imposing western-style buildings.
This transformation is presented below through an
examination of the three leading publishing enterprises 5 of
the 1920s and 1930s and the history, whether starting in 1897
(Commercial Press), 1912 (Zhonghua Book Co., Ltd.), or 1917
(World Books), that led them to the heights of Shanghai's
modern book publishing industry. Just as important as their
dates of establishment are the years (1902, 1915, and 1921)
in which they became joint-stock corporations. These
departures on an organizational and financial level enabled
these companies to distinguish themselves from the dozens of
small individual proprietorships that crowded around them up
and down Henan, Fuzhou, and Shandong Roads and the small
alleys linking the district.
Between 1927 and 1937, these three firms together
produced between sixty-one and seventy-one percent of China's
total book output,6 with the Commercial Press generally
outproducing the others three to one and five to one,
respectively. 7 In their retail outlets in the Fuzhou Road
district they also sold a very high proportion of the books
sold in Shanghai, the new intellectual center of China. The
relatively porous walls of the Forbidden City had been a
precondition for the creation of Beijing's Liulichang book
district; in like fashion, the proximity of Shanghai's modern
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corporate publishers to the financial arsenals of the Bund
was crucial to their expansion.
Although statistics can establish the prominence of
these firms, statistics cannot explain themselves. To this
end, I depict the men serving and directing these
corporations in a detail normally reserved for military
biographies. A strong argument for doing so is the need to
correct the effort by many historians of Shanghai's
publishing industry to exalt the activities of a few noble
souls 8 and to overlook the origins of this industry in streetlevel peddling, profit-making, and hustling. Men such as
those I depict here contributed to the opportunistic
commercial culture of Wenhuajie just as significantly as
figures like Zhang Yuanji contributed to its more
respectable, scholarship-oriented dimension. Their roots like
in the only reluctantly acknowledge commercial culture of
eighteenth century Liulichang and nineteenth century
Jiangnan.
The theme tying this chapter together is that of "three
publishing kingdoms," normally vying separately against
others but for at least one important period two united
against the third. The theme of ' three kingdoms" is of course
1

a familiar one in Chinese military, social, and literary
history. Its literary and historical origins make the theme
all the more appropriate in a discussion of modern Chinese
publishing institutions.
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Once I have established that there was in fact a
struggle among these publishers conducted along the lines of
the legendary struggle of ''three kingdoms," I round out the
chapter by discussing the source of each kingdom's vigor and
resilience, its editorial department. Unlike the printing and
retail shops of Liulichang, Shanghai's booksellers also
published new books for a mass market they had helped to
create. The editorial departments of the Commercial Press,
Zhonghua, and world Books were a second important component
in their successes and were essential intellectual
complements to their corporate structures. With just enough
mention of book titles to make the reader aware of the issues
behind the production of them, this latter discussion covers
the period from 1902 to 1937, touches upon the role of
technology in influencing editorial decisions, and ends when
true war rendered opaque the illuminating value of metaphors.

II. A Tale of Three Kingdoms: The Commercial Press, Zhonghua
Book Company, Ltd. , and World Book Company

A. The Commercial Press
Schools and universities, with their textbook markets,
were the most dependable patrons of the Chinese commercial
press between 1904 and 1937. That market was supplemented
somewhat by government-sponsored libraries once they began to
appear around 1908-9,9 although libraries did not become
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economically significant to publishers until the public
library movement of the late 1920s. After the civil service
system was abolished in 1905, the struggle for mastery of
both these markets, schools and libraries, was usually
dominated by the commercial Press in competition with one or
more others.
Thanks to its growing backlist of new educational
publications, the Commercial Press in the early 1900s
captured the popular educational market which had been ruled
in the 1890s by Shanghai's lithographic publisher, Feiying
Hall. Eventually, with modern reference works such as The New
Dictionary (Xin zidian; 1912) and The Encyclopedic Dictionary
(Ciyuan; 1916) and high quality reproduction of traditional
texts such as the Library of Chinese Classical, Historical,
Philosophical and Literary Works (Sibu congkanlO; 1920), drawn
from its in-house library, the Commercial Press would capture
even the carriage trade formerly dominated by Tongwen Shuju.
As

the inheritor of both popular and elite educational

publishing, the Press's position in the Shanghai-based, postQing publishing industry reminds one of the state of Shu Han,
the successor kingdom to the Han dynasty established in 221
A.D.ll Like Shu Han, the kingdom of the Commercial Press could
claim legitimate descent from respected progenitors. Both
kingdoms, ancient and modern, also came to be viewed as
standard-bearers of honorable conservatism. Seen from the
standpoint of the 1930s, at which time Chinese aware of such
matters regularly referred to the "Big Three" publishers,
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former Hanlin scholar Zhang Yuanji at the helm of the
Commercial Press might have suggested comparison with Liu Bei
(161-223 A.D.), putative successor to the House of Han.

Likewise, the crafty Wang Yunwu (1888-1980), who ran the
Press's editorial department from 1921-29 and served as
general manager from 1930-46,u may be said to stand for Liu
Bei's strategist, Zhuge Liang (181-234).13
The other two units completing this analogy with the
dynastic succession at the fall of the Han are Zhonghua Book
Co., Ltd., led by Lufei Kui (Bohong), and World (Shijie) Book
Co., directed by Shen Zhifang. Adding to the atmosphere of
subterfuge and duplicity suggestive of the post-Han period
was the fact that each of the latter two entrepreneurs had
trained at the Commercial Press but had then gone independent
with the skills and techniques he had learned there. In his
turn, Shen Zhifang, the Cao Cao of Republican Chinese book
merchants, after helping to found and manage Zhonghua,
several years later packed up, took his winnings, and moved
out to found World Books Company.
What might be called the "Textbook wars" of China
erupted intermittently throughout a quarter century from 1904
to 1928, intensifying greatly between 1924 and 1928 and
finally settling into a domesticated calm. Throughout these
skirmishes, monopolistic marketing was the goal sought, if
not always the reality achieved, by the Commercial Press
against its rivals.w For the two and a half decades extending
from the abolition of the civil service examinations and the
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examination book culture that complemented it, to a peace
imposed by mutual exhaustion, the Commercial Press and its
rivals conducted their struggle with remarkable singleness of
purpose and, simultaneously, a multiplicity of

operations.~

And when the textbook wars finally ended, the development of
new publication formats, other merchandise, as well as the
harboring of old grudges, guaranteed that the struggle would
continue until 1937.
One may draw yet another analogy; their scheming
involved these companies in skullduggery and maneuvers
reminiscent of those employed in the great fourteenth century
novel, Romance of the Three Kingdoms,16 which depicts the
contests of the third century, and which not infrequently
involved political force. After 1916, as northern warlords
vied for control of the national government, cabinets changed
often, and with them came and went new ministers of
education. Each time a minister was changed, textbook
publishers' ambitions altered, with each seeking means to
establish a close connection with the new minister.
For example, when Tang Er'he (1871-194017) was Minister
of Education in 1922, the Commercial Press prevailed in
government circles. And when the star of Fan Yuanlian1B (18751927) ascended in 1916-17 and again in 1920-21, Zhonghua
gained the upper hand since Fan had been head of Zhonghua's
editorial department from January 1913 to 1915.19 Likewise,
when H.H. Kung (Kong Xiangxi; 1881-196720), brother-in-law to
Sun Yatsen and Chiang Kaishek and a director of Zhonghua
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since 1924, was appointed Minister of Industry in 1930,
Zhonghua rushed to elect him president of its board of
directors.
Seen from the standpoint of this highly suggestive
analogy with late Han political history, publishing company
monopolies, mergers, and alliances can be regarded as having
been effected to protect territory and claims of intellectual
supremacy. Simultaneously, conquest or buyouts often
obliterated once honorable companies. From 1904 to 1937,
then, the only constant was corporate competition, a
competition brought on by the costs of the mechanization
necessary to reach a national market as well as by the drive
to dominate it without opposition. Unintended side effects of
this cost-driven competition were personal betrayal of
colleagues by colleagues for the sake of organizational
supremacy as well as the cheapening of intellectual life
lamented by Yang Shouqing.21
According to Shanghai publishing historian Ji Shaopu,
this competition between the Commercial Press and its rivals
entered a distinct phase each time a new intruder entered the
field. world Books, in particular, he says, brought unique
and novel approaches to the war. For instance, world
regularly sent high-level staff to each provincial city's
educational administrative unit to lobby on it's behalf.
Also, whenever a new school term opened, world spared no
expense in relentless pursuit of countless local markets.22
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In 1904, when the Commercial Press brought out its new
textbook series, the publisher was able almost immediately to
saturate sixty percent of the Chinese textbook market,23
displacing its main competitor, Wenming Shuju. 24 Soon, Wenming
was left completely behind, to be replaced in the Press's
cross-hairs by the China Book Company ( Zhongguo Tushu
Gongsi), started in 1906 by Xi Zipei. Striking a confident
pose, Xi appointed the well-known Nantong (Shanghai)

zhuangyuan and entrepreneur, Zhang Jian, as director of the
firm and Shen Xinqing as head of the editorial department.
With capital of 500,000 yuan, the China Book Company
outstripped even the Commercial Press's financial resources. 25
Before his appointment to the China Book Company in
1906, Zhang Jian had served as Jiangsu provincial education
chief. To his new position with China Book, Zhang brought a
wide circle of contacts throughout officialdom. Shen Xinqing
too could claim wide prestige in Jiangsu educational circles.
By appointing Zhang and Shen, then, Xi signaled his dynastic
plans for the publishing firm.
Zhang and Shen hoisted Xi's banner and appointed a
number of Jiangsu middle and normal school instructors to
edit a new set of textbooks intended to take lordship away
from the Commercial Press. Pioneering a tactic that other
publishers would soon imitate, China Book even lured a number
of editors away from the commercial Press. Further, avoiding
dependence on unreliable jobber printing shops, China Book
established its own printing shop on Lujiabang in the
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Nanshi. 26 Finally, drawing a bead on the apparent heir to the
educational market, they set up a sales outlet on Henan Road
across from the Commercial Press.
China Book had what its directors thought they needed to
take over the Press's empire. Looking at the situation
superficially, they were correct. China Books' capital was
greater than that of the Commercial Press and, like the
Press, China Books was able to supply itself with reliable
texts thanks to its printing plant. However, its internal
command organization could not match that of the Commercial
Press. Likewise, China Books' editorial and distribution
experience did not measure up to commercial's. After several
years of fierce competition, the Commercial Press triumphed
over Xi, Zhang, et.al., leaving their provincial patronage
worthless and their academic banners sullied. Only China
Books' equipment retained its value. In 1913, the commercial
Press bought out China Books and absorbed its physical
plant.27

B. Lufei Kui CBohong) and Zhonghua Book Company. Ltd.
At the same time that the Commercial Press was
contending with China Books, it found itself challenged by a
renegade in its own midst. In the middle of 1911, Lufei
Bohong, an important editor and head of several departments
at the Press, organized some friends to pool their money and
secretly compile a set of new textbooks. Having broken the
Press's injunction against permitting staff to work on any
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non-Press business, a further reason to work in secret was
supplied by the contents of their new anti-Qing textbooks. If
the anti-government contents of the new textbooks had become
known, it could have meant death for the editors28 once they
left the International Concession. Thus, business warfare
could include political danger.
At its founding in 1911, Zhonghua Book Company 29 had
fewer than ten people. Most of them had originally worked at
the Commercial Press. Zhonghua founder and general manager
Lufei Kui (Bohong) moved directly from the Commercial Press's
editorial office to Zhonghua's new offices, betraying his old
masters. A native of Tongxiang, Zhejiang, Lufei had been born
in the prefectural capital of Hanzhong, Shaanxi, 3 0 but had
grown up on both the northern and southern banks of the
Yangzi River in Jiangxi and Hubei. His father, apparently
well-known for his calligraphy and seal-carving, had worked
as a confidential secretary (youmu) in the provinces of
Henan, Hebei, Shaanxi, and Jiangxi. On the other hand,
Lufei's mother was Li Hongzhang's niece, came from an eminent
literary family (shuxiang mendi), and was herself an educated
woman. Lufei Bohong was the eldest of her four children.
In 1890, when Lufei was five sui, his mother had begun
to teach him to read, a common practice in wenren families
that included literate females. The next year, his father was
transferred from Shaanxi to Nanchang (Jiangxi).Jl In 1894,
when his mother fell ill and had to discontinue his
instruction at home, Lufei was sent to a nearby private
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school. After four years in Nanchang, however, his father
moved the family to Xinyu County, interrupting Lufei' s
schooling again. At this point, his father began to teach him
at home; at about the same time, Lufei began to paint and
dreamed of becoming a famous artist, a fantasy his father
firmly discouraged.
At the age of thirteen sui, Lufei went back to Nanchang
to live with his paternal grandmother. From this point on, he
took responsibility for his own schooling, reading the Four
Books, Classic of Poetry, Classic of Changes, Chronicle of
zuo, Classic of History, and the 300 Tang Poems, an

impressive if entirely conventional curriculum for one
training for the civil service examinations.32 Interestingly,
he also began to learn computing on the abacus, the key to a
commercial career. Hence, much more directly than the
rarefied training and experience received by Zhang Yuanji,
Lufei's education prepared him for the uncertainties of the
late Qing job market outlined in Chapters 2 and 4.
Lufei's studies were interrupted only by the thunderclap
of the 100 Days of Reform in 1898. Told by his father to pay
no mind to what he saw in "leisure papers" (dianxin shubao),
Lufei not only ignored his father's command, he began to read
Liang Qichao's lithographed Shiwubao and also the banned
Qingyibao. By 1900, in addition to continuing to study over

six hours a day on his own, Lufei began attending a local
newspaper society's meetings. For the next three years, on
even-numbered days, he went to the society's reading room
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and, on odd-numbered days, stayed home with his own books. In
this fashion, he read many traditional works and kept up with
new journalistic publications, including Zhongwai ribao,
Shenbao, and Hubao. Like thousands of Chinese wenren before
him, Lufei also entered many of his thoughts and reactions to
his reading in a journal (biji).
With some friends, Lufei next opened a small school,
where he doubled as principal and teacher. Lack of students
soon forced the school's closure. Lufei then enrolled in
Japanese classes at Nanchang's English school. In 1903, he
followed his Japanese teacher, Lti Xingru, to Wuchang
(Jiangxi) where he taught Lti's younger brothers literature
and arithmetic in exchange for his Japanese lessons. Lufei's
biographer, Wang Zhen, says that Lufei, perhaps anticipating
Zhonghua's well-known dictionary Cihai by some years, wished
to compile a new dictionary. Sadly, he soon had to abandon
this plan just as he had abandoned his school.
Instead of making a dictionary,

Lufei started a

bookstore with his classmate Huang Zhenpan.JJ This was a
fairly standard commercial alternative for Chinese wenren
already in the eighteenth century, as we saw in Chapter 2.
Lufei began at the top, though, taking the positions of
general manager and editor. After a falling out with his
partner, the bookstore closed. Within half a year, Lufei went
on to open his own firm, which he called "New-studies world"
Bookstore (Xinxuejie Shudian). Purely a retail outlet, with
no publishing facilities whatsoever, the firm specialized in
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reformist and revolutionary titles like The
Army ( Gemingj un)

Revolu~ionary

, Menghui ~ou, and Jingshizhong. 34 At the same

time, Lufei began to author his own anti-Qing revolutionary
tracts.35
Eager to take part in the anti-Qing revolutionary
movement, Lufei immediately joined Liu Jing'an's newspaper
discussion group known as the Society for the Revival of
China (Xingzhonghui). 36 He also contributed to the
organization financially. Eventually several members were
arrested and the group itself was overcome by infighting and
perfidy. Appalled, Lufei now lost interest in direct
political action. He would continue to support the
revolutionary cause from the sidelines but recommitted
himself to his educational activities.
While Lufei was busy in Wuchang with his bookstores, his
Japanese lessons, and his tentative revolutionary activities,
across the river in Hankou, the treaty-port dominated by the
British and the Americans, Wu Woyao, author of
~he La~e

Vigne~~es

of

Ch'ing, was working as an editor.37 In 1905, wu left

his position with the Chubao, an American-financed and
managed newspaper, apparently as a political protest against
the American policy of Chinese exclusion.Js
While Wu Woyao was preparing to vacate Hankou, Lufei
Bohong left his bookshop in Wuchang, crossed the river, and
assumed a joint-position as editor and reporter for Wu's
newspaper. 39 According to Wang Zhen, Lufei and wu worked
together from summer to fall of that year.
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Lufei's monthly salary at Chubao was fifty yuan. During
the three months he was there, he wrote over ten articles
dealing with reform and revolution. Soon, however, after the
newspaper issued exposes detailing corruption in the CantonHankou Railway contract, warrants were issued for Lufei's and
his colleagues' arrest. In Wang Zhen's view, Lufei had little
choice but to flee to Shanghai. Once in Shanghai, he prepared
to go to Japan, but before he could leave, the lithographic
printer Changming (Book) Company hired him as manager of
their Shanghai branch off Henan North Road. 40 As he had in
wuchang, Lufei doubled as an editor for Changming. Working
with Ding Fubao, he edited at least three textbooks but they
were never published. 41
As Changming's representative, Lufei participated
prominently in the founding of the Booksellers' Trade
Association in 1906. He served as an officer of the
Association and wrote its bylaws too. As we saw in Chapter 4,
he ran the Association's night school, and he also edited its
short-lived publication, Tushu yuebao. 42 The Association and
its journal gave Lufei a forum in which he could air some of
his ideas on educational reform, including those for
"compressing" (jia) Chinese characters and their radicals as
well as the use of romanization to facilitate memorization.
Lufei's articles in the Association journal echoed the
themes of his 1924 speech presented in the preceding chapter,
particularly the notion that the expansion of education and
publishing were mutually dependent. In the third and final
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issue, however, he published an article entitled "On StateMandated Textbooks." Here Lufei acknowledged that China's
textbooks had come a long way, 43 but regarded the lack of a
true national model as a shameful situation. On the other
hand, the Qing government (to which Lufei was opposed) should
not, he felt, mandate certain textbooks through its new
Ministry of Education. Rather, textbooks should be created by
private publishers subject to endorsement by government.
In the spring of 1906, the Qing Ministry of Education
had issued its own set of modern textbooks.44 Lufei wrote an
angry essay critical of the books, which he felt contained
antiquated material unsuitable for the youngsters who would
have to use them. His essay maintained, in part, that "the
textbooks issued by the Book Bureau organized by the Ministry
of Education mostly copy the style of those from the
Commercial Press and Wenming, but they add on so much
antiquated material (gudong cailiao) not suitable for the
minds of children that they have been severely criticized by
those outside the government. ,45
Lufei's article obliquely praising Wenming's textbooks
and his work at the Association must have brought him to the
attention of Yu Fu, Association director and founder of
Wenming Shuju. In June 1906, Lufei moved from Changming to
Wenming Shuju. He was also appointed principal of Wenming's
primary school and held onto his position as head of the
Association's school. Along with Yu Fu, himself an erstwhile
schoolteacher in Wuxi who turned entrepreneurial publisher,
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and Ding Fubao, Lufei worked on another set of textbooks
covering Chinese literature, "civics" (xiushen), and
arithmetic. Again, as with the earlier set he had edited at
Changming, finances made it impossible to issue the entire
set. 46
From 1906 to 1908, Lufei Bohong continued to co-chair
Association meetings, where Gao Mengdan of the Commercial
Press now began to appraise him. Gao was impressed by Lufei's
versatility in running a printing business and by his fairly
considerable editorial experience. After conferring with
Zhang Yuanji, in 1908 Gao offered Lufei a sizable salary 47 to
leave wenming and start work as an editor at the Commercial
Press. Lufei accepted. In 1909, he was promoted to direct
both the publishing and communications departments and at the
same time became editor of the important Educational Magazine

(Jiaoyu zazhi).
Regarding the latter job, Lufei afterward said "'one
side of editing the Educational Magazine for [those] three
years was issuing

my

own views critical of the Qing

educational system. '"4s In wang Zhen' s view, the academic
system eventually adopted by China (three years of primary
school, three of elementary school, five of middle school,
and a year of college preparation leading to a three- or
four-year university degree49) was first proposed by Lufei in
the pages of the Educational Magazine. Also, in spite of
strong opposition to the idea, Lufei used his editorship to
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expound his proposals for simplifying Chinese characters to
bring literacy within the grasp of more people faster.
While he was at the Commercial Press, Lufei also finally
successfully published a textbook, this one on elementary
commercial studies. Sold throughout the country, it was
accepted by the Qing government with the comment u'this book
is very distinctive and can be used as a text to supplement
elementary school commercial subjects and primary commercial
school teaching materials.' "so Through 1909 and 1910, he
continued to publish articles calling for educational reform.
In the summer of 1910, when the Ministry of Education called
a meeting of the All-China Educational Association (Zhong
jiaoyu hui), Lufei went to Beijing with an entourage headed
by Zhang Yuanji. While there, he was selected as a section
chief and wrote the bylaws for the Educational Association.
On his way back to Shanghai, he stopped in Tianjin to tour
nearly a dozen modern academic and vocational schools for
both boys and girls, all of which suggests a wide-ranging
pragmatic interest in educational reform.
In the months before the Double Ten Revolution, various
politically astute editors at the Commercial Press suggested
that the Press prepare Republican textbooks. Senior personnel
like Zhang Yuanji, however, insisted on adopting a wait-andsee attitude (guanwang taidu). Zhang recognized that not only
would the textbooks have to be compiled in secret, but they
could also become a liability if a republic did not
materialize. In addition, as Manying Ip makes clear, even as
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many former constitutionalists were changing their minds in
favor of revolution after 1910,

11

there is every indication

that Zhang Yuanji remained a [constitutional] monarchist
right up to the last months of 1911." 51
Publishing Department head Lufei Bohong strongly
disagreed with Zhang's decision on the textbooks. Lufei's
interaction with Shanghai's Tongmenghui stalwarts such as
Liao Zhongkai had convinced him that conditions for radical
change were maturing. 52 Faithful to the revolutionary
principles he had been studying and supporting since 1900 in
Nanchang, Lufei found fellow travelers in the Chineselanguage editor Dai Kedun and the Sales Department's Shen
Zhifang (1882-1939). The three men soon began to meet
secretly at Lufei's house, working on new textbooks late into
the night. Lufei's brother, Lufei Shuzhen, also a
revolutionary sympathizer and until recently a student at
Beijing's Qinghua School, came south to Shanghai and joined
the secret editorial cabal.s3
To throw both their Commercial Press colleagues and the
Qing court's "eyes and ears" (Qingting ermu} off the
conspirators' trail, Lufei arranged to have the textbooks
printed at a Japanese-owned printing shop.s4 Moreover, he sent
his brother to read the proofs there rather than check them
at home. Next, Lufei resigned from the Commercial Press,ss and
with his co-conspirators invested 25,00056 yuan uta set up a
separate kitchen," 57 founding Zhonghua Shuju (Zhonghua Book
Company, Ltd.) as a partnership. The early partners, in
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addition to Lufei, Shen, and Dai, included Chen Xiegong, whom
Lufei had known since they had worked together as
editor/proofreaders at wenming,sa and Ren Shenyi, 59 the first
four of whom all left the Commercial Press.
Zhonghua Book Company was founded on January 1, 1912,
but did not open for business until February 22. 60 Lufei
Bohong, for the first time since he and his partner had
started up Changming Shudian in Nanchang, emerged again as
general manager of a sizable publishing concern. 61 Shen
Zhifang, who would eventually betray Lufei's firm as Lufei
had betrayed the Commercial Press, served as his assistant
manager.62 Dai Kedun headed the editorial office,63 assisted
by Ren Shenyi in the elementary textbooks section and Yao
Hanzhang in the section preparing middle school and teachers'
college textbooks. Chen Xiegong took charge of business
affairs.
The Manifesto of the Zhonghua Book Company, composed by

Lufei, stated that "the foundation of the state is concern
with education, and the foundation of education is truly the
textbook; [when] education is not revolutionary the state
finally has no way to be stabilized, and [when] textbooks are
not revolutionary, the purpose of education has no way to be
achieved. ,54 Soon after Zhonghua was founded, its explicitly
'~revolutionary"

and "Republican" textbooks in the series

titled Zhonghua Primary School Textbooks (Zhonghua xiaoxue
jiaokeshu) and Zhonghua Middle School Textbooks (Zhonghua
zhongxue jiaokeshu) appeared. Adorned with the new five-color
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(red, yellow, blue, white, and black) national flag, books
flew off the presses, and soon ranged from Chinese
literature, history, and geography to arithmetic and natural
science. 65
From 1912 to 1916, Zhonghua's main office and sales
outlet was located at the corner of Henan and Nanjing Roads,
one of the busiest commercial intersections in Shanghai then
and now. Sales of their publications received a powerful
boost when President Yuan Shikai's post-revolutionary
government nullified all Qing textbook endorsements.
Suddenly, all of the Commercial Press's textbooks, and those
of other textbook publishers as well, were nothing but waste
paper. Dealing the Commercial Press its first real setback
since 1904, 66 Zhonghua seized the market temporarily, and not
until April did the Commercial Press manage to bring out its
newly-revised Republican Textbook Series (Gonghe jiaokeshu).
In the interim, though, according to a speech recalled by
Zhonghua employee Wu Tiesheng, Lufei Bohong described being
utterly overwhelmed by the public clamor demanding Zhonghua's
textbooks:
After we opened for business, letters and telegrams
poured in from every province [gesheng handian fenchi],
and customers sat in front of the door demanding
[books]. we couldn't meet the demand, and couldn't cope
with the financial strain [zuozhi youchu ] ••• It's hard
to find language to describe the opportunity we lost.67
Meanwhile, from 1904 to 1912, the Commercial Press's
textbooks had been distinguished by their covers featuring a
yellow dragon, symbol of the Qing dynasty. Now this marketing
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device was drastically out of date. Further, Zhonghua
ruthlessly exploited the reformist conservatism of the
Commercial Press along with the Press's ties to Japan,
issuing advertisements calling for Chinese to use Chinese
textbooks.68
Bao Tianxiao, after leaving Shanghai for Suzhou and then
teaching for a while in Shandong, 69 had returned to Shanghai
by 1906 to work in the Shibao newspaper editorial office and,
concurrently, write fiction. 70 During this period, his friend,
Zhuang Yu of the Commercial Press, frequently invited him to
come by and pick up temporary work from the Press.
In 1912, just when the Press's textbooks were stricken
from the government's lists, Baa went to the Press and was
interviewed by Zhang Yuanji. Signed up as a part-time editor
so that he could keep his job with Shibao, Baa arranged to
work from 1:00 to 5:00 pm each day. Participating on the
editorial teams of several new Chinese literature textbooks,
he earned forty yuan per month.71 When it came time to publish
the books, Baa claims, he himself proposed printing a new
national flag on the books' covers, but it was printed on the
first page instead.72
Eventually, according to Lufei, the Commercial Press
recovered its cyclopean control of the textbook market, but
Zhonghua had successfully carved out a niche for itself.
Because the Press's prestige was so preponderant, 73 Zhonghua
was able to claim only thirty percent of the textbook market,
despite the Press's late restart. Still, that slice bolstered
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Zhonghua's claim to be Republican China's bookstore and
publisher.
In 1913, Lufei managed to quadruple Zhonghua's capital
to 100,000 yuan. In January of the same year, Fan Yuanlian
had begun a three-year stint 74 as head of the editorial office
and, in the same year, that department was moved to 83 East
Broadway, the same general area in the American sector in
which Tongwen Shuju had been operated. 75 Fan's influence
enabled Zhonghua to bring out two new textbooks which were so
well-received 76 that the work force was expanded to two
hundred. This expansion is direct evidence of the intimate
relationship between public patronage and growth in
Shanghai's modern publishing sector.
Regional sales branches were also opened that year and
the next by Zhonghua in all of the major urban markets in
which the Commercial Press could be found, such as Beijing,
Tianjin, Guangzhou, Hankou, Nanjing, Fuzhou, Chengdu, and
Kunming.n Whereas the Press continued to make all marketing
and editorial decisions at its head office in Shanghai and
then relayed them through branch managers who travelled back
and forth, Zhonghua relied much more on local initiative.
With much less capital at its disposal, Zhonghua depended on
local gentry to direct sales and did so successfully, for it
expanded rapidly. Together with the Commercial Press,
Zhonghua could now claim to have survived the late imperial
shakeout of Shanghai publishers. Unlike the Press, however,
which could claim a resemblance to Shu Han, Zhonghua seems to
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have been more like the state of Wu with Lufei as its Sun
Quan.
After a trip to Japan to view its publishing industry,
Lufei's efforts at expansion were reinvigorated. His
frustration at being unable to satisfy the demand that had
greeted Zhonghua's opening in 1912 is reflected in his view
that the firm was hamstrung by its inability to plan. Lufei
traced the source of this dilemma to Zhonghua's low basic
investment:
The basis of business is this: "As a small company, we
could not plan our own affairs." For this reason, we
reorganized as a corporation, increased our capital,
wildly expanded our outlets, and did our own printing;
in 1913, Fan Yuanlian came in as chief editor, working
hard to improve [our textbooks] with the benefits of
enriched content, a new method, and a new style; [we
brought out] eight big magazines [which] were popular;
and the Great Zhonghua Dictionary [Zhonghua dazidian ]
became an unprecedented success. It was an extremely
successful period17s
Zhonghua went public in 1915, reorganized as a jointstock limited liability corporation. At the same time, it
finally absorbed Wenming and bought out a second firm as
well, seeking to increase its assets. 79
The tactic worked, at least in the short term; by mid1916, the firm's capital assets totalled 1,600,000 yuan.so

Lufei Bohong held onto the position of director and appointed
Liang Qichao, Fan Yuanlian, Tang Shaoyi, and wang Zhengting
to the board of directors. Access to increased capital
enabled the enlarged company to open its own printing
facility after buying several hundred machines and placing
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them in a newly-equipped factory in the Jing'an District of
the International Concession. 8 l The success of The Zhonghua
Big

Diction~2

(Zhonghua dazidian) and works by Liang Qichao

expedited the firm's growth 83; soon, Zhonghua had forty
branches nationwide and over 2,000 employees.M
At the same time that Zhonghua was planning its printing
shop, it bought the real estate that would soon open the
Fuzhou Road district to the major modern publishers. Taking
possession of the southwest corner of the Qipanjie and Simalu
intersection, Zhonghua soon erected a new five-storey head
office building. The new site enabled Lufei to consolidate in
one location his administrative and editorial offices from
East Broadway with his sales outlet from Nanjing Road.
Symbolically, by locating here and erecting its own
purpose-built edifice, Zhonghua, the Number Two inheritor of
the national market and ambitions of the late imperial
Shanghai publishing business, announced its intention of
relocating the center of Shanghai's and, by now increasingly,
China's main book district. Further, this new publishing
citadel, by dominating the intersection, guaranteed that
pedestrians, approaching from the amusement district to the
west along Simalu or enroute to the book dealers north or
south, would have to pay obeisance to the book-lords of
Zhonghua.
The symbolism was not lost on the Commercial Press. Very
soon thereafter, it left its redoubt farther up Henan Road,
close to Nanjing Road, and moved into new quarters
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immediately south of Zhonghua. The Commercial Press was in
fact wedged in on both sides, for its old rival, Wenming
Shuju, formerly located on Fuzhou Road and now owned by
Zhonghua,ss lined up next to it almost immediately, 86
completing the image of China's three corporate publishing
tigers, facing the financial edifices a few blocks east along
the Bund, crouched and ready to pounce on passersby.
In spite of the fact that the Commercial Press and
Wenming were actually still located along Qipanjie, 1916
marks the date from which it makes most sense to begin to
talk of Fuzhou Road and the area around it as the center of
China's publishing industry.s7 Once the large corporate
publishers established themselves as the sentinels of the
district, smaller, less robust, and more narrowly-based firms
crowded into their immediate environs and built on the
foundations erected by the early bookshops of the 1890s. In
1916, Carl Crow, the American publicity agent cited in
Chapter 4, although personally aware only of the translation
business, nevertheless accurately announced the opening of
history's gate on the new stage of Shanghai's Chineselanguage book publishing industry:
During the past few years there has been a marked growth
in local manufactures ••• Shanghai is [now] the publishing
center of China, especially as concerns modern Chinese
literature. It was here that the first progressive
newspapers were issued and the first translations made
of foreign books into Chinese. This translation has
extended to so many lines during the past few years that
it is no longer possible to give a complete list of the
books, [with] new ones appearing every few days. Today
the [translated] books in popular demand include the
writings of Henry George, Huxley, Darwin, Spencer,
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"Uncle Tom's Cabin," "Sherlock Holmes," Green's History
of England, Life of Lincoln, etc •••• as
In 1917, however, Zhonghua's dreams of supremacy,
symbolized by the five-storey bulwark guarding that
Simalu/Qipanjie intersection, nearly brought down the
publishing and bookselling kingdom that Lufei had been
striving to build since the preliminary period of the Xinhai
Revolution. At the time, Zhonghua's annual sales exceeded one
million yuan, but ruthless competition and rising costs
seriously reduced the firm's profit margin.a9
Lufei Bohong himself blamed the rise in the cost of
paper brought on by the European war for Zhonghua's crisis.
According to Lufei, four influential persons from inside and
outside Zhonghua's management were essential to Zhonghua's
survival and had repeatedly assisted the firm during these
early years: editors Dai Kedun and Fan Yuanlian, Chen
Zhongyu, and stockholder and big investor Song Yaoru (Charley
Soong), father of Chiang Kai-shek's minister T.V. Soong.9o
In the same year that Zhonghua moved into its new
headquarters, it had also sought to raise money so that,
combined with the firm's existing capital, its total assets
would equal those of the Commercial Press. Falling short,
however, Zhonghua was able to raise only part of what it
needed.
This disappointment was quickly followed by a series of
near-disasters. First, in late 1916 or early 1917, the board
of directors ordered assistant manager Shen Zhifang to
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account for expenditures involving the expansion of the
firm's physical plant. Directors Jiang Mengping and Chen
Baochu demanded information about Shen's supervision of what
had become the firm's first purpose-built printing plant,
erected on a forty-mu site along Hardoon Road, in the Jing'an
District, the year before.
This was not the first time the board called Shen to
account for moneys spent during his watch.

As

supplies

manager for Zhonghua, Shen had earlier engaged an American
firm to order large quantities of paper from overseas. He
himself had also ordered a large quantity. Unexpectedly, the
First World War had broken out, and the international price
of paper had risen, costing Zhonghua dearly. In 1917,
questions about the Hardoon Road expansion and a lawsuit
mounted against him personally by the American importer91
caught up with Shen. Forced to outrun the officers of the
Mixed Court, Shen left Shanghai, derailing his career with
Zhonghua.
Just as Shen Zhifang was coming under the scrutiny of
the law, Lufei Bohong was implicated in malfeasance.92
According to Wang Zhen,93 Lufei was sued in the Mixed Court
for embezzling funds entrusted to the firm under a deathbed
trust (linzhongguan de cunkuan). As a result of the suit
mounted by Wang Boqi 's94 relative Shen Jifang9s, a Commercial
Press employee and Zhonghua investor, Lufei Bohong was
incarcerated, pending trial. Soon, says wang Zhen, Zhonghua's
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printing plant mortgage was entrusted by the court to a
securities firm, and Lufei was released from jail. 96
Wu Tiesheng, a Zhonghua employee who joined the firm in
the 1930s, has written that investors, presumably in panic,
now began to withdraw their money. Suddenly Zhonghua was
faced with the strong possibility of bankruptcy. Just as
customers had once sat in Zhonghua's Nanjing Road retail
outlet waiting for books that the firm could not yet afford
to print, creditors now occupied the firm's accounts office
clamoring to get their money back.97
Wu Tiesheng suggests a scenario that differs from Wang
Zhen's cited above regarding Lufei's release from jail. In
Wu's view, Shi Liangcai (1879-1934), owner since 1912 of
Shanghai's leading Chinese-language newspaper, Shenbao, paid
Lufei's bail, returning Lufei to the publishing firm a free
man. In this version, Shi Liangcai had had designs on
Zhonghua for some time and now took advantage of Lufei's
financial weakness to effect what we today call "a hostile
takeover." Shi took Zhonghua's printing plates (stereotypes)
as collateral for Lufei's release and good conduct and stored
them in the Shenbao newspaper offices, located half a block
away. The board of directors then elected Shi Liangcai head
of Zhonghua, a position he held just long enough to balance
the firm's accounts. 98
In July 1917, according to Wu, Zhonghua's plant was
rented out to Xinhua Company but regained its autonomy in
November.99 Determined to find some solution to the firm's
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financial precariousness, Lufei now turned to his rival and
former employer, the Commercial Press. Talks were conducted
with the intention of combining the two firms, 1oo but internal
resistance at the Commercial Press compromised the deal and
it fell through. In Wang Zhen's view, however, Lufei himself
became the chief opponent of the merger when the deal's terms
stipulated that he would have to remain outside publishing
for the next decade. 101
A year later, in July 1918, the Changzhou businessman Wu
Jingyuan and ten others organized the Weihua Bank Group
(Weihua Yintuan) and granted Zhonghua a three-year loan of
60,000 yuan.1o2 wu also took over as Zhonghua's managing
director in charge of finances103 and reorganized Zhonghua's
board of directors, introducing Yli Youren (1879-19641°4), H.H.
Kung (Kong Xiangxi 1os ) , and Kang Xinru (dates unknown) • 1°6
Lufei was temporarily relieved of his directorial
responsibilities; assigned to manage the retail store, he
soon managed to return to the boardroom.1o1 Three years later,
after the bank group's loan had matured, however, Zhonghua's
situation had still not improved, and director Gao Xinmu and
six others organized the Heji company (Heji Gongsi) to lend
Zhonghua 90,000 yuan for a second three-year period. Both of
these loans had to be extended for further three-year
periods. 1os
Even as he was starting up Zhonghua and then struggling
to keep the firm together, Lufei continued to write and
publish, lobbying strongly on behalf of his view that
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"education can save China." Having broken with Zhang Yuanji,
the dean of Shanghai's urban reformist publishers on the eve
of the 1911 revolution, Lufei then promoted educational
reform as a foundation for the newly established republic.
In 1912, Lufei had published an article in Jiaoyu zazhi
which came to the attention of Cai Yuanpei, whom he knew from
his Commercial Press days. In the article, addressed to the
Ministry of Education, Lufei called for implementation of
four points: (1) proclamation of a national plan for
education; (2) publication of provisional regulations for
ordinary schools; (3) organization of a conference on upperdivision education; (4) establishment of administrative
competence.1o9 After seeing the article, cai came to Shanghai
to meet with Lufei and Jiang Weiqiao of the Commercial Press.
He appointed Lufei to prepare another article to be issued at
the national level on January 19, 1912. Lufei's proposals
included an end to study of the Confucian classics, an
advocacy of vocational education, the establishment of
coeducational schools, and the lengthening of teaching
training programs • no
Lufei's continuing public advocacy of educational reform
throughout the 1910s established his reputation in government
circles. Despite Lufei's own brushes with the law in 1917,
serious enough to require Lufei to resign his title as
director, succor had come immediately from the highest levels
of government. When former editorial department chief, Fan
Yuanlian, now Minister of Education, heard of Lufei's
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problems, he offered Lufei a position in the ministry.lll
Lufei politely declined the offer because, in Wu Tiesheng's
view, "he thought the cultural education business provided
[him] the basis for hundreds of causes [baiye zhiji]." 1 u
According to Wang Zhen, between 1919 and 1926, with
Lufei back in the saddle, Zhonghua underwent more or less
steady expansion. This expansion was made possible in part by
a series of successful publications outside its staple of
textbooks. Under Lufei Kui's sponsorship, it brought out
Zhonghua yingwen zhoubao (Chinese-English Weekly) and
Zhonghua shushang yuebao (Chinese Booksellers' Monthly). In
addition, Zhonghua issued collectanea of the New Culture
Movement and published the magazines Xinli (Psychology),
Xueheng, Guoyu, Shaonian Zhongguo, and Xiaopengyou along with
other publications for children. In the same period, Zhonghua
increased its annual profit to 200,000 yuan and opened
branches in Changde, Hengyang, Wuzhou, Jiujiang, Wuhu,
Xuzhou, Qingdao, Zhangjiakou, and Lanzhou. By 1927, it had
also expanded its retailing operations into Hong Kong.ll3
In 1928, the Guomindang's Northern Expedition finally
united the country after a dozen years of nearly-endless
warlordism. That establishment of the new national government
stimulated Zhonghua to contemplate further expansion. With
this goal in mind, in 1929 Zhonghua established Shanghai's
Zhonghua Educational Instruments Factory (Zhonghua Jiaoyu
Yongju Zhizaochang) on Kunming Road.ll4 A year later, when
Zhonghua director H.H. Kung was appointed Minister of
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Industry in the Nanjing government, Lufei promoted Kung's
connection to Zhonghua by having him selected as chairman of
the board. Exploiting his official influence, Kung brought
considerable business in the factory's direction. Thus,
manufacturing, promulgation of educational theory, and
publishing itself all went together.
In 1932, Zhonghua augmented its printing plant.11s It
soon began to print government securities, small
denominations of currency, and cigarette boxes.ll6 In that
same year, the Commercial Press plant was destroyed by
Japanese bombers, knocking Zhonghua's major competitor out of
the publishing market for nearly a year.ll7 During this
hiatus, reminiscent of the year 1912 when Zhonghua had
occupied the field without having to look over its shoulder
for the Commercial Press, Zhonghua's profits reached 400,000

yuan. By 1934, Zhonghua had opened an advanced printing plant
in Kowloon, chiefly to print currency and government
securities. In the same year, Zhonghua crossed a threshold,
publishing geologist Ding Wenjiang's New Map of China

(Zhonghua minguo xin ditu), the first complete Chinesedrafted and -printed map of China.lls
Two years later, in 1936, with Lufei Kui having resumed

directorship of the board from H.H. Kung, Zhonghua opened a
new printing plant on Macao (Aomen) Roadll9 in Shanghai.
Editorial facilities were also relocated there from the
Henan/Fuzhou Roads intersection. Part of the Educational
Instruments Factory was dispersed, and a subsidiary called
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Bao'an Industries was created to manufacture rubber boats,
gas masks, nautical lights, and other products necessary for
national defense. By spring of the following year, 1937,
Zhonghua's profits equalled 400,000 yuan, and its forty
branches nationwide had done ten million yuan in sales. Since
its founding in 1912, Zhonghua had published over 5,000
titles.uo The two main plants, Shanghai and Hong Kong,
together employed more than 3,000 workers, and Zhonghua was
regarded as the finest color printer in China.
Lufei Bohong's own career had paralleled Zhonghua's. The
would-be scholar-politician now ascended to high-level
positions in both the commercial and governmental worlds.
After 1929, he chaired Shanghai's Book Industry Trade
Association (Shanghai Shuye Tongye Gonghui). Simultaneously
he served memberships on the Ministry of Industry's planning
committee for a newsprint mill and on the Chinese Industrial
General Federation (Zhonghua Gongye Zonglianhehui). He was
also named a director of the Sino-French Pharmacy (Zhongfa
Dayaofang) • 121
Discussing the threat of bankruptcy in 1917 and the
conditions that had led Zhonghua to the brink, Lufei summed
up the challenges of running Zhonghua by citing military
obstacles:
The causes of the panic [included]: first, the budget
could not be made carefully, and this imprecise budget
was caused by domestic warfare, which reduced income;
further, the European war caused expenses to rise.
Second, competition in the publishing business was
fierce, and the selling prices did not cover the costs
of production.
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In Lufei's view, not only did the Shanghai publishers
suffer from the high operating costs and overhead imposed by
the necessity of purchasing machinery (and paper) from
abroad, but local conditions, particularly civil war and
excessive competition, within the publishing world also
weakened its economic viability. In 1917, when Zhonghua had
run into difficulties, selling prices did not even cover
production costs, according to Wu Tiesheng. At that time, the
Commercial Press encouraged sales with a coupon system, by
means of which each consumer would get three textbooks for
the price of two, and two trade books for the price of one.l22
In the view of Commercial Press director, Gao Mengdan, this
kind of competition was seriously counter-productive. Rather
than leading to both sides getting hurt, each side threatened
the other with the prospect of destruction.l23

c. Shen Zhifang and his World Book Company, Ltd.
In 1917, Zhonghua had found itself weakened not only
from without, but also by internal mismanagement.

As

noted

above, vice-manager Shen Zhifang's expansion projects and
mistimed orders had twice weakened the firm from within. Who
was Shen Zhifang (1882-1939), this Cao Cao of the publishing
world who had set in motion the disastrous events that
seriously compromised Zhonghua's independence? In his
biographer Wang Zhen's view, Shen Zhifang was "the
outstanding oddity" (guaijie) of the Shanghai publishing
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world.u4 In Wang's view, Shen's oddness stemmed from the fact
that, even in an era when it was common for publishing
entrepreneurs to become involved in various enterprises, Shen
far surpassed ordinary standards of the day, starting up
nearly ten publishing operations.
Only one, world Books, made a major impact on the city
of Shanghai or on the Chinese Republic. Through his
association with World Books, however, Shen Zhifang became a
central figure in promoting the image of Fuzhou Road as the
physical center of Republican China's book world. In doing
so, he added a component of sheer commercial opportunism to
that industry. The presence of Shen Zhifang distinguishes the
culture of Fuzhou Road from Liulichang and places it solidly
in Republican China.
According to Wang, Shen was born in Shaoxing's Cangqiao
Street in the eighth year of the Guangxu emperor's reign
{1882) • He left school in about 1897 to enter the city's
Guizhaolou Bookstore as an unpaid apprentice.12s A year later,
he left that firm to join the Yuyao Antiquarian Bookshop as
an apprentice.l26 After another year had passed, he found
employment in Shanghai's Huiwentang Book Depot, then probably
located in Qipanjie,l27 and so started his long association
with Shanghai's booksellers' district. His business acuity
brought him to the attention of the Xia Ruifang, the
Commercial Press-founder who, as noted in Chapter 4, had a
reputation for recognizing talent and putting it to work. By
1900,12 8 Xia had hired Shen away from his employer to work as
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a "go-fer" or street salesman (paojie), a typical entry-level
job in highly commercial and urbanized Shanghai.l29
After a year, Shen left the Press for a newly-opened
Cantonese fir.m called Lequn Shuju. With four years of
experience in the book retail business, however, Shen Zhifang
was already thinking of moving upstream to join those who
actually supplied the retailers, that is, the publishers.
Working at Lequn may have been just the opportunity Shen felt
he needed. Engaging an editor, 130 he soon began to publish
pirated textbooks under Lequn' s imprint. Within a year, Lequn
had been sued for copyright infringement by the commercial
Press. Incredibly, as Lequn tottered, Xia Ruifang invited
Shen Zhifang to rejoin the Commercial PresslJl in his old
position.
Back in the fold, Shen soon left his job as paojie
behind and was promoted to a two-hundred-yuan per month job
as Xia's personal advisor. In this capacity, he received a
five-year contract that he renewed upon completion for a
second five-year term. Apparently these contracts did not
preclude outside ventures, for Shen was soon involved132 in
setting up the Fulunshe (Fulun Society) in 1910 to publish
Chinese literature (guoxue).
wang Junliu (Junqing) joined Shen as partner/editor.
Together they published a wide variety of prohibited works,
taking advantage of both the protection afforded Chinese
publishers within the Settlement and lightened enforcement of
publishing restrictions by the over-extended and increasingly
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moribund Qing court. According to Wang Zhen, the Fulunshe
brought out dozens of collected works by the proscribed
Ming/Qing official Qian Qianyi ( 1582-1664), 133 anti-Qing
petitioner Jin Shengtan (1610?-1661),134 Fang Bao (16681749),135 and reformers Gong Zizhen (1792-1841),136 Kang
Youwei, and Liang Qichao.
Eventually, the Fulunshe was bought out by the
Commercial Press1 37 and Shen moved on to a new enterprise,
joining forces with Chen Liyan to start the Gushuliutongchu1 38
(Ancient Book Dissemination Bureau) located on Maijiayuan.l3 9
Chen acted as manager and Shen, with connections presumably
acquired through his travels as a paojie, worked as an
acquisitions manager. In this capacity, Shen managed to
acquire the Ningbo library known as the Baoj inglou. Taking
the rare books and even secret volumes from it, Shen
collated, printed, and sold them, using the library volumes
as a kind of exemplar collection.l4° For this activity, he was
widely praised in revolutionary and intellectual circles.l41
In his next project, Shen Zhifang established the
Progressive Bookstore (Jinbu Shuju) on the original Fuzhou
Road site of Wenming Bookstore. His partner in this venture
was his nephew Shen Junsheng.l42 Under Shen Zhifang's
direction, the new firm printed over a hundred Ming and Qing
biji (scholarly jottings) and novels, many of which were
quite rare.

As

a result, they sold very well. Always dabbling

in new ventures, another firm Shen Zhifang started in these
early years was the Chinese Map Study Society (Zhonghua Yudi
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Xueshe). Having discovered that modern primary and middle
schools featured geography courses, Shen and partner Tu
Sicong began to publish maps of the world and of the Chinese
provinces14 3 under the Society's imprint to supply books for
the geography curriculum.
According to Wang Zhen, Xia Ruifang, equally alert to
new business opportunities, called in his advisor Shen
Zhifang on the eve of the revolution of 1911. "Is the
revolution going to succeed and, if so, should we start a new
set of textbooks now to prepare for it?" he queried Shen. 144
Shen denied that any changes were necessary, telling Xia that
the revolution would fail. At the same time, as noted above,
Shen had already begun meeting with the Zhonghua textbook
cabal at Lufei Kui' s home. 145
When the Xinhai Revolution did succeed, opening up new
business opportunities for a wide range of merchants
including book publishers, Shen and Lufei's new organization
was ready to bear fruit. With Lufei acting as general
manager, Shen assumed assistant managerial responsibilities
and was put in charge of the retail outlet as well. In that
first year, Zhonghua began to buy out Wenming, the stalwart
of the pre-revolutionary decade, soon rendering it what Bao
Tianxiao calls "a dependency. "146 Appointed to supervise
Wenming, Shen was soon supervising Bao, who was then chief
editor of Wenming's quarterly literary anthology, Guide to
Literature (Xiaoshuo daguan), as well.
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During the three

years147

that Bao and Shen worked

together, Bao had ample opportunity to observe Shen's
character. Baa felt that Shen was distinguished chiefly by
"what merchants call an 'eye for business' [shengyi yan]."14S
Baa reached this conclusion through a series of discussions
over the name of the quarterly, which struck Baa himself as
philistine and sure to inspire ridicule. 14 9 Shen, on the other
hand, was eager, according to Bao' s Han-dynasty analogy, ''to
play the General Han Xin and lead the soldiers [i.e., other
publishers]"150 (Huaiyin jiangbing) and insisted on the name,
reasoning:
Once we publish it, we want it to be a sensation. After
we decide, I will prepare some advertisements. If we use
the name Xiaoshuo daguan, I will be able to control
things when I peddle it [because "outlines" or daguan
are selling well right now], but if we use another name,
I can't guarantee anything. 151
Bao felt trapped between Shen Zhifang and the market Shen
held out for Baa's journal. In the end, he went along with
Shen on the journal's name15 2 but refused to compromise on the
cover art.153 According to Baa, they had next debated the
journal's cover, with Baa's insistence on elegant calligraphy
by guest calligraphers winning out. Shen pondered long and
hard. Finally, he gambled that maybe it was time to abandon
what was already then a hackneyed marketing gimmick, "pretty
girls."
In spite of Baa's frustration with Shen's effort to
cheapen the impression presented by the quarterly, Bao does
concede that Shen and Wenming/Zhonghua marketed the
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publication very successfully. ushen [Zhifang] really did
have command of the marketing aspect [of publishing]," 154 he
writes, thanks to Zhonghua's extensive national branch store
system. This system, supplemented by local retail kiosks
(fenxiaochu), guaranteed that a minimum of 4-5,000 copies

could be sold each quarter.1ss
On Bao's testimony, then, by the mid-1910s, Zhonghuamanager Shen Zhifang already reflected the hive mentality and
the conservatism described by Yang Shouqing in the previous
chapter. In spite of Bao's moderating influence, Shen,
reluctant to experiment, relied on tried and tested marketing
techniques and did so with great success at the cash
register. Seen from another, more cynical perspective,
however, he seems to have been well down the path of
marketing gimmickery. This mentality would incrementally
coarsen Shanghai's publishing world and its sense of taste
and decorum.
Almost immediately, competition between the two firms,
Zhonghua and the Commercial Press, took on the deadly air of
fraternal combat. By 1915, when their antagonism threatened
to overturn the industry, the two publishers tried to halt
the contest. In an attempt to salvage their respective
markets, Zhonghua and the Press signed an agreement to merge
their managerial structures. According to the plan, profits
would be split proportionally at year's end. The deal
collapsed when auditing of Zhonghua's accounts exposed the
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firm's grave undercapitalization. Soon the two were reengaged
in what each had earlier recognized as a deadly competition.
In 1917, as already noted, Shen Zhifang was forced to
leave Shanghai to sidestep a lawsuit brought against him by a
foreign firm. According to Zhu Lianbao, however, who joined
the central administration of World Books in 1921 and
remained there until 1950, Shen was forced to leave Shanghai
because of his imprudent participation in a scheme to
manufacture Dragon-and-Tiger brand medicine. 156 For evidence,
Zhu cites Shen's brother, Shen Zhongfang's view, saying that
Shen joined forces with Huang Chujiu to found the Chinese
Medicine Company (Zhonghua Zhiyao Gongsi).l57
In addition to medicine, Shen and Huang prepared to
manufacture matches.1sa What they had not anticipated was that
securing a necessary ingredient, gunpowder (baiyao), from the
American firm Maosheng would involve them with the military
and entangle them on the losing side of a lawsuit. It was
actually for this latter reason, says Wang Zhen, that Shen
left Zhonghua in 1917 and fled to Suzhou. After arriving in
the neighboring city, Shen issued his own obituary in the
newspaper, announcing he had succumbed to illness. In this
way, Shen hoped to throw his pursuers off his trail1159
Rising almost immediately from the grave, Shen started
over in Suzhou, engaging editors to prepare manuscripts.
Soon, he even dared return to Shanghai, leasing rooms off
Baoshan Road 160 and in Fuzhou Road's Qichang Hotel to serve as
his new bases of operations.l61 Without money to rent a
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storefront, he passed his manuscripts on to his nephew, a
founder and board-member of Great Eastern Publishing Company
(Dadong Shujul62), for sale.
At this time, Shen Zhifang marketed books with
relatively polite contents under the name of Guangwen;
indecent or shady materials bore the imprint of China First
(Zhongguo Diyi Shuju) or World Books (Shijie Shuju). The
World Books materials found the widest audience of the three
shadowy firms. As the market for World's books grew, Shen
realized that he had chanced across a name that surpassed
that of his old firm (Zhonghua, or "China") in symbolic
scope. He began to dream of an actual market that would
correspond in size to the name of his company. Eventually,
World Books's trademark did feature a globe.l63
Between 1917 and 1920, Shen Zhifang's privately-owned
(duzi) company World Books brought out over 200 titles,l64

hampered only by a lack of operating capital. In 1921, just
as the Commercial Press, Zhonghua, and many others in the
Shanghai publishing world had done before him in search of
greater operating capital, Shen led World into a merger with
another firm.l6S Realizing his goal of gaining greater
financial resources, Shen's new joint-stock corporation was
capitalized at 25,000 silver yuan,l66 a very small investment,
given the resources available then in Shanghai. Shen would
spend the next thirteen years in nearly constant pursuit of
consumer patronage and investors' confidence.
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Shen Zhifang remained the chief investor in the new
corporation from 1921 to 1934. 167 The new retail outlet,
painted red and known ever after as '•The Red House, " 168 opened
July 7, 1921 in a lane near the corner of Fuzhou and Shandong
Roads; the administrative offices remained there until 1925.
TO promote sales, cheap gifts were distributed to
customers. 16 9 Shen assumed the position of general manager,
and was assisted by a complete range of Western-style
administrative departments (business office, credit
department, branch store managers, retail manager,
wholesaling department, and mail order department17o). world
printed its own publications in two printing plants171 located
in Zhabei. In addition to selling its own publications, just
as Dadong had recently retailed Shen's publications, world
Books now handled those of smaller publishers that could not
afford to run their own retail outlets on Fuzhou Road172 but
still sought access to the customers who by the 1920s
thronged the central book district of China.
Between 1921 and 1923, Shen Zhifang set out to make a
killing in the trade book market, publishing all manner of
low-brow literature intended to attract the interest of petty
urbanites (xiao shimin).113 In fact, his publishing company
became well-known for these low-brow publications,
particularly novels, which were edited, rearranged,
punctuated, and then sold at low prices despite having been
bound in relatively expensive Western-style covers.174 Longer
novels popular with Shanghai's petty urbanites included Zhang
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Henshui's works and Cheng Xiaoqing's "Famous Detective
Stories. "175 World also specialized in popular biographies and
anecdotes of famous persons, such as the revolutionary
politician sun Yatsen, the warlord general Feng Yuxiang
(himself soon to become a loyal customer of World Books) , and
the actor Tan Xinpei. Attempting to keep pace with Zhonghua's
famous "Big Eight Journals" and those of other Fuzhou Road
publishers, world also issued five periodicals aimed at the
same xiao shimin readership.l 76 Last but not least, in 1925,
World created the name ''lianhuan huashu " for its comic book
style presentation of the famous sixteenth century novel
Journey

to

the

West

(Xi you j

i) • 177

Although targeting primarily the petty urbanite market
of the Shanghai area, Shen Zhifang was also one of the first
Shanghai publishers actively to seek the patronage of nonurbanized readers. World Books engaged editor Tao Xingzhi to
edit two sets of trial textbooks for industrial workers and
peasants 178 and the books sold widely throughout the Yangzi
provinces of Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Anhui. In the northern
province of Hebei, warlord Feng Yuxiang adopted another trial
series, Textbooks for the People (Minzhong keben), for
instructing his soldiers. 179
Sales in the north and elsewhere were enhanced by the
steady spread of World's Shanghai-based publishing operation
outward into other cities. In the first two years of the
company's existence, staff increased to over a hundred.1so
Many were employed in the new editorial and printing
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facilities at the corner of Hongjiang and Baoshan Roads in
Hongkou directed by Zhang Yunshi and Wang Chunbao. Branch
offices were opened in Guangzhou, Beijing, Hankou, and
Fengtian (now Shenyang) • 1s1
Just as Xia Ruifang had been distinguished by his eye
for talent, so Shen Zhifang was remarkable for his eye for
business.1a2 Shen acknowledged, however, that editors and
staff were the key to the publishing business. He hired
dozens away from his three largest competitors, the
Commercial Press, Zhonghua, and Dadong Book Company.183
Generally speaking, he favored non-family employees, and once
he hired them, trusted them implicitly. Although he had a
reputation for haughtiness to outsiders, he was always polite
to World's editors and authors, says Wang Zhen. 184
By 1923, with his trade books, magazines, and trial
textbooks already selling well, Shen Zhifang decided to break
into the national textbook market. The National Language

(guoyU) Movement had picked up considerable energy during the
May Fourth Movement. The literary movement now prompted the
leading textbook publishers to solicit the patronage of those
seeking to promote literacy in a national vernacular. Where
the Commercial Press and Zhonghua had sought guaranteed
patronage by relentless pursuit of the textbook market from
the start, Shen only now tried to branch out from the trade
market that had proven so successful for him. 1923 was not
1904 or 1912, however, the years in which the Press and

Zhonghua had seized control of the textbook market. Thus,
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when Shen entered the national textbook market, he was forced
to deal with the complex politics of the warlord era.
At the time, China's central government was under the
domination of the Beiyang Clique; all textbooks had to be
approved by the Clique's Ministry of Education, located in
Beijing, before they could be sold legally.l85 To expedite
clearance of World's textbooks, Shen Zhifang engaged the
former chancellor of Beijing University, Hu Renyuan, and
Beijing education world notable, Liu Jinxi,l8 6 to supervise
the new set of textbooks, hoping in this way to promote his
publications with the ministry. At the same time, though, and
just to be sure of his position, he sent bribes to members of
the ministry staff.
Shen's first general textbooklB7 appeared in 1924. Under
his direction, editors Fan Yunliu and Zhang Yunshi prepared
elementary school textbooks. World Books also departed from
traditional textbook marketing by targeting specialized
markets with texts designed for those markets. Hence, texts
were designed for rural areas, small cities, and metropolitan
areas. Book series were divided into "A" (countryside and
small towns), "B" (small- and middle-sized cities) and "C"
(middle- and large-sized cities and overseas) series, and
different editors were hired for each series. There were also
books for special classes that ran in non-standard periods,
such as books for peasants who could only spare time for
studying in the off-season.1aa
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Hunting out and then satisfying these specialized
markets enabled World actually to surpass the conventional
suppliers in sales, opening what would become known as the
final chapter in the long series of intermittent ''textbook
wars" stretching back to 1904. Much as the rise of the state
of Wei, led by Cao Cao, at the end of the Han dynasty had
prompted the alliance of Shu Han and Wu, World's success was
now viewed as a direct challenge by the legitimate inheritors
of the late imperial and Xinhai era cultural merchants, the
Commercial Press and Zhonghua. These two firms responded with
a united front against their common enemy.
Lufei Kui, Shen's former partner, now came up Fuzhou
Road from his offices on the Henan Road corner to the Red
House with the suggestion that Shen accept 100,000 silver

yuan and abandon his efforts to conquer the textbook
market.1B9 Shen "flatly refused. "190 Zhonghua and the Press
then teamed up191 to underwrite a new publishing operation,
the Guomin Book Depot 192 on Henan Road at present-day Shaotong
Road.l93 Through this front organization established in
1925,194 the two comprehensive publishers collaborated on
textbooks meant to pull the rug out from under World's
elementary school market. The new textbooks were promoted
through "dumping" (diejia xiaoshou) and "giveaways" (mianfei

zengsong).
Shen Zhifang and world Books fought back fiercely. They
appealed to book merchants throughout China, concluding
contracts with new ones to supplement those they already had
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with their own branch managers. world intrepidly pursued
customers in new ways, both foul and fair (bu ze shouduan).
Some branch managers bribed female instructors with highheeled shoes, silk stockings, material for qipao, and other
gifts. Male teachers were offered even more opportunities for
entertainment and dining with World Books sales agents than
they had been offered previously.l9s Before long, World was
blanketing the country with its merchandise.
Further, Shen conferred with each branch manager
confidentially, outlining three main tactics.l 96 First, trade
books and periodicals were to remain world's primary
business, and the textbook division would seek only to break
even. Second, adopting a "strategic hamlet" approach to
commercial warfare, World Books would avoid head-to-head
combat with the Press and Zhonghua in urban areas. Instead,
it would seek to control the countryside below the level of
county towns and villages. It would make contact directly
with schools. Then, rather than drop the prices of World
textbooks to schools, it would pay monetary commissions
directly to the schools for using World's textbooks. Finally,
Shen Zhifang told his local managers, World would vie with
Zhonghua for control of its rural domains (dipan ). However,
World decided to avoid any conflict with the much weightier
foe, the Commercial Press.
To counter World's sales,the jointly-owned Guomin Book
Depot spent a great deal of money trying to buy off World's
agents. Their schemes worked temporarily, but as world agents
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began to cancel their contracts, Shen sent out new
''representatives" of a non-existent publishing company to
negotiate new contracts with the same agents. World held onto
its distribution network in all but name whereas Guomin
wasted a great deal of money. 197
overall, the tacticians at the Commercial Press and
Zhonghua believed that the price of paper and wages, the two
highest costs on a publisher's tally-sheet, would eventually
defeat World Books in this war of textbooks. They surmised
correctly that Shen Zhifang had a limited treasury. What they
did not anticipate accurately enough was that Shen had a
great deal of experience in this style of fighting. World was
also assisted by its director, Wei Bingrong, who merged his
printing firml9S with world Books's printing plant, boosting
World's resources and printing large quantities of materials
for World.
The merger gave Shen greater economy of scale and
secured his flank. At the same time, Shen took on the
challenge of supplying himself with paper by buying Japanese
paper, available on the installment basis, temporarily
delaying his payments. He also convinced his in-house
printers to wait for their wages.
The second-rate Guomin textbooks did the rest, weakening
the viability of the Commercial Press/Zhonghua alliance.
After all, neither the Press nor Zhonghua was willing to
invest the time and resources necessary to create a new line
of textbooks, particularly when each was still operating
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independently in search of its own market share against the
other. The textbooks they sold were outdated from the start
and received a lukewarm welcome from educational circles.
Finally, each of the two partner firms' own textbooks were in
competition with Guomin's, and their own agents were not
eager to lose sales on those newer works. In 1927, Guomin
closed its doors. From this date on, World Books came to be
recognized as one of the Big Three publishers of the
Shanghai's Wenhuajie, effectively ending the last of the
textbook wars.
Agreeing with Zhu Lianbao, wang Zhen points to a major
social effect of the last great textbook war. Whether
selling, discounting, or giving away the textbooks, the three
publishers with their guoyff {National Language or Mandarin)
textbooks were promoting the spread and use of the new
national language. Zhu Lianbao approvingly cites the
following views of a 1931 article on the National Language
Movement :
In 1925 World Books issued National Language textbooks
and unexpectedly produced a big wave of National
Language book sales. At that point, the three publishing
houses [began] to compete with each other. Since they
only thought about getting the books out ••• sometimes
they gave them away or dumped them. As a result [of the
competition], the three publishing houses lost over a
million yuan , but also did more to promote the National
Language than any other National Language campaign. 199
up to 1926, World Books was generally regarded as a
publisher of popular works for petty urbanites as well as a
rising textbook publisher. In that year, though, Shen began
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to publish Guomindang propaganda that prominent Shanghai
publishers would not go near.2°0 The Canton office of World
Books had assembled batches of propaganda pamphlets,2o1
prepared in advance of the Northern Expedition, and had
forwarded them to Shanghai, where they were printed up. The
pamphlets were then distributed in advanced Yangzi-area
provinces to ready the populace for the liberating armies. 202
In Zhu Lianbao's view, when printing revolutionary pamphlets,
Shen was motivated both by a spirit of adventure and by his
awareness of world's security in the International
Concession. 203
Shen's political publishing continued after the counterrevolution of April 1927. Among the last workers' battalions
to hold out against the gangsters and Guomindang troops had
been those who barricaded themselves into the Commercial
Press plant on Baoshan Road. The Communists Yang Xianzhang
and Shen Yingbing, both from the Commercial Press's editorial
office, escaped the executions in the wake of the workers'
failure and fled to Japan. They lived there by translating
work. Unable to return to Shanghai or to seek work openly in
Shanghai, Yang and Shen were eventually put in touch with
World Books. world commissioned translations from each,
putting Zhu Lianbao in charge of mailing their wages to
Japan.204
After the Guomindang established the new national
government at Nanjing, world, like its competitors Zhonghua
and the Commercial Press, was obliged to edit its textbooks
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to reflect the new political order. Yu Youren, whom Shen
Zhifang had known as a newspaper publisher when Shen had
first come to Shanghai, was named to replace Hu Renyuan. 20 5
Primary school textbooks were changed, and a new series of
middle school texts was issued. World Books continued to
issue the popular collectanea (congshu ), painting manuals,
and law books for which they had become known. They invested
in several new ventures, including the foreign firm, Siberia
Printing (as a result of which World first employed nonChinese workers) and Guangzhi Books (Guangzhi shuju).2°6
To expand his operating capital, starting in 1925, Shen
sent representatives to Southeast Asia with the aim of
gaining investors from the Chinese communities there. Thanks
to the intervention of distribution department chief, Liu
Tingmu, and the overseas Chinese, Bai Jiaxiang, owner of
Xinmin Bookstore in Xiamen (Amoy), Shen's appeal reached the
Nanyang rubber king, Tan Kah Kee (Chen Jiageng; 1874-1961).
Chen needed a partner in China to sell his rubber
products domestically; Shen needed an agent in Southeast Asia
for his publications. According to Zhu Lianbao, Chen embraced
the idea of marketing Shen's publications as a means of
encouraging patriotism among the Southeast Asian overseas
Chinese.2° 7 A contract was drawn up which specified that each
side would become the other's business representative.2oa To
consolidate the growing intimacy of the two enterprises, Tan
was appointed to world's board in 1928. The relationship
ended badly when Shen found it impossible not only to pay Tan
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his dividends but also could not return Tan's 40,000-yuan
investment.
Constantly pressed financially to pay for expansion and
machinery, Shen sought multiple avenues of financing. In the
late 1920s, World's operating capital expanded greatly when
investors from the worlds of finance, journalism, and
government began to take an interest in the publishing house.
Shen was happy rubbing shoulders with officialdom, and his
company soon attracted investment from Qian Yongming {18851958), the well-known Shanghai banker and industrialist, 20 9
and others.
Shen also converted employees' in-house savings funds to
financial instruments for the benefit of the company.
Expanding the savings program to include readers'
investments, within a short period Shen raised 1.8 million

yuan. With this new resource, Shen opened World Bank21° and an
educational merchandise manufacturing company. He even
started to buy up Fuzhou Road real estate, taking control of
Huaiyuan Lane, where World Books had started, and changing
its name to World Lane. Shen planned also to demolish his own
building and rebuild it as the World Mansion.
With the added capital, Shen purchased larger presses,
advanced photogravure presses, and engraving equipment.

To

house the new equipment, World added to its printing plant,
took in more manuscripts, and lengthened its backlist.
Borrowing 100,000 yuan from Yao Mulian's women's Commercial
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savings Bank on the security of the Red Building, Shen
enlarged the Fuzhou Road retail outlet. 211
Plans for further expansion were stymied by the
worldwide depression, the ripples of which struck Shanghai in
the early 1930s, sending real estate values plummeting.
Hoping to borrow further against the Red Building and his
other Shanghai properties, Shen was pressed more and more by
the uncertainties of both the real estate market and the
textbook publishing business. A portion of Shen's real estate
had already been garnished by Jincheng Bank. When Shen failed
to clear his debt, Jincheng claimed the property, further
compressing Shen's operating capital. Faced with disaster, at
this point Shen had no choice but to agree to delayed loan
repayments to depositors as negotiated by Shen Siqi and Liu
Tingmu.212
At the same time, Lu Gaoyi, 213 newly appointed head of
the administrative office and a manager, requested help from
Director wu Yunrui (Wenzhai) of Jincheng Bank.214 wu conferred
with Qian Xinzhi of the Bank of Communications who turned to
Zhang Gongquan. Together, they approached Li Shizeng
(1881-?), the leader of the Chinese work-study movement in
France and by the late 1920s considered to be one of the
"Four Elder Statesmen of the Kuomintang."21s wu, Qian, and
Zhang convinced Li to invest 500,000 yuan in World Books.216
Li demanded in return a seat on the board and control of more
than half of the seats for the examiners.
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From this point in 1934 on, GMD godfather Li Shizeng, as
the primary financial-backer, ran World Books with Lu Gaoyi
as his general manager. 217 At the same time that Li's
investment breathed new financial life into the publishing
firm, Li, Qian Xinzhi (of the Bank of Communications), and Wu
Yunrui (of Jincheng Bank) had demanded that Shen Zhifang step
down from his position as general manager. This position was
then awarded to Lu Gaoyi. For the sake of the entire
publishing operation, Shen conceded defeat and took on a
purely supervisory role. In this way, Shen, the uoutstanding
oddity" of Shanghai's publishing sector, succumbed to the
pressure of government-allied capital just as Lufei Kui and
Zhonghua had yielded a decade and a half earlier.
Shen continued to work on Fuzhou Road, even if he no
longer controlled World Books. He was still tied closely to
Dadong Book Company, the fourth major Fuzhou Road
publisher/retailer through his nephew. Further, in his forced
retirement, Shen started up Qiming Bookstore, managed by his
son, Shen Zhiming. Small in scope, it published several
hundred titles of its own, including popular cultural works
and calligraphy manuals.
At home, Shen collected and edited old books and
historical paintings in his personal library.2la Just like the
book collectors of the imperial era, he published a catalogue
of his collection for the sake of visitors. Unlike them, he
had his calligraphy collection photographed for the benefit
of later generations. On July 28, 1939, Shen died, aged
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fifty-eight sui, 21 9 of an unspecified gastric disease that had
plagued his adult years. World Books, the most successful of
the more than ten book publishing and distribution firms he
had founded in his career, now had over thirty sales branches
in every major provincial city, with branch editorial offices
in Suzhou and Hangzhou22o and publishing branch offices in
Ganzhou, Changsha, Shaoyang, and Chongqing.221

o. Shanghai's Wenhuajie (Republican China's National
Publishing Emporium)
Earlier I suggested that one can first begin to talk of
Simalu (Fuzhou Road) as Wenhuajie around 1916. By that date,
the two leading corporate comprehensive publishers, Zhonghua
and the Commercial Press, had established their bases along
Henan Road, the approach to Fuzhou Road. Likewise, Dadong
Book Depot, founded by Shen Zhifang's friend Lti Ziquan,
together with Shen's nephew Shen Junsheng, opened on Fuzhou
Road222 in 1916.
However, it was not until 1917 that the third of the
"Big Three" Shanghai publishers, as identified by Chinese of
the Republican era, appeared in Fuzhou Road. Joining the
Commercial Press, venerable survivor of the imperial era, and
Zhonghua, educator of the early Republic, World Books was
founded in 1917 in a Fuzhou Road alley; by 1921 that alley
would become known as world Lane.
World Books, along with Dadong, encouraged book patrons
to step over the threshold guarded by Zhonghua and the Press
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onto the expanding stage of Republican China's intellectual
and publishing life. More than any other Shanghai publisher,
World helped to create the characterization of Fuzhou Road as
the

11

Wenhuajie" of China, but it also contributed heavily to

the excessive commercializing of intellectual life that would
lead Yang Shouqing to speak out and condemn Shanghai's
publishing industry in 1946.
If World Books fostered the new image of Wenhuajie in a
way that neither the Commercial Press had nor Zhonghua could
have at this point, Shen Zhifang, founder/owner of World
Books and of an estimated ten other Shanghai book publishing
or retailing operations, is best identified as the source of
the spirit prevailing on Wenhuajie by the 1920s. No other
book merchant epitomizes the plenitude, crass materialism,
and combative opportunism that came to be so thoroughly
identified with Republican Fuzhou Road's brand of book
culture as this Cao Cao of the publishing world.
According to Bao Tianxiao, himself an employee of the
new world of corporatized publishing firms, the Fuzhou Road
district came by the 1920s to be so thoroughly identified
with publishing that it was known as "The Great Cultural
Way," (Wenhua dajie). This stage of cultural and commercial
modernity was reached, Bao says, only after the emergence of
the Big Three and Dadong. In his words:
If you take the Commercial Press and Zhonghua Books as
Shanghai's first-order book merchants at that time,
then, world and Dadong were Shanghai's second-order book
merchants. At the time, along Fuzhou Road (popularly
called Simalu), starting from Shandong Road (then
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Wangping Street) and going along to Henan Road (then
Qipan Street), it was all newspaper plants and book
shops. The Commercial Press, Zhonghua, world, and Dadong
were all in there, and for this reason, everyone called
this strip "Wenhua dajie" (The Great Cultural way) .223
Quite apart from his testimony about the importance of this
district, which by the 1920s "everyone" was calling
Wenhuajie, what is striking in this view of Wenhuajie is
Bao's lack of realism. Baa's exultation over this assemblage
of shops and publishers effectively blots out the details
catalogued elsewhere in Baa's memoirs that enable one to
observe that Shen Zhifang was less the exception and more the
rule among the clashing personalities on Wenhuajie. In this
way, Bao provides a positive balance to Yang's pessimism.
Baa's friend and junior colleague in the Wenhuajie
district, Zhang Jinglu, had had over twenty years of work
experience in the district when Bao and the writer, A Ying,
finally convinced him to write his memoirs. 224 Writing the
reminiscences in Hankou in 1938 after the evacuation of
Shanghai, he recalled that even before he had begun working
in Wenhuajie around 1918, he had been roaming Qipanjie as a
consumer. He had started window-shopping there in 1911 to
ease the stress of an apprenticeship in a Tiantong Road grogshop. "In those days," he says, "all the bookstores, big and
small, were concentrated on Henan Road." Zhang had visited
the shops every evening after stoking the fire in the bar,
walking the entire distance back and forth. His "hooting"
(huxiao ) colleagues even gave him the nickname "Qipanjie

Inspector. "22s
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Calling himself ' a publisher who began life as a
1

reader, "226 Zhang's Guanghua Bookstore opened in Fuzhou Road
in 1921,227 the first purely New-Book bookstore in Shanghai.
In his memoirs, Zhang discusses the changes wrought in Fuzhou
Road since the early 1920s, the period Bao believes Wenhuajie
came into its maturity, saying:
Simalu was not a place where bookstores crowded
together ••• If you look over today's [1938] Simalu that
has suddenly become Shanghai's famous Culture Street,u
think back to those days [when] there were only solitary
beat-up old market stalls. It was hard to run across
[even] a few friends selling books. It certainly did not
equal the feeling of yesterday and today 122a
11

Justifiably claiming part of the credit for what became
Wenhuajie, Zhang describes a history by which publishing
kingdoms, founded in shops and offices either at the Fuzhou
Road and Henan Middle Road intersection or else within the
confines of Fuzhou Road itself, established the rules by
which the contest for mastery of the heights of China's
Republican book market was carried out.
Judging by his memoirs, for Zhang, by 1938, at least as
important as the social history of the district was the
feeling it passed on to consumers whenever they visited. That
feeling was what they carried away with themselves and it was
part of the reason they came back to wenhuajie. Just as
effectively as Bao's, Zhang's memoirs reveal the vast array
of scoundrels and cheats infesting Shanghai's Wenhuajie, but
it is the district's embrace of modern ideas and novel ways
of disseminating them that made wenhuajie's hold on him
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permanent. More judgemental than Bao, Zhang stared hard at
the dichotomies of Wenhuajie. In the end, however, he favored
the progressive and constructive, mentioning but not dwelling
on the mercenary and the negative.
But, due to figures like Shen Zhifang, and to the nature
of the corporations that played a major part in the history
of Wenhuajie, the mercenary and negative side of Wenhuajie
was inescapable. Each of the Big Three (Commercial Press,
Zhonghua Book Company, and World Books) sought dominance of
the markets it pursued. Key resources in the efforts of each
to seize those markets included its managerial and editorial
supremacy.
Further, its organizational and leadership structure
influenced its access to capital, which in turn had an impact
on its ability to develop a printing plant as well as access
to new machinery. Finally, its marketing tactics, simple
luck, and long-term strategy vis-a-vis the governments229 most
important to its markets contributed to

it~

success. In this

way, economic reality rubbed its broad muscular shoulders up
against the weak ones of culture along Wenhuajie in a way
that would not have been possible on Liulichang a century
before.

III. The Textbook Market and the Importance of the Editorial
Department
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Shanghai's modern publishing business was intimately
linked to the expansion of modern educational opportunities,
beginning in the late imperial period and continuing until
the end of the Nanjing Decade (1927-37). For this reason,
Wang Yunwu, chief of the editorial office at the Commercial
Press from 1921-29 and General Manager from 1931-1946, linked
school enrollments from 1910 to 1937 with the growth of the
Press in his chronological history of the Commercial Press.
The steady expansion of educational opportunities, from
just over one hundred thousand students enrolled in some
4,000 schools in 1905230 to nearly thirteen million students
studying in approximately 230,000 schools nationwide by
1937,231 represented an enormous educational and commercial
opportunity for responsive publishers. This observation was
particularly true of a society in which textbooks were
repeatedly mandated in a series of educational regulations,
issued initially by the Qing court and then, after 1911, by
new national and warlord governments. No other form of
printed matter in China reached such a large, and regulated,
readership.232 Government endorsement, whether formal or
informal, turned out to be the single most important element
in creating the public patronage on which the major textbook
publishers relied.
Already, by 1905, when the Commercial Press's Zuixin
guowen jiaokeshu {Modern Chinese Textbooks) had appeared, the
publishing impetus in China had shifted from official
publishers to privately-owned publishing houses, most of
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which were based in Shanghai. In 1906, for the first time,
the imperial Ministry of Education approved a list of
officially accepted primary school textbooks. Eight
publishers had issued the one hundred and two textbooks on
that list. Of those, ninety (88.2%) of the total had been
issued by Shanghai-based publishers, private and official.
Eighty-five had been issued by private publishing companies
(Commercial Press, Wenming Shuju, and Shizhong Shuju), all of
them charter members of the Shanghai Booksellers Trade
Association. OVer half (fifty-four) of the total number of
titles had been issued by the Commercial Press; Wenming Shuju
came in second with thirty. Four were published by Nanyang
Public Institute, the Shanghai school and translation bureau
that had first employed Zhang Yuanji, and one by Shizhong
Shuju.233
Even more significant to the publishers than the actual
school enrollments were the amounts spent on education. In
1911, according to wang Yunwu, 1.6 million students were

paying almost twenty-one million yuan in tuition fees, or
about thirteen yuan each.2 34 By 1937, just less than thirteen
million students were spending seventy-three million yuan.23S
Although per-pupil spending had dropped to 5.6 yuan, the
range of schools had increased, inflating the variety of
textbooks needed.
And just as it had in 1906, the Commercial Press
continued to dominate the New-Book market in 1937. In that
latter year, fifty-two percent of all new books published in
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China came out of the editorial offices of the Commercial
Press. Gone were the competitors of the late imperial period;
they had been replaced by publishers whose names signaled
their ambitious marketing targets. Zhonghua (China) was
founded in 1912 and Shijie (World) appeared in 1917.
The Commercial Press, far earlier than any of these
other major corporate publishers, dominated the commercially
significant textbook market. Thus, it created editorial
conditions to put its claim on the elite printing and
publishing tradition of the past. The Press's successful
commercial educational publishing eventually underwrote the
scholarly publishing by which it maintained its image as the
bulwark of China's intellectual heritage at the same time
that the Press repackaged that intellectual culture for a
national market.
The directors of both Zhonghua and World, the other two
corporate publishers on which this chapter has focused,
learned about publishing and editing textbooks while employed
at the Commercial Press. Part of what Lufei Bohong and Shen
Zhifang carried away from the Commercial Press, when they
left to found their own publishing kingdoms, included the
awareness that the editorial office was the creative heart of
a modern publishing house.
The editorial office, more than any other part of a
modern publishing operation, is responsible for new
publications, recensions, unprecedented reference works,
etc., in much the same way as a laboratory is the workshop of
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a chemical firm. The Commercial Press itself had inherited
from the Tongwen Press the awareness of the importance of an
editorial department to the creation of new books. It had
also developed an editorial method in conjunction with its
early Japanese partners, Kinkodo. In like manner, Zhonghua
and World relied on their editorial facilities.
The editorial office at the Commercial Press, in which
was quartered the intellectual leadership of the firm, was
founded in 1902, the same year as Wenming Shuju, its chief
competitor in the textbook market, had appeared. The timing
was not accidental: until 1902, the Press had been
constrained by the same limitations as had curtailed the
activities of many of the lithographic publishers (namely,
the inability to create and manipulate new markets chiefly
because it lacked new products236).
In 1903, after Cai Yuanpei had fled to Qingdao, Zhang
Yuanji became head of the editorial office at the Commercial
Press. The office itself was divided into three sections:
Chinese-language, English-language, and mathematics and
science books. Gao Mengdan headed the Chinese-language branch
of the editorial offices with help from editors Jiang Weiqiao
and Zhuang Yu. Kuang Fuzhuo was in charge of English editing,
and Du Yaquan took charge of mathematics and science. Before
long, a new section was created to supervise publication of
dictionaries and was headed by Lu Weishi. This latter section
eventually took charge of the famous Commercial Press
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dictionaries such as Xincidian, Ciyuan, etc., upon which so
much of the Press's scholarly reputation rests today.
When the editorial department first opened, it had no
formal work schedule (banzhi), suggesting that its work had
not yet become routinized. Xia Ruifang scoffed at its
members, calling them the "Old Confucians" or "Old Fogeys,"
and sometimes "Old Pedants," suggesting just how informal
their work arrangement must have been. Odd-job men who bumped
into the editors in the course of a workday referred to the
editors as "shiye," a term used to describe private
secretaries or advisers in a Qing-era yamen. In addition to
board and lodging, the editors received tea leaves and
tobacco as part of their pay.237
It is clear from what has been said earlier in this
chapter that many early employees in Shanghai's publishing
industry were either downwardly mobile imperial degreeholders or upwardly mobile treaty-port merchants.
Unfortunately, few records discuss the daily lives of minor
employees of the publishing houses in this early period. Such
records as do exist for slightly later periods are highly
suggestive, however. According to veteran Fuzhou Road
employee Zhu Lianbao, by the 1920s and 1930s, the favored
sources for recruiting employees in Shanghai's private
publishing firms were, first and foremost, the political,
educational, and journalistic worlds, realms not completely
unlike those we have already discussed in the late Qing and
early Republic.
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After combing these worlds for prospective employees,
publishers then hired from other publishers, just as Xia
Ruifang had hired Lufei Kui from Shenchang Books and Shen
Zhifang from Huiwentang in the early 1900s. In turn, in 1912,
Lufei lured Shen from the Commercial Press. Eventually, after
1918, Shen himself hired from the Press and others. These
high-profile examples of raiding the opponents' personnel
stand for a common practice on Wenhuajie. Headhunting was
made easier by the frictions of work life and politics in
Wenhuajie.
The third source of personnel, says Zhu, was
introductions by friends or relatives,23S whether of existing
employees or stockholders. The fourth and least-favored type
of recruited employee was a student or apprentice taken on in
exchange for on-the-job training. Larger firms advertised
these positions through announcements placed in newspapers,
giving the public notice of entrance examinations. According
to Zhu, his employer World Books frequently held
examinations, enlisting around ten trainees each time.
Written examinations would have been a familiar road to
success for late Qing job-seekers, but there is no evidence
that publishers were using them before the 1920s.
Wu Tiesheng, in his comments on employment in Fuzhou
Road's publishing operations after 1930, discounts Zhu's
first two categories of employees, focusing instead on
categories three and four (connections and entrance
examinations). In his day, editors in particular were
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recommended or invited to join a firm through connections,
suggesting that by the 1930s, proven experience was the
quality most sought after by those hiring editorial and other
assistants.

As

will be seen below, imperial degrees,

particularly of the provincial rank, were tickets to
employment with the Commercial Press in the early days; by
the 1930s, the publishing market had changed so radically
that such degrees, suggesting conservatism, may have been a
liability.
General staff, on the other hand, were encouraged to
apply based on announcements in the newspapers, a much more
impersonal process that would have drawn on the vast numbers
of students and intellectuals searching for white-collar
employment. Office skills were highly desirable. Job
applicants were told simply to send in their age, hometown,
education, and specialty. By the 1930s, photographs were also
demanded as part of the application, chiefly as a means of
eliminating women from consideration. 239
In the 1930s, entry-level employment in the editorial
office of Zhonghua,24o when it could be secured at all,
included standard bibliographic drudgery such as copying
articles, proofreading, and making index cards. Under the
guidance of the senior editors such as Zhang Runzhi, so
familiar with the sources of literary materials that he was
known as uLiving Materials," and the old librarian Chen
Chongxian, 241 who was nicknamed "The Living Catalogue" because
he knew the contents of the library so thoroughly, newcomers
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at Zhonghua received instruction in the skills that would be
demanded of them throughout their careers.
The daily work schedule was six hours a day, less by an
hour than the administration office and by two hours than the
printing shop. At Zhonghua, upper staff, including editors,
had to sign in in a notebook, but there was no time clock.
Lower-level staff rotated frequently and were not obliged to
record their names. 242 Employees were permitted to be a
quarter of an hour late but had to give a reason in the
notebook. In general, though, the attendance policy was not
very strict and the staff were rarely late intentionally,
says Wu Tiesheng. In summer, when the temperatures soared to
nearly a hundred by noon, many staff abandoned their offices
early, 243 heading towards their homes, most of which were in
the immediate vicinity. 244
When wu Tiesheng passed his entrance examination in 1930
for employment in Zhonghua, his first job title was
11

proofreader," but he actually worked in the development

office under Shen Dingcheng. As minor staff, his monthly wage
was twenty-five yuan. Five of that went for rent, and he sent
home ten yuan, leaving himself ten yuan for self-support.
Aside from the senior editors and high-level faculty
advisers, the pay of editorial office personnel was what Wu
calls

11

Simple and poor." In times of stable prices, the

salaries were adequate.24S Nonetheless, in Wu's words,

11

SOme

of the staff had to look for other editing and proofing jobs
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after work; some became private tutors or did other business
after work, all to maintain themselves and their families. "246
In the early thirties, wu recalls, prices actually
remained fairly stable. He himself paid one yuan for eight
meal tickets, entitling him to meals in a restaurant. Each
meal ticket bought one dish and a bowl of soup, but he could
bring his costs down if he shared with others. Before the war
broke out in 1937, Wu's salary was increased several times. 247
In the early period of Shanghai's modern publishing
industry, degree-holding editors had been trained at someone
else's expense as they had prepared for the civil service
examinations. By the 1930s, however, the training of editors
had become more professionalized and was the responsibility
of the Shanghai publishing industry itself. For this reason,
unlike staff in other departments, editorial office personnel
were rarely faced with the regular layoffs that plagued the
publishing world in late June and December.
Editorial office workers, then, were generally saved
from reductions in force by virtue of the fact that "it took
several years for the company to train an editor and
publisher to enable him to understand ••• the business."24 8
Still, layoffs were a real enough threat that Gui Shaoyu,
editor of Zhonghua yingwen zhoubao [Zhonghua English weekly],
one of Republican China's leading periodicals, always cleared
off his desk and took his belongings home in advance of the
June and December announcements. Eventually, Gui left
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Zhonghua and set up Jingwen Bookstore to relieve his anxiety
over being laid off.249
Relying on the "roundtable style of editing," discussed
in Chapter 4, and in spite of the informality of the working
environment at that time, in 1903 the Commercial Press had
edited fifty-one new titles and had generated 300,000 yuan in
business. It had also laid its claim to the Yangzi River
valley market by opening a branch office upriver in Hankou to
guarantee that it would not have to rely on independent
distributors for sale of its books.2so
The next year, 1904, had marked the appearance not only
of the Press's wildly successful textbook series but also of
its signature journal, The Eastern Miscellany (Dongfang

zazhi) .2s1 In 1905, the Press had expanded its claim on the
national book market by moving north and buying the Zhili
Official Book Depot (guanshuju),2s2 located in Beijing's
Hufang Bridge district, and reopening it as a printing plant.
The Press had also established branch offices in Beijing's
Liulichang and in Tianjin.253 During that same watershed year,
in which the civil service examination system ended and Fudan
University was founded, the Press had opened its own teachertraining program in Shanghai with the intention of
instructing teachers in the use of commercial Press
textbooks.
Before long, the Press had outgrown its Fujian Road
quarters and purchased one hundred mu (about seventeen acres)
of land on Baoshan Road in Zhabei. By 1907, it moved its
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printing works, editorial office, and editorial library to
the site. The Press also constructed dormitories for its
employees. At the same time, in Baoxing West Lane, it reopened its teacher-training school as a primary school for
the staff's children.25 4 In 1910, it opened a kindergarten.
Judging by this range of activities, it is clear that
the Press regarded itself as being in the businesses of both
education and literacy. It provided, albeit in a
paternalistic fashion, the textbooks, the instruction, the
guidance, and the nurture for a new generation of literates.
After 1911, says Ji Shaopu, a new culture developed at the
Press as the editorial office, by now acknowledged as the
captain's bridge from which the organization was guided, took
on increasingly broad responsibilities through its General
Affairs Section.
The new section was headed by Jiang Shejing (1863-1944),
a juren who had had practical administrative experience in
Shanyang and Ningbo, both in Zhejiang, before the Xinhai
Revolution. After the success of the 1911 uprising, he had
directed the government in Fujian. In 1914, Jiang entered the
Press's editorial office, welcomed because he expanded its
range of editorial activities to include maps, drawings, fine
art, and plates2ss at a time when the Press's textbooks, under
assault from Zhonghua's, could no longer guarantee the
Press's market domination.
Competition and legislation forced the editorial office
to compile more new textbooks to keep the firm afloat.
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Between 1912 and 1916, while Bao Tianxiao worked in the
editorial office part-time, the Commercial Press brought out
no fewer than eleven new textbooks for primary schools,
nineteen for elementary schools, and twenty-three for middle
schools. Describing his hard-working colleagues, Bao said
that he was one of forty or fifty editors, each of whom
worked silently at his desk, a sharp contrast to the noisy
and messy editorial environments which he experienced at
smaller, less professionalized companies. Most of Baa's
colleagues hailed from Jiangsu, with Changzhou and Wuxi best
represented, he felt. Bao himself was the only suzhounese.2 5 6
In 1913, '14, and '16, the Commercial Press's
publications were matched step-by-step by Zhonghua's
editorial board led by Fan Yuanlian. By 1919, the most
popular textbooks in China in terms of sales were Zhonghua's
1916-issued Xinzhi jiaokeshu (New Method Textbooks) and the
Press's Gongheguo jiaokeshu (Republican Textbooks), first
issued in 1912. As we saw above, Bao Tianxiao claimed credit
for the Press's design decision to feature the new five-color
Republican flag on these latter texts.
The contest between the two publishers went far beyond
textbooks. Although Yang Shouqing would not actually identify
the problem until the 1940s, a uhive mentality" seems to have
already come to dominate the publishing world by the early
1910s. It sent first Zhonghua, and then the Press, buzzing in
pursuit of the other's markets. Zhonghua was the first to
swarm steadily beyond textbooks, starting by expanding its
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range of journals, matching its "Eight Big Journals" with the
Press's eight leaders in the periodicals market. 257 Not even

Dongfang zazhi was exempt and was soon rivalled by Zhonghua's
Da Zhonghua, edited by Liang Qichao with Lufei himself
participating as a major contributor.
In an industry that had created an identity for itself
based on its production of New-Style, or Western, books, the
production of Old-Style, or Chinese antiquarian and rare,
books now assumed great importance. Starting in about 1919,
the publication of these old books in new formats became just
as important to the book business as soaring school
enrollments.
Zhonghua pursued the Commercial Press even into these
realms of the reference book and rare book collectanea. For
example, in 1919-20, the Commercial Press began bringing out

Sibu congkan-chubian [Library of classical, historical,
philosophical, and literary works -preliminary series], a
series of 323 rare works taken from editions in the firm's
editorial library, the Hanfenlou.25B Edited by Zhang Yuanji,
who worked on the project for a decade, the work used the
best editions available for photo-duplication.
Partly at the urging of the Lufei Chi, just as Zhonghua
had met the Press one-to-one in the journals contest, so in
reference books the two matched each other's five leading
works.2 59 In 1921, Lufei Kui and Zhonghua carried the contest
to a new stage by undertaking the first part of Sibu beiyao
[Complete essentials of classical, historical, philosophical,
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and literary works] to compete with the Press's edition.
Lufei's justification for the new work, according to Yao
Fushen, was ' pleasant-sounding" if somewhat ingenuous.
1

Zhonghua seems to have been striving to claim a cultural
heritage that Lufei may have felt belonged to him through his
eighteenth century ancestor, Lufei Chi.260
Lufei Chi, as pointed out earlier, had been chief
collator of the Sikuquanshu project, but had then been denied
adequate recognition by the emperor's dispossession of his
property. According to Yao, Lufei maintained that his
ancestor Lufei Chi had spent twenty years editing the
Sikuquanshu. His money had gone to pay for the three copies
sent to southern depositories. Unfortunately, they had been
lost to the Taiping rebels; the Sibu beiyao would provide
readers with access to some of the original works.261 The
first part of the Sibu beiyao appeared in 1927; in spite of
the plan to issue all five parts in five years, the last did
not appear until 19 3 7 • 262
A dispute between the two editorial teams over the
benefits of photo-duplication versus movable type even
spilled out into Fuzhou Road, strongly suggesting that
editorial and technological questions could not be isolated
from each other.263 Zheng Yimei, who also discusses the issue
in his well-known commentary on the Shanghai book world,264

reports that the two firms disputed the issue through
advertisements in the newspapers, the connnercial Press
advocating photographically-duplicated editions and Zhonghua
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insisting that typeset versions of various works were
preferable.
Wu Tiesheng says the Commercial Press attacked first,
criticizing the Zhonghua publication for having a lot of
mistakes. Lufei Bohong insisted that the best editions had
been selected and the final copies proofread many times.
What's more, he argued, unlike photomechanical printing,
typeset editions did not corrupt characters with extra spots
of ink, rendering the character

11

-Jc " into

11

f( • "

Zhonghua settled the issue by offering to pay readers
who found errors in their texts. For each error identified by
readers, Zhonghua offered to pay one yuan. In the end, they
paid out about a thousand yuan,265 suggesting that photomechanical printing provided more reliable duplication,2 66 but
also raising the quality of subsequent editions of the 2,500-

ce work. In the view of Yao Fushen, this kind of competition
was beneficial and raised standards of editing throughout the
Chinese publishing world.
The year 1919 was memorable for other reasons as well.
Heavy criticism of the Commercial Press from China's leading
intellectuals throughout the year of the May Fourth Movement
forced two important personnel changes in the editorial
office. Indeed, in Yao Fushen's view, when change did come to
Fuzhou Road's publishers, it was directed chiefly at the
editorial departments.267 In 1919, criticism was particularly
directed against the Press's use of the old-fashioned, and
undemocratic, literary language (wenyan) in journals and in
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books. In 1920, Sun Yatsen criticized the Press for its quest
of monopoly, opposition to publishing his works (including

Sun Wen xueshuo [Theories of Sun Yatsen]), and monarchism. 268
First among the changes in the editorial personnel was
the arrival in 1921 of the new journal editors Mao Yanping
(Mao Dun) of Xiaoshuo yuebao [The Short Story Magazine],
Zhang Xizhen of FUnu zazhi [The Ladies' Journal], and Yang
Xianjiang of xuesheng zazhi [The Student Magazine]. Hu Yuzhi
took over leadership of Dongfang Zazhi.269 The arrival of
these editors is the best known aspect of the new direction
pursued by the Commercial Press after 1919, partly because
the magazines headed by these editors set the course for
other publishers who followed in the wake of the Press.
Just as important to the future of the Commercial Press
as these new journal editors, however, were changes in book
editing personnel. Policy changes after 1919 suggest that
publishing culture at the Press was already changing. In
1920, for instance, collectanea such as the Press's Shijie

congshu [World collectanea) and Gongxueshe congshu
[Cooperative Learning Society Library Series], began to
emerge, reflecting new trends in social sciences and social
philosophy, including Marxism. At the same time, nonetheless,
the Press tried to appeal to a growing popular readership of
traditionally-minded Chinese-oriented readers. This new
direction was spear-headed by the second personnel change
mentioned above.
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Wang Yunwu (1888-1980), compared earlier to Zhuge Liang,
the master strategist of Shu Han during the post-Han civil
wars, was the object of the second major personnel change
undertaken by the editorial department of the Commercial
Press. Aside from Zhang Yuanji, no other individual in the
period that begins with the May Fourth Movement had a greater
impact on the book publications, editorial policy, and public
image of the commercial Press than wang, who was hired in
1921. At the same time, he came to be vilified by many in a
way that suggests they blame him for taking the Commercial
Press in an editorial direction similar to those pursued by
Zhonghua and World. A more balanced view emerges when one
sets Wang against the background of Fuzhou Road's history.
The strong reactions Wang provoked in his associates and
subordinates make it difficult to assess the man himself. The
fact that he held some of the highest official positions in
the Guomindang government in the civil war of the late 1940s
and then followed Chiang Kaishek to Taiwan has encouraged the
view that he and Zhang Yuanji represent archetypal opposites
in the history of the Press.270 Zhang, in this view,
represents the best of the "Old Pedants," as Xia Ruifang
called this faction. Wang, conversely, embodies the most
mercenary approaches to education and publishing. After
wang's arrival, according to Manying Ip, the Commercial Press
turned unmistakably into a more sales-oriented enterprise,
losing some of the aura it had assumed from the late Qing
literati associated with it:
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The publishing house [Commercial Press] had been
moderately liberal before, eager to follow new cultural
trends. It had also been a successful business concern,
steadily increasing its accumulated capital every year.
But it had never been a purely money-making business,
and in its publications, it had never sacrificed quality
for quantity. Then slowly and almost imperceptibly, the
Press reversed its liberal reforms and took on a much
more conservative outlook. Large numbers of books were
printed, but few were of the previous high standard. 271
In 1921, when Wang entered the editorial office of the
Commercial Press, Zhang Yuanji was fifty-four years old; Wang
was thirty-three. As Manying Ip details, Zhang had resigned
from the General Manager's post in 1920 in the hope that
younger men would implement administrative reform.272 Wang, on
the other hand, already had several years of experience on
Fuzhou Road and was a well-known, if not widely-respected,
figure. His Citizens Bookstore273 had a somewhat checkered
past that undercut his reputation, as did his record as a
government official. Further, to at least one employee of the
Press's editorial office during this time, Zheng Zhenwen,
Wang carried the odor of a pseudo-scholar, posing as an
expert on foreign scientific literature, among other matters,
written in languages that he apparently could not
understand. 27 4
However, as this dissertation has stressed repeatedly,
not one of these character traits was new in the Fuzhou Road
district in 1920.275 Opportunism, money hunger, and pretense
had existed there long before book merchants moved into the
street and dated from at least the period when Simalu had
welcomed ordinary merchants and officials posing as scholars
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while visiting the whorehouses and restaurants. wang simply
seems to have kept to the old model. Once book merchants
themselves had begun to move in, in the early 1900s, Wu Woyao
wrote chapter after chapter mocking them and their own
pretensions. The history of figures like Xia Ruifang and Shen
Zhifang, and to a lesser extent Lufei Bohong, demonstrate
that combativeness, duplicity, and opportunism had not
vanished from China's book world after 1912. And Yang
Shouqing's pungent critique of China's publishing firms and
editors in 1946 suggest that this culture merely matured with
time.

Wang Yunwu's entry into the editorial office of the
Commercial Press is evidence of the role connections played
in letting some gain employment in Shanghai's publishing
world as discussed above. It is also evidence of that world's
responsiveness to changed conditions. By the 1920s, the key
publishing firms in Shanghai were no longer in their infancy.
Founder-owners were still alive and active, but their firms
were expanding and maturing. They required larger numbers of
employees and these employees came increasingly from the
industry itself, as suggested above by former Zhonghua and
World employees, wu Tiesheng and Zhu Lianbao. Unlike Zhang
Yuanji, Gao Mengdan, and others of their generation, it is
clear that wang Yunwu was not hired for his scholarly
qualifications. Rather, his connections and his commercial
and administrative experience recommended him to his new
employers.
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In this sense, Wang Yunwu, like Shen Zhifang and Lufei
Bohong, represents the transitional and maturing version of
Shanghai's commercial publishing culture. The rejection of
him and his activities by Zheng Zhenwen and others is on the
order of rejecting Xia Ruifang, Shen Zhifang, and others who
helped to establish Shanghai and Fuzhou Road as Republican
China's intellectual center. This rejection masks the
ambivalence many who worked in Shanghai's publishing world
felt for their own careers and industry.
Ambivalence toward Wang Yunwu began the moment he was
hired. According to Zheng, by the time of the May Fourth
Movement, the prevailing linguistic and intellectual culture
in the editorial office was Fujianese. When founded, in 1902,
office members had included the director, Zhang Yuanji (a
native of Zhejiang who spoke Cantonese flawlessly), and his
section heads Kuang Fuzhuo (a Cantonese, in charge of
English-language editing); Gao Mengdan (Fujianese, in charge
of Chinese-language editing); and Du Yaquan (from Shaoxing,
Zhejiang in charge of science editing).
The variety of linguistic backgrounds influenced their
daily work life in humorous, if predictable, ways. Zheng says
that when the three section heads spoke, each used his own
dialect, making it almost impossible for them to understand
each other; whenever they reached an impasse, they had to
find a translator or else write down their comments. on at
least one occasion, Gao and Jiang Weiqiao had had a major
argument over the usage of one word, nearly coming to blows
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over whether it was pronounced fu or ding • In the end, they
discovered, much to their mutual relief, that they were both
referring to the same term; the quarrel had arised from the
fact that in the Fujian dialect, the term fu is pronounced
ding.
By 1919,

nearly a dozen important editors at the Press

or contributing writers to Press publications had hailed from
Fujian.276 As might be expected, Gao Mengdan had close
personal relations with many of them. His loyalty to
Fujianese writers and editors was enhanced by the fact that,
in Zheng's view, "throughout Gao's life, what he feared most
was having to speak Mandarin."2 77 Made aware of the need to
change the editorial direction of the Press by the May Fourth
Movement, Gao had discussed hiring someone knowledgeable in
foreign languages with editors Jiang Weiqiao, Zhuang Yu, Chen
Chengze, and Zheng himself.
Gao soon settled on Hu Shi (1891-1962), then a professor
at Beijing University, who declined the position but took the
opportunity to recommend his old English instructor from
China College (Zhongguo Gongxue), Wang Yunwu. Although a
native of Xiangshan (Guangdong),2 7S Wang had been born in
Shanghai and had grown up there. His father was a petty
merchant who did business with some Christians and who had
enrolled his son in a missionary school. In the school, Wang
had started to learn English, although he seems to have made
his most rapid progress in night school between 1902 and
1905.
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In 1907, Wang Yunwu began to teach English at a private
academy that was soon absorbed into China College. By the end
of 1911, Wang was selected by Shanghai's Cantonese community
to welcome Sun Yatsen to the city. Sun responded to his
fellow provincial's support by appointing Wang to the
provisional government. Around 1912, Cai Yuanpei appointed
him to the new Ministry of Education, a position he left in
1913 to work as a journalist and teacher.
Wang returned to Shanghai in 1916 to serve temporarily
in the office for opium suppression, an assignment that
sometimes became a road to ill-gotten wealth. In Zheng
Zhenwen's view, Wang's road was now paved temporarily with
gold for his part in freeing a captured drug smuggler
fronting for the Jiangsu military governor, Feng Guozhang
(1859-1919279). Zheng says that Wang was forced out of his
position on the opium suppression board by public opinion,
but used the money he had gotten there to become a minor
comprador in Shanghai, building a house on Sichuan East Road.
wang designed a special room in the house to serve as a
library and then filled it with books and periodicals. Many
of them he had picked up cheaply from foreigners hurrying
back to Europe because of the war. Hiring several assistants,
Wang now presented himself as a scholar of both Chinese and
Western culture. With his assistants, he compiled an
anthology2SO and submitted it to the Commercial Press for
publication. Rejected by the Press, the desire to see the
book in print inspired wang to establish his own publishing
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firm, Citizens' Bookstore. His firm published his book, but
sales were disappointing. 281
Commercial Press science editor Zheng Zhenwen first met
Wang Yunwu in Wang's new private library in 1921. Gao Mengdan
and others had already decided that the Commercial Press
seriously needed a young editor competent in foreign
languages to run the reformed editorial office. wang was
rumored to be good at English, German, French, Japanese, as
well as physics and engineering.
One Sunday, Gao Mengdan asked Zheng Zhenwen to accompany
him to wang Yunwu' s home. Wang warmly welcomed them into his
large bright study, all four walls covered with books in
Chinese and foreign languages. Spying a complete run of a
German chemistry periodical that he had not seen since
leaving Japan some years before, Zheng asked Wang if he often
subscribed to this sort of publication.

~~ae

had no

alternative but to tell me the truth, [which was that] he had
bought it from a Tongji University Medical School chemistry
teacher when he had left" Shanghai.2B2 Trying to discuss some
of the contents of the periodical with Wang, Zheng was
deflected by Wang's comment, "I didn't read it carefully."
Later, Zheng and Gao learned that Wang knew only a
smattering of German and Japanese. Like Gao with Mandarinspeakers, wang feared speaking with those who knew these
languages.

As

Zheng and Gao returned from their meeting with

Wang, however, Zheng told Gao his impressions of Wang and
"Gao just smiled." Eventually, wang was selected for the
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editorial position, partly, says Zheng, because Gao wanted to
overcome the image retained by the editorial office as the
preserve of Fu j ianese. 283
Wang Yunwu, then, was a beneficiary as well as a
promoter of the new editorial spirit, fundamentally a
commercial one, inspiring Fuzhou Road's leading comprehensive
publisher after 1919. That spirit also touched new
publications in social sciences and new publications in
literature. In the view of Manying Ip, Wang's personality was
quite unlike those of Zhang Yuanji and Gao Mengdan. Where
they were umodest and self-effacing," he was ''confident,
aggressive and ambitious, "284 qualities not unlike those of
Shen Zhifang or many others working the Fuzhou Road district
in the early 1920s.
In the view of bibliographic historian Yao Fushen,
wang's reforms had chiefly to do with editorial work. He is
best-known for two collectanea, Wanyou wenku (Universal
library series) and congshu jicheng (Collection of
collections), both issued in the 1930s when wang was general
manager at the Commercial Press. They represent an aspect of
the movement towards popular dissemination of both modern and
traditional learning. Both works were also necessitated by
the drive for financial compensation that was as much a
reality behind the Press's work in the 1920s and 1930s as it
was for Zhonghua and World, as described above. The Universal

Library Series was in fact a republication of a series that
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Wang had initiated in the 1920s known as the "Mini-Library
Series. n2as
In the 1920s, the financial success of the "Mini-Library
Series" had helped to solidify Wang's role in the Connnercial
Press. In the 1930s, when Wanyou wenku was issued, despite
the Press's heavy investment in it, sales were at first
discouraging. Eventually, both the Ministries of Internal
Affairs and Education ordered each local government to buy a
set as a means of supplying new local libraries. Zhejiang,
Shandong, Hunan, Guangxi, and other provincial governments
ordered several hundred sets, opening a route to financial
success.286 The importance of government policy in promoting a
private publisher's success with trade publications turned
out to be just as paramount as it had been throughout in the
textbook market.
During Wang Yunwu's watch, a second editorial project
began that is important for linking Republican Shanghai's
scholarly projects with those of the lithographic era
discussed in Chapter 3 and imperial Liulichang, discussed in
Chapter 2. In the wake of the May Fourth Movement, by means
of which both journal- and book-publishing was transformed, a
scholarly publishing movement known as '' zhengli guogu "
("organizing the relics") also began. This movement, whose
roots at the Commercial Press may be traced to the company's
early dictionaries and reprints mentioned above, contributed
much of the intellectual luster that is now associated,
rightly, with Shanghai's Republican-era publishers. Just as
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significant is its relationship to printing and printing
technology, a subject discussed in passing throughout this
dissertation that will also be discussed in the next chapter.
The "zhengli guogu " movement led directly to efforts in
the 1930s to produce modern editions of massive traditional
works. Further, the production of these works closes the
circle on the publishing history with which this dissertation
began. The republication of titles from the Sikuquanshu is an
important reminder of the intellectual and editorial links
between Shanghai and Beijing.2 87 In spite of the fact that
less than fifteen percent of the original title-list was
duplicated, this republication contributed nonetheless to the
image of the Commercial Press as the standard-bearer of
bygone imperial culture. 2ss
Initiated by Hu Shi,2B9 who had been offered and who had
turned down the position finally occupied by Wang Yunwu, this
movement began in 1921 and benefitted directly from western
editorial experience and advanced techiques. In Hu's view,
the index was the key to enhancing research efficiency. He
wrote:
Material that has never been organized and that has no
order is not easy to examine. It can only exhaust a
scholar's spirit and ability. It amply impedes the
advance of scholarship. If we want the advance of
scholarship to go faster, we must find ways to liberate
the energies of scholars and let them use their energy
on the most profitable things. 290
The index had not been valued by traditional scholars or
by the traditional publishers, but the period from 1921 to
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1930 represents a watershed in the responsiveness of Chinese
publishing and research organizations to the need for it.
Before indices could be produced in large numbers, however,
the challenge presented by the Chinese writing system had to
be overcome.

In 1925, says Yao, He Bingsong proposed a concrete plan
for editing old books that anticipated the problems in
organizing indices which could not use the alphabetical
systems used in the West. His point was raised again in 1926
by Lin Yutang, pointing out that an indexing system based on
radicals was inconvenient. Lin suggested scholarly adoption
of the thirty-six character zhuyin system, first developed to
teach reading to children.
In the same year, Fuzhou Road's Dadong Bookstore issued
an abstracted table of contents to the Sikuquanshu. Known as
the Sikuquanshu zongmu tiyao [Abstracted contents of the

Sikuquanshu], it was accompanied by an index of works not
included in the original Siku. Compiled by editor Chen
Naiqian, these indices made the contents of the great
eighteenth century imperial compilation project available to
the public for the first time. 291
As

we saw in Chapter 2, the imperial Chinese book

market, then based at Liulichang, had itself been fostered by
the rejects from the editing and compilation office. The
geographic shift in the focus of China's modern intellectual
life was symbolized by Fuzhou Road's compilation of these
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indices. They made it possible not only to know what was in
the Sikuquanshu but also what had been excluded from it.
Four years later, in 1930, China's first theoretically
oriented explication of indexing was published by the
Commercial Press. Qian Yaxin's Suoyin he suoyinfa [Indexing
and indexing methods] made a major contribution to indexing
work, ranging from definitions and categories on down to the
steps necessary in editorial techniques. To demonstrate that
his system would work, Qian personally edited the Taiping

yulan suoyin [Index to the Emperor's Handbook, a Song dynasty
work]. That same year, in Beijing, Hong Weilan established an
independent editorial office for the Harvard-Yenching
indexing projects. This joint undertaking, between 1930 and
1950, prepared sixty-four indices in eighty-one volumes,

ranging widely across China's literary heritage.292

IV. Summary and Conclusion

In his survey of Chinese editorial history, Yao Fushen
points out that in rare book compendia, editorship is
crucial. New editions have to be distinguished by editorial
ingenuity, he maintains, which includes awareness of the
strengths and liabilities of different printing technologies.
Blindness to technology would imperil the integrity of
various editions. As a result, they would not have market
appeal.
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This chapter has argued that Shanghai publishers between
1902 and 1937 were dominated by their awareness of the
market. Whether seeking to dominate it, as the commercial
Press and Zhonghua did with their textbooks; manipulate it,
as Lufei Bohong did with his revolutionary publications or as
Wang Yunwu did with his Universal Library; or simply to
satisfy it, as Shen Zhifang did with his political tracts,
the marketplace was their central patron. Satisfying it
required them to marshal personnel, financial, and
intellectual resources in much the same way that armies
prepare to do battle.
Likening this struggle to the contest between the
legendary three kingdoms of the post-Han period, I have shown
how the Commercial Press dominated the late Qing and
Republican publishing marketplace. It did so even as it was
challenged repeatedly by opponents such as the Zhonghua and
World publishing companies, whose directors had been schooled
in its own editorial or marketing offices. By focusing on the
central figures in each firm, I have presented Shanghai's
Wenhuajie in a way that suggests that the opportunism,
exploitativeness, and combativeness criticized by Yang
Shouqing in 1946 actually had its roots in a struggle that
began with the 1911 revolution.
The loyalty to the Republican cause shown by Xia
Ruifang's editor Lufei Bohong and the opportunism of Xia's
chief consultant Shen Zhifang enabled both of these latter
figures to anticipate the vast new marketplace that would
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open up to Shanghai's modern general publishers once the
revolution succeeded. Even with the success of the
revolution, however, privately-owned publishing firms were at
the mercy of their overhead and payrolls.
As

Lin He'e pointed out in his 1937 article on the

problems of funding in Shanghai's printing industry, keeping
the presses running between academic semesters demanded
planning, marketing ingenuity, and financial fluidity. Just
as the Commercial Press had been forced to extend its bid for
publishing supremacy by

11

going public" in 1902, so too

Zhonghua in 1915 and World in 1921 each discovered that
access to the marketplace required the funding mechanisms of
a modern corporate structure.
The retail home of these modern corporate publishing
kingdoms did not become fixed on Fuzhou Road until after
1916. The construction of Zhonghua's corporate headquarters
at the Henan Road corner in that year signalled the
Republican-era opening of Shanghai's Wenhuajie. Already at
that time, however, Shanghai itself was recognized as the
center of China's New-Book industry and, by implication, as
an important new intellectual center. The imperial book
trade, largely one of reprints and antiquarian works, that
had been centered at Liulichang and then dispersed throughout
Shanghai once it was regenerated by the lithographic
publishers, was now remade by the corporate giants that took
Fuzhou Road as their retail center. Indexes and anthologies
of the Sikuquanshu and works from it justified Fuzhou Road's
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claim to the elite culture of the past at the same time that
the bazaar culture of Liulichang lived on underneath it. The
image of Wenhuajie that these firms fostered survived until
the very end of the Republic.
Just as important to the success of these firms as their
corporate funding mechanisms were their editorial operations.
Wedding the editorial operations of China's long
bibliographic history to the demands of modern industrial
printing technology is one of the great accomplishments of
the Shanghai publishers. In the process of doing so, they
themselves were professionalized.
Professionalism was in fact at the heart of many of
these changes. If Joseph Levenson is correct in the cultural
critique of Chinese intellectual life and its emphasis on the
amateur ideal discussed in Chapter 2, then the transformation
of those who most epitomized that ideal, the ''tub-shu jin "
mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, into the
professional editors and writers of Wenhuajie is one of the
most important developments in Fuzhou Road. By 1920,
Wenhuajie's publishers were forced to give up their reliance
on editors trained under the imperial system and to develop a
system for training their own.
In the previous chapter, I presented those early
figures, exemplified by Zhang Yuanji, as examples of downward
mobility. Their response to upwardly mobile figures like Xia
Ruifang and those presented in this chapter such as Lufei
Bohong and Shen Zhifang may account for a great deal of their
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ambivalence regarding the industry in which they found
themselves working. Indeed, it may explain in part Yang
Shouqing's ambivalence about Republican China's publishing
industry. Accepting his critique, though, I have sought its
roots in the contradictory demands of the marketplace, the
editorial room, and modern technology.
As

suggested by the previous section of this chapter,

just as editors ignored the challenges of the marketplace at
their own risk, so too modern printing technology imposed its
demands on them. In these regards, the three publishing
kingdoms reviewed here are unlike the three post-Han
political kingdoms. Technology was a key resource enabling
these publishers to establish their claims to China's vast
marketplace for books. In the next chapter, I will analyze
the nature of that resource.
NOTES
lThe Chinese Repository, I:l1, 461, quoted in Chung-li Chang, The
Chinese Gentry, Studies on their Role in Nineteenth-Century Chinese
Society (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1967 [1955]), 3.
2chen Qingyong, Zhoujingtang ji, supplementary juan A/1a, quoted
in Chang, Ibid.
3Marianne Bastid-Bruguiere, "Currents of Social Change," Chapter
10 in John K. Fairbank and Kwang-Ching Liu, eds., The Cambridge History
of China, Late Ch'ing, 1800-1912 (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1980) 538.
1

4see Chapter 4 on Yang and his views.
5Just as often as one reads of Shanghai's "Big Three" publishers,
one hears of the "Big Four," the fourth being Kaiming Bookstore, founded
in 1926. Yao Fushen, for example, in his important recent survey of the
history of Chinese editorial practices, devotes just as much space to
Kaiming as to the Commercial Press, Zhonghua, and World. However, his
concern is primarily with editorship and intellectual/cultural history.
My focus is primarily social and commercial; editorship here is
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important, as will be seen in section III below, only as an element
contributing to the success or failure of the three largest firms in
achieving assets, scale, and impact. It is true, as Yao points out, that
the high quality of Kaiming's publications, both in terms of content and
design, and their focus on the young adult market gave them an impact on
an intellectual level as important as each of the other three, but
Kaiming never rivalled them in terms of assets or scale. See Yao Fushen,
Zhongguo bianjishi (Shanghai: Fudan daxue chubanshe, 1990), 355-6.
6According to figures compiled by Wang Yunwu, the general manager
of the Commercial Press, and quoted by Florence Chien, "The commercial
Press and Modern Chinese Publishing, 1897-1949," (M.A. thesis,
University of Chicago, 1970), 43. Even in the mid-1930s, the heyday of
Chinese publishing, total output did not exceed 10,000 volumes, as
compared with about 10,000 in the u.s., about 15,000 in Japan, and
23,000 in Germany. See Chien, 44, Table 3.

7Ibid. , Table 2.
8Manying Ip's The Life and Times of Zhang Yuanji, 1867-1959
(Beijing: Commercial Press, 1985), despite the comprehensive research
and highly informed judgement that went into it, is an example of this
tendency, due chiefly to her biographical focus. Likewise, see Chien,
op. cit.
9According to Wang Yunwu [hereafter abbreviated WYW], Shangwu
yinshuguan yu xinjiaoyu nianpu (Taipei: Taiwan Shangwu yinshuguan,
1973), 52-54, Tianjin founded a library in 1908. This institution was
followed by provincial libraries set up in Benan and Shandong in 1909.
The most notable library in Shanghai, right down to 1932, was the
Commercial Press's own editorial library (first named Banfenlou, then
Dongfang [Oriental] Library), which Wang Yunwu opened to the public in
the 1920s. The Press's library was supplemented by those of other
publishers. According to Bu Daojing's Shanghai tushuguan shi (Shanghai:
Shanghaishi tongzhiguan, 1935), 7, Shanghai did not gain a true public
library until 1931-2, by which time Jiangsu province had fifty-six
publicly-founded local libraries. Various Chinese groups had been
attempting without success since 1910 to establish a library inside the
city limits
lOThe Ciyuan, revised and reprinted in 1931, is an important
classically-oriented dictionary, something on the order of the Oxford
English Dictionary, and is still in use, although it has been surpassed
by Zhonghua's 1937 publication, Cihai. Zhang Yuanji began compiling it
in 1902. The Sibu congkan is an anthology of 323 rare books compiled by
a team led by Zhang Yuanji for over ten years. Reprinted in 1929 after
Zhang had discovered better exemplars, it was supplemented in 1934 with
seventy-seven additional titles and, in 1936, by another seventy-one
titles.
llshu Ban, governed by Liu Bei (161-223), a distant relative to
Bouse of Liu, the legitimate dynasty of Ban, was located in the
southwestern part of the Ban empire, along the upper reaches of the
Yangzi River. Shu Ban, which has been regarded as the legitimate heir to
the Ban dais since the Song dynasty, was commanded by the master
strategist Zhuge Liang (181-234). The second southern state along the
Yangzi River was the state of wu, which, from 222 to 280, dominated the
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lower Yangzi including modern-day Jiangnan. In the north, based at the
Ban capital of Luoyang and controlling the central territory of the Ban
dynasty, was the state of Wei. Formally declared in 220, until then it
had been ruled in all but name by Cao Cao (115-220), treacherous
commander of the Ban. Wei ruled north China until 265. The history of
the period, a pivotal one in early Chinese history and culture, was
fictionalized in the classic novel Romance of the Three Kingdoms
(Sanguozhi yanyi), authored by Luo Guanzhong (ca. 1330-1400), a native
of Taiyuan who resided in Bangzhou. In its presentation of strategy
involving three sides, the story and the book have assumed archetypal
dimensions.
Uwang Yunwu, a man of modest educational background, had taught
English at China College (Zhongguo Gongxue). Among his pupils was Bu
Shi. After leaving the school, Wang held a number of political positions
and ran an unsuccessful publishing venture in Shanghai known as the
Gongmin Shuju. Bu Shi recommended him to Gao Mengdan, head of the
Press's editorial department, in 1921. Be took over the direction of the
department in 1922, left in 1929 to work under Cai Yuanpei at the
Academia Sinica for six months, and was then appointed by the Press's
board to replace founder Bao Xianchang as chief manager. See Chien, op.
cit., 72. When the Anti-Japanese War ended, he was in Chongqing, where
he had developed close ties with the Guornindang. In 1946, he was
appointed Minister of Economic Affairs and then, in 1948, Minister of
Finance. In 1949, he followed the Guarnindang to Taiwan. For more on
Wang, see section III below.
13 In fact, at the Commercial Press Wang was known by the nickname
"Yuan Shikai." See Ip, op. cit., 200.
14Bere the analogy with the events of the third century breaks
down somewhat, for Wei, led by Cao Cao and then by his son, eventually
emerged as hegemon. Thanks to their points of coincidence, historical
analogies can be highly suggestive, but never definitive. However, the
continuing sympathy for and patronage of the Commercial Press by both
the Beijing and Taipei governments suggests that they too may see in it
some link to the legitimate intellectual dynasties of the past.
~See notes 114 and 115 below. The same pressures, particularly
the dispersal of modern printing equipment to smaller publishers thanks
to the Chinese machine manufacturing firms profiled in Chapter 6, that
forced Zhonghua to expand beyond mere publishing into manufacturing of
educational instruments and other products probably prompted the
Commercial Press to look for other sources of income.

16The novel was certainly well-known to booksellers like Zhang
Yuanji, Wang Yunwu, Lufei Bohong, and Shen Zhifang. Literary critic Liu
WU-chi notes that episodes of the Romance were already well-known even
to common folk by the end of the Ming thanks to public performances and
story-tellers. It was in fact so well-known that "It is said that during
the peasant rebellion at the end of the Ming dynasty, the novel was used
by the rebel leader as a guidebook for military strategy, and that the
sworn brotherhood of the three Shu Ban heroes in the Peach Garden ••• was
emulated by members of the secret societies that mushroomed in the
Ch'ing dynasty." See Liu WU-chi, An Introduction to Chinese Literature
(Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1966), 202.
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17Tang Er'he, an anti-Manchu revolutionary, was born into a Muslim
family in Bangzhou and married a Japanese while studying medicine in
Kanezawa in 1905. When Sun Yatsen was elected president of the
provisional government, Tang presented him with the certificate of
office on January 1, 1912 and then turned his attention to founding the
Beijing Medical College in 1913. Through the intervention of Fan
Yuanlian, then Minister of Education, Tang was instrumental in getting
Cai Yuanpei appointed head of Beijing University. Be then suggested Chen
Duxiu to Cai as suitable for the position of dean of letters. In
September 1922, Tang became Minister of Education in a cabinet that
included Gu Weijun (V.K. Wellington Koo) but resigned several months
later. Be served at the ministerial level several more times but
gradually moved closer to Manchurian affairs and spent the last years of
his life as a prominent member of the puppet regime in Beiping. See
Boward L. Boorman, ed., Biographical Dictionary of Republican China
[hereafter abbreviated BDRC] (NY: Columbia University Press, 1970),
III:228-230.
18 Fan Yuanlian was a native of Xiangyin, Hunan and already a wellknown educational reformer by 1898 when he went to Japan with his
teacher from Changsha, Liang Qichao. In March 1912, Minister of
Education and founder of the editorial office of the Commercial Press,
Cai Yuanpei, appointed Fan vice-minister of education. Fan became
minister when Cai resigned in June but Fan himself resigned in January
1913. Fan then went to Zhonghua to direct its editorial office. In 191617, Fan was again Minister of Education, this time during the government
of Duan Qirui. After serving a third term as Minister of Education in
the early 1920s, Fan became head of Beijing Normal University and, in
1924, turned down a fourth appointment as Minister of Education. In the
mid-1920s, he served as acting director of the Beijing Metropolitan
Library. See BDRC II:14-15.
~Ji Shaopu, Zhongguo chuban jianshi (Shanghai: Xuelin chubanshe,
1991), 330.

2°on B.B. Kung, see BDRC II:263-69 and note 120 below.
21seen from another, cooler, more administrative perspective, a
major direct benefit was the provisioning of China's schools,
universities, and libraries with modern textbooks and reference works.
22Ji, op. cit. Other major Republican textbook publishers included
Dadong, Kaiming, and Beixin shuju.
23Ibid., 330.
24wenming Shuju was founded in 1902 by Yu Fu, Ding Fubao, and
others.
25 In 1903, the Commercial Press's capital investment increased to
200,000 yuan when their partnership with Kinkodo began. See Chien, op.
cit., 22. No figure is available for 1906. In 1912, the Press's capital
increased to 1.5 million, and in 1922, with five million yuan the
Commercial Press became the wealthiest publisher in China and joined the
ranks of the world's largest publishing houses.
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26Ji, op. cit., 330-1. Ji says that China Book Company also
planned to fund a papermaking factory in the Longhua district of
Shanghai, but their plans came to nothing. In the mid-1930s, Shanghai's
leading publishers were still searching for the means to found a
paper.making factory to reduce China's dependence on expensive foreign
paper.
27 For the sake of brevity, I will not survey the history of the
Commercial Press beyond what is necessary for this chapter. Readers
seeking more comprehensive coverage are referred to Ip, op. cit., Chien,
op. cit., and Jean-Pierre Drege, La Commercial Press de Shanghai, 18971949 (Paris: Institut des Hautes Etudes Chinoises, [1978]).
2Bwu Tiesheng, "Jiefangqian Zhonghua shuju suoji," in Zhonghua
shuju bianjibu, eds., Huiyi Zhonghua shuju (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju,
1987), I:71. The danger into which their activities cast Shanghai
publishers reminds one of the editors and publishers discussed by Robert
Darnton who smuggled books from their sanctuary in Switzerland into
France on the eve of the French Revolution. See, for example, Darnton's
The Literary Underground of the Old Regime (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
university Press, 1982).
29zhonghua's registered English name was Chung Hwa but for
purposes of logographic uniformity, I use the pinyin version in this
dissertation. The standard amount cited for Zhonghua's assets upon
establishment is 25,000 yuan. See, e.g., Ji, op. cit., 324.
30Lufei's paternal ancestor was Lufei Chi (d. 1790), a jinshi and
Hanlin compiler who also served as collator in the imperial printing
shop (WUyingdian). According to Fang Chao-ying, in Arthur Hummel, ed.,
Emminent Chinese of the Ch'ing Period [abbriviated hereafter as ECCP]
(Washington, DC: USGPO, 1943), II:542-3, the unusual surname originated
when an ancestor surnamed Fei was taken in by a family surnamed Lu.
Lufei Chi was chief collator and then assistant director of the
Sikuquanshu project (introduced in Chapter 2). However, hounded by
repeated charges that books under his care vanished or were improperly
edited, Lufei Chi was deprived of all ranks and offices. Be also had to
pay more than ten thousand silver taels for preparing the three copies
of the Sikuquanshu deposited in southern libraries as a penalty for his
sloppiness. At the time of his death, the Qianlong emperor, patron of
the Sikuquanshu project, confiscated all of Lufei Chi's family's wealth
except a thousand taels, saying Lufei Chi had begun life with that much,
but had accumulated twenty or thirty times that amount as a result of
his mismanagement of the Sikuquanshu project. It would seem that the
family was accustomed to business campaigning.
31The trip from Banzhong to Nanchang took eighty-four days, and
they passed through Chengqu, Xing'an, Juncheng, Laohekou, etc. This and
other biographical information about Lufei Bohong may be found in Wang
Zhen, Zhongguo shida chubanjia (Taiyuan: Shuhai chubanshe, 1991), 81104. Wang Zhen has also compiled Lufei's chronological biography, which
may be found in Chuban shiliao 10 and 11 (1991:4, 1992:1).
32cf. Chapter 3 on Bao Tianxiao's academic training acquired a
decade earlier in the much more refined environment of Suzhou.
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33wang Zhen, op. cit., 86. Pooling fifteen hundred yuan, the two
men opened the Changming Shudian on WUchang's Buangjie.
~Ibid.

35Ibid. Lufei called the work Yuewu muzhuan.
36Ibid., 86. wang Zhen incorrectly claims that Lufei was a member
of Bubei's Society for the Daily Increase of Knowledge (Rizhihui) and
that he wrote the organization's bylaws, but that society was not formed
until February 1906, by which time Lufei was in Shanghai. Ip, basing
herself on Lufei's self-compiled chronological biography (nianpu), says
that he was a member of Xingzhonghui (uRepublican Revolutionary
Society," also, "Society for the Revival of China"), and this seems more
likely since this latter organization was formed in 1895. See Ip, op.
cit., 152. These organizations are regarded by K.S. Liew as precursors
of the 1911 revolution, which did break out in WUchang. See his Struggle
for Democracy, Sung Chiao-jen and the 1911 Revolution (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1971), upreface" and 106.
37Michael Wai-mai Lau, uwu Wo-yao (1866-1910): A Writer of Fiction
of the Late Ch'ing Period," (Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University,
1968), 35. Chubao, by which name the paper is known in the catalogue of
the Shanghai Municipal Library, was also known by its English title of
Central Chinese Post and by its subsequent Chinese names Bankou Ribao
and Zhongyang Youbao. See Lau, 35 and 178-9, note 111. The paper was
financed and managed by Americans.
38Lau's source for this claim is Li Jiarong's uwofoshanren zhuan"
(Biography of wu Woyao), which first appeared in the journal Tianduobao
early this century (pre-1915). The standard version, according to Lau,
is Bu Jizhen, Yuchu jinzhi (Shanghai: Dada, 1934 revised edition). Wang
Zhen, on the other hand, maintains that wu left Chubao because his
contract had expired. Lau makes the interesting point that shortly after
WU resigned, "the newspaper was suppressed for publicizing the CantonHankow Railway Contract and [editor Zhang Hanjie] put in jail for ten
years." Lau goes on to say that wu quit journalism for the next two
years to devote himself to pursuing the issue of Chinese exclusion in
Shanghai. Lau also speculates that as a native of Foshan (Fatshan,
Guangdong), an area which, along with Fujian, had been sending Chinese
laborers to America since the early days of railroad construction there,
WU may have had personal knowledge of such laborers. In 1882, u.s.
legislation termed the Chinese Restriction Act forbade immigration of
Chinese coolie labor into the u.s. for the next decade. In 1892, the Act
was renewed for another decade, tightened up, and extended to Hawaii and
the Philippines. The China-based opposition to the American Act
coalesced in 1904 when the Anti-American Chinese Labor Movement tried to
bring pressure to bear on the Beijing government, which was in the midst
of renewing the Beijing Treaty first negotiated with the Americans in
1867. In the end, Prince Qing for the Manchus, and w.w. Rockhill, the
American ambassador in Beijing, found renewal of the Beijing Treaty
impossible, partly because of the boycotts and protests raised in
Shanghai, Canton, etc., by activists like wu Woyao. The climax of the
movement was the suicide of Feng Xiawei, a worker in the Philippines who
had witnessed the American treatment of Chinese there, in front of
Shanghai's American Consulate. See former u.c. Berkeley Agassiz
Professor of Oriental Languages and Literature Edward Thomas Williams'
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China, Yesterday and Today (NY: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., Publ., 1928),
465-70, on America's Chinese exclusion policies. WU Woyao was apparently
an eloquent and witty speaker who opposed a compromise movement for
admitting merchants and students but excluding coolies.
39When WU left Chubao, five other journalists followed his lead.
See Lau, op. cit., 38. Lufei may have been one of the five; he shared
his editorship with Zhang Banjie, the editor who was sentenced to ten
years in jail, and Feng Temin. See Wang Zhen, op. cit., 86-88.
40According to Shanghai Municipal Archives 313.1.23, ushanghai
shuye shanghui yilianbiao," 1917, their shop was in Xishun Lane.
4lwang Zhen, op. cit., 88.
~My repeated efforts to view this publication, which first
appeared in March 1906 and lasted only three issues, in the Shanghai
Municipal Library and the Shanghai Municipal Archives failed.

43The first Chinese-languge textbooks had been introduced by
missionaries in 1876.
44strikingly, this practice would not be revived by the GMD until
1942. After the war, selected publishers were granted government
contracts to print textbooks. See Chien, op. cit., 88-9.
45Quoted in Wang Zhen, op. cit., 90.
46Ibid., 89. According to Wang Zhen, only three or four lessons
were issued, but they "made people open their eyes" (yixin ermu).
47Ibid., 90. This view of money as incentive is repeated in Ji,
op. cit., 324. Although Ji is a keen observer of the pre-1949 Shanghai
publishing world, he is mistaken when he states that Lufei Bohong joined
the Rizhihui while he was at the Commercial Press; as we have seen, he
had first joined while living as a student in Nanchang. In about 1910,
Gao offered Lufei his niece in marriage, adding another level to Lufei's
debt. See Yao, op. cit., 294.
48wang Zhen, op. cit., 90.
49Ibid., 91. Lufei proposed this reform in place of the thenprevailing five, four, five, three, and three/four system to reduce by
six years the length of schooling and make educated persons more quickly
available to society.
50 Ibid.
Slip, op. cit., 104-5. Although Zhang eventually supported the
republic, Ip points out that Zhang's close friends Zhang Jian and Liang
Qichao never did and that Zhang Yuanji was also a close friends of Zhao
Zhujun, chief shareholder of Shenbao, a strong constitutionalist. In
fact, even after October 1911, Zhang Yuanji and Zhang Jian often met in
a roam called Treasuring-Time Ball at Zhao's Shanghai home. There, they
mounted plans to negotiate with Yuan Shikai, the commander of the New
Army, who in 1912 would be named president of the Republic in place of
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Sun Yatsen. Lufei, meanwhile, was busy orgaxu.z~ng his new company and
trying to distance himself from the old constitutionalist-oriented
publishers by attacking them in newspaper ads and in the marketplace.
52rt is not clear exactly when Lufei and his group began their
secret editorial team. According to Ip, 152, they began in October 1911,
around the time of the WUchang Oprising, and this makes a lot of sense.
Lufei had had several disappointments concerning unpublished textbooks,
and it seems unlikely that he would have devoted himself to a new set
without some guarantee that they would find a market. Ip, who is
outraged that Lufei, "this very man whom the Commercial Press so
trusted" would stage the uunexpected coup," maintains convincingly that
Lufei found it easier to recruit editors once the stock market collapsed
in the wake of the uprising, eating up funds that Xia Ruifang had
misappropriated from the Press's capital assets.
53According to Yao, op. cit., 295, a third Lufei brother was also
involved.
54Yao Fushen says that they had to go to Japanese printers because
Chinese ones were afraid to print the anti-Qing textbooks even in the
comparative safety of the International Concession.
55wang Zhen and Yao Fushen both claim secrecy had been kept so
tight that the Press was at first caught completely unawares by the new
textbook company and then offered Lufei a monthly salary of four hundred
yuan to abandon his fantasy of revolutionary entrepreneurship.
56According to wu, op. cit., 75, Zhonghua's assets, which started
with 25,000 yuan, grew to 600,000 by 1914, one million by 1915, 1.6
million by 1916, two million by 1925, and four million by 1937. Under
the hyperinflation of the post-war years, Zhonghua's assets were
evaluated at ten billion, and this amount doubled to twenty billion in
1950.
57Ji, op. cit., 324. Florence Chien's, Jean-Pierre Drege's, and Ji
Shaopu's cursory explanations for the establishment of Zhonghua make it
seem that Zhonghua was created almost ex nihilo. By failing to account
adequately for Lufei's revolutionary enthusiasm, a flaw redressed by
Wang Zhen, their presentation of Zhonghua's activities is onedimensional. After reading their accounts, one is left with more
questions than answers about Zhonghua's significance in the history of
Shanghai's publishing industry.

sawu, op. cit., 72.
59Ibid., 73 Dai Kedun took charge of the editorial department
until January 1913, when Fan Yuanlian arrived; Shen Yi was head of the
elementary textbooks section, with Yao as head of the middle school and
teachers' college textbooks section. A man named Dai Zai worked as the
accountant. According to Ji, Shen Zhifang did not leave the Commercial
Press until 1913, when he moved to Zhonghua as assistant manager to
Lufei (the general manager).
60rbid., 72-73. According to Wu and Ji, op. cit., its first
editorial, administrative, business and printing shop offices were
located at 29A,B East Broadway in the Bongkou district.
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61 Bowever, according to a document written by Chen Xiegong and
cited by WU, Lufei did not actually start work until February 17, 1912.
Chen says he began three months earlier.
62wang Zhen's view that Shen Zhifang moved from the Commercial
Press to Zhonghua from its start is supported by Zhu Lianbao's "Wo
suozhidaode Shijie shuju," Wenshi ziliao xuanji 15 (4/63), 1-43. On the
other hand, WU, op. cit., 73 and Ji, op. cit., 324, probably basing
himself on Wu, maintains that Shen did not make the final move until
1913.

63This personnel roster comes from Ji, op. cit., 325. Wang Zhen,
94 says that Wang Meiqiu was head of the editorial office.
~Wang Zhen, op. cit. The elliptical logic, cadence, and spirit of
this sentence suggests that it was influenced by Sections 3 and 5 of The
Great Learning, which state:

Things have their root and their branches. Affairs have their end
and their beginning. To know what is first and what is last will
lead near to what is taught in The Great Learning ••• Things being
investigated, knowledge became complete. Their knowledge being
complete, their thoughts were sincere. Their thoughts being
sincere, their hearts were then rectified. Their hearts being
rectified, their persons were cultivated. Their persons being
cultivated, their families were regulated. Their families being
regulated, their states were rightly governed. Their states being
rightly governed, the whole kingdom was made tranquil and happy.
See The Great Learning in The Four Books, translated by James Legge,
(NY: Paragon Books, 1966), 310, 313.
~Ji, op. cit., 324 reports that Zhonghua issued forty-four
different titles for use in elementary schools and twenty-seven for
middle schools and teachers' colleges.

66yao, op. cit., 296.
67wu, op. cit., 72.
68 wu, op. cit., 71-2. See also Ip, op. cit., 154, and Wang Zhen,
op. cit., 95. Zhonghua mobilized public opinion against the Commercial
Press so successfully that the Press felt compelled to terminate their
partnership with the Japanese. As Ip, 154-5, states, the Press's capital
had increased from 200,000 to 1.5 million yuan during the partnership.
Xia Ruifang went to Japan to negotiate with the Japanese; the terms he
offered are unknown. Less than a week after the announcement that the
Japanese would withdraw, Xia was murdered outside the door of the
Press's Distribution Center. Zhang Xichen and Bu Yuzhi named Guomindang
member Chen Qimei (1876-1916) as his killer. Chen himself was
assassinated by agents of Yuan Shikai two years later. Professor Zhou
Yuangao of SASS, Institute of History, and contributor to the Ji Shaopuedited Zhongguo chuban jianshi believes that Xia was killed by the
Japanese.
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69Bao Tianxiao, Chuanyinglou huiyilu (Kowloon: Dahua chubanshe,
1971), 385ff.
7°Bao says he wrote 4-5,000 characters per day and was paid three
yuan per thousand. See Bao, 376 and 388.
7lsao, op. cit., 390.
72Ibid., 391-2.
73 Quoted in Ip, op. cit., 156.
74wu, op. cit., 73. The editing department was established in
1912. When Fan left in 1916 to assume the position of Minister of
Education, Dai Kedun stepped back into the shoes of chief editor for
nine years, followed by Lufei (five years). In 1932, Shu Xincheng took
over. See Ji, op. cit., 324.
75 wang Zhen, op. cit., 94.
76 Ibid., 95.
77Ibid., 94-95.
78wu, op. cit., 73.
79yao, op. cit., 296.
SOJi, op. cit., 324.
Slrbid., and wu, op. cit., 73, state that Zhonghua's print shop
was on Bardoon Road off Jing'an Temple Road.
82wu, op. cit • , 7 3 •
83After becoming a director of Zhonghua, Liang Qichao published
his Da Zhonghua through the firm. At the same time, Zhonghua was
bringing out numerous journals intended to meet competition from the
Commercial Press head-on in its own market.
~Wu, op. cit., 73 and Ji, op. cit., 324. According to wu
Tiesheng, 75, by the 1930s, Zhonghua had about fifty branches and over a
thousand sales kiosks.

85 Lu Runxiang, "Ding FUbao yu chuban gongzuo," in Chuban shiliao 3
(12/84), 63.
86wu, op. cit •
87As will be seen below, however, the era of the "Big Three"
comprehensive corporate publishers (Commercial Press, Zhonghua, and
World Books) did not actually begin until the mid-1920s.
88carl Crow, Handbook of China (Shanghai, Bong Kong, Yokohama,
Singapore: Kelly & Walsh, 1916), 87-8, slightly rearranged here for
style.
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B9wu, op. cit., 74.
90song Yaoru (1866-1918), better known to non-Chinese as Charles
Jones Soong, was an American-educated Chinese Christian, Shanghai
businessman, and patriarch of one of the most influential families in
modern Chinese history. According to BDRC III:141-2, Song was born Ban
Jiaoxun on Bainan Island in the South China Sea and was sent by his
father to work for an uncle in the East Indies. In about 1878, he was
taken to work in the uncle's tea and silk shop in Boston, Massachusetts.
Be eventually fled the shop, signing on as a cabin boy with the o.s.
Coast Guard. By 1880, he had made it to Wilmington, North Carolina,
where, under the influence of his captain, he converted to Methodism and
took the name Charles Jones Soon (Song was the name of his maternal
uncle). Be left the Coast Guard, studied very briefly at Trinity College
(which became Duke University) and then entered the school of theology
at Vanderbilt, from which he graduated in 1885. Be was then sent to
Shanghai as a Methodist missionary, arr~v~ng in early 1886. By then he
was so thoroughly Americanized that he never recovered his liking for
Chinese food.
While gradually curtailing his work as a missionary in Suzhou and
Shanghai, his interests expanded to include publishing (he founded a
publishing finn known as Meihua Shuguan to publish Chinese editions of
the Bible) and flour milling. Be also helped to found the Chinese YMCA
and was an early supporter of Sun Yatsen. All of his six children were
educated in the Onited States, and his sons-in-law included Sun,
Nationalist government minister B.B. Kung, and Chiang Kaishek. Bis own
son, Song Ziwen (T.V. Soong) also served in various ministerial
appointments for the Guomindang and retired to the o.s. after the fall
of the Nationalist government in 1949. au Shi was one of his English
students. In 1949, along with Lufei Mingzhong, Shanghai gangster Du
Yuesheng, and Shu Xincheng, head of Zhonghua's editorial department from
1932 and chief editor for the 1936 publication Cibai, Song Yaoru's sonin-law B.a. Kung was one of the single largest stockholders in Zhonghua
Book Company. See SMA, Zhongbua sbuju gufen youxian gongsi dengji
sbixiangbiao (1949), 90:499.
91Identified only as uMaosheng Yanghang." See Zhu Lianbao, uwo suo
zhidaode Shijie shuju," in Wensbi ziliao 15 (4/63): 2; Wu, op. cit., 745; and Wang Zhen, op. cit., 154.
92 Private use of company funds was not uncommon in Chinese
business circles then, as suggested by Xia Ruifang's activities noted
earlier.
93wang, op. cit., 154.
~In March 1949, just months before the Communist takeover of
Shanghai, Wang Boqi is listed as an overseeing director of Zhonghua
Books, along with several high-level GMD officials, the Shanghai
gangster/statesman Du Yuesheng, and two relatives of Lufei Kui. See SMA,
Zbonghua shuju youxian gongsi xianren dongsbi ( jiancbaren) mingdan
(March 30, 1949), 90:499, 15.

95 shen Jifang was originally an English secretary at the
Commercial Press, where he became very intimate (jieyi xiongdi) with
Shen Zhifang. Be had been investing in Zhonghua since it first opened.
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See Wang Zhen, op. cit, 154.
96Ibid., 99.
97wu, op • cit. , 7 4 •
98 shi served as head of Zhonghua from April to June 1917.
99wu, op • cit • , 7 4 •
lOOThis view originates with Wu Tiesheng. According to Wang Zhen,
op. cit., 99, the plan was to rent Zhonghua's facilities to the
Commercial Press.
101Ibid.
l02wu, op • cit. , 7 4 •
103Ji, op. cit., 325.
1°4 Yu Youren was a prominent Tongmenghui journalist (editor and
founder of the Shanghai paper Hinlibao), writer, military officer, and
Republican official (from 1930 to 1964, he was head of the GMD's Control
Yuan). Between 1914-18, when he left Shanghai, he founded and ran a
Shanghai bookstore, Minli Book Company, as a front for pursuing
Guomindang opposition to Yuan Shikai. During this period he became wellknown in the Shanghai book world. See BDRC IV:74-78.
l05s.s. Kung, the brother-in-law of both Sun Yatsen and Chiang
Kaishek by virtue of his marriage to Soong Ailing, eventually became GMD
minister of finance. His involvement with Zhonghua lasted until at least
the late 1940s, when his name on a list of shareholders indicates that
he was still a director of the firm and owned the lion's share, in terms
of value, of the firm's stock. Bis 6300 shares were worth 99,984 yuan;
Du Yuesheng's 11,800 shares were valued at 86,634 yuan, suggesting that
different shares had different values. See S.M.A., op. cit., 90:499, 15.
106wang Zhen, op. cit., 99.
l0 7 Ibid.
lOBwu, op. cit.
l09summarized in Wang Zhen, op. cit., 96.

lllibid. 1 14 •
112Ibid. 99. At the same time, Wang Banqi, general manager of
Xinwenbao, invited Lufei to join the paper as chief editor.
113Ibid., 100.
114wu, op. cit., 77. Study and office supplies manufactured and
sold by Zhonghua included classroom models; music instruments; glass
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implements; Chinese typewriters (using Song dynasty script); clocks
featuring the date, month, and time; equipment for physics and chemistry
classrooms; briefcases; and even sports equipment.
115According to wu, op. cit., 78, Zhonghua was forced into
diversification by the proliferation of smaller publishing companies
that, printing non-copyrighted texts on cheap paper with poor quality
printing, lacked Zhonghua's high overhead (these smaller firms, rather
than buying their machinery from abroad as did the Commercial Press et.
al., may have been buying the machines produced by the manufacturers
profiled in Chapter 6). Zhonghua's profit margin on published materials
was already quite low; even in the 1930s, a print run of 3-5,000 copies
was considered good. Print runs of less than 2,000 lost money. This
diversification was the source of a great many of the 10,000 persons wu
Tiesheng claims (79) worked for Zhonghua between 1912-49.

116wu, op • cit • , 7 6 •
117on the losses of the Commercial Press during the 1/28 Incident
of 1932, see Chapter 6 below.
118ay 1932, zhonghua already owned the most up-to-date color
printing presses in the Far East, including double-color offset presses,
pre-press machines, and electric rotary presses, all imported from
Germany. See WU, op. cit., 77.

119wu, op. cit., 75.
120 Ibid., 76.
121wang Zhen, op. cit., 101, 103-4. Since 1932, when Japan first
bombed the city of Shanghai, Lufei had been publishing articles urging
his fellow countrymen to brace for war. In August 1937, when the
Japanese renewed their aggression against Shanghai, Zhonghua's Shanghai
plant and editorial department were forced to halt work. Along with Shu
Xincheng, head of the editorial department and Wang Jinshi, printing
plant director, Lufei arranged to have part of the printing machinery
shipped to the Kowloon plant, which was then expanded. Likewise,
production of military products was increased once Bao'an Industries was
relocated to Kowloon. Most of the rest of the physical plant was moved
to Kunming. WU Jinqyuan was left in charge of Shanghai operations, and
most workers were let go. Lufei also contributed 50,000 yuan for
national defense through the Trade Association. In November 1937, Lufei
left Shanghai for Bong Kong, from where he ran Zhonghua•s operations
throughout south China. For the next two years, Lufei sought a merger
with the Commercial Press, Kaiming, and other publishing firms but was
eventually dissuaded by Shu Xincheng. At the same time, he began to plan
Zhonghua's post-war publishing activities, concentrating on historical,
educational, and language materials. Be died of heart failure on July 9,
1940 after flying back from a national educational conference in
Chongqing.
l22wu, op. cit., 74. According to wu, readers got a five-mao
coupon along with each one-yuan textbook, and a one-yuan coupon with
each one-yuan trade book.
123 Ibid.
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U4wang Zhen, op. cit., 150. Not surprisingly, Shen Zhifang and
World Books receive very little attention from Ji Shaopu, the leading
general commentator in China on Shanghai-based publishing. See Ji, op.
cit., 328-330.
U5zhu, op. cit., 1. The willingness of Shaoxing natives to seek
extra-bureaucratic employment in the late imperial period is discussed
in detail by James Cole in his Shaoxing: Competition and Cooperation in
Nineteenth Century China (Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona Press,
1986).
U6According to Bao Tianxiao, Shanghai's antiquarian book trade
was dominated by Shaoxing natives until the late 1910s, undoubtedly
giving Shen Zhifang (whom Bao calls "Shen Zifang") an advantage when he
moved to Shanghai the next year. See Bao, op. cit., I:376.
U 7As late as 1917, Buiwentang was listed as a partnership, rather
than a corporation. Its retail operation was located in Qipanjie, but
between 1914 and 1917, it opened a lithographic printing plant in
Penglu's Jiuyuan Lane. See SMA, op. cit., 313.1.23 (1914-29), 9B.
USzhu, op. cit., 2.
U9wang, op. cit., 151.
130The name of the editor, according to Wang Zhen, was Yang
Qianli.
131 rbid.
132see Zhu, op. cit.
133Although he is traditionally remembered with scorn for having
served two dynasties, the Ming and its successor, the Qing, Qian was
eventually condemned by the Qianlong emperor in 1768-69, at the start of
the book inquisition that opened the curtain on the development of
Beijing's Liulichang, for his "'wild howling'" criticisms of the
Manchus. Works carrying these judgements were destroyed on the emperor's
orders but continued to attract underground interest, and this interest
provided Shen with his market in the early 1900s. For more on Qian
Qianyi, cf. Frederic Wakeman, Jr., The Great Enterprise; The Manchus
Reconstruction of Imperial Order in Seventeenth-Century China (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1985), II:l096-8 and ECCP 148-150.
134Referred to by Qian Qianyi as " 'my pupil, '" Jin was a native of
Suzhou particularly well regarded for his critical writings on the
novels Shuihu and Xixiangji, among other early Chinese literary works.
Be was implicated in "Laments in the Temple" (kumiao) protest against
the Qing in 1661 and was executed the same year. See ECCP 164-6.
135Fang was a prominent literatus and native of Tongcheng, Anhui,
who spent a number of years in charge of the Wuyingdian (Imperial
Printing Bureau). A master of the guwen style, he was later regarded as
the titular founder of the Tongcheng School, known for its prose style
and adherence to Zhu Xi. See ECCP 235-7.
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136Gong, a native of Bangzhou, was a palace-level official known
as a poet and reformer who, like Fang Bao, worked in the WUyingdian. An
opponent of foreign trade conducted at Canton, he was a friend of Lin
Zexu~ through his written attacks on current affairs and Qing
administration, he acquired a far-reaching reputation and influenced
late nineteenth century reformers Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao. Bis son
Gong Cheng was an expert in the Manchu and Mongol languages and lived in
Shanghai from 1850-70, where he was known to Wang Tao. In 1860, he
worked as a secretary to Thomas Wade. See ECCP 431-4.
13 7chien, op. cit., 24. The Fulunshe existed from 1910-13.
138 see Chapter 4.
l39In 1917, the Gushuliutongchu partnership was still held by Chen
Liyan. See SMA, op. cit., 313.1.23 (1914-29), 9B.
140 see Chapter 3 on exemplar editions.
14lshen would gain similar praise in 1926-27 when he published,
far in advance of either the Commercial Press or Zhonghua, works by the
pre-Nanjing Guamindang. In the late 1920s and 1930s, World Books would
be lauded again when it published works by Communists. Perhaps precisely
because of Shen's boldness in each of these periods, one suspects his
motives.
l42zhu, op. cit.
143Ibid. See also Wang Zhen, op. cit., 152.
144yao Fushen, quoting from Zheng Yimei's Shubao huajiu,
attributes this advice to Lufei Kui, who gave it to Gao Mengdan and
Zhang Yuanji. See Yao, op. cit., 295.
l45zhu Lianbao's evidence complements Wu Tiesheng's cited above.
146aao, op. cit., 376.
147 Ibid. The three years mentioned by Bao seem to have been from
1912 or 1913 to 1916.
14Bibid.
149sao's criticism was that excessive numbers of daguan had been
issued and readers were souring on them.
15 0ouring the Ban dynasty, General Ban Xin was granted the title
of Buaiyin.
lSlaao, op. cit., 376.
15 2Bao compromised to his own benefit, for Shen's "eye" was sharp
and certain~ the journal lasted three years, a respectable duration for
magazines at that time (as in the late 1890s, many continued to fold
after one or two issues). The success of the journal enabled Bao to
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abandon teaching, a profession he had been pursuing at Shi Liangcai's
Boys and Girls Sericulture Academy (Niizi canye xuexiao) and Yang
Baishi's Chengdong Girls School, to establish his reputation as a writer
and editor.
l5 3 Bao says "pretty girls" had already become such a common
marketing gimmick for Shanghai magazines that periodicals were known as
the ugallery of girls." See Bao, op. cit., 377. In addition to writing
at least a short article for publication in each issue, in his campaign
for readership, Bao also sought contributions from numerous "commanding
officers" (sic.) such as Ye Chucang, Yao Yuanchu, Chen Diexian, Fan
Yin'gao, Zhang Yihan and "vanguard troops" such as Bi Yihong. Su Manshu
wrote his last novel for publication in this journal.
154 rbid., 377.
155At the time, publishers had to sell at least 3,000 copies of
journals to meet their expenses, says Bao, but everything above that
ceiling was profit. See Bao, op. cit., 377, and note 116 above.
156rt is striking that Bao Tianxiao does not mention either of
these reasons for Shen's departure from Zhonghua
157 cited in Zhu, op. cit., 2, and repeated more or less word for
word by Wang Zhen, op. cit., 155, with one difference: Zhu provides no
date, Wang claims that the events began in 1918, a date that seems
questionable since in Wang's own view Shen left Shanghai in 1917.
158As Sherman Cochran has shown, the late 1910s were the critical
formative years in China's match business and Shen/Buang's interest in
the match business may reflect this history. According to Cochran, Liu
Bongsheng, known as the Chinese match-king but already a millionaire
before he started his first match-making factory, opened his Bongsheng
Match Mills in Suzhou in 1920, the year after what would become the
world's largest match company, Swedish Match Company, reached China. See
Cochran, "Three Roads into Shanghai's Market: Japanese, Western, and
Chinese Companies in the Match Trade, 1895-1937," in Frederic Wakeman,
Jr., and wen-hsin Yeh, eds., Shanghai Sojourners (Berkeley: Institute of
East Asian Studies, 1992, 35-75.
159wang Zhen, op. cit., 155.
160rbid. Baoshan Road, of course, was the address of the
Commercial Press's manufacturing plant and editorial offices. Shen's
rooms were located in Yipin Lane.
16lzhu Lianbao says Shen began his new operations with a
newspaper. See Zhu, op. cit.
l6 2 According to Bao Tianxiao, who did some editing work for Dadong
Shuju, Dadong was a second example of a Shanghai publishing firm run by
Shaoxing natives, Shen's World Books being the first. See Bao, 382. Wang
Zhen, whose account of Shen's resurrection is presented above, does not
seem to have read Bao's account, for Bao states quite clearly that
Shen's nephew, Shen Junsheng, was a prominent staff-person at Dadong. In
fact, according to Zhu Lianbao's chronological history of Shanghai
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publishing, Dadong was started in 1916 as a four-man partnership with
30,000 yuan; two of the founders, including Shen's nephew, were Shaoxing
natives, but they were joined by natives of Chongde and WUxing. In 1924,
Dadong was reorganized as a corporation and increased its capital to
100,000 yuan, doubling it within the next year, and increasing to
600,000 by 1932. It had a fairly complete printing plant and published
textbooks, law books, and reference works. Gradually Dadong also began
to print currency and revenue stamps for the Nanjing government. Started
in an alley along Fuzhou Road, by 1921 it had moved onto a Fuzhou Road
corner, and by 1923 it occupied two floors of a corner building at the
intersection of Shandong and Fuzhou Roads, the same intersection where
World's uRed Bouse" was located. Surviving until 1949, Dadong fell into
the clutches of the Shanghai gangster/official Du Yuesheng after WWII.
For this reason, it was classified as a ubureaucratic capitalist
venture" by the Communist government; its printing plant was then
shipped to Guangxi. See Zhu Lianbao, uJiefangqian Shanghai shudian,
chubanshe yinxiangji (2)," in Chuban shiliao 2 (12/83), 146.
163Li Shizeng, a senior Guomindang official who bought a
controlling share of Shijie in the 1930s, wrote in a small 1946 history
of the fiom that Shen was influenced by the 1905 journal named Shijie
zazhi in his choice of the name uworld Books." That journal was started
by Li, Wu Zhihui, and Zhang Renjie. These three individuals, along with
Cai Yuanpei, became known as the uFour Elder Statesmen" of the
Guamindang after they sided with Chiang Kaishek against wang Jingwei in
the late 1920s. See Zhu, op. cit, 3. As for the publisher's use of the
globe as his trademark, see Chen Qiaosun, uXiaotan 'chuban biaoji'" in
Chuban shiliao 1 (12/82), 141.
164Ibid. According to Zhu, op. cit., 32, between 1921 and 1925,
World brought out 1150 titles for an average of 230 per year; 1926-33,
the fiom's golden years, 2043 for an average of 255; 1934-45, 2095 or
174 per year; and 1946-49, 292, or 73 per year. Throughout its twentynine year history, World published a total of 5580 titles.
l65 The other firm was Xia Jijiang Shuju. See Wang Zhen, op. cit.,
156. On early investors, see Zhu, 22, 27-28. Many of the new
stockholders were Shen's acquaintances from book and paper businesses.
Their names included Wei Binqrong (owner of Guangyi Book Depot, who
would remain with Shen until the late 1930s); Li Chunrong, Be Runsheng,
Zhang Yunshi, Lin Junhe, all from the book business; Chen Zhisheng, Lin
Xiuliang, Mao Chunqing, Zhang Liyun, and Bu Tingmei, all paper
merchants.
l6 6zhu, op. cit., 3-4, 27-28. Under the GMD, the monetary unit
before 1933 was the silver tael (yinliang); after 1933, it became the
silver dollar (yuan). See Chien, op. cit., 22. Recall that the
Commercial Press waa organized with 50,000 Qing-dynasty yuan (and would
be worth five million in 1922); Zhonghua was started in 1912 with
25,000. Directors of this early board were Shen Zhifang, Wei Bingrong,
Lin Xiuliang, Mao Chunqing, and Zhang Liyun; Chen Zhisheng and Bu
Tingmei were supervisors. After the mid-1920s, the board was comprised
of nine or eleven persons; the list of supervisors came to include Zhao
Wenhuan (manager of a traditional bank [qianzhuang]) and Yan Duhe (World
Books textbook editor). According to Zhu, 31, between 1921 and 1937,
World's capital investment grew from 25,000 yuan to 730,000 yuan.
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167 Ibid. I 22.
168The importance of architecture and building design to the ways
Shanghai's Westernized firms marketed themselves as early as the 1880s
is discussed in Chapter 3. It does not seem too farfetched to supposed
that Shen, a master of marketing, was trading on the Dianshizhai' s old
architectural reputation, which included a "Red-Walled" Western
building, discussed in Chapter 3.
169 zhu, op. cit.
170The first three departments mentioned above were headed by Be
Runsheng, Lin Junhe, and Li Chunrong. Xiang Besheng was in charge of the
accounting office and Wang Defeng was responsible for the wholesale
department. Zhu Lianbao, whose memoirs are frequently cited in this
chapter, joined World Books in 1921 to direct the mail order department.
The mail order department performed three services for customers; two of
them were the same as those provided by the foreign publishers on which
Shanghai's Chinese publishers almost certainly modelled their own mailorder operations. First, it sold merchandise to customers outside
Shanghai. Second, in addition, its branch stores throughout China bought
local publications for sale by mail to Shanghai customers unable to find
them in the city. The third service provided by the mail-order
department was printing of ads, wrapping paper, business forms, etc.,
presumably for customers outside Shanghai. See Zhu, op. cit., 4.
171Ibid., 4, 12-13. See also Wang, op. cit., 168. The first
printing plant, on Bongjiang Road in the Zhabei district, was directed
by Zhang Yunshi and Wang Chunbao, and burned in the winter of 1925 when
fire spread from a neighboring tobacco warehouse. Nearly all the
printing machinery was lost at this time. World's second printing plant,
contemporary with the first and home to the editorial office until 1926,
was located on Xiangshan Road, also in Zhabei. World's second printing
plant was run by Shen's brother, Lianfang. After compensation by the
insurance company, Shen rebuilt on a greater scale on a ten-mu (a mu is
one-sixth of an acre) property he had bought in 1924 in Dalianwan Road.
In the spring of 1926, the general office, editorial department, and
printing plant were consolidated in the new factory. It was expanded
steadily, and by 1932 was five stories high, equipped with seventeen
full-page Miehle presses (about one-third of all those then in China;
Miehle is still [1996] the best name in printing machinery). During the
Japanese occupation, the main plant was occupied by the Japanese Report
Office (baodao bu). After 1949, the Communists nationalized the printing
plant, calling it Shanghai New China Printing Plant (Shanghai Xinhua
Yinshuachang).
172zhu, op. cit. While he was stabilizing World, Shen Zhifang also
ran the Gonghe (~epublic") Book Depot with Ping Jinya that specialized
in the kind of publications Yang Shouqing would condemn two decades
later. For instance, if another publisher was successful with a certain
uknights-errant" (wuxia ) novel, Gonghe would produce one mimicking it.
Gonghe eventually failed, however, and was merged into World. See Wang
Zhen, op. cit., 156.
17 3world is notorious for its publication of love stories,
adventure books, all sorts of sinister conspiratorial tales (heimu
xiaoshuo), and seedy tales of romance and riches. The translation "petty
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urbanites" (xiao shimin) is borrowed from Wen-hsin Yeh's "Progressive
Journalism and Shanghai's Petty Urbanites, Zou Taofen and the Shenghuo
Enterprise, 1926-1945," in Frederic Wakeman, Jr., and Wen-hsin Yeh,
eds., op. cit., 186-238.
174zhu, op. cit., 5.
175Ji, op. cit., 328.
176The five were: Kuaihua, a biweekly edited by Li Banqiu and
Zhang Yunshi; the weekly Bong zazhi, edited by Yan Duhe and Shi Jiqun;
Yan Duhe and Zhao Tiaokuang's weekly Bong Meigui; Jiang Bongjiao's
monthly Jiating zazhi; and finally, Shi Jiqun and Cheng Xiaoqing's
Zhentan shijie, a biweekly. See Wang Zhen, op. cit., 158. These
periodicals' content was chiefly of recreational "mandarin duck and
butterfly" variety.
177 zhu, op. cit., 6-7. Prior to the appearance of the World Books
version of lianhuan huashu (or "serialized illustration books"), these
works were known as "small books" (xiao shu) or "small people's books"
(xiaoren shu); they represented one of the first truly innovative
aspects of Shanghai publishing in the period after the lithographic
illustrated magazines. Finely illustrated, more than six well-known
traditional novels were brought out in this form, each in twenty or
twenty-four chapters, all of which could be bought separately. Their
innovative importance has been noted by Zhang Jinglu in his Zhongguo
cbuban shiliao, xubian ( 189) and by A Ying in his article, "Qingmo dao
jiefang lianhuanhua," in Zhang, ed., Zhongguo xiandai chuban shiliao v.
4. Zhu says that the illustrations were drawn by Chen Danxli and four
others who had gotten their start as textbook illustrators. After six
lianhuan books, World abandoned the project, but it was eventually
picked up by other publishers. In the early 1990s, one could still buy
lianhuan books, published in Shanghai a decade before.
178Ibid., 159. The first series was Gongren keben (Textbooks for
workers); the second was titled Nongmin keben (Textbooks for peasants).
1?9zhu, op. cit., 18. According to James E. Sheridan, Feng
Yuxiang, "the Christian General," was "best remembered by his former
subordinates for his competence in training troops" and that training
included both military, vocational, and moral instruction. See Sheridan,
Chinese Warlord, The Career of Feng Yu-bsiang (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1966), 74 ff.
180zhu, op. cit., 3. This rate of growth was only a quarter of
Zhonghua's in its first two years. See above, p. 29. Not all were useful
additions to the firm. In the early phase of the firm, when money was
short, Shen Zhifang was forced at least once to go to an old-style bank
(qianzbuang) for a loan. Concern from the bankers that they might lose
their money led them to propose that one of their own employees be
employed by World in the business office so that if anything started to
go wrong, the bank would get its money out early. Shen had no choice but
to agree, but regretted the decision for a long time. See Wang, op.
cit., 165.
lSlibid., 159.
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182ais eye for business led to bad blood with Kaiming Bookstore,
Zhonghua, and Buiwentang after 1930. In fact, Shen seems not to have
thought very highly of many of his colleagues in the book business. Bis
closest friends, besides Wei Bingrong and Zhou Juting of Guangyi, were
Lti Ziquan and Wang Youtang of Dadong, Chen Liyan of the Gushuliutongchu,
Ping Jinya of Zhongyang Shudian, and TU Sicong of the World Map Study
Society (Shijie yudi xueshe). See Zhu, op. cit., 21.
183From the Press, Shen brought in Zhang Yunshi (an early
investor), Fan Xiangshan, Luo Shiceng, Du Jiutian, Chen Chunfu, Zhang
Binghe, Liu Tingmu, Liu Jikang, Wang Longchao, Pan Zhongxi, Jin Shaomei,
and Cha Naichang; from Zhonghua, he picked up Be Runsheng, Tang
Bousheng, Wang Defeng, Wang Chunbao, Jiang Zixian, Buang Zhongkang, Lti
Boyu, Wang Zhaoxing, and Dong Wen; and from Dadong, he secured Wang
Youtang. Zhu Lianbao himself was hired from Zhonghua. See Zhu, op. cit.,
5 and Wang, op. cit., 164.
184zhu, op. cit., 21 discusses the cost of Shen's haughtiness,
tying World Books's uoutsider" position in Shanghai publishing circles
to it. Zhu says that once Shen was replaced by Lu Gaoyi, World's status
rose. See also Wang Zhen, op. cit., 165.
185 Zhu, op • cit • , 9 •
186Ji, op. cit., 329.
187The text was titled Xinxuezhi chugaoxiao ben (New method
introductory middle and elementary text).
lBBzhu, op. cit., 9-10.
1B9Ibid., 10.
190wang, op. cit. , 161.
191This alliance reminds one of the alliance of Shu Ban and Wu
against Wei.
192According to Zhang Jinglu's Zhongguo xiandai chuban shiliao
I:268, the front was called Gongrnin, but Zhu Lianbao, citing several
unnamed old Commercial Press and Zhonghua workers, believes its true
name was Guomin. Strikingly, Gongminmin shuju was also the name of Wang
Yunwu's original bookstore. In 1921, when Wang, the future general
manager of the Commercial Press, joined the Press on the recommendation
of Bu Shi, his former pupil, Gongmin was worth 40,000 yuan. Gongmin's
assets were merged into those of the Commercial Press. See Zhu,
UJiefangqian Shanghai shudian, chubanshe yinxiangji (II)," in Chuban
shiliao 2 (12/83), 148.
193zhu, op. cit., following Zhang Jinglu's Zhongguo xiandai chuban
shiliao I:268, states that the Commercial Press invested three-quarters
of the total (400,000 yuan) and Zhonghua put in one-quarter.
194For a brief history of Guomin Shuju, see Zhu Lianbao,
uJiefangqian Shanghai shudian, chubanshe yinxiangji (VIII)," in Chuban
shiliao 8 (1987:2), 110.
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195wang Zhen, op. cit., 162.
196rbid., 161.
197wang Zhen, op. cit., 162.
198rbid., 163. Wei's printing firm was known as Wenhua Yinshuju.
199zhu, op. cit., 10-11, citing Yue Sibing's article ushinianlai
de guoyti yundong," published in Shijie zazhi zengkan shinian (n.l.:
n.p., 1931). Yue also comments ualthough the book publishers actively
used the National Language Movement to make money, their contributions
should not be overlooked. When the Movement began, Zhonghua's manager
Lufei Kui (Bohong) knew that the [goal] would have to be realized. [For
this reason], he participated in the national Standard Pronunciation
Conference, established a special National Language school, produced
gramophone records for National pronunciation [instruction and]
published a large number of National Language books •••• Superficially,
the Commercial Press appeared to be left somewhat behind, but they
caught up, with results at least as good as Zhonghua's."
200shen was by no means the first in Shanghai to discover that the
Republican revolution was good for the publishing business. According to
Zhang Jinglu, the period from 1925 to 1927 was uthe Golden Age of
Shanghai's New-Book Industry." The local warlords Sun Chuanfang and Li
Baozhang had little interest in interfering with the publishers of the
International Concession, he says. The first to respond was Zhang
Bingwen, a publisher/merchant in charge of the Pacific Printing Company.
Be edited and printed an anthology of Sun Yatsen's writings. After
printing it, he took it personally to Guangzhou, where he earned 80100,000 yuan of it. Bis success was soon imitated by Dazhong Shuju and
Changjiang Shudian. In fact, says Zhang, uanyone who could get their
hands on printing machinery, no matter who they were, could immediately
get rich." The wealth soon spread to printers. uAs long as you had some
way to print,there was no need to worry that there would not be a
market." See Zhang Jinglu, Zai chubanjie 20-nian (Shanghai [Bankou):
Shanghai zazhi gongsi, 1938), 127-8.
20lzhu, op. cit., 16-17. They covered topics such as national
political issues, the Three People's Principles, the agrarian question,
and the unequal treaties. See also Wang, op. cit., 166.
2°2Althouqh distributed chiefly in the south, one work did travel
north to Shandong. Mistakenly bound using the cover for Middle School
Chinese Literature, 500 copies of World's printing of Elementary
Introduction to the Peasant Movement were sent to a school in Jinan.
When the school discovered that the contents of the books received were
ured" (chihua), they returned the books to Jinan and asked for an
exchange. An examiner in the Jinan post office seized the package.
Almost immediately the military police were sent to surround World's
Jinan branch, where they arrested the manager, Guo Mengzhi, and other
employees. The accountant escaped and contacted World's main office in
Shanghai. Director Sun Gaomei and several World managers telegraphed the
Shandong warlord, Zhang Zongchang, and his publicity chief, seeking the
employees' release. Eventually, all but Guo were released. Guo was not
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freed until the Northern Expedition army arrived in Jinan. See Zhu, op.
cit., 17.
203Ibid. Zhu notes that Pan Lianbi, the head of the Shanghai
police department, was on Shen Zhifang's payroll.
204zhu, op. cit., S-6. Yang, using the pseudonym Li Baowu,
published three works, including one of the first in Chinese to employ
Marxian dialectical materialism in educational research, a work which
appeared in 1929 and by 1931 had gone through four editions. Shen, under
the name Xuan Zhu, published ten works on literature with World. See
Wang Zhen, op. cit., 167.
205Ibid., 9. World paid Yu 300 yuan/month, a sum which was picked
up by Yu's secretary, Wang Luyi.
206world led Guangzhi to reprint several important old titles,
including wu Woyao's Vignettes of the Late Ch'ing, Sea of Regret
(Benhai), The Strange Injustice of Nine Murders (Jiuming jiyuan ) , and
Strange Accounts of the Electrical Craft (Dianmu qidan). See Wang Zhen,
op. cit., 168.
20? Zhu, op • cit. , 7 •
20Bworld Books was to represent Tan's interests in Shanghai
(although Tan did open a retail outlet of his own on Nanjing Road), and
Tan was to assist with sales of World's bo,.,ks in Singapore. Yu Runsheng
was sent out from Shanghai to manage a bookstore in Singapore. Profits
were to be reckoned at year's end. Before long, Tan was investing the
profits of his Shanghai activities in World; world reciprocated by
printing 10,000 copies of Tan's book of medical prescriptions called
Yanfang xianbian. Tan distributed the work overseas. See Zhu, op. cit.,
7, and Wang, op. cit., 169. World's close ties with Tan Kah Kee himself
also led to close ties with the university he founded and ran singlehandedly from 1921-37 in Xiarnen (Arnoy). The Commercial Press too
maintained close ties with Xiarnen University.
209other investors listed by Zhu, op. cit., 22-24, 27-28 and Wang
Zhen, op. cit., 170, are the big businessmen or professionally prominent
Guan Jiongzhi, Sun Gengrnei (a judge in Shanghai's Mixed Court, invited
to invest in World by his nephew Liu Fuxun, who worked in one of World's
printing plants and eventually became Shen Zhifang's assistant), Sun's
colleagues in the legal profession Buang Banzhi (also a well-respected
philanthropist) and Lu Zhongliang; Wang Yiting (a well-known
calligrapher invited by Huang Banzhi); Zhu Yingjiang (a lumber
merchant), Gu Xiangyi (a grain [zaliang] merchant); and Feng Bingnan.
Investors from the world of banking included wu Yunrui (Yunqi; manager
of Jincheng Bank), Qian Xinzhi of the Bank of Communications, Tang
Shournin, Ye FuXiao, xu Jiqing, Xu Guarnao, Sun Ruihuang, Zhu Boquan, Zhou
Desun, and Bao Chengde. Many eventually joined the board of directors,
but Zhu Lianbao is quite insistent that World remained a private
corporation free of the government, although not free of "bureaucratic
capitalists," until 1945. other directors from the 1921-34 period, not
yet mentioned here, were: wu Nanpu (newspaper owner) , wu Chenhu
(fishmonger), Luo Kunxiang (silk merchant), Zhang Yunshi (World Books
editor), Xu Weinan (World Books editor), Zhu Shaoqing (World editor), Li
Chunrong (World manager), Lin Junhe (World manager), Shen Lianfang (head
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of the World printing plant and Shen Zhifang' s brother) , Sun Xunchu
(merchant), xu Zhusan (merchant), and Zhou Baofu (occupation unknown).
210The bank went bankrupt in either 1935 (Zhu, 24) or 1934 (Wang,
171).

211zhu, op. cit., 24.
212rbid., 25.
213Lu Gaoyi was brought to World Books in 1933 by his Zhijiang
(sic.) University (Bangzhou) classmate, Lin Banda, who proposed Lu for
the recently-vacated position of Shen's secretary. Lu was then head of
the middle school affiliated with Zhijiang University. Lin himself had
first come to Shen Zhifang's attention in about 1923 when he submitted a
winning essay to a World-sponsored English-language essay contest. After
graduating in 1924, Lin began teaching at Siming Middle School in
Ningbo. In 1928, he joined Xiamen University professor, Xiao Bingshi, in
working on an English textbook series that they then proposed to World.
Shen, remembering Lin's prize essay, offered Lin a position as head of
the English-language editorial office, a position that had just been
vacated by editor, Yan Duhe, who left for a job with a newspaper. During
his tenure, Lin was chief editor of at least five English-language
textbooks. After 1937, Lin went to America to study but returned when
the war ended, to teach at Buadong University, eventually becoming a
dean at Zhijiang University. By the late 1940s, Lin Banda was a member
of World's board as well as an outside editor. See Zhu, op. cit., 7-8.
214Ibid., 25. Jincheng Bank had invested 60-70,000 yuan in World;
thus, if it went bankrupt, Wu would have had to fear for the stability
of the bank as well.
215see BDRC, II:319.
216zhu, op. cit., 25. Although Li signed on for five hundred
thousand yuan, he paid only fifty thousand at first. Bis directorship
was voted down by the stockholders, and in a last bid to retain
independent control, Shen Zhifang redistributed shares. After organizing
an investment group including Bu Yuzhi, Du Yuesheng, Bi Yuncheng, Buang
Youxiong, and Cui Zhuxi, each of whom was supposed to contribute 50,000
yuan to Li in an effort to take control of World, Li tried to evaluate
the true financial situation at World. Neither he nor his investment
group, with the exception of Du Yuesheng, ever did contribute to World.
Du did pay 50,000 yuan from his Zhongguo Tongshang Bank in an effort to
add to his reputation as a patron of culture. Between 1935-46, Li
Shizeng's group did dominate World's board. It included new investors
Zhang Jingjiang, Li himself, Cui Zhuxi, Li Shuhua, Chen Bexian (one-time
Jiangsu provincial education chief), Bu Tianshi, Du Yuesheng, Qian
Xinzhi, Du Zhongyuan, and Chu Minyi; the only independents were Shen, Lu
Gaoyi (who brought Li into the firm), Lu Zhongliang (former judge and
then a lawyer), andWei Bingrong (the Guangyi Book Depot merchant who had
been with World since 1921 and who had aided it materially during the
textbook war). Supervisors during this period were Wu Zhihui, Li Lingyu,
and Qi Yunqing. See Zhu, op. cit., 28.
217zhu, op. cit., 9, 26, and Wang Zhen, op. cit, 171.
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218ais library was named the Cuifenge (Pure Fragrance Pavilion).
See Wang Zhen, op. cit., 172.
219Ibid. This date of his death comes from Wang Zhen with one
modification. All sources agree that Shen died in 1939 except Wang Zhen.
However, Wang says that Shen died at age fifty-eight; he could only have
been fifty-eight if he died in 1939.
220zhu, op. cit., 32. According to Zhu, World had at one time had
over a thousand professors and teachers on their payroll, helping with
curriculum and textbook content.
221Ji, op. cit., 328.
222Actually, Dadong opened in an alley abutting Fuzhou Road.
223Bao, op. cit., 382.
224zhang, op. cit., 2. Zhang says he had long demurred, thinking
that Zhang Yuanji, Lufei Bohong, or Wang Yunwu, three of the individuals
presented in this chapter, knew more about the Shanghai publishing world
than he did.
225Ibid., 31.
226Ibid., 40.
227Ibid., 114. The site had earlier held a small medicine shop.
Some customers came in thinking that it was a medicine shop that sold
books; others that it was a bookstore selling medicine.
22 8 Ibid. Zhang, who despised Shen Zhifang and World Books for its
irresponsible exploitation of the umandarin duck and butterfly" school
of literature, says that the Commercial Press, Zhonghua, Yadong, his own
firm, and, in 1925, Beixin Shuju (which relocated here from Beijing) and
Kaiming were the main agents of the progressive Wenhuajie with which he
was familiar.
229Governments important to the Shanghai publishers included
warlord governments and the national government, as this section
demonstrates. Likewise, the Shanghai Concession and Guomindang
governments had an impact on publishers, as Frederic Wakeman, Jr., shows
in Policing Shanghai 1927-1937 (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1995), 134 ff., 173 ff., and 236 ff. Zhang discusses the impact
of what he calls the International Concession's "slave laws" that were a
constant thorn in the heel of Shanghai's cultural industries in Zhang,
op. cit., 118 ff.
23°chow Tse-tsung, The May Fourth Movement, Intellectual
Revolution in Modern China (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press,
1967), Appendix A. Chow's statistics cover the years 1905-23, but he
acknowledges that they are unreliable; reliable statistics for school
enrollment before the 1930s are rare.
231WYW, op. cit., 693. WYW's statistics cover the years from 191072; years overlapping with Chow's provide roughly equivalent figures.
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232The size of China's reading public and its relationship to
reading matter available in the late Qing and Republican eras is a hotly
contested issue. In Evelyn Rawski's view, during the late Qing, 30-45%
of males and 2-10% of females could read. See her Education and Popular
Literacy in Ch'ing China (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press,
1979), 23. Using G. ~- Skinner's estimate of 394 million for China's
population (excluding Taiwan and Manchuria) in 1893, newspaper historian
Terry Narramore calculates that the literate population would have been
about 87 million. Andrew Nathan and Leo ou-fan Lee argue that no more
than 2-4 million persons (1% of the population) read periodicals such as
Jingbao in the late Qing. In 1912, only 12,000 persons subscribed to the
most popular newspaper, Xinwenbao (but of course many more would have
read it). See Nathan and Lee, "The Beginnings of Mass Culture:
Journalism and Fiction in the Late Ch'ing and Beyond," in David Johnson
et. al., eds., Popular CUlture in Late Imperial China (Berkeley, CA:
University of California Press, 1985). Narramore cites a 1936 article by
Vernon Nash and Rudolph Lowenthal that claims in 1936, 100-150 million
persons could read, with varying levels of competence. In the mid-1920s,
however, as Narramore points out in his unpublished dissertation, no
periodical or trade publication sold more widely than Shenbao, which
claimed an (uncertified) circulation of 141,440 in late 1926. By the
1930s, Shenbao claimed a daily readership of one million even though it
never sold more than 150,000 copies of any one issue. See Narramore,
Making the News in Shanghai, Shen Bao and the Politics of Newspaper
Journalism 1912-1937 (Ph.D. dissertation, Australia National University,
1989), 21-39. Bu Daojing, in his "1933-nian de Shanghai zazhijie," in
Shanghai tongshe, eds., Shanghai yanjiu ziliaoxu (Shanghai: Shanghai
shudian, 1935), 404, basing his view on post office statistics, says
that one issue of the periodical Shanghai zhoukan sold 125,000 copies.
Despite the fact that books would not be expected to reach the
readership of periodicals, by comparison, Shanghai textbooks were
reaching nearly thirteen times these numbers every year.
233WYW, op. cit., 44. The remaining fourteen were issued by the
Zhili (Provincial) Education Bureau (Zhili xuewu shuju: ten); Buagu
Primary School: one; WUchang Library: one; and unnamed: one.
234Ibid., 57.
235Ibid., 693. There were 229,911 upper and primary schools in
1937 in contrast to about 43,000 schools in 1910. In 1937, there were
also ninety-one tertiary schools, including thirty-five universities,
enrolling 31,188 students.
236Before 1902, as discussed in Chapter 4, the Commercial Press
relied on its translations of foreign books to open markets.
237Ji, op. cit., 321.
238zhu, op. cit, 4.
239wu Tiesheng himself helped out in the personnel department,
answering the large number of application letters received every day. Be
says that Zhonghua required photographs as the best means of excluding
female applicants. In his words, uThey didn't want to hire female staff,
but in their advertisements they didn't say that because Zhonghua
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Bookstore was a cultural organization. It was not good to say publicly
that they did not want to hire females." When helping in the personnel
department, Wu's job was to pick out all the female applicants and put
them aside; he does not say why women were rejected for employment
although he is clearly uncomfortable reporting the information. Letters
were then sent to a small number of people who would be admitted to the
examination along with the date and time. As stated in the ads, others
were never contacted. Women were not taken on as staff, says wu, until
Zhonghua moved to Chongqing during the Anti-Japanese war. See WU, op.
cit., 79.
240 Ji, op. cit., 324 reports that Zhonghua's editorial department
was established in 1912. By 1932, it had 102 employees.
24 lcuring the Solitary Island period (1937-41), Chen, like many
other upper-level Zhonghua staff, was reduced to street-peddling. See
Wu, 81.
242 The informality with which lower-level staff were treated
offended Wu Tiesheng, leading him to the not very surprising conclusion
that the publishing firm displayed aspects of a caste system.
243 wu, op. cit., 79.
244Ibid., 80. Wu says that when the Jing'an district factory, the
construction of which had cost Shen Zhifang his job with Zhonghua, was
the main work site, most of Zhonghua's staff lived in the factory area
on Minhou, Jiaohe, and Zhengming Lanes. After the mid-1930s, when the
Macao Road plant opened, most employees moved to that area to minimize
commuting problems.
24 5Ibid. When Zhonghua was thriving, annual wage increases were
common. Likewise, at the end of year, employees got bonuses of one or
sometimes two months' wages. When Zhonghua opened a life insurance
savings fund, employees' contributions were reimbursed by the firm.
246Ibid.
24 7 wu says that several times, his wage went up only a few yuan.
Once, however, it increased by ten yuan. While working at Zhonghua, Wu
went to night school to learn English and accounting. Progressing
slowly, in 1933 he was admitted into the night school of the Shanghai
Business College. By the mid-1930s he began selling translations to
magazines as a means of increasing his income. See Wu, op. cit., 81. Wu
seems to have been a model example of the petty urbanites discussed by
Wen-hsin Yeh. See Yeh, op. cit.
248 wu, op. cit.
249 Ibid.
250 By 1906, the Commercial Press expanded beyond its original
Yangzi market district, opening branches and bringing textbooks to
Fuzhou, Shenyang, Anqing, Chongqing, Buzhou, and Kaifeng. Guangzhou,
Changsha, Chengdu, Taiyuan, and Jinan were added in 1907; two years
later, the markets of Bangzhou, Wuhu, Nanchang, and Heilongjiang were
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penetrated. Eventually, the Press would have various independent
departments and printing shops in Beijing and Bongkong, plus as many as
eighty-five branches in provincial capitals and major trade centers, and
shops in Singapore and Keelung (Taiwan). See Ji, op. cit., 319.
251Thirty-five new book titles were also issued in 1904. As Chien,
op. cit., 16, points out, when the Eastern Miscellany closed down in
1948, it was the longest-lived magazine in China. Early editors included
Meng Sen (1868-1937), a follower of Zhang Jian, and Du Yaquan, an
important early enthusiast for Western scientific techniques who had
isued his own science magazine in the 1890s. other influential journals
established at this time included Illustrated Fiction (Xiuxiang
xiaoshuo), edited by Li Boyuan until his death in 1907; Short Story
Magazine (Xiaoshuo yuebao), its replacement; Jiaoyu zazhi (Education
Magazine), started in 1909; and Shaonian zazhi (Youth Magazine), started
in 1911.
252Ji, op. cit., 320.
253rbid., 42. This Beijing printing plant was called Jinghua
Yinshuju.
254see Chien, op. cit., 18 and Ji, op. cit., 320.
255Ji, op. cit., 321.
256Bao, op. cit., 390-91.
257The Press's Jiaoyu zazhi, originally edited by Lufei himself,
was now challenged by Zhonghua jiaoyujie; Xiaoshuo yuebao by Zhonghua
xiaoshujie; Shaonian zazhi by Zhonghua tongzijie; xusheng zazhi by
Zhonghua xueshengjie; FUnu zazhi by Zhonghua funujie; Yingwen zazhi
Zhonghua yinwen zhoubao; Ertong shijie by Xiaopengyou; and Ertong huabao
by Zhonghua ertong huabao. The eighth was Dongfang zazhi. See Yao, op.
cit., 298. Eventually, the Commercial Press and Zhonghua would both
expand well beyond book manufacturing to maintain their bottom lines.
258rp, op. cit., 172. When the third series was completed in 1937,
the Sibu congkan contained 468 titles. In the view of Endymion
Wilkinson, photolithography eliminated the errors that would emerge in
the Press's own Congshu jicheng (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1935-39;
4100 titles taken from a hundred congshu), issued in movable type, as
well as those in Zhonghua's Sibu beiyao (Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju, 192737; 351 titles). See Wilkinson, The History of Lmperial China, A
Research Guide (Cambridge, MA: East Asian Research Center Monograph,
1975), 24. On congshu themselves, see Robert Joe Cutter, uTs'ung-shu,"
in William B. Nienhauser, Jr., et. al., The Indiana Companion to
Traditional Chinese Literature (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University
Press, 1986), 810-3.

259xinzidian was matched by Zhonghua dazidian; Xuesheng zidian by
Xinshi xuesheng zidian; Guoyin zidian by Biaozhun guoyin zidian; Ciyuan
by Cihai; and Zhongguo gujin diming dacidian by Zhongwai diming cidian.
See Yao, op. cit., 299.
260For more on Lufei Chi, see note 30 above.
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26lyao, op. cit., 300.
262wu, op. cit., 82-3.
263zhang Jinglu also discusses the challenges technology presented
to editors, saying that lead type was particularly problematic when
printing magazines in Chinese. A small issue required about 100,000
characters, a large one over 700,000. Misunderstandings or
mispunctuation by printers could require texts to be reset endlessly,
costing paper, ink, and time. If type moved while printing occurred,
misprints appeared. Because of these problems, he praises Kaiming for
having had the foresight to use photolithography when printing the
Twenty-Five Histories. See Zhang, op. cit., 174-5.
264 zheng Yimei, "Sibu congkan he Sibu beiyao de jingzheng," in
Shubao huajiu (Shanghai: Xuelin chubanshe, 1983), 16-18.
265This account comes mostly from Wu, op. cit., 82-3.
266In the views of Western bibliographers Wilkinson and CUtter,
the typeset editions are more accurate. See note 258 above.
267yao, op. cit., 328.
26Bsee Chien, op. cit., 31.
269oue to wang Yunwu's heavy-handed efforts to guide these
magazines, says Manying Ip, Mao Dun resigned in 1922, Zhang Xichen left
in 1925, and Bu Yuzhi left in 1933.
270Quite apart from events of the late 1940s, widespread active
dislike of Wang seems to date from the early 1930s when he introduced a
"Scientific Management" method he had observed while in the United
States that paid even editors by the piece-rate system. When faced with
opposition to his method by senior editors, Wang diplomatically
discontinued it.
271Ip, op. cit., 203.
272see for instance Ip, op. cit., 192 ff.
273citizens was located at the corner of Benan and Yangjing Roads.
274zheng Zhenwen, a physical science graduate of the Imperial
University in Japan, joined the Commercial Press as a science editor,
working under the famous late Qing science educator and publisher, Du
Yaquan. Zheng worked in the Translation and Editing Office from 1918-32,
concentrating on chemistry and general science books. One of the fathers
of modern Chinese chemical terminology, he was apparently a native of
Fujian, like Gao Mengdan and several others mentioned in his memoirs who
suffered under Wang. Be is one of Wang's many critics. The fact that his
memoirs were issued on the eve of the Cultural Revolution suggests that
they must be used with caution. See his "Wo suozhidaode Shanqwu
yinshuguan bianyisuo," in Zhongguo renmin zhengzhi xieshang huiyi
quanguo weiyuanhui, eds., ~enshi ziliao xuanji, 53 (11/65): 140-65.
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275wu Jingzi had written about them in the eighteenth century, as
suggested in Chapter 3, and such persons had also existed in Liulichang.
See Chapter 2.
276Editors included wu Zengqi (1850-1922; juren), who helped Zhang
Yuanji and Gao Mengdan found the editorial library known as the
Banfenlou and edited/authored eleven books; Chen Chengze (1885-1922;
juren ), a philologist; Jiang Panqing (1863-1944; juren ), mentioned
above; Li Xuangong (1880-1950; juren ), shareholder and managing editor,
known as a collector of calligraphy, he was a cousin of Li Xu, one of
the martyrs of 1898; Jiang Yujing; Huang Shifu; Be Gonggan. Writers
included Yan Fu (1854-1921) and Lin Shu (1852-1924). See Zheng, op.
cit., 141-47 in passim.
277zheng, op. cit., 145.
278xu Run, the comprador mentioned in Chapter 3, was a native of
Xiangshan as was Sun Yatsen. This biographical sketch of Wang blends
information from BDRC III:400-2 and Zheng, op. cit.
279ane of the most important officers in Yuan Shikai's Beiyang
military clique, Feng led the Zhili Clique after Yuan's death. BDRC
II:24-8.
280The anthology compiled by Wang was titled Xiulu [uMountain
Cottage") xiaocongshu. See Zheng, op. cit., 149.
28lrbid. Wang's goal of using a publishing house to achieve a
public reputation is reminiscent Wu Woyao's young man seeking fame who
opens a Shanghai publishing firm, only to be bilked by his manager.
2a2Ibid., 1so.
28 3 The other leading candidate for the position was Be Songgan,
recently retired dean of Xiamen University, Fujian.
284rp, op. cit., 197.
2ssrbid., 201.
286yao, op. cit., 353.
287Manying Ip reports that the first modern attempt to reproduce
parts of the Sikuquanshu occurred in 1920 and was to have been a joint
Sino-French project. Squabbling at the Commercial Press defeated the
project then.
288rp, op. cit., 243-5 reports that the original Sikuquanshu
comprised 3,460 titles. In 1933, the Commercial Press issued 231 of the
rarest of them.
289The zhengli guogu movement was opposed by Lu Xun and other
progressive intellectuals. See Yao, op. cit., 323.
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290Ibid., 324. Quoted from Bu Shi's "Notice on Publication" in
Guoxue Jikan.
291Chen and Dadong also published a thesis index, a magazine
index, and a newspaper index.
292This brief history of Chinese indexing history comes from Yao,
op. cit., 325-6.
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Chapter 6

11

Sooty Sons of Vulcan";

Forging Shanghai's Printing Machinery,
1895-1937

I. Introduction and OVerview

No study of Shanghai's modern publishing industry would
be complete without some attention to the issue of

technology. This observation is particularly true in light of
one of the central arguments of this dissertation, namely,
that the cost of printing technology propelled Shanghai's
modern publishers into adopting the corporate model as a
means of financing their purchases. Having completed
discussions of the Shanghai industry's cultural and
commercial background (Chapter 2), its early organizational
history (Chapter 3), and its corporate history (Chapter 4,
5), I now turn to the question of how, despite its long and
heavy dependence on imported machinery, Shanghai's modern
printing and publishing industry overcame its total
dependence on it. In doing so, how did Shanghai's modern
printers and publishers pioneer China's adoption of westernstyle letterpress printing?
The importance of answering these questions is suggested
by the numerous accounts of late imperial and Republican
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China's literary and intellectual transformation that refer
in one way or another to "the expansion of modern
publishing." Discussing the publishing situation in 1919,
Chow Tse-tsung, for example, writes that between the May
Fourth Incident and December 1919, four hundred new
periodicals appeared.l
More recently, Leo Ou-fan Lee and Andrew J. Nathan have
written that "[i]n the first few decades of the great
awakening that began about 1895, political information and
new ideas came to the people almost exclusively through the
press."2 The appearance of large numbers of new publications
and vast amounts of unknown information so quickly was due,
only in part, to political and cultural need. Just as
important, the dissemination of periodicals, books, and
information was also made possible technically by the
mechanization of China's publishing industry.
As

already shown in Chapter 3, lithographic printing had

arrived in Shanghai from France in 1876. First employed by
Catholic religious printers who sought to instruct orphans in
the art, within a year, it was taken to Nanjing Road by a
Chinese technician. Chapter 3 details lithography's appeal to
philanthropic Chinese printer/publishers who continued to
publish traditional products even as they set the stage,
industrially and organizationally, for the Chinese lead-type
industry that would displace them.
Just as lithographic printing was introduced by
foreigners, modern moveable type printing was also brought to
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China by foreigners. However, for decades after its arrival,
it remained a provincially European technique, even after
Chinese workmen had been trained to operate presses and typepunching machines. overshadowed by wood-block and then
lithographic printing for decades, the rapidity and high
volume potential of letterpress printing did not appeal to
the Chinese printer/publisher until late in the 1890s. At
that point western letterpress printing had been in use in
China for over half a century. As shown in Chapter 3,
lithography, not letterpress printing with lead type, was the
Western printing technique first embraced by the Chinese.
Between the Sino-Japanese War (1895) and the subsequent
100 Days of Reform (1898), Chinese began to embrace
letterpress printing.l With letterpress printing came the need
to repair letterpress machines. As will be seen below,
Chinese machine technicians soon mastered not only the art of
repair but also the techniques necessary to duplicate many of
the machines they were repairing. From this beginning,
Shanghai became China's leading manufacturer of printing
machinery. Before this stage of development occurred,
however, letterpress printing remained a relatively obscure
cousin of the much more widely admired lithographic printing.
Europeans had sought to reproduce Chinese characters for
printing purposes as early as the sixteenth century. However,
the first modern font of Chinese characters appeared only in
the 1810s. As shown in Chapter 3, the French Catholics at
Tushanwan established the first lithographic print shop in
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Shanghai. British and American Protestants, on the other
hand, were the source of Western letterpress technology and
technique in China.
From the start, however, Protestant businessmen, as well
as the Catholic establishment at Macao, distrusted the
Protestant missionary printers, making conditions for them
difficult. Both the East India Company, which held a monopoly
over British trade with China until 1834, and Catholic
missionaries resisted the propaganda efforts of the British
Protestant missionaries in south China.4
As a result, missionaries Dr. Robert Morrison and

William Milne of the London Missionary Society were forced to
commission their first font in Malacca in 1814. The next
year, Morrison printed his Dictionary of the Chinese Language
with it. In 1818, Morrison and Milne established the London
Mission Press, affiliated with Malacca's Anglo-Chinese
College.s The Press would remain in the Straits, distant from
China, for another two and a half decades.
In 1827, Reverend Samuel Dyer arrived in Penang and
began research on ways to produce a font of Chinese type as
cheaply as possible. Although he immediately undertook
stereotyping6 of type fonts, Dyer also spent six years cutting
type punches. For missionary printers, his success in this
latter technique settled the issue of producing Chinese fonts
until the late 1850s. Dyer's font remained the industry
standard until it was replaced by that created by the
American, William Gamble.7
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It was the American Board Mission in Canton that renewed
enthusiasm regarding the usefulness of establishing a
Western-style printing establishment inside China itself. The
Reverend Dr. Bridgman wrote home in 1830, quoting Morrison's
view that a printing press would enhance the goals of a
mission in Canton.s Within a year, a printing press was sent
to Canton from the United States; with it the American Board
Mission established the first Western-style publishing house
in China. Used initially by Bridgman to issue the Chinese
Repository, a missionary journal, in 1833 the Press was taken

over by Dr.

s. Wells Williams, who ran it until

1856, when it

was destroyed by fire. Initially, all printing was done in
English, partly because of uncertainty as to whether the
Chinese would permit westerners to print within China. Just
as important, however, were technical considerations.
According to a report issued in 1879:
At that time Chinese metallic types had not been
provided except by the laborious and expensive process
of cutting. There was no foundry [my emphasis] provided
with the requisite matrices from which a font of type
could be secured.9
In 1834, unwilling to wait to have a Chinese font cut in
Dyer's shop in Penang, the Americans decided to stereotype a
copy of the "Sermon on the Mount." Chinese wood blocks of the
sermon were sent to Boston, where they were stereotyped and
then used to issue a copy of the sermon in tract form. The
tracts were then sent back to Canton for distribution.
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In the end, the American missionaries in Canton came to
acknowledge that stereotyping was no solution to their needs.
Although great efforts were made to develop a full range of
metallic types, including purchasing them from Penang, the
American Board Mission Press turned increasingly to readily
available Chinese technology. The Press continued printing
Chinese-language religious tracts using wood blocks until
1854, two years before it closed.
Lack of a foundry for punching or casting type fonts as
well as a shortage of professional printers in the missionary
ranks would continue to hamper the development of Westernstyle printing in China until the late 1850s. Indeed, until
the end of their days in China, Western printers would remain
dependent on imported materials and presses. Eventually, they
would pass this dependency on to early Chinese printers.
In the early 1840s, the London Mission Press (now called
Mohai Shuguan in Chinese) was relocated from Malacca to Hong
Kong, newly acquired by Britain in the wake of the Treaty of
Nanjing (1842), by James Legge.

An

Americanlo was engaged to

superintend the type-foundry and printing business. By the
mid-1840s, the London Mission Press, still using the lead
type developed by oyer,ll was the center of Protestant
publishing efforts in East Asia.
In addition to the Hong Kong press, the London
Missionary group opened a second publishing house in Shanghai
in 1846. Run at first by Walter Henry Medhurst, in 1847 the
Shanghai mission press was taken over by Alexander Wylie.
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Wylie remained in charge until the Shanghai branch closed in
1864. The Hong Kong press, on the other hand, was sold to

Chinese investors in 1873.u
In 1844, the dominance of the London Mission Press had
been challenged by the American Presbyterian Mission Press
(Meihua Shuguan). Founded at Macao, the Presbyterians'
presses were operated by three Chinese workmen. Some of its
type had been cast in America, but within a year, a much
larger part was cast in Macao, using techniques borrowed from
the British in Hong Kong. Devoted largely to printing
religious tracts, the Press was moved to Ningbo in 1845. 1 3
There, five Chinese workmen were

engaged.~

In this way, the

American Presbyterian Mission Press became the third foreign,
and second American, publishing house to open in China. From
the moment the Meihua Shuguan arrived in Ningbo, efforts were
made to expand its Chinese font.B A new press and a typecasting furnace arrived between 1846 and 1848 and plans for
expanding the physical plant were made. Nonetheless, in spite
of these early advances, prior to 1858, the Ningbo press does
not seem to have made rapid strides. One matter of great
concern to its directors was the publishing house's inability
to attract a trained Western printer.
In October 1858, this deficiency was addressed with the
arrival of William Gamble. According to Florence Chien,
Gamble had been trained in a publishing house in
Philadelphia.l6 He brought new type, type matrices, and a
type-casting machine when he arrived. Before long, Gamble
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managed to speed up the process of printing with Chinese
characters by using the electrotype process for making
matrices. Adopted in 1860, the process employed a
calligrapher to draw the desired character on boxwood 17 and a
typecutter to execute the design. The character was then
imprinted on a plastic matrix, which was in turn
electrotyped.l8 News of Gamble's successful new Chinese font
soon spread, leading Ningbo-area Chinese printers to approach
the Presbyterian Press with the intention of purchasing sets.
Gamble's second innovation at Ningbo took a year and a
half of experimentation. Deciding that compositors using the
type cases developed thirty years before in Malacca required
an excessive amount of time to set up a page of type, Gamble
redesigned the type cases used in printing Chinese. Fonts
were rearranged according to the radicals used in the Kangxi
Dictionaxy,l9 and the type case was reduced in size. As a
result, a compositor's work could be accomplished in a third
of the original time.2o In 1879, Gamble's type case was the
only kind in use in Chinese or foreign printing firms21 and
remained so until well into the twentieth century.22
In 1860, during the same period that the Suzhou and
Jiangnan Chinese-language book industry relocated to
Shanghai, Gamble closed down the Ningbo publishing house. By
this time, Shanghai had already displaced Ningbo as an
important western entrepot. In Ningbo, it had become
increasingly difficult to obtain supplies from abroad2 3 ;
likewise, shipping completed publications from Ningbo, which
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does not provide ready access to inland China, had also
become difficult. 24
In December 1860, over a three-week period, the Meihua
Shuguan, its five presses and all of its Chinese workmen,
relocated to Shanghai. At this point, the publishing firm was
producing eleven million pages per

year.~

The demand for

English printing rose rapidly after the Presbyterians arrived
in Shanghai and three Chinese boys were apprenticed from a
mission school to provide the firm with a new generation of
trained printers. Between 1862 and 1875, the publisher moved
to larger Shanghai quarters and increased its output
considerably. By the end of 1876, matrices had been created
to cast fonts in "five sizes of Chinese type, five varieties
of Japanese, one Manchu, and two English, while a fount of
music type was imported. "26 Fonts were supplied steadily to
the Shanghai daotai, the American Board Press (now reopened
in Beijing), the I.M. Custom's Statistical Department, as
well as to several Chinese printing firms.27
In 1869, William Gamble resigned from Meihua Shuguan and
was replaced by several directors in succession. Between 1871
and 1876, J.L. Mateer managed the firm. After supervising the
firm's further expansion into permanent quarters, Mateer
resigned and returned to the United States. He left Meihua
Shuguan with a large new three-story edifice. On the premises
were a foundry, bindery, and library. In the rear could be
found lodging for the printers as well as the firm's chapel.28
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Holt was named director of

the Meihua Shuguan. In that year, the Meihua Shuguan had
eight hand presses in use, operated by from sixty to eighty
Chinese workmen. 29 Three years later, the Meihua Shuguan
inventory revealed a hundred fonts of foreign type, including
ten of Chinese, nine of Japanese, and one of Manchu. 30
Nonetheless, despite this expansion and the publisher's
apparent successes, in 1879 Holt notes that Meihua Shuguan
''is now working up to its full capacity in all department
except the foundry." 31 It is clear that just as the lack of a
foundry had slowed expansion of the American Board Press in
Canton in the 1840s, and just as the lack of a professional
printer had slowed the expansion of the Meihua Shuguan until
the arrival of William Gamble in 1858, so too Holt was
concerned by a shortage of skilled foundry workers. To Holt,
the shortage of needed foundry workers impeded the further
expansion of the the publishing work of Meihua Shuguan,
suggesting that in his mind, the cultural work of publishing
and the modern industrial manufacturing involved in printing
were intimately related.
That there were other obstacles to the expansion of the
Meihua Shuguan is made clear by further remarks in Holt's
history of that publishing enterprise. Toward the end of his
account, Holt insists that the Meihua Shuguan had performed
an important role in assisting Chinese in opening printing
offices. This boast was proven false almost immediately by
the Chinese lithographic business. Three years after Holt
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published his comments, the Tongwen Press opened in Shanghai
(1882), employing 500 printing and publishing workers, as
shown in Chapter 4. This number was nearly four times the
largest number then employed in the Meihua Shuguan publishing
concern.
On the other hand, the Meihua Shuguan would have a major
impact on China's modern printing industry indirectly in the
mid-1890s. In that period, as already discussed in Chapters 3
and 4, the Meihua Shuguan would hire Xia Ruifang and the
three Bao brothers, all of whom were graduates of the
Presbyterian Qingxin Academy in Shanghai's Nanshi. At the
Qingxin Academy, the four men had learned the major elements
of the Western printer's trade; after perfecting their skills
and seeing how the Meihua Shuguan conducted an all-purpose
commercial publishing operation, they would leave the Meihua
Shuguan to found the Commercial Press in 1897.32
More significant than Holt's misleading comment on the
Meihua Shuguan's contribution to China's modern printing
trade, in the context of Chinese adaptation of mechanical
printing processes to their own ends, is a second comment in
the same article. Holt states that the Meihua Shuguan
assisted printing offices in Beijing, Suzhou, Ningbo, canton,
and Shanghai to secure presses and printing material from
abroad.33 Just as this dependence on imported machinery had
had a limiting impact on the canton's American Board Press,
the Meihua Shuguan, and the London Mission Press, so too
foreign dependency proved debilitating to the Chinese
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letterpress industry until the early twentieth century. At
that point, Chinese foundry workers had mastered not only the
electrotyping techniques developed by William Gamble to cast
type fonts. More important, they also learned to duplicate
Western printing devices. China's modern printing industry
may be said to date, most accurately, from that moment when
Chinese machine makers surpassed the missionary
printer/publishers by manufacturing their own printing
presses.
As

discussed in Chapter 3, by 1894, despite the

accomplishments of the lithographic printer/publishers, in
terms of investment and numbers of Chinese workers employed,
the printing and publishing industry was still a minor
economic activity in Shanghai. Investments in the paper and
letterpress printing industries, not including Major
Brothers' Shenbao, totalled only about ten percent of all
investments in light

industries.~

In discussing the number of

workers in the industry, historian Sun Yutang estimates that
the five or six foreign-run publishing houses in China
employed a total of 220 employees. Newspaper plants,
including Shenbao, employed about 650. In 1894, these 870
workers in the lead-type and letterpress trades made up less
than one percent of all workers employed in both foreign- and
Chinese-owned heavy and light industry.Js
The lead-type and letterpress industry grew very
rapidly, however, under the impact of political and education
change, as Lee and Nathan's comments, quoted earlier, imply.
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Although figures for the period from 1894 to 1912 are
lacking, in 1932, one writer estimated that between 1912 and
1932, Shanghai's printing machine industry had grown by
twenty times.J6

An

article in the Industrial and Commercial

Bi-Weekly (Gongs hang banyuekan) declared why this growth was
important, concluding "the rise of the nation depends on the
development of handicrafts and industry, which depend on
machinery. "37
That same year, in terms of numbers of Shanghai-based
industrial factories, Chinese-owned factories active in the
printing business were the third most numerous (out of nine
categories) with 271 plants. With 11,211 workers, they made
up the fifth largest industrial contingent in Shanghai,Js with
an average of forty-one workers per shop. A second source,
the Shanghai Municipal Council's Annual Report for 1935,
records that in that year, 10,531 Chinese printers lived in
the International Concession.39 After the Chinese-owned
brocade-weaving and cigarette-manufacturing industries, the
printing trades represented the third-largest form of Chinese
industrial investment. Even with the apparent loss of nearly
700 workers between 1933 and 1935, one is left with the sense
that by the 1930s, Shanghai's printing industry was extremely
robust. This prosperity was due in part to the success of
Chinese manufacturers in supplying Chinese printers with
machinery.
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II. Histo£Y of the Book and Printing: Reorienting the Problem

How, then, was that modern Chinese printing/publishing
industry supplied with printing presses and related
machinery? My answer to this question requires the
reorientation of the usual direction of the history of the
book and printing, which has traditionally focused on the
editorial and commercial side of the industry, to include the
impact of industrial manufacturing. After presenting
statistical information which documents Shanghai and China's
continued and undeniable heavy dependence on imported
machinery, I argue that the printing industry was also
supplied in part by Shanghai's own commercially responsive
Chinese machine manufacturers, who are the focus of the
remainder of this chapter.
After showing how these manufacturers acquired Western
mechanical skills in Shanghai and suggesting how this skill
was passed on after it was mastered, I suggest how they in
turn facilitated the mechanization of China's publishing
industry. Exploiting their niche between the high prices
charged for foreign machinery, dependence on which was taken
for granted by missionary publishers, and the appeal to
Chinese printers and publishers of buying comparable locallyproduced machinery, Shanghai's printing machine manufacturers
created what became one of Republican China's most viable
industries. They in turn contributed to the mechanization and
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modernization of another, the printing and publishing
industry.
For the remainder of this chapter, I isolate the
printing machine manufacturers and their industry from the
wider machine industry to show that the former succeeded in
concentrating on manufactures much earlier than other machine
industries. This development has been overlooked by recent
Chinese and western scholars, but was related to the early
emergence of a group of manufacturers whom I call, following
the suggestion of one of their number, "foremen-capitalists."
The early appearance of these largely anonymous
entrepreneurs, who then relatively quickly passed on
technical and industrial skills to their apprentices,
positioned the Chinese-owned printing machine industry to
take advantage of the expansion of Shanghai's cultural and
commercial sector during the city's period of rapid growth
from 1910 to 1925. In addition, I suggest that this success
was achieved by selling both simple and sophisticated
machinery to the sizable Shanghai-based printing and
publishing industry, to inland Chinese printing concerns, and
to printers in Japan and Southeast Asia. Along the way, I
discuss the pride of 1930s Chinese officialdom in the success
of this industry.
In 1933, in terms of the overall value of the national
machine industry's manufacturing output, the printing and
paper-making machine industry ranked seventh largest out of
sixteen categories.4° As outlined in a 1929 commercial report,
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the five most successful firms (out of a total of twenty-two
manufacturing firms) produced a vast range of machines,
ranging in cost from electric rotary presses selling for
7,800 silver dollars, which could have been used to produce
mass literature of the sort discussed by Lee and Nathan in
their article, down to a 135-yuan hand-operated lithographic
press which the report says was used to print stationery such
as name cards, envelopes, etc. 41 This latter could also have
been turned to printing political bulletins of the sort
mentioned by Chow Tse-tsung.
No other single Chinese locale could even approach
Shanghai's preponderance in this industry through the 1930s.
Among Chinese printing-machine manufactories that were
mechanized and that employed more than thirty persons, fiftyfour percent were located in Shanghai.42 The five firms
mentioned above produced all-Chinese-made machines which in
many categories were considered to be equal in performance to
imported ones. Four of the five, including Mingjing Machine
Shop, which will be discussed extensively here, were started
in 1914-15, and reached the peak of their commercial and
technological growth during and after the mid-1920s.

III. Definitions and Method

III. a. Definitions, Method and Outline
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The uchinese printing industry" referred to above is
conventionally thought to include a spectrum of activity
ranging from jobber printing of handbills, business forms,
name cards, and small-time bulletins to the vast commercial
printing plants of the Commercial Press and Zhonghua
Publishing Company, and on to the high-turnover printing
departments of Shanghai's daily, weekly, and monthly press.4J
The emergence of this westernized but often Chinese-owned
industry coincided with the evolution of

China~s

printing

technology from wood blocks to Western-style letterpress
printing. In addition to spurring on educational and
political reform, the expanded use of the printing press is
also significant for having united the modern industrial
world of manufacturing with the Chinese world of texts and
editorship.
By the late nineteenth century, in Shanghai as
elsewhere, the continuum from the industrial world of
manufacturing to the cultural world of reading and study did
not begin in the print shop, as suggested by Reverend Holt,
cited above. In Shanghai, as in other modern printing centers
throughout the world in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century, print shops did not manufacture their own
presses, as they had in the age of wooden presses. For this
reason, a comprehensive understanding of the relationship
between Shanghai's industrial and cultural worlds requires
that one look to the early Chinese-owned and Chinese-run
foundries and machine shops which helped to make modern
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Chinese printing and publishing possible from a technological
point of view. This reoriented perspective is one of the
contributions of this chapter, and suggests the need for
corrected vision in scholarly histories of the book
industry. 44
A survey of the literature concerned with the "history
of the book" reveals that, since the pioneering work of
Lucien Febvre appeared in 1958, that history has been divided
into at least two disciplinary camps. Febvre himself was
aware of the importance of studying the history of invention
and the interaction of men and machines. 45 Since his day,
however, one group of researchers, that of the antiquarians,
has focused on machinery and the evolution of technology, but
has invariably divorced it from its social context. 46 The
second, and larger group, the social historians of the book
and the book trade, largely ignore the question of how the
printing industry was supplied with equipment.47
Because of the semi-colonial status of Shanghai and
China in the decades under review here, I cannot afford the
luxury of this disciplinary nearsightedness. Indeed, the
political conditions of Shanghai under which foreign printing
presses were sold there suggests that successful imitation of
western technology here was more politically charged and
complex than the process which a later age mildly calls
"technology transfer. " 48 For this reason, the success of these
manufacturers adds a measure of historical importance to
their efforts. Likewise, contemporary pride, both private and
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official, in the mastery of foreign technology by Shanghai's
machine manufacturing industry is an element of Chinese
political awareness in the 1930s which should not be
overlooked by historians.
The remainder of this chapter isolates the Shanghai
printing machine industry from the larger machine industry in
order to see how it originated, and how its development from
a mere repair service to a manufacturing industry facilitated
the mechanization of the Chinese printing/publishing
industry. Marie-Claire Bergere has pointed out that "the
essential problem for Chinese modernisation in the early days
was not so much one of innovation or even of the accumulation
of capital, but rather how to acquire technological
expertise. ,49 The following five sections of this chapter
address the issues of how Chinese printing machine
manufacturers acquired this expertise and how they passed it
on.
I examine the initial development of the printing
machine industry starting in 1895, through the last years of
the Qing dynasty, and into the early years of the Republic of
China. The printing machine manufacturers became more
independent of foreigners more quickly than nearly every
other machine-based industry in Shanghai. Moreover, an
effective apprentice system passed their expertise on to a
new generation of shopowners. Even before world war I, the
Chinese printing machine industry was already concentrating
on manufacture, rather than repair, thanks to these efforts.
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From 1914 to 1932, the Shanghai printing machine
industry reached its maturity and greatest profitability. In
that period, five large specialty firms emerged to supply
both Chinese and even non-Chinese printer/publishers with the
advanced machinery upon which their own activity rested.
These machine shops were part of the Chinese publishing
community that established Shanghai as a world center of the
printed word in the 1930s. They also contributed to the
growing confidence of Chinese intellectuals and writers that
China's modern media belonged to Chinese.so
In section VI, I bring the nineteen-year period from
1914 to 1932 into focus by examining the history of one of
the five leading printing machine manufacturers, Mingjing
Machine Shop, which survives into the late twentieth century
as Shanghai's No. 2 Machine Factory. Mingjing's
founder/owner, Zhang Jinlin, whom I discuss in section VI, is
one of the few machine shop owners to slip through the
curtain of anonymity that cloaks most of these machine shop
entrepreneurs. His activities are presented to reveal the
means by which success occurred in this industry.
Next, I introduce observations about the final impact of
the machine industry on the industries it supplied. In
anticipation of the decline of Shanghai's machine
manufacturers, I then discuss the 1932 Japanese bombing of
Shanghai. This military campaign had a profound effect on the
printing machine industry, dealing it a setback from which it
very slowly recovered in the mid-1930s, only to be decimated
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in August 1937, a blow from which it never recovered in the
Republican period. My summary and conclusion reiterate the
need to include discussion of technology and its producers
when analyzing Qing and Republican Shanghai's modern
publishing sector.

III. b. The Significance of the Machine Indust£Y to the
Printing/Publishing Industry
In 1933, the year after the printing machine industry
was praised by a Chinese government report for its growth and
volume of output, Shanghai was the recorded home of 456
Chinese-owned machine industry workshops. 5l Altogether, these
machine workshops employed 8,082 workers, averaging about
eighteen persons per shop; both in aggregate and on average,
although not insignificant, these shops present a more modest
image than the printing industry itself, which, as noted
earlier, employed 11,211 workers, the fifth largest
industrial contingent dispersed across the city of Shanghai.
The machinery industry's total capital investment was only
about a quarter of that of the entire printing industry52;
yet, Shanghai produced half of the total value of the
national machine output.S3 The opportunities for the group of
machine shops with which this chapter is concerned lay in the
imbalance between the technological needs of the expanding
modern Chinese printing industry and its ability or
willingness to pay for foreign machinery.
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Of the 456 shops, thirty-two (about seven percent of the
total) supplied machines to the printing and publishing
industry.s4 What is most striking is that a very high
proportion (about two-thirds) of the machine works supplying
the printing industry were manufacturers, rather than mere
repair shops. The high proportion of the latter, particularly
in the spinning-and-weaving, silk-weaving, shipbuilding, and
cigarette-rolling industries repeatedly exercised Chinese
government and commercial writers in the 1930s. By contrast,
the printing machine industry was a source of pride, with
twenty-two of thirty-two firms in 1933 engaged in
manufacturing for the Chinese domestic, Japanese, and
Southeast Asian markets. This high proportion of
manufacturing shops, relative to repair shops, positioned the
printing machine industry as the second highest of eleven
machine industries in 1933 when manufacturing was compared to
repair services.ss
Despite its importance to industrial life, and, through
the printing shops that purchased and used its machinery, its
importance to political and educational reformers and to
revolutionary groups, the work-a-day activities of this new
Chinese machinery industry have largely eluded historians,s6
almost as completely as has the printing industry itself.
Although most Chinese-owned machine shops were very small
enterprises, particularly in the first stage of their
development after 1895, they were nonetheless a crucial
component in the process by which the Chinese publishing
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industry was mechanized.s7 They promoted, largely through the
bargain-basement prices they charged for their machinery, the
mechanization of an industry that provided some of the
hardware for the late Qing revolutionary movement as well as
for the technological revolution that preceded the May Fourth
Movement.
The development of the lead-type and letterpressprinting machine industry is related to the history of the
newspaper offices (xinwen baoguan), the commercial Press, and
Zhonghua, but its history is distinct from theirs. The
history of the Chinese printing-machine industry is that of a
noisy and dirty industry. By relying on the limited records
available, however, a sense of the generational development
by which Chinese printers and publishers were supplied with
the machines upon which their success rested, emerges.

rv. Initial Appearance and Growth of Manufacturing Shops.
1895-1913

The relative dearth of information about the six
earliest shops, combined with the prosperity of the second
generation of machine shops, reinforces one's sense that
these initial six shops, despite their success in
manufacturing western-designed machinery, were most important
for training apprentices who went on to create the industry
of the future. Historically, the Li Tongchang Shop was the
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most significant industrial nursery. First, from this shop,
with an air of geared calibration, came the founder, in 1909,
of Shanghai's seventh printing machine manufacturing shop,
located in Xikang Road. Second, and more important, Zhang
Jinlin emerged in 1915. Zhang was to become the
owner/proprietor of the most outstanding of the independent
Chinese-owned machinery shops affiliated with the printing
and publishing industries.

IV. a. The Challenge of Imported Machinery
Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
as indicated by my review of missionary publishing efforts,
China was heavily dependent on the imports of the machine
industry. This dependency persisted despite repeated efforts
by private and governmental Self-Strengtheners to make the
country more independent. Statistics appear only erratically
until the beginning of World War I, but the limitations of
China's locally-owned machine industry are clear. Between
1862 and 1905, seven foreign firms sank 3.9 million yuan into

Shanghai's nascent machinery industry; in the same period,
ninety-one Chinese firms invested no more than 87,000 yuan.
Even the Jiangnan Arsenal had been capitalized by the Qing
government at only 543,000 yuan in 1867.sa
From 1914, Chinese machine import statistics which
distinguish between categories of machine (e.g., printing,
agricultural, irrigational, etc.) start to appear. Between
1914 and 1931, imports of printing and paper-making machinery
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increased steadily from approximately 58,000-yuan worth in
1914 to a high of nearly 885,000-yuan worth in 1929, and
settled out at about 631,000 yuan two years later. 59 If 1914
is considered a base year, however, the significance of the
imports becomes clearer: by 1929, imports of printing and
paper-making machinery reached nearly sixteen times the 1914
level.6° Just as they had in the pre-1895 missionary- and
lithographic-publishing era, most of the imports came from
America, England, and increasingly, from Germany. China's
small-scale machine import market continued to be dominated
by Japan.
As

one might expect, Shanghai was central to this import

trade. Printing and paper-making machinery never constituted
more than ten percent of Shanghai's imports over the 1914-29
period, and averaged only 3.8% per year,6l but this proportion
still represented an average of seventy-six percent of all
printing machinery imported into China between 1923 and 1931,
the only years for which such figures exist.62 In four of
those eight years, Shanghai's proportion of the imports was
in the eightieth and ninetieth percentiles. A Chinese report
from the early 1930s praises Shanghai merchants' ability to
manufacture printing machinery,63 but then laments Chinese
publishers' lack of access to the most sophisticated imported
machinery:
Chinese merchants have the most of each type of
imported printing machine, [but] the newest models
of fine machinery go to the foreigners. For example,
in Shanghai now, there are offset machines, used
mostly by the BAT print shop; and Zhonghua, the
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Commercial Press, the Japanese-owned Shanghai Offset
Company, and Shanghai Printing Company all take
second place. 64

Anecdotal accounts too reinforce one's sense that the Chinese
market was flooded with foreign printing machinery.
However, in spite of its small size, already by the time
of the Treaty of Shimonoseki (1895), Chinese investment in
both the machine industry and in the printing machine
industry, in particular, had begun to grow. In 1899, a
lengthy piece in the North China Herald, intended to justify
western imperialism to its readers, took an imaginary inland
Chinese on a tour of a foreign machine shop and gloated over
the superiority of western enterprise:
By-and-by ••• [our visitor] notices that amongst the
score or so of men at work, sooty sons of Vulcan as
they are, there is not a single foreigner. Every
one wears his pigtail, and yet the foreign
machinery obeys his touch with promptitude and
exactness •••• This ••• is but routine work which any
intelligent man can do when he has learnt it. The
brain work is done elsewhere, and for the moment
mainly hails from the Clyde [River, metonymous with
Glasgow and the industrial west of Scotland].65

In addition to crowing over Western innovative genius, the
article states that technological expertise was passed from
the engineers of the Clyde estuary to Chinese foundries on
the banks of the Huangpu. Apparently unknown to the Herald
reporter, the same industrial techniques that enabled foundry
owners in Glasgow to execute engineers' blueprints were
already being employed in Shanghai to copy western machinery.
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The scene described in this Herald article addresses the
problem raised by Bergere and quoted above concerning how
Chinese manufacturers acquired technological expertise. 66 What
distinguished Shanghai's printing machine manufacturers from
other Shanghai machine shops of the sort described in this
Herald article, however, was their mastery of the

difficulties in going beyond repairing to replicating Western
technology in the crucial decade following the Treaty of
Shimonseki.

IV.

b. The First Six Chinese-owned Printing Machine

Manufacturing Firms. 1895-1913
Between 1895 and 1913, eighty-six new Chinese-owned
machine shops were opened in Shanghai, 67 seventy-four more
than in the years between the establishment of the Jiangnan
Arsenal and the Sino-Japanese war. By 1913, allowing for
closures, there were ninety-one such firms. They produced
machinery for six broad categories of industry, including
printing. Between 1914 and 1924, the overall number of
Chinese-owned firms producing machinery in Shanghai nearly
trebled to 284,68 and, as we have seen, by 1932, registered
456

firms.
Tian Jiasheng (born about 188969), himself an important

investor in Shanghai's printing machinery industry, concurs
with the sense introduced above in my survey of missionary
publishing efforts. In his view, Britain and America produced
most of the large printing machines used in China before
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1895. The bulk of small-scale machines came from Japan, he
adds. Around 1895, however, forty-year-old Li Changgen, who
had worked as a foreman in a natural gas piping installation
firm, started the Li Tongchang Machine Shop with a 300-yuan
investment. 70 In the course of his piping installation work,
Li had often been in touch with print shops using kerosene

engines, and more important, with the newspaper printers.
OVer time, he had learned how to repair their printing
machines.
From the set-up of his small one-bay shop in Jiujiang
Road in the heart of the International Concession, it appears
that Li expected not only to repair but also to forge
printing machines. One side of his shop was organized to take
care of customers and to service kerosene-powered engines;
the other half was for repairing printing machines, which in
the 1890s would have included a vast range of equipment such
as mechanized lithographic presses, flatbed or platen
presses, typecasting machines, stereotyping machinery, etc.
The same forge that Li used for repair work was soon turned
to manufacturing copies of the printing machines he repaired;
not for the first time in the history of invention, the
ability to repair was matched with the ambition to copy.
Just as important to the advance of Li's craft, however,
was the cultivation of a market for his machines. Not
surprisingly, by 1900 or so, Li had established a link with
the fledgling Chinese publishers, the Commercial Press. 71 At
this stage, the Commercial Press was still located in its
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original three-room site in Jiangxi Road's Dechang Lane, a
short walk north of Li's workshop. The Commercial Press
contracted Li to service the ten machines (hand and footpedal presses, lever presses, and a roman-letter type casting
machine) in their print shop. By then, Li's shop had grown to
ten workers and was also manufacturing simple printing
machines for sale to Chinese printer/publishers including,
but not limited to, the Commercial Press.
In the same year, 1900, a second machine shop, also with
a capital of 300 yuan, opened in Zhabei's Haining Road. Like
the Li Tongchang firm, in addition to taking in repairs, it
manufactured copies of foreign machines, making simple footpowered letterpress printers. Along the same street, and at
about the same time, the Fuxing Copperplating Shop was
opened. Essentially a foundry, it adapted Western printing
technology to Chinese characters so that Fuxing could
manufacture copper matrices72 that were sold exclusively to
the Commercial Press. Then, a fourth entrepreneur began to
manufacture lithographic printing presses. By 1904, a fifth,
the Xieda Machine Shop opened and supplied the Commercial
Press with lithographic presses. Eight years later, in 1912,
Shanghai's sixth privately owned machine shop was started up
at the present-day intersection of Fujian North Road and
Suzhou North Road.73
In this way, an era of manufacturing entrepreneurs
started its ascent in the Chinese-run printing industry
between 1895 and 1913. Of the owner/proprietors whose
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background is known, most fit the pattern one would expect.
Having worked in related trades, in the course of their
workday they seem to have knocked up against conditions that
made it possible for them not only to identify a market niche
but also to fill it. That these "sooty sons of Vulcan" were
also cautious businessmen who preferred to invest in a sure
thing is suggested by the fact that at least three of the six
printing machine manufacturers quickly established ties with
the increasingly important Commercial Press, whose market
influence expanded considerably in 1903 when its
capitalization grew to 200,000 yuan. 74
The precise number of machine shops aligned with the
printing industry in this first era of growth (1895-1913) is
still difficult to ascertain. Between the Sino-Japanese War
and the First World War, however, at least these six Chineseowned machinery shops specializing in printing machinery
repair appeared in a narrow industrial apron of the
International Concession bordered on the south and north by
Jiujiang and Raining Roads, on the east and west by Henan and
Fujian Roads, and bridging Suzhou Creek.75 Their average
capital investment was 300 yuan. 76 All of the firms were
started and invested in independently. Two of the
owner/proprietors had been print shop foremen; one came out
of a type-casting shop; three were former machine shop
foremen; and the most successful, Li Changgen, had worked in
the natural gas pipe installation trade. In short, five of
the six shops were started by one-time industrial foremen,77
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whose access to foreign machinery suggested to them how
imitations could be made and sold for less than the original
foreign-manufactured ones cost. Particularly at this stage,
as Bergere has written, "direct or indirect exposure to
Western material civilisation was the determining factor in
the setting-up of business concerns. "78
Likewise at this stage, even Li's relatively successful
company was a very modest operation. Despite his fortuitous
contact with the Commercial Press, for example, Li's shop was
providing work for no more than ten persons 79 by 1900. After
seven years, and presumably still under contract with the
Press, his shop had added twenty more, all thirty workers
"manufacturing and repairing printing machines"8o on Li's four
or five lathes and one planing machine, which was a large
collection of machines at the time, according to Tian
Jiasheng. Despite the relatively advanced technology in Li's
shop, however, Tian notes dryly that "some workshops barely
had a few old 'tiger clamps,' and no mechanical equipment [at
all] that would convince customers that repairs were their
business. "81
Slightly better-equipped but still nowhere near as well
provided for as Li, Anhui native and owner/proprietor Chen
Zhaoqing, founder in 1904 of the Xieda Machine Shop, had had
work experience in Shanghai's Zhuyi Studio printing shop in
Raining Road, Zhabei. According to his son, he worked alone
for the first few years after 1904, repairing all sorts of
printing machines on his single piece of machinery, a foot-
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pedalled lathe measuring four feet in length.

82

By 1913, after

nine years in business, he had only ten workers, had
purchased only two additional pieces of second-hand machinery
(at least one British-made), and was finally using a kerosene
engine for power. Most important of all, Chen, like his
Chinese competitors, was no idler when it came to
manufacturing. urn addition to specializing in printingmachine repair, he also started to duplicate lithographic
printing machines, selling them in [Shanghai] and other
ports, to the Commercial Press and others, but he couldn't
sell many, "83 remembered his son forty-five years later.
Still, his sales outside Shanghai aided in opening the
hinterland to Chinese-manufactured printing presses, just as
had the sales of the printing machines, copper matrices, and
lithographic presses produced by his five competitors.
In sum, the two decades from 1895 to 1913 witnessed the
establishment and growth of six printing machine
manufacturers. These six formed the first real beachhead in
the process by which Western printing technology was
transferred and adapted for local Chinese use. In this
industry, unlike others, early repair work rapidly promoted
the manufacturing process, perhaps because of the relative
simplicity of the machinery involved, but also because of the
ambition of these manufacturers to provide machinery for
Chinese printers eager to participate in the rapidlyexpanding market for printed matter identified by Chow, Lee,
and Nathan.
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From this survey, based on the limited documentation
available, it is clear that even at this early stage, one
shop loomed over the other six. Li Tongchang's shop not only
moved successfully from repairing machines to manufacturing
them, but also produced apprentices who in turn founded other
manufacturing shops. Most significant of these apprentices
was Zhang Jinlin, who went on to found the most singular of
the workshops and factories supplying the printing and
publishing industries with machinery. Judging from Zhang's
experience, this "industrial training" or apprenticeship
system proved central to both individual successes and to the
success of the industry. Once the first generation of
foremen-capitalists succeeded in establishing the viability
of the industry, their apprentices were well placed to
surpass them.

v.

zenith of the Foremen-capitalists, 1914-1932

Tian Jiasheng, who should be praised for his attention
to the generational development of the industry in which he
labored, nevertheless wrongly identifies the 1914-24 decade
as the first in which most new shops were ' Started by
1

foremen. "84

As

we have already seen, the decades since the

Sino-Japanese War had already exhibited the phenomenon of
erstwhile foremen turning investor to become what might best
be called foremen-capitalists. That this group emerged then
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suggests that a relatively deep, two-generation-old
industrial sensibility had already formed by the time Tian
began to take notice of his industry. 85 For this reason, the
period from 1914 to 1932 stands out not as the age of the
foremen-capitalists but as that of their zenith.
Still, Tian does seem to be correct to focus on the m.id1920s as a key period in the industry's history. Indeed, Tian
was not the only commentator to cite this period as one of
consolidation in the printing machine manufacturing industry.
For Yan Zhong, writing from the standpoint of 1932, the year
1924 marked a key turning point in the development of the
industry. In that year, Yan says, because of the expansion of
Chinese-owned cigarette manufacturing, Chinese machine
manufacturers developed the offset machines needed to print
advertising images. The offset machine market continued to
expand into the late 1920s, say Cao Jinshui and Zheng Xilin,
two former machine shop owners.B6 Throughout the late 1920s
and into the 1930s, the printing machine business remained
profitable, and levels of technological innovation advanced,
leading Yan Zhong to the conclusion that the industry's
capacity had increased five-fold over these years.s7

v.

a. Small and Medium-scale Production, 1914-24
In the third decade of the Chinese-owned printing

machinery industry, that is, between 1914 and 1924, at least
thirteen new printing machine manufacturers fired up new
forges and opened for business. One pre-1913 firm went
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bankrupt and another converted to manufacturing lathes,
yielding a total of eighteen printing machine manufacturers.
Four of the five leading firms of the heyday 1920s and early
1930s were in fact founded in 1914 and 1915.
To return to the question that Tian seeks to address,
were the proprietors of these grimy clamorous workshops
mostly erstwhile foremen? Of the thirteen new machine shops
for which details are available, the founders' backgrounds
are fairly disparate; only three group together naturally,
thanks to their shared experience in machine foundries, which
presumably trained and encouraged them to think themselves
capable of creating and supervising a workshop. Two others
had been foremen in leading printing machine shops (one in
Mingjing itself, and the other in Gongyichang). Hence, in
this 1914-24 period only these five of the thirteen machine
shop proprietors actually fit into Tian's category of
industrial foremen. Nonetheless, adding them to the five from
the earlier (1895-1913) era, one finds that ten of the total
of eighteen shops operating in this decade were indeed
started up by what Tian might agree could be called foremencapitalists.
By

1924, at the end of their third decade of business,

Shanghai's Chinese machinists had established a selfsustaining machine manufacturing industry. Of the eight firms
not started by industrial foremen, four were started by
veterans of printing- or machine-related work. Finally, two
proprietors were former small-time labor contractors, and the
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last had owned a small shop. All thirteen firms were
independently capitalized, as in the pre-1913 era.ss
During the early years of World War I, Tian himself
labored as a machine repairman at the Commercial Press, but
by 1916 he was able to start up the Ruitai Machine Shop in
Suzhou North Road's De' an Lane. Like his predecessors in the
1895-1913 era, Tian specialized in manufacturing. His shop
produced type-casting machines which he sought to sell to his
former supervisors at the Commercial Press.B9 Tian offers a
persuasive, at least partially cultural explanation for the
relatively rapid growth of the industry in this era. His
account also anticipates some of the observations of Chow,
Lee, and Nathan:
After the end of the First World War, and [with]
the outbreak of the May Fourth Movement, the
cultural enterprises had a newly reformed
atmosphere, and if you add onto this that in
Shanghai, businesses were started up one after the
other, most of them using printed materials, all
spurred the printing trades to a temporary
expansion: because of this, the printing machine
manufacturing trade was [also] invigorated for a
while. 90

Shanghai's population and commercial growth after the
war produced an unabated demand for printed materials, but it
took some time before Shanghai printers came to rely on
equipment produced locally to satisfy the demand. A look at
imports of printing machinery in this period shows that
despite reductions in 1915 and 1917, the three years of 1916,
1918, and 1919 all witnessed increased imports. By 1920,
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imports had completely rebounded, and were nearly five times
the 1914 rate; a year later, printing machine imports were
thirteen times their 1914 levels. 91 The dependency on foreign
machinery promoted by nineteenth century missionary
publishers would seem to have grown to a near-addiction.
According to Tian, progress was slow in the Chineseowned manufacture of printing machinery and, until the mid1920s, was limited to small- and medium-scale production.
Three types of printing presses (lead-type, color proof
presses, and type-casting machines) were produced. Tian makes
no mention of collotype machines, which were then very
popular in Shanghai for printing illustrations, or of
mechanized type-setting machines of the sort that had been
common in the West since 1885.92 Before 1924, says Tian,
''lead-type presses produced by the Chinese machine industry
were nearly all limited to hand-turned presses, self-inking
machines, ••• foot-operated machines, and so on, down to
extremely simple machines. ,93 Although the quantities of
machines produced expanded, Tian regrets that neither the
quality nor complexity of the machines improved very quickly
before the mid-1920s.
Tian's criticisms overlook the important advances of
Zhang Jinlin's Mingjing Machine Shop. Unfortunately, his
critical views have been mirrored in recent writing by
mainland historians even when they are unaware of their
source. The vigor of this industry, and its early departure
from what they refer to as the "repair-and-supply" pattern,
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has been largely overlooked by mainland Chinese historians,
who have written an otherwise well-balanced general account
of the machine industry in this era. They report that as late
as 1924, of 284 machine industry firms, thirty percent ( 85)
were still repair-and-supply shops, and argue that "this kind
of ••• business could not open up the commodity market
independently. "94
Nonetheless, by no later than 1914, the specialized
industry of printing machine manufacture had begun to do just
that, signalling its departure from patterns characteristic
of other machine-related industries in Shanghai. In the 191424 period, of the thirteen new shops, ten manufactured
printing presses, admittedly still mostly simple, footpowered letterpress machines.

Two

specialized in relatively

simple type-casting machines. Zhang Jinlin's Mingjing Machine
Shop, in this as in many other respects, broke from the pack
to produce a wide range of machines.

VI. Zhang Jinlin and His Mingjing Machine Shop

Zhang Jinlin's Mingjing Machine Shop is the most
thoroughly documented of all of the approximately thirty-two
Chinese-owned printing machine firms known to have existed in
Shanghai by the 1930s. one reason Mingjing stands out sharply
is that most Chinese-owned printing machine shops in this
period were small, even including the machine shop of the
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Commercial Press.95 Even Shanghai publishing houses that would
assume colossal proportions in the 1920s and 1930s were much
more modest operations in the 1910s than has been generally
acknowledged.
To get a perspective on the scale of these Chinese-owned
printing and publishing firms at this time, it is useful to
note that Zhonghua Publishing Company, founded in 1912 and
destined to become one of Shanghai's two largest Chinese
publishers by the late 1920s, did not build a speciallydesigned printing shop until Shen Zhifang's efforts in 1916. 96
Zhonghua's first two printing departments were in rowhouses
(longtang) off Fuzhou Road and East Broadway. The Commercial

Press lent the firm its first offset printing press. Before
1916, Zhonghua's typesetting was hired out to Wenming
Publishing Company and other shops because its own facilities
were inadequate. Into the 1920s, Zhonghua was still buying
second-hand equipment. Li Xiangbo, who entered Zhonghua's
print shop as an apprentice in 1934, says that Zhonghua
rarely even printed in color before the 1920s.97 This sort of
hit-or-miss operation was changed with the founding of Zhang
Jinlin's Mingjing Machine Shop.
Zhang came to Jiujiang Road apprenticed to the Li
Tongchang shop when he was fifteen sui.9B Upon completion of
his apprenticeship, he went to work in the machine repair
shop of his own master's chief client, the commercial Press.
It is not known how long he worked at the Commercial Press,
but by the eve of world war I, he had risen to the position
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of assistant foreman and was accumulating the stake he would
need to open his own shop. According to Hu Yunfu,
owner/proprietor of a competing shop, ' in 1915,
1

[Zhang] ••• pieced together ••• a small amount of capital and set
up the Mingjing Machine Shop at the intersection of Henan and
Anqing Roads, " 99 one block north of the Haining Road
establishments, and that much closer to his former employer,
the Commercial Press. 1oo
Contrary to what his colleague and future competitor Hu
says, Zhang had started with nearly twice the earlier
generation's average investment of 300 yuan. Indeed, his 500yuanlOl investment enabled him to open his business with ten

workers. After a year, Zhang moved his enterprise to Henan
North Road's Pengchang Lane. He was already using motorized
machinery and had expanded the range of hand-operated
printing presses he copied. By 1916 or 1917, after two years
of business, forty persons labored for him.1o2
The Commercial Press connection was no doubt vital to
Zhang's account registers. Even more important in enabling
Zhang to break from his job at the Commercial Press, however,
was his exclusive contract with the newspaper office (xinwen
baoguan) located downtown. While working as an assistant
foreman at the Commercial Press, word had come to Zhang of a
faulty foreign-built rotary press in one of the newspapers'
printing departments. The supervising foreign engineer had
not checked it upon installation, and it was not functioning
properly. By working overtime, Zhang not only got the press
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working but also gained the confidence of the baoguan. soon,
all their machine-repair work came in his direction, and
"Zhang took it all on," says Hu. Thanks to this lucky break,
Zhang was soon able to set up on his own. By the early 1920s,
report several Mingjing apprentices, the baoguan account was
worth 2000 to 2500 yuanlo3 per year.
In 1920, Mingjing had rented land on nearby Tiantongan
Road, and Zhang had erected a large factory structure on it.
When Wang Shangen 104 began work there as a foreman in 1922, it
seemed a very large plant, with over 3000 square meters of
space, divided into ten rooms. The staff had grown to over
100 persons. The equipment was all top-notch; only a minority
of the lathes were made by Mingjing itself, with most of them
coming from abroad. Wang recalls that his boss, Zhang
Jinlin' s, technical skills were "very high," and that "except
for a few high-level technicians, [the workers] were mostly
skilled apprentices. "1os
In addition to his maintenance contract with the
baoguan, Zhang sold machinery to it. Other steady customers
of his Mingjing company included the Shanghai Shuju (a
publishing company founded by the Japanese) and Zhonghua
Books. Each year, says Wang, probably with some exaggeration,
Mingjing was producing more than 100 new printing presses.l06
They ranged in price from the technically very sophisticated
full-page lead-type newspaper press retailing for 2600 yuan,
and a five-color lithographic press for 2400 yuan, to a small
newspaper press (750 yuan) and a paper-cutting machine (400
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yuan) .101 Between 1916 and 1921, Zhang had sold 157 ,500-yuan

worth of printing presses, largely to Japan. 1oa Over the next
eight years, between 1922 and 1930, probably chiefly at the
Tiantongan Road factory supervised by Wang Shangen, Mingjing
sales on printing presses climbed to 394,000 yuan, 109 for an
average of nearly 50,000 yuan per year in sales. In these
eight years alone, over eight hundred new printing presses
would have been produced for sale in Shanghai, inland, and
overseas.
With sales of this volume, it is not surprising that
other entrepreneurs with mechanical backgrounds swarmed into
the printing machine specialty. In 1918-20, even the
Commercial Press's affiliated machine shop, which had been
content to purchase machines from its network of suppliers,
began to produce printing machinery. When they did so, they
went straight to the institutional source of much of
Shanghai's nineteenth century

industrialization for

technical know-how. According to Tian Jiasheng, "the one
behind their designs was Rong Zimei, who came out of the
Jiangnan Arsenal. "uo
Still, Zhang held the lead, and by the mid- to late
1920s, Mingjing was generally considered to be one of the top
five printing machine manufacturers in Shanghai.1ll Between
1928-30, the industry remained prosperous and then levelled
out between 1931 and 1932. "At that time," said Zhang
Jinlin' s son Yingfangll2 "because gold was dear and silver
cheap, not only were imported machines expensive, but also
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you couldn't get prompt

deliveries,"ll 3

a situation that

promoted sales of Mingjing's presses. Zhang Yingfang recalls
that Mingjing benefited directly from the imported machinery
shortage by supplying big Chinese publishers with machinery
they otherwise would not have bought, saying:
For instance, at that time, the [Chinese-owned]
Zhonghua Publishing Company wanted to add a set of
banknote-printing photogravure machines. Originally
they had planned to buy them from Germany, but
because the delivery date would have been too far
off, and the price was also too high, they came to
Mingj ing [to have] them made. 114

In sum, Zhang Jinglin and his Mingjing Machine Shop
represent an important stage in the advancement of the
Chinese printing machine business. Not only did the firm
advance from making simple and medium-scale machines of use
to jobbers and small-scale printers, but by the early 1930s,
after fifteen years of operation, they were also providing
sophisticated photogravure machines used by Zhonghua to print
currency for the Republican government. The significance of
this advance is emphasized by Bergere's observation that only
"once in a while [did] a single lifetime (suffice] to
progress from a man's apprenticeship in modern technology to
the creation of a capitalist business of major standing, but
it was rare for such a technological and financial leap
forward to take place within a single generation,"llS as
happened with Zhang's Mingjing firm.
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VII. The Impact of Other Chinese-OWned Printing Machine
Manufacturers

At other firms, the 1920s were also a time of growth and
increased manufacture of different kinds of machines. Up to
now, I have focused

my

discussion on the manufacture of

printing presses, but many firms were also busy developing
other types of machines. Gongyichang, Yongsheng, and Xinghua,
for example, were busy attempting to produce rotary
papermakers, which first appeared in 1926 as a result of
collaborative efforts at their Baoshan Road factories. 11 6 The
lack of western-style paper had been an impediment retarding
the Western-style letterpress industry since the era of the
missionary publishers. The inability of Chinese-owned
enterprises to produce it in adequate quantities by 1900
limited the Chinese letterpress industry to expensive
imported paper. Interestingly, these restrictions also
sustained the lithography industry, which relied on Chineseproduced bamboo paper, and kept it viable into the twentieth
century. Efforts by Gongyi and others to achieve
technological independence through the manufacture of
Western-style paper, however, were eventually successful,
however. By 1936, a government report observed in laudatory
tones:
In the south (of China], all paper factories now
use Chinese-manufactured machines from Baoshan
(near Shanghai] and Shanghai [-proper]: in other
places, most [factories] use foreign-produced ones.
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Baoshan and Shanghai machines are all designed and
manufactured by Chinese, and the results are
excellent. 117

In spite of successes of this sort, of course, not all
efforts were rewarded with comparable market success. Offset
printing presses, for instance, were first introduced by the
Hujiang and New China Machine Shops. Hujiang responded to the
growth in cigarette advertising in 1926 by attempting to copy
German-made machines imported for sale at 10,000 yuan each.
Although Hujiang did succeed in producing an imitation, its
quality was so low that all the examples were sold for scrap,
and, in 1928, Hujiang had to declare bankruptcy.
New China Machine Shop, on the other hand, had started
by imitating American cigarette-rolling machines. At the
time, Japanese offset printing presses sold for 8,000 yuan,
and the Chinese shop endeavored to copy them and the German
ones, with the intention, common to the Chinese-owned machine
shops, of underselling the foreign machines. Zheng Xilin, who
was then working for a Japanese firm installing offset
presses at 100 yuan per job, says he helped the firm test
their new machine, but despite whittling the price down, the
printing machine could not compete in Shanghai with the
authentic foreign ones. Finally, New China's investment was
saved by the Shaanxi warlord Yan Xishan, who sent his
purchasing agent to Shanghai to buy the machines. Zheng
states that to get the two test models off their hands, uwe
started with the low price of 3, 500 yuan for each. "118 In this
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way, even design failure promoted the modest expansion of
mechanized printing presses to the hinterland.
The manufacture of printing presses and the sale of them
outside Shanghai was supported by Chinese manufacture of
other kinds of printing apparatus. Tian Jiasheng's Ruitai
Machine Shop specialized in making type-casting machines,
which in the post-World War I era were all Japanese imports,
he says. Targeting the commercial Press, his former employer
which, it will be recalled, opened its own machine shop to
manufacture printing presses in the period from 1918-20, Tian
eventually succeeded in gaining an account there. He soon
attracted other clients, and uafter I got ••• going, Japanese
imports were gradually reduced, rrll9 he says.
With successes such as the jointly-invested rotary
papermaker, Tian' s type-casting machines, Mingj ing' s
newspaper presses, lithographic presses, and paper-cutting
machines, by the 1930s, that is, in the middle of the
industry's fourth decade, Shanghai printing press
manufacturers had moved far technologically from the stage
characterized by Li Changgen's shop at which the industry had
started. They were hampered largely by production capacity,
which itself may have been influenced by a lack of access to
capital. Regardless of these constraints, Chinese printing
machine manufacturing was a creative and profitable industry,
capable of countering Japanese manufactures, if not yet
European and American ones, even at the high end of the
technology required by the printing and publishing industry.
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More successfully than any other Chinese machine industries
except the knitting machine industry, Chinese manufacturers
such as Mingjing had moved to satisfy the demands of the
Chinese market for locally produced machinery; of the thirtytwo machine shops specializing in printing machine
manufacture, twenty-two were primarily manufacturers, with
the remaining ten focusing on repair. 12° Praised by industry
and government, nonetheless the printing machine industry was
not founded on the sort of circumspect intelligence
characterized by Tian Jiasheng, but rather on the anonymous
energy of proprietors like Zhang Jinlin.

VIII. Beginning of the End

As

noted above, in 1932, one observer commented that

Shanghai's printing machine industry had grown twenty-fold in
as many years. Of the 400-plus machine shops that dotted
Shanghai's foreign concessions from 1895 to the early 1930s,
I have focused on the portion that supplied the domestic
Chinese, and to a lesser extent, Japanese and Southeast Asian
printing and publishing industries.
Of the thirty-two firms referred to here, six (Li
Tongchang, Fuxing Copper Plating Shop, Xieda, Tian's Ruitai,
Zhang's Mingjing, and the semi-dependent Commercial Pressowned Huada) can be shown to have been part of the network of
Chinese firms supplying the big Chinese newspaper plants and
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publishing houses, initially with repairs but quickly with
copies of foreign machinery. The actual number of these
machine producers was certainly much higher. Like a series of
industrial nodes, scattered throughout the International and
Japanese Concessions, these shops provided the native
industrial base for the expansion of Shanghai's printing
industry. In addition, Tian Jiasheng, in his own view,
dislodged the Japanese, who had dominated China's typecasting machine market. Zhang Jinlin's Mingjing Machine Shop
was patronized not only by Chinese printers and publishers,
but also by the Japanese Shanghai publisher Shanghai Shuju
and by the Japanese home market. When the Shanghai market
proved unreceptive to locally manufactured commodities, such
as Chen Zhaoqing's lithographic presses, Tian's type-casting
machines, or New China's offset presses, Shanghai-made
machinery was sold both in the Chinese hinterland and abroad,
and contributed to the mechanization of both the Chinese
printing and paper-making industries.
No later than 1900, much earlier than has been
previously recognized, the Chinese-owned printing machine
industry started to transcend the pattern of heavy reliance
on repair work characteristic of most machine-related
industries in Shanghai. Between 1914 and 1924, the industry
produced small and medium-scale printing machinery such as
simple presses and type-casting machines. By the mid-1920s,
it moved into production of more sophisticated machinery such
as offset presses. Even its failure to compete well against
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foreign offset presses in the Shanghai market facilitated the
mechanization of the non-littoral Chinese printing industry
long before the forced transfer of industry inland brought on
by the war with Japan after 1937. The singularity of
Shanghai's printing machine business in breaking the pattern
more typical of the larger Chinese machine industry, that is,
of reliance on repair-and-supply work, was broken in part by
articulate entrepreneurs like Tian Jiasheng, but more often
by the the patronage, control, and energy of men like Zhang
Jinlin who today remain little more than name entries on
lists of pre-Liberation factories.
In the early morning of 30 January 1932, Japanese
bombers took off from ships anchored in the Yangzi River to
hammer northern Shanghai districts. Six Japanese bombs soon
struck the Commercial Press one after the other. 121 According
to the North China Daily News, "apart from the huge
conflagration at the Shanghai North Station, the largest and
most important of these [fires] took place in the Commercial
Press , the leading publishing company in China ••• the entire
plant has practically gone up in flames."u2 The next day, on
February 1, fire broke out at the Press's Oriental Library,
the premier editorial collection of its kind in China, and
reportedly Shanghai's largest library.
In her summary of the assault, Manying Ip reports that
"some said that the Japanese were so jealous of China's
foremost publishing company that Japanese ronin were
instigated to go into the famous library and set it on fire
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from within"123 to obliterate this symbol of Chinese cultural
rebirth. The Daily News, on the other hand, reported more
prosaically that a Chinese was arrested on suspicion of
arson. 124 Although the library was lost, a year later,
production at the Commercial Press had recovered, thanks in
large part to the failure of Japanese bombardiers to destroy
the Press's machine shop. According to an in-house review of
the Press's activity a year later, the plate-making/typecasting rooms, letterpress and lithographic printing
factories had suffered major losses. Still, ''it is
interesting to note ••• that the Japanese bombardment last
January, although most methodically carried out, failed to
spot the Machine Shop. They damaged the company's machines
but overlooked something that could raise the dead to
life."us This passage is eloquent testimony to the importance
of machine shops even to cultural industries.
In the attack, Japanese bombs had also rained down onto
the machine industry which studded the Zhabei, Hongkou,
Nanshi, and Yangshupu districts. During the initial bombing
and subsequent house-to-house fighting, most machine shops in
Zhabei were destroyed. Mingjing itself was nearly
obliterated. In Hongkou, more than two hundred machine shops
suffered destruction. These workshops recovered much more
haltingly than did that of the Commercial Press.
According to Bank of China reckoning, by 1934 there were
only 204 machine shops left in Shanghai, the same approximate
number as had been reached by the late 1910s.l26 The machine
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industry grew smaller year by year and did not begin to
recover until the end of 1936. Dalong, for example, had
increased both its investments and sales by then. Mingjing,
like many other surviving machine shops, had retooled for the
arms trade and government needs. Its plant came back to life
with the shift to military production and machine tools
intended for military products. When the Marco Polo Incident
spread to Shanghai on 13 August 1937, however, the machinery
industry collapsed again. 360 firms were destroyed by
fighting, and sixty-six firms moved inland. 12 7 Dalong was soon
occupied by Japanese troops and was reorganized to become
part of the Japanese war effort. Mingjing drops out of the
record until 1949, by which time, Shanghai and Mingjing were
no longer the center of the Chinese-owned printing machine
industry. In that year, only nine of 308 printing presses
produced in China bore a Shanghai trademark.

IX. summary and Conclusion

This chapter began with the question of how letterpress
printing expanded in Shanghai at the end of the nineteenth
century. The gradual spread of Western-style letterpress
printing up the China coast after 1814 by means of the
missionary publishers American Board Press, London Missionary
Press (Mohai Shuguan), and, finally, the American
Presbyterian Mission Press (Meihua Shuguan), has been shown
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to have exhibited technical challenges. Missionaries on the
spot innovated solutions to them or brought in technical
personnel who could. One problem that the missionaries did
not manage to overcome by the end of the nineteenth century
was their dependence on imported printing presses and
printing supplies. They passed this dependence on foreignmade machinery and supplies to the Chinese printers and
publishers trained in their publishing firms.
On the one hand, the cost of that imported machinery led
some of Shanghai's printers and publishers to the corporate
organizational model in search of the kind of financing
needed to enable them to purchase foreign machinery. This
response to the problem of cost and the resulting
transformation of the Shanghai publishing industry was
presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
On the other hand, this chapter has presented a second
response to the conditions under which Shanghai's printing
industry was mechanized. This chapter has provided a detailed
answer to the question of how Shanghai's modern printing
industry overcame the limitations of the missionary supply
system and gradually mechanized itself on the basis of
Chinese-made printing machinery.
Arguing in favor of shifting attention from imported
technology, I have examined the process by which the initial
seven Shanghai printing machine shops, starting with the Li
Tongchang shop and initially little more than repair-andsupply shops, within less than a decade laid the foundation
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for self-sustaining manufacturing firms. These firms were led
by persons who, based on Tian Jiasheng's comments, may be
called ''foremen-capitalists." Although economically
insignificant, these few scattered firms are of historical
importance and interest due to their role in creating
conditions suitable for the economically more significant
manufacturing firms founded in the 1914-15 period, such as
Mingjing. Contrary to the prevailing view, I have argued that
the first decade of the printing machine industry had itself
already been led by erstwhile industrial foremen who in that
crucial decade remade themselves as manufacturers. At the
same time, they created their own successors through an
effective apprenticeship system.
The most successful of these foremen-capitalists, Zhang
Jinlin himself, started out as an apprentice in the most
successful of the late Qing Shanghai workshops. At least as
helpful to his fifteen-year climb as his own diligence and
training was the range of business connections he picked up
as he maneuvered through Shanghai's industrial sites,
starting from the Li Tongchang shop on Jiujiang Road, north
to the Commercial Press, south to the xinwen baoguan, and
finally coming to rest in his own vast manufacturing plant.
Just as important, the more than eleven hundred presses that
Zhang Jinlin' s firm can be shown to have produced between
1916 and 1930, the years for which such figures exist, and
the machinery produced by Mingjing's twenty-one Chinese-owned
competitors were important for putting modern western-style
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printing within the reach of Chinese printers and publishers
both in Shanghai and inland. By the 1930s, the productivity
of these manufacturers presented government commentators with
a model of industrial success.
In conclusion, by reorienting the standard paradigm
prevailing in the history of the book to include the history
of technology and industrial manufacturing, this chapter has
shown that Shanghai's Chinese-owned modern
printing/publishing industry was grounded in part on its
Chinese-owned foundries and machine shops. For this reason,
as the American missionary publishers, Reverend

w.s.

Holt,

suggested as early as 1879, histories of the modern book
industry in China are incomplete unless they include
attention to the history of industrial manufacturing.
I have stressed that the printing machine manufacturing
business witnessed the early emergence of foremen-capitalists
who, despite the limitations of the industrial training
system, did produce their own successors. The fact that
certain prominent firms, such as Li Tongchang and Mingjing,
cultivated the sale of their machines to one of Shanghai's
largest industrial markets, the Shanghai printing industry,
suggests that less well-known firms had much the same
intention but searched for less competitive markets inland
and overseas.
I have also suggested a pattern by which technological
expertise, commercial acumen, and good fortune combined
between the early 1900s and the 1930s to enable a total of
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twenty-two firms to move rapidly into the manufacture first
of simple and medium-scale printing machines and then of
highly sophisticated ones. The early success of the printing
machine firms in moving from urepair-and-supply" services to
manufacturing was related not only to the ability of these
manufacturers to produce machinery at a marketable price, but
also to the increasing demand for printed commodities of all
kinds between 1895 and the mid-1930s. In the end, war, not
technological or commercial competition, brought a lasting
halt to the proliferation of Shanghai's Chinese printing
machine manufacturers.
From Mingjing's modern plant down to the smallest and
rudest of workshops, these grimy, noisy, violent shops, much
more fundamentally than the missionary publishers or any of
the large Chinese publishers at the other end of this
cultural industry, were responsible for the extensive
mechanization and spread of letterpress technology throughout
Shanghai's and China's printing industry in the early
twentieth century. Without the appearance and multiplication
of these Chinese "sooty sons of Vulcan" laboring over their
forges, Shanghai printers and publishers would have remained
permanently dependent on the same imported supplies as the
missionary printers who had trained nineteenth century
Chinese printers in Canton, Hong Kong, and Ningbo. Fewer
Chinese printers would have been able to afford to buy modern
printing machinery, and Western-style printing, at the very
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least, would have required much more time to become the
Chinese norm.
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machinery until around 1918-20, and disbanded its manufactury in 1927
when the shop provided a soapbox for labor activists. See interviews
with its machine manufacturing competitors, owner/proprietors Tian
Jiasheng (8/26/61, SMJG, I:240), Zhang Xingfang (7/25/60, SMJG, II:849),
and Bu Yunfu (12/6/61, SMJG, II:849).
96shen's careless supervision of the construction of Zhonghua's
printing plant cost him his position in 1917, as related in Chapter 5.
97Li Xiangbo, uwo he Zhonghua shuju Shanghai yinshua chang," in
Huiyi Zhonghua shuju (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1987), I:193-206, esp.
193-195.
98According to numerous first-hand reports, in the 1910s and
1920s, the average time to completion of a machine industry
apprenticeship was four to six years, so Zhang was probably about twenty
years-old when he left Li's as a master machine-maker, and went to work
at the commercial Press.
99au Yunfu, 8/28/61 interview, in SMJG, I:238.
lOOrn 1903, the Press had moved to the Zhabei address in Baoshan
Road that its Shanghai branch plant still occupies.
lOlsee 9/27/60 interview with former Mingjing apprentices Chen
Zhaoquan, Yang Zhengyang, Shen Zhizhang, etc., in SMJG, II:827.
102.Mingjing jiqi chang changshi, mimeographed from the collection
of Shanghai No. 2 Machinery Factory, in SMJG, I:239.
l03chen, Yang, and Shen, 9/27/60 interview, in SMJG, II:827.
l04wang Shangen, 3/26/61 interview, in SMJG, I:239-40.
lOS Ibid.
106According to the Factory History (SMJG, I:239), they produced
about seventy-two machines per year between 1916 and 1921. A
provocative, but unanswerable question is exactly how Mingjing workers
learned to copy complex machines. Bershatter states that in Tianjin
uproduction depended on the traditional skills of the workers, and the
expansion of a shop's repertoire depended upon hiring skilled
craftsmen ••• experienced in the manufacture of another product" (89).
such a labor-intensive system could have been used at Mingjing.
Bershatter also relates a very amusing account of how Santiaoshi shops
learned to copy Japanese looms through a conspiracy with a Japanese
firm, which then sold the Chinese-made copies as Japanese goods (87).
l07wang, 3/26/61 interview, in SMJG, !:239-40.
108Ibid.
l09uLinian shengchan chanpin chanzhi guji," from Factory History,
in SMJG, I:239. For reasons which are not clear, the sales figures
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reported in the factory history are considerably less than what they
should be if Wang's prices quoted here are correct.
llOTian, 8/26/61 interview, in SMJG, I:240. This account calls to
mind Hershatter's mention of ua skilled craftsman(,] who had worked at
the Tianjin Arsenal," had lost his job when the Arsenal was destroyed by
the Boxers, and then lost his monopoly on his casting techniques when he
went to work in Santiaoshi. Bis losses led to the post-1900 growth of
the ironcasting district in Tianjin (85).
lllushanghai yinshua gonqye zhi diaocha," in SMJG, I:351. The
others were: Buadong Machine Works (a post-1927 semi-independent
Commercial Press firm); Wei Jucheng Machine Shop; Shenchang Machine
Shop; and Yaogongji Machine Shop. The latter three were all founded in
1914-15, contemporary with Mingjing.
ll2zhang Yingfang was still running Mingjing on the eve of
Liberation, by which time it was headquartered at 435 Bankou Road, with
its factory located at 528 Haiphong Road. By that time, Shanghai's
output of printing presses (9) accounted for only a tiny fraction of the
national total (308). See Handbook of Chinese Manufactures (Shanghai:
Foreign Trade Association of China, 1949), 246, 250. In those hyperinflationary times, Mingjing's assets were listed at one hundred million
yuan. After Liberation, Mingjing was nationalized as Shanghai No. 2
Machinery Factory. It is not known what became of Zhang Jinlin after
1937.
113zhang Yingfang, 7/25/60 interview, SMJG, I:352.
114zhonghua continued to print currency for the government into
the late 1940s, a practice which by then had direct personal benefits to
its employees because they were paid in newly-printed currency before
its value dropped due to hyper-inflation.
115sergere, op. cit., 169.
ll6uQian Shanghai shi jiqi gonqye tonqye gonghui zi1iao," in SMJG,
I:348-49.
117Guomindang zhengfu quanquo jingji weiyuanhui, ed., Zhizhi
gongye baogaoshu (n.l.: n.p., 6/36, 91-92), in SMJG, I:349.
118The accounts of Bujiang and New China derive from Zheng Xilin,
2/20/62 interview, SMJG, I:352.
119Tian, 8/26/61 interview, SMJG, I:240.
120uJiqi gonqye shiliao zu," in SMJG, II:548. Ranked by their
proportion of manufacturers relative to repair shops, eleven industries
lined up thus: knitting machine manufacturers; printing machine
manufacturers; filature machines; machine tools; mechanized farm tools;
silk-weavers; cigarette-rolling machines; spinning and weaving;
shipbuilding machinery; others.
121Ip, op. cit., 235.
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U2North China Daily News CXXVI (30 January 1932): 20566, 18.

U3Ip, op. cit., 236.
124North China Daily News CXXVI (3 February 1932):20570, 11.
USFrancis K. Pan, One Year of Rehabilitation of The Commercial
Press, Ltd. ([Shanghai]: n.p., 28 January 1933), 24. I would like to
acknowledge Mark Elliott, now of the University of California at Santa
Barbara, for having brought this publication to my attention.
126setween 1914 and 1924, the number of machine shops had grown
from 91 to 284.
U7Figures and narrative details in this paragraph are derived
from Zhonggong Shanghai shiwei dangshi yanjiushi and Shanghaishi
zonggonghui bian, op. cit., 17-20.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusion

I. Effects of Mechanized Printing and Modern Publishing on
Shanghai, 1876-1937; Apologue of a Printer/Publisher

The modern Chinese wenren painter wang Ch'i-ch'ien (C.C.
Wang; 1907- ) has written, autobiographically, that
''actually, the differences between traditional Chinese
painting and my painting are not very great, only the
technology, not the inspiration or content. "1 Although it may
be incumbent on, and even valid for a Chinese artist to give
such an account of his inspiration, for a historian of China,
one key to Chinese modernity is

11

the technology." For

technology changes the society with which it comes into
contact; as these changes increase, even inspiration and
content are transformed. Such has been the case with the
printing press, as this dissertation shows.
Modern printing, introduced by the British, first came
to China in 1814. For several decades, not surprisingly, it
had little impact on the Chinese or on the Chinese book
industry. After all, the Chinese book industry was one of the
oldest cultural enterprises in the land that had invented
block printing as well as different forms of movable type
printing before passing them on to civilizations westward.
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The traditional industry employed large numbers of people and

had made China one of the world's great book cultures.
In 1860, when Western-style printing first arrived in
Shanghai, a county capital on the edge of south China's
cultural center, Jiangnan, the empire's most recent national
book emporium, Liulichang, had been operating for nearly nine
decades. Liulichang was located far from the foreign
machinery then starting to trickle into China. Few alive then
could have imagined the impact that Western-style printing
would have on the Chinese publishing business. It would have
been even harder, as indicated by the responses of Westerners
living in Shanghai, to have forecast that lithography would
assume such great historical importance in China.
By 1899, however, when the imaginary inland Chinese
visitor to Shanghai's industrial forges, mentioned in Chapter
6, came to Shanghai, the importance of lithography had become

clear. Still, if that visitor had been asked whether he saw
in those forges he was studying any hint of Shanghai's future
educational and intellectual importance, he probably would
have answered with a great deal of uncertainty. If he knew
anything at all about really valuable books, for instance,
those sold by rare book collectors or antiquarians, he would
have laughed at the suggestion of Shanghai's greatness.
Anyone familiar with valuable books would have stated
confidently that they were bought and sold far to the north,
in Beijing's Liulichang.
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on the other hand, if our visitor 2 had seen the same
lithographed publications as Bao Tianxiao, he might have
replied that he had already had some hint of the city's
growing importance. Long before he arrived in Shanghai to
visit British-run forges in 1899, our visitor could have
known there were mechanized printing plants in Shanghai,

operated by Chinese workers, that complemented the forges he
was viewing at the moment. Further, those printing plants may
have relied on these Chinese forge workers for repairs.
Still, seeing the connection between industrial forges,
used to make machinery, and printing presses, used to produce
books, would have required a good deal of imagination in
1899. For a Chinese from inland areas, aware of western
machinery only, by then, from the yellowing pages of the
Dianshizhai

Pic~orial

or other lithographed magazines,

sensing the tie between the metal industry and the
printing/publishing would have represented a great mental
challenge. It would have required him to break through the
occupational categories he took for granted. Those categories
separated artisans or early industrial workers, molding and
hammering molten metal, from the refined gentry who took book
production as their bailiwick. If he had known anything about
the fact that even Shanghai's most advanced machine shops, Li
Changgen's and Li Tongchang's, were only just on the verge of
producing simple printing presses for the still-minute
Commercial Press, he would have had even more reason to scoff
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at the suggestion that Shanghai would soon become an
important cultural center.
On the other hand, our visitor might have known
something about the large number of workers needed to run the
lithographic presses as well as the letterpress ones coming
into fashion in 1899. At the very least, if he had seen those
lithographic pictorials he would have known that some of the
lithographic publishers had boasted, already in the 1880s, of
their success in this foreign art. Showing off their
ambition, they had erected some of the multi-storied Westernstyle buildings that were already distinguishing Shanghai
visually from inland Chinese cities. our visitor might even
have visited Li Shengduo's Feiying Hall, for example, which
was still operating in 1899 when he visited Shanghai. Rumors
might have reached him that, although the Tongwen Press was
no longer operating, as recently as five years before it had
employed 500 industrial workers within the limits of
Shanghai's foreign city.
If the imaginary visitor had ever used the reference
works or examination review products issued by the city's
lithographers, he might have felt that things here were much
the same as the inland town from which he had just arrived.
Shanghai's technology was different from what was used there
but the inspiration would have seemed to him to have been
much the same. If so, other experiences in Shanghai might
have led him to more sensitive insight into the future.
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For instance, perhaps our visitor was familiar with
recent changes in Qing China's official educational system.
He might have heard of China's first thirteen official "new
schools," that is, schools teaching foreign subjects. In
1899, the four that were located in Shanghai might have
hinted to him at the educational change being introduced into
the city,J but it seems unlikely that he could have
anticipated the rapid expansion of modern schools and
Western-style universities that would take place in the next
few years. This inland Chinese might have known that Nanjing,
the provincial capital, had only three of these modern
schools to Shanghai's four. If he had known, this information
might have given him some pause and encouraged him to think
about what curricula were likely to be offered in these
schools. In turn, an answer to his question might have led
him to anticipate the rapid expansion of the publishing
industry necessary to supply these institutions and those
that would follow them.
Still, the presence of these four modern schools need
not have led the traveller to the conclusion that this city,
a mere county seat in Chinese imperial administrative terms,
and one excessively influenced by western barbarians backed
up by their armed forces at that, was poised to become the
printing and publishing center of a reformist China. A
contemporary of our imaginary visitor, Wu Woyao's character,
Wang Boshu, had little sense that the "useful books" he
called for were available a stone's throw from his hotel in
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Fuzhou Road.

As

suggested by the disorganized history of the

printing and publishing guild in nineteenth century Shanghai,
there was nothing inevitable about the way in which China's
modern print media was developing here. ' How could Shanghai
1

compete with Suzhou, either in its service to literature or
in exemplar collections?" our visitor might have demanded.
Thinking back a couple of years, our visitor might have
insisted that back in 1896, when provinces, prefectures,
municipalities, and districts had begun to establish xuetang,4
as well as libraries, demonstration rooms (yiqiyuan), and
translation bureaus, it was by no means obvious that
Shanghai, with a trivial intellectual heritage compared to
its neighbors Suzhou, Hangzhou, and Wuxi, could take the lead
in literary matters. In 1899, he could still have answered
confidently, Beijing was the intellectual center of the north
and surely Suzhou or Nanjing was the center of the south?
If the presence of modern schools could not suggest the
future vitality of Shanghai's cultural world to a Chinese
visitor in the 1880s and 1890s, what might have? Certainly
the expansion of the city's industrial order under the shadow
of the Jiangnan Arsenal might have. That new order certainly
suggested the potential of great change to westerners living
in Shanghai, many of whom had had the experience of seeing
modern industry and machines change the cities and towns in
England or America where they had originated. But our visitor
would have had no experience with the rapid transformation of
fpciety by industry.
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Some of the Westerners had come to Shanghai to take up
employment under the Chinese government with the intention of
bringing that scientific and technological change to China as
a means of Christianizing the empire. The Interpreters'
Bureau at the Arsenal, for instance, had brought together
persons like the missionary-scholar Alexander Wylie (18151887), who entered the Arsenal in 1868 and stayed until 1877,
and the future

u.c.

Berkeley professor, John Fryer (1839-

1928), who did not leave for California until a few years
before our visitor arrived in Shanghai.
Fryer had first come to China in 1861 and had been in
Shanghai since 1864. Entering the Arsenal's translation
bureau in the late 1860s, he had labored there for over
thirty years, becoming responsible for many more than half of
the scientific and technical translations completed by the
Interpreters' Bureau.s Fryer had also issued his own Chineselanguage scientific magazine from the Arsenal in 1875. A
decade later, in 1885, Fryer opened Shanghai's first
technical bookstore, the Scientific Book oepot. 6 Perhaps our
visitor might have whiled away some time there, glancing
through the translations, checking them for the quality of
their Chinese prose.7
Moreover, if our visitor had come to Shanghai a year
earlier, he would have been able to visit still another early
missionary's scientific publishing operation. Walter Henry
Medhurst's scientific reading room and museum, opened in 1876
at the corner of Guangxi and Hubei North Roads and remained
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there until 1898. Another significant early European
publisher was the Society for the Diffusion of Christian
Learning, located near suzhou Creek, which had been
influential in supplying books to the emperor and to Beijing
intellectuals during the 100 Days of Reform the year before.
Like its European competitors, it was often strapped for
funds since many of its books were given away free.
All of these organizations might have given our
imaginary Chinese visitor the impression that Shanghai was
already a center of Western intellectual life in China, but
would they have convinced him that Shanghai was about to
become a new center of Chinese intellectual life? If he had
been as willing as we have been in this dissertation to talk
of the fact that the old distinction between scholars,
merchants, and even artisans no longer made a great deal of
sense in his post-Taiping world, in response to our question
about Shanghai's future importance, he might have brought up
the Chinese adaptation of mechanized technology to the
production of the book.
Perhaps the reason that he was visiting the forge at all
was that he was a downwardly mobile gentryman or official
looking for investment opportunities. Anticipating the
changes in company laws that would be issued soon by the Qing
court, he may have heard that conditions already permitted
persons such as himself to invest in Western industry, a
possibility that would have been unthinkable to any but an
unsavory cantonese comprador like Xu Run a decade before. By
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1899, however, these barriers had been broken down for some
time, in practice if not in law.
Or possibly, disillusioned by the failure of the 100
Days of Reform, our visitor came to Shanghai looking for some
means of spreading reformist thought to inland provinces. If
so, he would have found good company in Shanghai, for Zhang
Yuanji, a former imperial tutor and Hanlin scholar, had
already been in the city for a couple of years doing
something similar.
If our visitor were a supporter of reform, perhaps a
follower of Kang Youwei, and was looking for some way of
spreading propaganda, of course, he would not have cared
about the details of how Chinese printers like Xia Ruifang
and teachers-turned-publishers like Yu

Fu

were learning to

tolerate the heavy new expenses of mechanization. But he
certainly would have been interested in the fact that these
persons were responding to the potential of the new
letterpress machinery with new inspirations. New inspirations
led them to produce new kinds of books and our visitor may
have even seen one of these new books. Possibly it was his
search for the "upstream" supplier of this new reading matter
that had led him to Shanghai.
No longer content to continue producing hackneyed
educational materials for those privileged to prepare for the
traditional civil service examinations, Chinese publishers,
particularly those working out of the treaty port of
Shanghai, had now begun to produce modernized educational
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materials intended to move China away from the wenren and
bureaucratic culturalism of its past towards a future of
national wealth and power ( fuqiang) • The Nanyang Public
Institute had issued China's first modern textbooks in 1897,
under Zhang Yuanji's supervision, and was preparing to
publish Yan Fu's translation of Adam Smith's Wealth of
Na~ions

during our visitor's stay in Shanghai. For some of

the publishers appearing in Shanghai at this time, the
inspiration was revolution; for others, national survival.
But whatever their inspiration, it was reflected in the
content of their publications and in their eagerness to print
large numbers of books quickly and profitably for readers
''downstream."
Because these publishers sought to reach a national
student body and a national readership, penetrating deep into
the Chinese mind, they were forced to turn away from the
slow, low-volume production methods which had served the
past. Speed and volume were the goals of the day, but both
cost money. Initially, only the wealthy Chinese
philanthropist had been able afford to produce books and
other publications under modern conditions of relative speed
and volume.
The wealthy Chinese philanthropist publisher had been
characteristic of Shanghai starting in 1882 with Tongwen and
would survive until about 1905. Because his inspiration had
remained conservative, the content and aesthetic of his
publications had remained traditional. He had harnessed
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technology sporadically, somewhat amateurishly, but with a
certain flourish to fulfill his goals of social acceptance or
profit. The technology he favored, lithography, responded
well to these limited goals.
Even when he did produce such traditional works,
however, he had seemed to have rejected the industrial and
modern aspect of the project he was conducting, preferring to
concentrate on its philanthropic and service dimension.
Although he had taken the first important steps to
establishing Shanghai's printing factory system, he had also
relied heavily on his own funding. In time, however, the
expense of lithography, and a change in society, reflected in
the truncated reforms of 1898 but manifested in the
educational reforms announced in 1901, undercut both the
inspiration and the economic viability of the philanthropist.
Already by 1899, in the lithographer's place had come
the modern letterpress printer. Perhaps it was hearing about
this printer's technology that had brought our visitor to
Shanghai in the first place. At first somewhat hampered by
the inability of his technology to imitate the aesthetic
appeal of the lithographic book, the letterpress printer more
than made up for this deficiency by virtue of his new
inspiration and new content. In time, also, his technology
changed the public's expectation of the book. New
inspiration, new content, and new expectations produced a new
type of man, the Shanghai printer.
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Maybe printing was even the career being sought by that
imaginary inland Chinese visiting the Western-owned but
Chinese-run forge. If so, his visit to the forge indicates
that he had the imagination to figure out that if China could
begin to manufacture its own printing presses and train its
own printing workers, China would

be

able to establish a

modern printing and publishing industry. If he had been so
prescient, he would have sensed that the necessary
experimentation could best be done here, where the missionary
presses, the newspapers, and the Chinese lithographic presses
were already established.
Soon, perhaps in a matter of a few years, possibly in as
few as the fives it took Xia Ruifang, our visitor's new
inspiration, namely reaching the students of "new learning"
scattered all over China, would force the modern lead-type or
letterpress

pr~ter

to surpass himself and become a

publisher. Almost immediately, our visitor would have to move
into the realms of the investor. In moving into these
heights, he would incidentally reach into the realms of the
modern wenren who used printing machinery to reach an
audience larger than anything his traditional forebears would
have considered.
Once this second new man, the Shanghai
printer/publisher, did emerge, he would have to define
himself as he went along. For the inland Chinese there would
have been no time-honored models for behavior. And as he
brushed up against the aggressive, competitive, profit-minded
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publishers of the Shanghai book guild, perhaps his inland
modesty and caution would become harder to retain.

As

one of

thousands of sojourners in Shanghai's industrial sweatboxes,
he would have to master the demands and discipline of the
marketplace.
Most important, the new man whom this inland Chinese had
become, the Shanghai printer/publisher, would have to find
greater financial stability than the philanthropic publisher
of a few years before had had at his disposal. To survive and
to gain financial stability, this new man would probably be
forced to adapt a new (at least new to him in Shanghai)
organization borrowed from modernity, the corporation.
In 1899, our visitor probably would have been less
willing to discuss the possibility of his adapting western
business organizations, such as the corporation, to book
production. However, if he was still in Shanghai in 1905 or
1906, he would have found that it had been done already, by
the Commercial Press, by Wenming, and by China Books, to name
a few. The privately-owned lithographic publishers that he
might have visited in 1899, even Li Shengduo's Feiying Hall,
would have been gone, along with the early philanthropic
employers mentioned by Bao Tianxiao. Likewise, of the three
hundred new periodical publishers that had appeared after
1894, only about a hundred survived until 1901.9
Perhaps our visitor, in looking back on his six years in
Shanghai would feel amazement that the book industry had
taken on a modern character so rapidly.lo From the failure of
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the lithographic industry, our visitor would have concluded
that Shanghai's claim on China's printing and publishing
market had been frail indeed. The disappearance of those
lithographic firms and of the periodical publishers, he would
have concluded, was an indication of their inability to adapt
to the new conditions then emerging in the Chinese publishing
world.
If our visitor's new publishing firm survived the
educational and commercial shakeout of the early 1900s, it is
conceivable that his firm would have survived until 1912. By
that time, he would have become aware of the falling out at
the Commercial Press that had led several of its employees to
secretly compile a new set of revolutionary textbooks. It is
even likely that this visitor, by now no longer a sojourner
in Shanghai but a long-term resident who increasingly
identified his own prosperity with that of the city itself,
would have encountered the Zhonghua founder-director, Lufei
Bohong, and perhaps one of his colleagues, such as the
Shaoxing hustler Shen Zhifang, at the Shanghai Book Guild
meetings. He would have known that, far more than the old
degree-holders at the Commercial Press, Lufei was a strong
advocate of republicanism and had put his textbooks at the
service of the Double Ten revolution, making a significant
profit on his gamble.
Assuming that our visitor, who by this time may have
learned the Shanghai dialect, had opened a small printing and
publishing firm of his own in 1899 or 1900, chances are
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strong that he would have tried to find a store-front at the
corner of Guangdong and Henan Roads.

By

locating his firm

thereabouts, he could be sure of gaining some of the foottraffic coming to saoyeshanfang or one of the other
prestigious book firms located nearby.
Starting around 1916, however, our new Shanghai
publisher might have begun to ponder moving to Fuzhou Road.
When he had first come to Shanghai, of course, back in 1899,
Fuzhou Road had been a disreputable avenue crowded with singsong restaurants, opium parlors, and some foreign
restaurants. Only a few bookstores had ventured into its
midst. But now, Zhonghua, which everyone recognized as one of
Republican China's most successful publishers, had built and
opened up a large new Western-style office building with a
retail outlet opening onto Henan and Fuzhou Roads. Zhonghua's
prestige and success immediately attracted other
printer/publishers, with even the Commercial Press moving in
next door, to be followed by Wenming.
Once Zhonghua and the Commercial Press established their
presences here, others began to move into Fuzhou Road. In the
next year, 1917, the highly disreputable Shen Zhifang had
sneaked surreptitiously back into Shanghai from Suzhou.
Despite his considerable knowledge of publishing and
bookselling, Shen had had to leave Shanghai under a cloud
earlier in the year and had even been reported dead in
suzhou. Rumors were rife that he had been conducting some
shady dealings for his employer, Zhonghua, which
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coincidentally, nearly fell into bankruptcy. Now Shen
appeared to be back into the book business, although most of
what he sold could only be said to appeal to the petty
urbanites who increasingly thronged the booksellers'
district.
Like many of Fuzhou Road's shadier book dealers, Shen
was marketing books under a variety of imprints. One of them
seemed more successful than the others. By 1921, Shen was
devoting all of his attention to this one, World Books. Like
many other booksellers in Shanghai, our new publisher
probably would have tried to avoid contact with Shen. Quite
apart from his reputation for haughtiness, Shen compromised
the time-honored image of the bookseller. That image had
allowed the bookseller an ambiguous status closer to the
scholars of old than to the merchants of modern Shanghai.
Shen's focus on quick profits and his sly ways of avoiding
copyright responsibilities had earned him the scorn of other
Shanghai booksellers.
By the mid-1920s, Shen's political opportunism had even
led him into specialized niches of the textbook market.
Editing special textbooks for students in the most remote
areas of China and for laborers or peasants who could study
only part-time, Shen had to fend off a violent storm that now
came down on his shoulders. Mounted by the highly respected
commercial Press and the slightly tarnished Zhonghua, that
storm appeared likely, at first, to drown Shen's textbook
merchants.
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Both of these publishers could now claim close
connections with various governments and with leading
businessmen of Shanghai. Shen, on the other hand, black sheep
of the Shanghai booksellers, preferred to make money off the
Canton revolution, printing and publishing tracts that few
honorable publishers in Shanghai would touch. Although the
Commercial Press had been publishing progressive literature
since the early 1920s, and had even changed its editorial
pool to reflect the demands of the May Fourth Movement,
Shen's motives were now made to seem suspect and heavily
pecuniary.
Our visitor-turned-publisher would have been even more
shocked to discover that by 1927, Shen's World Books would be
known as one of the Big Three Publishers of the Shanghai's
Wenhuajie. Even as more and more publishers, some producing
remunerative periodicals rather than books, crowded into
Fuzhou Road, world, along with Zhonghua and the Commercial
Press, rode out the unpredictable times of 1927 and 1928. By
1932, when the war broke out, destroying the printing plants
of the Commercial Press, World and Zhonghua were poised to
satisfy the market dominated by the Commercial Press ever
since 1913. In the end, though, the printing presses of the
Commercial Press would start again with a roar, thanks to the
survival of its machine shop and a few forges of the sort
that had first brought our visitor to Shanghai three and a
half decades before.
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II. Conclusion

Despite the imaginary nature of this scenario of a
visitor to Shanghai's western-owned forges who decides to
stay in the city and open a publishing firm, one can get a
sense from it of what printing and publishing meant to the
city of Shanghai. If mechanized printing and modern
publishing had remained the province of Westerners and
missionary-inf~uenced

Chinese, individual Chinese investors

like Xu Run would not have taken so much pride in it.
Lifelong habitues such as Bao Tianxiao and Zhang Jinglu would
not have bothered to write down their recollections of
Wenhuajie. The Republican government would not have found its
example of a successful Chinese machine industry in the
1930s; nor would it have had such a convenient site for
printing its currency and securities on through 1949. The
government of the People's Republic would not have sought
out, since 1949, the memories of persons like former World
Books employee Zhu Lianbao, Commercial Press editor Zheng
Zhenwen, Zhonghua employee wu Tiesheng, and those of dozens
of others not mentioned in this dissertation for testimony on
the history of an industry linked to its own success.
Likewise, if the mechanized printing and modern publishing
industry had not found some means of instructing those who
made the transition from Republican China to the People's
Republic how to educate and mobilize masses of readers,
modern Shanghai and modern China would be very different.
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This study began with the assumption that pre-1949

wenren book culture, of the sort epitomized by Shanghai's
Wenhuajie, was present at the founding of the People's
Republic and survived well into the post-Liberation period.
Further, it was clear that its survival contributed to its
historical importance.ll Elite book culture endowed purely
commercial book culture with importance by association. Both
elite and popular book traditions were found in Shanghai's
Wenhuajie, tied together by the marketplace.
By focusing on Chinese organizations and persons
involved in the modernization of China's commercial book
publishing industry, and in the development of Wenhuajie,
this dissertation has tried to answer the question of how
Shanghai's modern Chinese printers and publishers adjusted to
and took advantage of elite book culture and its readership.
In doing so, how did they develop the mass market that made
this city a national center of intellectual life in the
decades leading up to the Anti-Japanese War (1937-45)? Also,
I have sought an answer to the question of their impact on
Shanghai itself.
I began by arguing that early literary commodities
combined with literary and commercial documents can tell us a
great deal not only about the marketplace itself, but also
about those supplying the bookstalls. Initially, in Beijing
in the 1760s, books arrived physically in Liulichang via the

Sikuquanshu compilation offices or through other more
roundabout means related to the compilation project. By and
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large, however, they had originated in gentry libraries
dispersed across the Manchu empire, with the densest
concentrations coming from the Jiangnan area west and south
of Shanghai. Once the libraries arrived in Liulichang, they
were unpacked, examined, and often studied by the small world
of scholars manques found in the bookstalls. Eventually, they
were passed on to a select clientele of officials and
scholars.
The consumption of books by persons similar to those who
had produced them and who had sent them to Beijing for
inclusion in the compilation project enabled the book dealers
in turn to preserve their conviction, however undercut it was
by economic reality, that they themselves were also scholars
and gentrymen. By preserving this self-image, Liulichang's
booksellers could maintain the fiction that money was not the
final reward of their commerce. Society permitted them their
conceit by virtue of the "cultural" or educational nature of
the commodities they sold and by their lack of a fixed place
in the four-tiered confucian occupational hierarchy.
Traditional publishing, along with its publishing ethic
and even aesthetic, remained vibrant in Beijing in spite of
obvious signs that the industry was highly commercialized.
This is why Liulichang continued to mean "books" to Chinese
long after the destruction of the Manchus and their kilns.
Just as kaozheng studies were, in the words of Nathan Sivin,
"the last new intellectual beginning" of imperial China,
Liulichang was the last new beginning of traditional Chinese
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publishing. The appearance of new technology in late
nineteenth century Beijing did not produce a radical new
publishing industry there because the goals of Liulichang
proprietors remained those of the eighteenth century masters.
There was no radical reorganization of publishing in Beijing
as Febvre has suggested there was in early modern Europe.
However, as time went on, and certainly by the 18 7Os ,
the sociological profile of the southern suppliers of the
book emporium had begun to change. The decline of old family
fortunes necessitated the sale of famous library collections
to the agents of Liulichang bookshops. When the Taiping
Rebellion settled into its capital at Nanjing in 1852, the
supply routes of Liulichang book dealers were cut. At the
same time, the Taiping war against gentry culture assured
that books and book culture in the Yangzi River valley would
suffer.
Whereas Febvre and Darnton identify the precociously
modern organizational flavor of the European publishing
enterprise, a very different mode of organization prevailed
in Liulichang. It is apparent from the history of Liulichang
that masters and apprentices tended to divide and unite along
native-place lines. Polarization, when it did occur in
Liulichang, produced a fracture along a north/south axis.
This fault line was recreated when the national antiquarian
book market began to shift southward to Shanghai in the early
1900s.
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The suppression of the Taiping rebels had been costly
not only financially but also in terms of the social
composition of the gentry. No longer could Chinese take for
granted that degree-holders would be cultured or educated men
in traditional Confucian terms. Too many degrees had been
sold to pay the costs of containing and then suppressing the
rebels. The destruction of the economic foundation of the
pre-Taiping gentry also meant that supplies of books from the
south to Liulichang had begun to dry up.
Southern agents stopped coming as regularly to
Liulichang and their authority in the booksellers' district
began to wither. Soon they were replaced by their own former
apprentices, most of them northerners. By the end of the
nineteenth century, the rapid decline of the southern guild
and its rapid replacement by that erected and supported by
northern book dealers may be said to have reflected the
crisis of the gentry.
When the book market did shift southward, commercial and
symbolic factors, as well as sociological change, played
large roles. Large numbers of new books, produced by machines
and often containing foreign learning, displaced antiquarian
and trade books of the sort produced in Beijing. The search
of Ji, Hengshui, and Gong county natives for mercantile
success had led them first to Beijing and then, decades
later, to Shanghai. These antiquarians were drawn to Shanghai
by the market for rare books created by the New-Book industry
already in command of China's national marketplace for books.
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Commercially, as well as symbolically, Liulichang (and
Beijing) influenced the development of Shanghai's Wenhuajie.
At the same time, just as Shanghai's once-thriving
lithographic industry had been overtaken by letterpress
printer/publishers, so too Beijing's Liulichang had now been
provincialized by Shanghai.
The origins of Liulichang's books in gentry libraries
has led me to pay attention to the gentry and changes in its
makeup during the century following the commencement of the
imperial book market. If the crisis of the Jiangnan gentry is
reflected by the changed social composition of Liulichang in
the 1870s, it is reflected even more obviously in the
reconstitution of southern book culture in Shanghai between
1876 and 1937. For it was in Shanghai that the long-term
commercialization of Chinese society, which had been
occurring since at least the late Ming, and the more
immediate commercialization of the gentry lifestyle came
together in one place.
One of the industries influenced by the hybrid business
culture of Shanghai was book publishing, a commercial
enterprise of traditional concern to the gentry even when not
acknowledged as such. That business, and its gentry
practitioners, influenced by both Chinese textual culture and
by Western business practices, eventually had a major effect
on the city of Shanghai and on modern China.
If native Shanghainese were not prepared in 1860 to
embrace Western machinery for the purpose of manufacturing
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books, their successors, largely sojourners and refugees
albeit with wealth to invest, were ready by the late 1870s.
To figures like Xu Run, however, mechanized printing was too
new for easy comprehension. Only in gradual steps did this
generation adapted a foreign technology, lithography, to what
they regarded as China's needs. Reprinting exemplar texts
dominated their energies, supplemented only by reprints of
traditional products like dictionaries and model essays. In
one of history's most commonly encountered patterns, they
created the conditions for a modern publishing industry
without even intending to do so. But the fact that they were
able to do so indicates the importance of the post-Taiping
reconstitution of the southern gentry in predisposing them to
engage and purchase western machinery.
From 1876-1905, the publishers discussed in Chapter 3 of
this dissertation brought together intellectual, manual, and
industrial work in what were to Chinese startlingly new ways.
These patterns were so new that they became linked at this
time in Chinese eyes with the image of Shanghai as the cradle
of modernity. Shanghai's privately-run lithographic firms
introduced from 1,300 to 1,600 workers to modern industrial
methods, discipline, and machinery. Old publications were
produced in new ways for a traditional audience. Retail and
wholesale services for a market that ranged from Shanghai to
Shandong and Beijing in the north, south to Guangzhou and
west to Sichuan alerted readers to changes occurring in
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Shanghai that would soon influence them in far more profound
ways.
Before those newer, more profound effects of the
evolution of Shanghai's printing and publishing world could
be felt, however, the minds of Shanghai publishers had to
change. The book industry's guild and trade association
evolved haphazardly as a result of government pressure and
revolution and, more importantly, under the influence of
crises concerning textual property and compensation. Just as
our image of the gentry has been remade to include the
merchant, so too does our image of the late imperial book
world require modification to reflect this impact. If our
image of late imperial Chinese painting, for example, can
withstand the acknowledgement that some painters lived off
their painting, so too can our image of book publishers
survive the awareness that their success was related to their
adaptation of commercial and industrial institutions.
The gentry-merchants developed a penchant for combining
scholarship and commerce. In the first phase of the period
discussed by this dissertation, that transition was
completed. Here we have gentry who become book merchants, and
who are distinguished by the fact that they sell scholarship
and learning. By the first decade of the twentieth century,
Shanghai's publishers were only edging close to the center of
China's intellectual life, in spite of the movement of these
former imperial officials and degree-holders towards modern
cultural businesses and the gradual relocation of Beijing
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book dealers to Shanghai. However, changes had begun to take
place in the minds of these book merchants that predisposed
them to think of the old national book market in radical new
ways. First and foremost, they grasped the potential size of
China's market for the modern textbook.
Shanghai's book industry, much more thoroughly than
Beijing's, now came to be defined by western machinery.
DemOnstrating the truth of the Chinese aphorism houlai
jushang ("the late-comers surpass the old-timers"), the book-

and education-oriented wings of the reconstituted postTaiping gentry found that Shanghai provided an ideal
sanctuary from which to educate and entertain new China.
Their impact on the city itself was far-reaching, extending
from the multi-story Western buildings in which Shanghai's
Chinese publishers located themselves to their guild and
trade organizations and on to their adaptation of the
corporation to their financial needs. This adaptation by late
Qing publishers in turn gave the Big Three publishers the
wherewithal to outlast their founding partners and to move
into the era of the professional employee.
The semi-philanthropic, semi-commercial book culture of
late Qing society was reflected in the high rate of
bankruptcies in the Shanghai publishing world between 1895
and 1905. By 1904, however, the Commercial Press had come
forward as the main beneficiary of the reform-minded leaders
of Jiangnan book culture. Their openness to intellectual
reform also predisposed figures like Zhang Yuanji to
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commercial reform and reorganization. Shanghai was not only
the place where these reforms occurred initially, but also
that which benefitted most directly when they were
legitimated by the Qing court after 1901. The abolition of
the civil service examination in 1904-5 was just as important
to the immediate prosperity of Shanghai's publishers.
Zhang Yuanji was an important figure in Shanghai's book
publishing world from 1897, when he left Beijing to go to
work in the editorial office of the Nanyang Public Institute,
until 1953, when he left the Commercial Press. His life is
arresting in the way it displays the importance of the
Shanghai publishing world in absorbing downwardly-mobile
talent of the late Qing period. Further, he is important for
his involvement in the editorial office of the Commercial
Press and for the many significant works produced under his
direction. But Zhang Yuanji was only one of many hundreds or
thousands of figures whose involvement helped to create
Republican Shanghai's answer to imperial Beijing's
Liulichang.
As

I argue in Chapters 4 and 5, there would have been no

Commercial Press without Xia Ruifang and the three Bao
brothers; likewise, there would have been no Zhonghua without
Lufei Bohong, and no Zhonghua or world Books without Shen
Zhifang. And the Commercial Press would have had trouble
surviving the 1920s and 1930s without Wang Yunwu at the helm.
Furthermore, without the Commercial Press of Xia Ruifang
and Wang Yunwu, the Zhonghua of Lufei Bohong and Shen
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Zhifang, and Shen's World Books, there would have been no
Wenhuajie as it was known by Bao Tianxiao, Zhang Jinglu, and
thousands of other less articulate Shanghainese. And without
the myriad changes of the late nineteenth century, the janusfaced developments of the lithographers, and the ambiguous
origins of ''books that are useful," Shanghai's Wenhuajie
would not have become as important a symbol of pre-Liberation
Shanghai as Nanjing Road's department stores, the hoodlumism
of the Green Gang, the Great world entertainment palace, or
the nearby Bund.
For wenhuajie was not some sort of adjunct to the
imperial compilation project of the eighteenth century. It
was the central marketplace for literary commodities demanded
by mass public patronage and influenced by government edict.
It stood for an industry with one foot in the adulterated
ideals of late Qing and early Republican gentry reformism and
the other in the full sun of Shanghai's darwinian commercial
struggle. Traditionalism, reformism, progressivism,
consumerism, Marxism, professionalism, all these ideologies
and more were available, bound between two covers, from the
bookstores gathered in Shanghai's wenhuajie from 1916 to
1937.
Not until this world disappeared, first beneath Japanese
bombs and then finally under Japanese occupation, did the
need to resurrect and control this image occur to the Chinese
government. The task of building wenhuajie, undertaken by a
cast of thousands, was now transformed into a legend. The
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conscious transformation of Wenhuajie into a legend has
turned out to be just as important for readers and historians
as Liulichang's haphazard development into one was for
Wenhuajie. That transformation has made available a wealth of
resources for studying the evolution of the single most
important public medium of late Qing and early Republican
China, printing and publishing.
Wenhuajie's transformation into a legend is itself
important grounds for examination and analysis. Examination
and analysis of that legend reminds us of the roles that
commercialism, opportunism, and the quest for monopoly played
in the development of these three firms and others like them.
Contrary to what Yang Shouqing would have us believe, these
problems did not first emerge in the 1940s but had had a
central, if unacknowledged, place in Shanghai's publishing
world since its conception.
The administrative, financial, and leadership skills of
the Big Three enabled them in turn to promote the
identification of the Fuzhou Road district with Shanghai's
domination of Republican China's printing and publishing
world. That domination produced and was influenced by close
ties with numerous Republican-era government figures. By the
end of the period under review here, a combination of
mechanization, modern management, and governmental and public
patronage enabled the Big Three Shanghai publishers to set
national agendas in educational affairs that would have
direct benefit to their own enterprises. It will be incumbent
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on future studies of Shanghai's Wenhuajie to examine in
greater detail than has been possible here the political
connections between these firms and the Guomindang
government.
Examination and analysis also remind us of the
importance to these firms and to their one hundred-plus
contemporaries of the printing machine manufacturers and
apprentices introduced in Chapter 6. Just as Wenhuajie would
have been a very different place if it had been populated
with only variants of Zhang Yuanji, so too Shanghai's
printing and publishing world would have had a very different
character if these opportunistic, hard-minded figures
epitomized by Zhang Jinlin had not been producing their
bargain-basement machinery.
Without these cut-rate printing presses, Shanghai's
small-scale printers of the 1910s and later would not have
had the means to open their shops. If they had not been
printing legitimately out-of-copyright material or pirated
textbooks developed by the Commercial Press, Zhonghua, or
World Books, these large publishers, first supplied these
texts by their in-house editorial departments, would not have
felt the urgency to diversify into manufacturing educational
products and instruments or into printing securities and
currency under government supervision.
Pursuit of the links between one part of the printing
and publishing to other parts of it has enabled me to present
a comprehensive view of a lost universe of printers and
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publishers that extends deeply into the commercial and
industrial bedrock of Shanghai between 1876 and 1937. Just as
important, I have suggested how that universe influenced
Shanghai and its image in late imperial and Republican China.
Future research, in addition to examining links between the
Guomindang and Wenhuajie during the Nanjing Decade (1927-37),
should examine in greater detail the ties between these
machine shops and Shanghai's printing workers. In these ways,
the impact of wenhuajie on Shanghai, and on China's modern
history, will be further clarified.

NOTES
lwang Ch'i-ch'ien, Mountains of the Mind, The Landscapes of
Wang (NY: The Arthur M. Sackler Foundation, 1977), 7.

c.c.

2Most of the inspiration for the following account, which is
intended to amalgamate the experiences of many persons important to the
history of Wenhuajie, comes from Zhang Jinglu's Zai chubanjie ershinian
(Shanghai [Hankou): Shanghai zazhi gongsi, 1938).
3wang Yunwu, Shangwu yinshuguan yu xinjiaoyu nianpu {Taipei:
Taiwan Shanqwu yinshuguan, 1973), 1. If one adds Nanyang Gongxue,
founded in 1897 under Sheng xuanhuai's instructions, at this time, four
of thirteen modern schools in seven cities were located in Shanghai. The
schools Wang identifies as unew schools" were Beijing's Tonqwenguan
(founded 1862); Shanghai's Guanfang Yanguan (Shanghai Interpreters'
School; 1863), located in the Jiangnan Arsenal; FUjian's Chuangzheng
Xuetang (1869); Shanghai's Zhengmeng Shuyuan, started by Zhang Huanlun
in 1878; Tianjin's Dianbao Xuetang (1879) and Shuishi Xuetang, founded
by order of Li Hongzhang (1880); Shanghai's Dianbao Xuetang (1882);
Tianjin's WUbei Xuetang, (1885); Canton's Shuilushi Xuetang, established
by Zhang Zhidong (1887); Nanjing's Shuishi Xuetang {1890); WUchang's
Ziqiang Xuetang, established by Zhang Zhidong {1893); Tianjin's Zhonqxi
Xuetang, started by Sheng Xuanhuai (1895); and Nanjing's Lujun Xuetang,
established by Zhang Zhidong {1895).
4xuetang were antecedents of the modern schools.
5Ji Shaopu et al., eds., Zhongguo chuban jianshi {Shanghai: Xuelin
chubanshe, 1991), 283. Fryer produced 129 of the Arsenal's 177
translations. Only seventy-seven were published by the Arsenal.
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6Fryer' s magazine was known as the Gezhi buibian. The Scientific
Book Depot was located at an address on Bankou Road that disappeared
when the new Shanghai Municipal Government offices were built in the
early twentieth century.
7Active in the missionary textbook movement, Fryer helped to lay
the groundwork for the large foreign-language publishing district
located behind the British consulate. Perhaps our visitor would also
have seen the publishing operations of the British, American, and
Scottish Bible Associations, but unless he were a Christian, this
district would have held little interest for our visitor. Educated late
nineteenth century Chinese often criticized translations into Chinese
for their atrocious style.
8 The

Commercial Press opened its editorial office in 1902 after
five years of business.
9According to Ko Kung-chen, after 1894, 216 newspapers and 122
magazines appeared. The mortality rate was high, however. By 1901, only
eighty newspapers and forty-four magazines were still appearing. See Leo
OU-fan Lee and Andrew J. Nathan, uThe Beginnings of of Mass Culture:
Journalism and Fiction in the Late Ch'ing and Beyond," in David G.
Johnson, Andrew J. Nathan, and Evelyn Rawski, eds., Popular CUlture in
Late Imperial China (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press,
1985), 364.

1°Recall Lucien Febvre's comments, quoted in the Introduction,
that the publishing industry quickly took on a modern flavor
organizationally and otherwise.
llThis assumption is borne out by Richard Curt Kraus's fascinating
study detailing the survival of the old literati art of calligraphy into
the post-1949 era. See his Brushes with Power; Modern Politics and the
Chinese Art of Calligrapby (Berkeley, CA: University of California
Press, 1991).
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Appendix I

Table I

Printing Methods used at Liulichang, 1796-1932,
Arranged in Descending Frequency

A. Wood blocks per reign (41 total)
26 •••• Guangxu (1875-1908) [includes one three-color edition]
2 •••• Tongzhi (1862-1875)
2 •••• Jiaqing (1796-1820)
1 •••• xianfeng (1851-1862)
1 •••• Daoguang (1821-1850)
1 •••• xuantong (1908-1911)

4 •••• ROC, pre-1920 (including one by Sun Dianqi's shop)
3 •••. ROC, year unspecified; many more ROC-era reprints
may have been wood-blocked because of the
large number of times the record says
"reprinted using original old edition" or
words to that effect
1. .•. ROC, 1932

B. Photoreprints, the appeal of which is that they duplicate
the original wood-blocked editions completely and literally,
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unlike metal or other movable typefaces, which have to be
reset (27 total)
3 •••• ROC, pre-1920
3 •••• ROC, year unspecified
1. ••• 1922
1. ••• 1927

2 •••• 1928
5 •••• 1929

2 •••• 1930 (including one by Sun Dianqi's firm)
1. ••• 1932

6 •••• 1933
1. ••• 1934
1. ••• 1940
1. ••• 1949

c. Moveable lead type (16 total; two additional titles are
recorded as having been printed with moveable type in the
Daoguang reign, but

i~

is not clear whether the printing was

done using lead or wooden type of the sort mentioned by
Alcock)
1. ••• ROC,

year unspecified

1. ••• 1914

3 •••• ROC, pre-1920
2 •••• 1926
2 •••• 1931
2 •••• 1933 (including one by Sun's firm)
1. ••• 1934

(done by Sun's firm)
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1. ••• 1935
1. ••• 1936
1. ••• 1940
1. .•• 1941

D. Collotype, a kind of photographic process (8 total)
4 •••• 1934
2 •••• 1935
1. .•• 1936
1. .•• 1938

E.

11

Sleeve-prize" (pocketbook) or condensed editions,

probably all wood-blocked (8 total, largely from late Qing
years)

F. Photo-lithographic process (5 total)
1 •••• xuantong 2nd year (1909)
1 •••• Tongzhi
1 •••• ROC, pre-1920
1. ••. ROC, 1927
1. ••. ROC, 1936
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Table II

Subjects of Liulichang-Published Books in Aggregate
(214 total; Chinese-language works only, unless indicated)

Music. . . . • • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . .

1

nianpu (chronological biographies).......................

1

Mathema.tics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

Geomancy, Metaphysics, Religion..........................

5

Bilingual ( Manchu-Chinese) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

6

Medicine (includes congshu by Xu Dachun [1693-1771;
ECCP, 322, a major medical theorist)................

7

Grammar and Phonetics....................................

8

and Calligraphy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9

Classics and Commentaries ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

21

congshu (collectanea), compilations, catalogues ••••••••••

32

Politics, Histories, Biographies •••••••••••••••••••••••••

34

Literature (poetry, biji [jottings]) •••••••••••••••••••••

44

Others (including books whose contents are unclear) ••••••

45

A:ct
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Table III
Reprintings for which some Source Information is Available

A. Specified:

7 •••• Qing reprints of Song editions
5 •••• Qing reprints of Ming editions
1. ••• Qing

reprint of Yuan edition

6 •••• ROC reprints of Qing editions
5 •••• ROC reprints of Song editions
3 •••• ROC reprints of Ming editions

B. Unspecified:
106 •••• Qing reprints of unspecified editions
58 ••••• ROC reprints of unspecified editions
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